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ABSTRACT

_______________________________________________________

The majority of the world’s population live in “vernacular” buildings, often dismissed as

unengineered structures, built in distinct local styles using local materials and structural

techniques. The collapse of these buildings has been blamed for a large number of deaths in

recent earthquakes, leading to appeals for their demolition or strengthening. However, many are

of high historical and cultural significance. Furthermore, their seismic behaviour is often poorly

understood, and well-intentioned interventions may adversely affect their performance unless

properly verified by a robust seismic assessment. Current evaluation procedures are not

appropriate for these buildings as they do not emphasise compliance with conservation principles,

nor consider unique structural techniques and materials.

This thesis aims to develop a novel decision-tree-based diagnostic approach for the seismic

assessment of historic vernacular buildings. The diagnosis is performed in two stages; a

preliminary diagnosis based on onsite observations and archival research, and a detailed, more

quantitative diagnosis based on numerical analysis and experimental testing. At each stage, four

parameters are assessed; the initial structural concept, the interaction between components, the

quality of connections, and the quality of the structural fabric. The procedure aims to be applicable

to any class of vernacular buildings with minimal modifications.

The approach has been validated by application to two historic residential buildings in Peru with

different structural systems. To arrive at a diagnosis, experimental tests have been performed,

and detailed finite element models developed at global and local level, which are shown to

adequately represent the lateral response of the system. A specific focus is made on the

characterisation of quincha, a technique consisting of a timber frame infilled with a weave of canes

and mud. The procedure is applicable to both building types, with only minor modifications, and

has proven to be a valuable tool for identifying vulnerabilities of the building.
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Basecourse / sobrecimiento Portion of the wall directly above the foundation

Casona Historic stately home in Peru

Colonnades A series of regularly spaced columns supporting an
entablature

Estera Mat made with woven reeds

Kancha Incan home

Kurkur A mat of canes found in the roof system of historic
casonas in Cusco

Macroelement
A part of the structure, independent from the rest, that
shows distinct seismic behaviour, but may interact with
other macroelements

Par y nudillo Collar-beam roof present in some casonas

Quincha Wattle and daub technique found in Peru

Seismic zone coefficient A factor that modifies the seismic demand based on
the seismic hazard in a particular region

Vulnerability Susceptibility of a component or building to damage
from an earthquake of a given intensity

Zaguán Entrance hall of casona
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ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers

CA Casa Arones (Cusco case study)

C.O.R. Centre of rotation

EC8 Eurocode 8

FEA Finite element analysis

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

GCI Getty Conservation Institute

GSAP Getty Seismic Adobe Project

HC Hotel el Comercio (Lima case study)

ICOMOS International Council on Monuments and Sites

ISCARSAH International Scientific Committee on the Analysis and Restoration of
Structures of Architectural Heritage

KL Knowledge level

NDT Non-destructive testing

NEHRP National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program

NZSEE New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering

PBA Performance-based assessment

PDT Pseudo-dynamic tests

PUCP Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

OMA Operational modal analysis

SRP Seismic Retrofitting Project

UCL University College London
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A Area

c Cohesion

d Diameter of nail

E Elastic modulus

fm Charactersitic compressive strength

Fpeak Peak load

Fmax Maximum capacity

G Shear modulus

H Height

k Stiffness

Kin Initial stiffness

Kyield Post-yield stiffness

L Length

M Moment

N* Normal force

R Racking stiffness

t Thickness

Vn Force required to unseat diaphragm

w Specific weight

Z Distance

Δh Horizontal displacement

'peak Deformation at failure

'peak/'y Ductility ratio

'y Yield deformation
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

_______________________________________________________

1.1 Background and Motivation

In the first decade of the 21st century almost 700,000 people died as a result of earthquakes, the

majority due to the collapse of buildings (Holzer and Savage, 2013). In some of the most

devastating recent earthquakes, such as Nepal (2015), Haiti (2010) and Sichuan, China (2008),

researchers have attributed the high death toll to inadequate housing (Shakya and Kawan, 2016,

Romão et al., 2015). It is estimated that between 90% and 98% of the world’s population live in

traditional unengineered houses, built using locally available materials such as earth, timber, brick

and stone (Oliver, 2007a, Rapoport, 2006). These buildings are not built to, and rarely comply

with, seismic codes, and are particularly vulnerable to collapse during an earthquake.

Buildings constructed in distinct local styles dependent on the local environment and traditional

technologies are often referred to as “vernacular architecture.” Oliver (2007b) defines this as ‘the
architectural language of the people with its ethnic, regional and local ‘dialects’’. By definition,

they are unengineered, and their characteristics vary depending on the local environment, culture

and available resources. Although vernacular architecture does not only refer to dwellings, houses

are the most common form. Structural and architectural modifications of individual structures are

common, often by the building’s residents, as requirements and fashions change.

In vast areas of the world vernacular architecture forms the distinct character of a particular

region, and its historical and cultural significance is increasingly valued, at times being subject to

national or international protection. In 1999, The International Council on Monuments and Sites

(ICOMOS) ratified a ‘Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage’ outlining conservation principles

and guidelines for these types of buildings (ICOMOS, 1999). The loss and destruction of historic

vernacular architecture not only affects the local economy due to loss of tourist income but

irreversibly eliminates the evidence of hundreds of years of distinctive architecture and

construction techniques.

Vernacular residential buildings often provide excellent homes, having evolved over many years

as a fitting solution to the climate and environment of the region and specific requirements of the

local population. It has been demonstrated that some vernacular structural systems have

favourable seismic properties because builders learned over centuries which techniques

performed well, and modified newer structures accordingly (Tavares et al., 2014). Others argue
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that if some traditional structures are well-maintained, they can outperform modern buildings of

steel or concrete (Langenbach, 2009, Langenbach et al., 2010, Sinha et al., 2004, Wyss, 2005).

However, in most regions of the world, the seismic performance of vernacular heritage is not well

understood, and there is insufficient data to back these claims up and address the safety concerns

of residents and governmental officials. As a result, in some regions, residents and governmental

officials have campaigned for the demolition of these buildings due to a perceived lack of safety

(D'Ayala and Benzoni, 2012, D'Ayala, 2014, ICOMOS, 2010).

The inherent diversity and unengineered nature of vernacular structures make compliance with

local seismic codes unfeasible and requires a flexible approach to seismic assessment involving

the expertise and input of engineers, architects, anthropologists, historians, residents, and

government officials. However, there is currently little guidance on how to approach this. This

thesis aims to address the lack of guidance by developing a novel seismic assessment procedure

for this class of buildings.

1.2 Research Objectives

The research presented in this thesis was undertaken as part of the Seismic Retrofitting Project

(SRP), an interdisciplinary collaboration between University College London (UCL), the Getty

Conservation Institute (GCI), the Pontificía Universidad Católica del Peru (PUCP), and the

Peruvian Ministry of Culture. The collaboration was formed by the GCI in 2010 on recognising the

need for sound engineering judgement and procedural robustness to produce a conservation

framework, and intervention plan, for the Peruvian Ministry of Culture in the aftermath of the 2007

Pisco earthquake. The SRP aims to provide guidance for the assessment and strengthening of

historic earthen buildings in Peru considering four case studies in detail, two of which are included

in this thesis. The author was involved in the SRP from October 2011 to December 2014 as part

of the team from UCL, and carried out extensive field work in Peru in November-December 2011

and April-May 2012. All the work and analysis presented in this thesis is the author’s unless

otherwise referenced.

The primary objective of the thesis is therefore to propose a robust seismic assessment procedure

that may be applied to any style of historic vernacular structure to inform decision-making on

interventions. This can be broken down into four stages. The first stage involves researching

existing procedures currently available in seismic codes and literature with the aim of critically

evaluating their suitability for application to historic vernacular structures. Based on these findings,

a new methodology is proposed, which takes into account the unique characteristics of vernacular

architecture, yet attempts to comply with conservation principles and existing seismic assessment

guidelines. The new procedure is then verified by its application within the SRP to assess its

suitability and compliance with the above principles. The effectiveness of the proposed procedure

is critically reviewed and modified based on the findings.

In addition to the development of the procedure, this thesis offers a number of other contributions.

A second objective is to perform a full seismic assessment on two distinct case studies, both of

which are a type of building known as a ‘casona’, located in Peru. Casona is the name given in
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Peru, to large residential buildings, built for the elite between the 16th and 19th centuries. The first

case study is located in Lima, on the coast of Peru, and is made of adobe and masonry on the

lower storey with the upper storeys built in a traditional technique consisting of a timber frame

infilled with a weave of canes and mud known as quincha. The second case study is located in

Cusco, in the Peruvian Andes, and is a two storey adobe building with a pitched roof. The seismic

assessment aims to obtain an idea of the seismic response, identify weaknesses, and

recommend strengthening interventions where required.

The quincha is a defining feature of the Lima casonas, but despite this, little is known about its

structural details or its seismic response. Therefore, a third objective of the research is to further

the understanding of quincha as a structural system, by means of in-situ inspections, experimental

work, and numerical modelling of quincha walls. As state of the art approaches for numerical

modelling of infilled timber frames were shown to be inadequate, a novel approach to the

development of the numerical models has been developed, which could be extrapolated to be

applied to other similar construction types found elsewhere in the world, such as bahareque
(Central America), bagdadi (Turkey), and ‘mud shear walls’ from Japan.

A performance-based assessment (PBA) approach is taken, which assesses if the building fulfils

rehabilitation objectives that are defined by the correlation of performance levels to seismic

hazard. The performance levels describe the level of damage to the building, and their

exceedance is evaluated by checking the values of pre-defined performance measures such as

deformation. A PBA approach is particularly appropriate for historic buildings as strengthening

should be limited to where strictly required so as to minimise alterations and loss of authenticity.

1.3 Layout of the Thesis

Besides this chapter, the thesis consists of seven further chapters followed by the conclusions,

appendices and bibliography. Chapter 2 provides the reader with a brief background to seismic

assessment, followed by critical review of existing procedures in seismic codes and literature,

evaluating their suitability for historic vernacular structures. The review concludes that the

methods in codes are unsuitable and a new procedure should be developed. The new approach,

developed by taking into account shortfalls in existing methods, is presented in Chapter 3. It

consists of four main stages, the pre-assessment, preliminary assessment, detailed assessment,

and finally a decision on intervention.

Chapters 4 to 8 consist of the application of the procedure to two case studies. This begins in

Chapter 4 with a background to the structural characteristics of the case studies, followed by the

results of the first stage of the assessment procedure: the preliminary diagnosis. This identifies in

a qualitative manner, the perceived vulnerabilities of the two buildings, and leads onto Chapter 5,

which forms the first part of the detailed assessment. In Chapter 5, evidence on the seismic

response of the casonas from post-earthquake assessments, experimental tests, and numerical

analyses published in literature is collated, which supports or disputes the intial assumptions on

the resilience and vulnerabilities of these structures, and aids the definition of the performance
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limits. This exposes the lack of data on the performance of quincha, identifying the need for further

quantitative research.

Chapters 6 and 7 focus on gaining a better understanding of the quincha system. Chaper 6

presents the results of in-plane experimental tests on quincha walls. Tests were performed with

and without the infill of mud and canes to validate the numerical models, and define performance

targets. This found that the walls can undergo considerable deformations with relatively little

damage, with the mud and cane infill contributing a significant portion of the strength and stiffness.

In Chapter 7, the development of the numerical models of the quincha walls is outlined. The

modelling approach makes use of sensitivity analyses, local tests, and analytical techniques to

minimise the amount of on-site material tests required, while maintaining a reasonable degree of

accuracy. A relatively high degree of complexibty is required to model the system accurately.

However, the models developed show reasonable agreement with the test results in terms of

strength and stiffness.

Chapter 8 presents the global numerical models of the two case study buildings, which are

subjected to nonlinear static and linear dynamic analyese. The conclusions of the detailed

diagnosis are outlined, and areas of potential vulnerability identified. Chapter 9 concludes with a

summary of the findings of the research and recommendations for further work. The procedure

developed is found to be valuable for a seismic assessment of historic vernacular buildings, being

sensitive to the requirements of minimising disturbance to historic fabric and ensuring the

involvement of a multidisciplinary team. The detailed diagnosis suggests that the case study

buildings are not necessarily inherently deficient in terms of their expected seismic response, but

need to be better tied together to improve their global behaviour.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

_______________________________________________________

In evaluating the seismic response of a building, guidance is often sought from national codes

and guidelines. Although 166 nations provide some form of seismic code for the design of new

buildings (Daniell et al., 2014), few of these include any provisions for the assessment of existing

buildings. The vast majority of those that do are not intended for cultural heritage buildings and

are not easily applied to vernacular structures. The aim of this chapter is to critically review the

existing methods for the seismic assessment of existing buildings found in codes. This is followed

by a brief appraisal of procedures published in literature for specific historic building types. The

literature review concludes that the existing procedures are not appropriate for historic vernacular

structures in their present form and a new procedure will, therefore, be developed. However,

many approaches within the codes may be modified and used as part of the new method.

The critical review aims to compare the relative merits and appropriateness of each procedure

when applied to historic architecture. Critique is based on the ability of the method to ensure the

historic fabric is preserved, as well as considering natural building materials and unengineered

construction techniques. The feasibility of applying the procedure to different international

contexts is also examined, as is the ability to use it within a multidisciplinary team. Current seismic

codes from the USA, New Zealand, Italy and Peru are reviewed as well as Eurocode 8. Eurocode

8 and the codes developed in the USA are highly comprehensive, widely used, and written in

English, while the Italian and New Zealand codes include specific provisions for cultural heritage

and unreinforced masonry. The Peruvian seismic code is reviewed as the case studies are

located in Peru and it may be better suited to local building types and the regional seismic hazard.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 provides the reader with some relevant theory

on seismic assessment and critically reviews the approaches in seismic codes. Section 2.2 covers

approaches used by researchers to assess the seismic vulnerability of historic timber and

masonry structures, while Section 2.3 concludes and outlines the aims and requirements of the

new procedure.
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2.1 Assessment Approaches in Seismic Codes

2.1.1 Basis for Review

In order to assess the suitability of the assessment methods, it is necessary to consider the

specific attributes of vernacular architecture. The vast majority of vernacular structures are

residential and may not be historically or culturally valuable as an individual building. However,

within a group of buildings as part of a neighbourhood, or as representative of a particular

typology, they may be protected and of historical or cultural importance. For this reason, it is more

practical and economical to consider them as a building class rather than assessing each

structure separately. However, material characteristics and structural techniques often vary from

one building to another due to having been constructed by different builders and modified over

long periods of time. Distinctive construction techniques may not be well understood structurally,

and quantitative data on their performance is usually not available. This all needs to be accounted

for within the new proposed procedure.

It is also necessary to take account of the cultural heritage value of these buildings. Since the

middle of the 20th century, the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) have

published several international charters on the protection of cultural heritage. One of the most

defining charters was the Venice Charter, published in 1964 (ICOMOS, 1964). The main

principles outlined in this document can be summarised as follows:

x Minimum intervention

x Minimum loss of historic fabric

x Use appropriate materials and technologies in repairs

x Avoid the use of unproven techniques

x Ensure that repairs are honest and distinguishable from the original

In 1999, ICOMOS published a charter specifically concerned with the conservation of vernacular

structures (ICOMOS, 1999a). The main recommendations in this document include the necessity

of enlisting a multidisciplinary team, the need for the preservation of groups of buildings as

opposed to individual buildings, and ensuring that the intended use of the buildings is maintained

(ICOMOS, 1999a). The ICOMOS Charter for the conservation of timber structures, of which many

are vernacular, advises ensuring that the wood species is examined and that contemporary

materials such as epoxy resins are only used in repair and strengthening with the greatest caution

(ICOMOS, 1999b).

Although the principles outlined in the Venice Charter are applied worldwide, their importance is

more controversial in areas of high seismic risk, since compliance is sometimes seen as

incompatible with life safety (D'Ayala and Forsyth, 2008). The Lima Charter, developed during a

symposium of cultural heritage professionals from Peru and Japan and ratified by ICOMOS in

2010, sought to provide improved guidance for the application of the ICOMOS principles to

regions of high seismic risk. The charter outlines recommendations for central, regional and local

government in these areas, and emphasises the importance of training and education on heritage
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conservation. However, specific principles that might be relevant for an assessor considering a

historic building in an earthquake-prone region are not provided.

More practical guidance on the application of the ICOMOS principles to the assessment of historic

structures has been provided by the International Scientific Committee on the Analysis and

Restoration of Structures of Architectural Heritage (ISCARSAH), founded by ICOMOS in 1996,

which published ‘Recommendations for the Analysis, Conservation and Structural Restoration of
Architectural Heritage’ (ISCARSAH, 2003). This document provides specific guidance on best

practice for the assessment and repair of historic buildings, stressing the need for a multi-

disciplinary approach and a different attitude to safety than would be required for new

construction. It also states that a diagnosis of the building requires the completion of three steps;

historical analysis, qualitative analysis, and quantitative analysis, the latter of which includes

mathematical modelling and testing. Although it is stated that direct application of seismic codes

may lead to drastic and unnecessary interventions, there is little specific guidance on the role of

conservation principles within a seismic assessment. In this regard, more reference is made in

theGuide for Structural Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (CIB-335, 2010), which was developed

in line with the ISCARSAH guidelines. Although not focused on seismic assessment, it provides

more direction on methods for seismic analysis, and practical step by step guidance on various

stages of the evaluation process. These documents provide valuable guidance for the

assessment of buildings of historic value. In the remainder of this section, the guidance in seismic

codes related to assessment is reviewed and contrasted with the ISCARSAH and ICOMOS

approaches. By way of introduction, a brief overview of the background theory to seismic

assessment is presented.

2.1.2 Background Theory to Seismic Assessment

The aim of a seismic assessment is to predict the expected losses due to an earthquake. These

losses may be in terms of human life, economic value, or damage to cultural assets. Eurocode 8

(EC8) defines seismic assessment as “a quantitative procedure for checking whether an existing
undamaged or damaged building will satisfy the required limit state appropriate to the seismic
action under consideration”. This process requires assessment of the seismic hazard (relating to

the characteristics of the ground motions at the site), the evaluation of the vulnerability of the

building (referring to the probability of damage occurring) and a judgement on the level of

exposure of the building or site (referring to the presence of people or cultural heritage). The

outcomes of the evaluation can be used to make a decision on the need for intervention or change

of building use.

In the past thirty years, significant advances have been made on the introduction of seismic

assessment procedures into seismic codes. Assessment methods generally take the form of

configuration-related checks and performance-related verifications. Configuration-related checks

compare the geometry, construction details and materials with some ‘rules of thumb’ derived

based on post-earthquake observations, while performance-related checks calculate the likely

performance of the building in an expected earthquake in relation to specific limit state indicators.
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Code procedures may be rapid assessment procedures or detailed analysis procedures.

However, a number of recent codes contain both approaches within the same framework (ASCE

41-13, NZSEE, 2006). Rapid assessment procedures consist of mostly configuration-related

checks, while detailed analysis procedures usually contain a combination of both configuration-

related checks and performance-related verifications. Configuration-related checks are quick and

easy to perform and suitable for use on standard building types, where detailed numerical

modelling or experimental tests may not be justified, but common deficiencies and the expected

response is known. However, these checks are rarely applicable to complex structures or less

common building types with little empirical evidence on their vulnerability. Rapid assessment

procedures may be based on score assignment, where a grade or score is allocated to the

building based on compliance or non-compliance with a series of statements relating to perceived

vulnerability. Compliance is verified by simple empirical or analytical tools, or configuration-related

checks. This may be the first step to aid decision making as to the best approach for interventions,

or used for rapid screening to identify the most vulnerable buildings in a set. However, a more

detailed assessment is required to design strengthening interventions.

Detailed analysis procedures are much more comprehensive than rapid assessment methods,

requiring significant skill, experience and knowledge from the analyst. They generally require

numerical analysis procedures of varying degrees of complexity in addition to destructive or semi-

destructive testing and are significantly more time consuming. However, they are easily modified

to suit individual structures.

Most recent codes take a performance-based approach to assessment, the objective of which is

to determine whether the response of a building fulfils pre-defined performance levels for specified

levels of seismic hazard (ASCE 41-13, EC8, NZSEE, 2006). A performance level (or limit state)

is defined as a limiting structural or non-structural damage state and is often defined in terms of

the intended use of the building post-earthquake. The first step is to make a decision on the

acceptable loss, which depends on the importance of the building, historic value, consequences

of failure, and severity of the earthquake and requires the input of multiple stakeholders. This

decision enables the performance levels to be correlated with the seismic hazard, defined in terms

of the annual rate of exceedance of a measure of earthquake ground motion, to produce the

performance objectives linking the seismic hazard and the required building performance.

Numerical models are used to evaluate the expected response under the specified seismic

demand and determine whether the existing buildings comply with the performance objectives

required. Four methods are found in codes for the analysis of the structure; linear static, linear

dynamic (typically response spectrum), nonlinear static (pushover), and nonlinear dynamic (time-

history analysis). EC8 recommends nonlinear static analysis for existing structures, in which the

structural model is subjected to an increasing horizontal force, and the response is represented

by a force-displacement (or pushover) curve, from which the stiffness and strength characteristics

at global level can be obtained.
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In order to use the numerical models to identify whether the buildings have exceeded each

performance level, numerical thresholds of the performance objectives are required.

Displacement has been shown to be a good indicator of damage (Magenes, 2000, Moehle, 1992),

and thus is often used as the main performance measure. This enables the displacement obtained

from the model to be related to the expected damage, and exceedance of a given limit state or

performance level can be checked. Accurate evaluation requires reliable input data on geometry

and material characteristics obtained from literature or on-site investigations, both to develop the

numerical models and to correlate the model outputs with the expected level of damage.

The following section provides an overview of how these methods are applied in seismic codes

from Peru, the USA, Europe and New Zealand.

2.1.3 Overview of Seismic Assessment Codes

The case studies used for purposes of this research are situated in Peru and are constructed in

mud and timber. Therefore, it is rational to first consider the Peruvian seismic codes. The current

version of the Peruvian seismic code, NTE-030 (2014), is intended for the design of new buildings

and contains no provisions for the evaluation of existing buildings, except for clause 8.1,

‘Evaluation, repair and reinforcement of structures’. This states that ‘structures damaged by an
earthquake must be evaluated and repaired in a manner such that the original faults are corrected,
and the building is capable of resisting a future earthquake in the same manner as a new building’
(translation by the author). However, it also states that it is permissible to employ different

procedures and criteria for the repair and reinforcement of existing buildings to those indicated in

NTE-030 with the justification and approval of the relevant authority. Therefore, NTE-030 is not

considered applicable for the evaluation of historic buildings. Peru also has a national building

code for the design of new adobe buildings (NTE-080, 2006). This code places limits on the

permissible number of storeys and minimum material strength and provides guidance on

appropriate geometry. However, the provisions are very general, for example, ‘sufficient length of

walls in all directions,’ and ‘symmetrical floor plan, preferably square.’ It also proposes reducing

the seismic zone coefficient, a factor that modifies the demand based on the seismic hazard in a

particular region, by a factor of up to 2.25 for the zone with the highest hazard. The requirement

to comply with geometrical provisions and the lack of reference to existing buildings renders these

codes inappropriate for the assessment of historic structures. Therefore, in the following

paragraphs, a number of international codes for seismic assessment are considered.

In the United States, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the Applied

Technology Council (ATC) and the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) have produced

guidelines and standards on the seismic assessment of existing buildings for the past thirty years.

In the late 1980s, ATC-14 “Evaluating the Seismic Resistance of Existing Buildings” was

published, a rapid assessment approach consisting of ‘screening checklists,’ which aim to identify

any weaknesses in the building which may endanger human life by total collapse, partial collapse,

or blockage of exits (ATC-14, 1987). In terms of detailed analysis procedures, FEMA 273 (1997)

“NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings,” was one of the first codes to take
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a performance-based approach to assessment, providing guidance on the detailed analysis of

steel, concrete, cast iron, masonry and timber buildings.

In the 1990s, FEMA undertook a consultation to evaluate existing methods and determine the

characteristics of a best practice standard for the seismic assessment of existing buildings, with

the aim of forming enforceable national standards (ATC-22, 1993). A consultation with leading

researchers and practitioners concluded that the method would be a step-by-step procedure,

resulting in a clear decision on the intervention required. Although the method would be

inexpensive and straightforward to use, aiding understanding for less experienced engineers, it

would nonetheless require considerable expertise and judgement. It was also agreed that the

methodology would not necessarily be self-contained, but be more than an outline of a suggested

process, referring to other codes or procedures when appropriate (ATC-22, 1993). This

consultation led to the introduction of a number of pre-standards: FEMA 310, ‘Handbook for the
Seismic Evaluation of Buildings – A Prestandard’ (FEMA, 1999), a multi-phase approach

combining an initial rapid assessment phase with a detailed analysis, and FEMA 356 (2000) “Pre-

standard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings,” which provided an update

to FEMA 273.

The most recently published code in this series, ASCE 41-13 ‘Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of
Existing Buildings’ (ASCE 41-13, 2014) combines and updates ASCE 31-03, ‘Seismic Evaluation
of Existing Buildings’ (ASCE 31-03, 2003) and ASCE 41-06, ‘Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing
Buildings,’ both evolutions of the 1990s prestandards. The procedure proposed in ASCE 41-13

takes a similar multi-phase approach to ASCE 31-03 and FEMA 310 and is composed of three

stages, or ‘tiers,’ with the assessment increasing in depth and complexity at each tier. Tier 1 is a

rapid assessment procedure, while Tier 2 and 3 are detailed analysis procedures largely based

on FEMA 356, with some aspects from FEMA 274 (FEMA, 1997). Tier 2 is a deficiency-based

evaluation and retrofit, where only deficiencies noted in Tier 1 are considered. This differs from

Tier 3 which is a thorough, systematic evaluation that may encompass linear static, linear

dynamic, nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic procedures depending on the building type and

specific assessment requirements. In both cases, checks are performed at global and local level,

global referring to the response of the structure as a whole, and local referring to the individual

element or component.

The New Zealand code for the seismic assessment of existing buildings, published by the New

Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE), ‘Assessment and Improvement of the
Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes’ (NZSEE, 2006) also takes a multi-phase

approach combining a rapid assessment with detailed analysis. This method consists of an initial

evaluation involving a checklist based on structural configuration and geographical location. This

results in a preliminary score, enabling comparison between buildings, and identification of

priorities for a detailed assessment. Buildings not passing the initial evaluation are required to

undergo a detailed assessment, and those that fail that require strengthening.
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EC8: Design of structures for earthquake resistance is composed of six parts, supplemented by

National Annexes, of which Part 1: ‘General rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings’ and
Part 3 ‘Assessment and Retrofitting of Buildings’ are related to assessment. EC8 Part 3 (EN 1998-

3:2005, 2010) takes a similar approach to FEMA 273 and FEMA 356, containing only procedures

for detailed assessment of individual buildings depending on the load bearing system, including

concrete, steel, composite, and masonry structures.

None of the codes mentioned includes specific provisions for cultural heritage and the suitability

of ASCE 41-13 and EC8 for historic masonry structures, in particular, has been widely criticised

(Bruneau, 1994, ISCARSAH, 2003, Modena et al., 2009, D'Ayala and Benzoni, 2012 Toma evič,

2014, Cattari et al., 2015, D'Ayala, 2014). However these codes were not intended to be applied

to historic buildings. The Italian seismic code has included provisions for the seismic assessment

of monumental and historic buildings since the 1990s (OPCM 3431, 2005). In addition, in 2007,

‘Guidelines for Evaluation and Mitigation of Seismic Risk to Cultural Heritage’ was introduced in

Italy to improve the approach in OPCM 3431 for cultural heritage (Cecchi and Calvi, 2007). These

guidelines include provisions to protect works of art and attempt to deal with the greater level of

uncertainty in material characteristics in a historic structure.

In New Zealand, in recognition of the limitations of NZSEE (2006) when applied to masonry

buildings, a guide for the assessment and improvement of unreinforced masonry buildings was

developed (NZSEE, 2011), published in the aftermath of the Christchurch earthquake, which

includes a section on the seismic improvement of historic masonry buildings. This is a thorough

document, providing step by step procedures for the analysis of typical unreinforced masonry

buildings in New Zealand. Quantitative data is provided on the material characteristics of masonry

and mortar, taken from tests, literature, and national and international standards. Procedures are

also provided for the assessment of the stiffness of timber diaphragms backed up with

experimental research. However, the guide lacks an overarching methodology for the full

evaluation, which the step by step analytical procedures and guidance would form part of,

assuming that the procedure in NZSEE (2006) would be followed.

In the following section, the applicability of these codes to historic vernacular structures is

reviewed, and the processes are discussed in more depth. The overall frameworks of the multi-

phase procedures of ASCE 41-13, FEMA 310 and NZSEE 2006 are considered first, followed by

rapid assessment procedures, then detailed analysis methods.

2.1.4 Application of Code Procedures to Historic Vernacular Structures

2.1.4.1 Multi-phase Procedures and Rapid Screening

The flow charts outlining the multi-phase processes in ASCE 41-13, NZSEE 2006 and FEMA 310

are shown in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. ASCE 41-13 (Figure 2.1) and NZSEE (2006),

(Figure 2.2) use an initial screening check to make a decision on the assessment path. In the

case of ASCE 41-13, a quick check on whether the building conforms to common building type

(‘benchmark building’) and height limits, determines whether the building can be analysed via the

Tier 1 and 2 route or whether a detailed data collection is required prior to analysis via Tier 3,
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while NZSEE (2006) uses the check to determine the need to continue. The approach in FEMA

310 (Figure 2.3) differs in that the tiers are followed in sequence, with a more in-depth analysis

being carried out at each stage where necessary.

All three procedures lack a cyclic process for data collection similar to that provided by ISCARSAH

(2003), which would limit destructive tests and opening up to the most critical locations.

Furthermore, as-built information is not available for vernacular buildings. A ‘benchmark building’

is one which conforms to building codes or for which the seismic response and common

deficiencies are well-understood. However, historic vernacular structures rarely comply with these

limitations, immediately rendering Tiers 1 and 2 of ASCE 41-13 redundant.

Figure 2.1: Overview of evaluation process of ASCE 41-13 (2014)
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Figure 2.2: Overview of evaluation process of NZSEE (2006).
Note that TA refers to the Territorial Authority.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of evaluation process of FEMA 310 (1998)

Rapid assessment procedures have the advantage of being quick and easy to follow, giving an

idea of vulnerabilities since weaker areas are easily identifiable. Although the results should not

be used to make decisions on interventions, they can provide an idea of where the most urgent

interventions are required. Analytical techniques used to evaluate each statement are usually

relatively straightforward, and although the evaluation process is qualitative and often subjective,

it is intended to be conservative. However, the checklists assume that the building complies with

a predetermined structural behaviour (such as moment-resisting frame action) and no allowance

is made for alternative responses.
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Theoretically, the use of rapid assessment procedures as the first step in an evaluation process

has several advantages for application to historic vernacular structures. It is economical for

residential buildings, which do not warrant the same attention as a monumental building. It can

also prevent or reduce the removal of historic fabric since if there is no need to proceed based on

configuration checks, unnecessary opening up will not be carried out. However, the screening

checklists that exist in these codes are very specific to the construction type (checklists are only

provided for a few of the most common building classes) and are not easily transferable to other

types of structures. For example, insufficient elements may not adversely affect the global

behaviour if alternative load paths exist, and the checklists may not take account of this. The main

assumption of the initial assessment procedure is that “buildings have been designed and built in
accordance with the building standard current at the time, and good practice,” which is not entirely

valid for vernacular structures. A checklist based on configuration-related checks applicable to

wider classes of structures would be preferable, able to take the benefits of quick checks without

such specific limits.

2.1.4.2 Detailed Analysis Procedures

In order to recommend interventions, a detailed analysis is always required, the stages of which

have been broken down by Cecchi and Calvi (2007);

1. Identify building and collect data

2. Determine level of protection required

3. Evaluate vulnerability

4. Verify safety.

5. Define strengthening interventions if required

In the following paragraphs, the guidance provided by ASCE 41-13, EC8, NZSEE (2006), NTE-

030, OPCM 3431, and the Italian Guidelines for evaluation and mitigation of seismic risk to cultural

heritage (Cecchi and Calvi, 2007) for the fulfilment of each of the above listed steps is presented,

and its application to historic vernacular structures is assessed.

1. Identify building and collect data

The first step is to identify the building and gather data on its structural form, history and intended

use. A common aspect of many assessment codes is the definition of the ‘knowledge level’ (KL),
based on the quantity of information available on the geometry, construction details and material

properties (EC8, OPCM 3431, ASCE 41-13, NZSEE, 2006). EC8 and ASCE 41-13 each define

three knowledge levels; limited, normal, and full (EC8) and minimum, usual and comprehensive

(ASCE 41-13). The fulfilled KL determines the suitable analysis procedures, and the appropriate

partial safety factors, a lower KL requiring a higher safety factor, and more limitations on the type

of analysis permitted. ASCE 41-13 also restricts the performance objectives. For example, neither

nonlinear analysis procedures nor enhanced performance objectives (higher Building

Performance Levels, Seismic Hazard Levels, Risk Category, or any combination thereof) are

possible when the knowledge level is minimum.
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The EC8 and ASCE 41-13 approaches are clearly not intended for historic structures. However,

if they were applied, a comprehensive condition assessment would always be required, including

destructive and non-destructive investigations, since original construction drawings are seldom

available. Similarly, since records on material characteristics from the time of construction do not

exist, EC8 requires that knowledge on the materials’ properties must be obtained from in-situ tests

and 80% of the construction details are to be inspected for each element type. This inevitably

would cause a conflict with the requirement to preserve historic fabric.

A second issue is that both codes combine the level of knowledge for geometry, material

characteristics and structural details to a single KL, allowing no way of differentiating the varying

effects that each parameter may have on the structural response. It is also representative of the

whole building, so cannot account for a situation where the level of knowledge in one part of the

structure is high, while it is low somewhere else.

EC8 requires one material sample per floor for each element type as a minimum, rising to three

samples per floor for the highest KL, and recommends the use of mean values from the tests.

The decreased partial safety factor for an increased number of in-situ tests implies that the

accuracy of the results is increased, but this is not necessarily the case. If the material is

homogeneous through a particular storey, this simply reduces the standard error of the estimate

of the mean and although non-destructive and semi-destructive testing yields reasonable results

for some materials, in most cases, proper characterisation of materials, especially composites

such as masonry, requires extraction of large samples to be tested experimentally. The dispersion

of the data is not accounted for, and the location of the tests is not defined, which might be more

critical than the number of tests carried out due to the variability of material characteristics in

vernacular buildings caused by lack of standardisation and modifications over time.

OPCM 3431 takes a different approach to material characteristics in that a full survey is always

required, including a detailed constructional inspection of the connections and areas of high

vulnerability. However, rather than performing extensive destructive tests, it is permitted to take

the mechanical properties of the materials from a table in the code, or from tests on other local

buildings, provided a full visual inspection has been carried out and plaster removed. However,

the values given in the code (shown in Table 2.1) have a very wide range and have been shown

to be very conservative (D’Ayala and Paganoni, 2011).

The approach in all three codes presents problems for historic buildings as it is not easy to

increase the level of confidence in the outcomes by performing some local tests. Provisions for

sensitivity analysis, which might identify locations where material samples are most critical are

not included. The use of these approaches for these building types may result in excessive

disturbance to the historic fabric, overly conservative interventions and less freedom of the

assessor to exercise engineering judgement.
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Table 2.1: Mechanical characteristics of masonry given in OPCM 3431 (2005)

Type of masonry fm
(N/mm2)

τo
(N/mm2)

E
(N/mm2)

G
(N/mm2)

w
(kN/m2)

Rubble stone
6.0 –
9.0

0.2 –
3.2

690 -
1050

115 - 175 19

Roughly shaped stone blocks with
random bricks

11.0 –
15.5

0.35 –
0.51

1020 -
1440

170 - 240 20

Roughly shaped stone blocks with
binding brick courses

15.0 –
20.0

0.56 –
0.74

1500 -
1980

250 - 330 21

Brickwork
18.0 –
28.0

0.6 –
0.92

1800 -
2400

300 - 400 18

fm = charactersitics compressive strength, τo = characteristic shear strength, E = elastic modulus, G = shear
modulus & w = specific weight

2. Determine level of protection required

It is not practical to require existing buildings to achieve the seismic performance required for new

buildings as this would result in economically prohibitive interventions. Therefore, a decision

needs to be made on an appropriate level of protection. This begins with the definition of the

performance levels. A performance level, or limit state, is a qualitative measure of the level of

damage in a building due to an earthquake and describes the envisioned condition of the building

post-earthquake. They are defined based on the requirements to protect human life, enable the

building to be used post-earthquake, or to preserve heritage. Most codes define three or four

performance levels ranging from ‘no damage’ to ‘near collapse’, and although the terms used

differ, their meaning is often similar. ASCE 41-13 differs slightly in that defines five non-structural

performance levels in addition to the four structural ones. The structural and non-structural

performance levels are combined to form target building performance levels. ASCE 41-13 and

EC8 focus on safeguarding human life and do not include performance levels related to

preservation of the building fabric.

The target building performance levels are correlated with the earthquake hazard levels (defined

in terms of return period) to determine the rehabilitation objectives. The rehabilitation objectives

consist of one or more goals, which outline expectations about the permitted level of damage

given an earthquake of a specified return period, and the consequences of that damage. EC8, for

example, recommends three goals for new buildings; ‘Damage Limitation (all primary components

remain elastic)’ for an earthquake with a return period of 225 years, ‘Significant Damage’ for 475

years, and ‘Near Collapse’ for 2475 years. However, it does not advise on whether it is necessary

to evaluate all three, leaving it up to the National Authorities to decide. ASCE 41-13 defines three

rehabilitation objectives; limited safety, basic safety and enhanced safety, based on various

combinations of target building performance levels with seismic hazard. The choice of

rehabilitation objectives is restricted based on the level of knowledge and modelling approach.

The limited rehabilitation objective is the lowest, accepting the highest level of damage in smaller

earthquakes. This objective is used both when a lower performance level is required and when

only a part of a building is rehabilitated. Partial rehabilitation may be particularly relevant to

vernacular buildings as higher damage may be acceptable in some elements.
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The assignment of rehabilitation objectives is up to the assessor. It could be argued that buildings

with high cultural value should fulfil higher rehabilitation objectives since they are more

‘irreplaceable.’ However, this would result in excessive strengthening. Therefore, the codes

permit existing buildings to be assessed under lower applied loading than new buildings. In New

Zealand, an existing structure requires strengthening if it is found to have a capacity of less than

one-third that of a new building. However, it is only required to be enhanced up to a capacity of a

factor of two-thirds that necessary for a new structure (NZSEE, 2006). In EC8, the seismic

demand can be modified by an importance factor, relating to the consequences of structural

failure. Four importance classes are defined, based on the intended use of the building, with

corresponding importance factors of between 0.8 (for agricultural buildings) and 1.4 (for buildings

of vital importance to civil protection). This is applied at global level rather than individual

elements. Applying the importance class to individual elements may be more advantageous for

cultural heritage since a higher importance can be assigned to particualrly valuable elements.

The only code that contains provisions for this is the Italian Guidelines, which have a damage

state for works of art.

3. Evaluate vulnerability

The method permitted to assess the vulnerability is restricted by the codes depending on the KL,

natural frequency and building type. Linear procedures are allowed by ASCE 41-13 for certain

regular buildings, but there are extensive limitations on the use of linear static procedures based

on the fundamental period of the building, irregularity, and load/strength ratio of the primary

components. EC8 (Annex E) and NTE-030 (2014) permit linear procedures for certain regular

buildings with rigid diaphragms which fulfil a specified set of criteria with limitations on height and

geometry. NTE-030 (2014), which is intended for new buildings, permits any structure to be

designed by a dynamic analysis procedure consisting of a modal response spectrum analysis

and/or a linear elastic time history analysis. However, EC8 advises that for existing structures, it

is more appropriate to carry out analysis using nonlinear static procedures than dynamic. ASCE

41-13 permits nonlinear static procedures when higher mode effects are not significant (as

determined from modal response spectrum analyses). If higher modes are significant, then a

linear dynamic analysis must also be performed, or a nonlinear dynamic procedure used instead.

In the case of historic buildings, it is often justifiable to spend more money and effort in the analysis

and data collection to use a less complex method, since the cost of this is offset by the high cost

of retrofitting if required.

4. Verify safety.

The safety is verified by comparing the performance measures with damage states. EC8 and

ASCE 41-13 define three or four damage states. An example of how they might relate to historic

adobe buildings is given in Table 2.2, in which they are correlated with experimental observations

by Tolles et al. (2002). They are also compared with damage states provided by Torrealva (2012)

for adobe and those proposed by Calvi (1999) for masonry buildings.
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Table 2.2: Description of damage states for adobe buildings

Calvi (1999)
Description of damage to
historic adobe buildings

Tolles et
al. (2002)

Torrealva
(2012)

EC8
(2010)

ASCE
41-13
(2014)

Undamaged
buildings

Linear elastic response. No
evidence of new cracking and
no repairs necessary.

None
Completely
operational

Immediate
Occupancy

Slightly
damaged,
usable
buildings

Minor damage to non-structural
elements. Opening of pre-
existing cracks or some new
hairline cracks. Some structural
elements yielded but permanent
drifts negligible. Building can be
used after earthquake without
significant repair.

Slight Functional

Damage
Limitation

Damage
Control

Buildings
extensively
damaged,
but
repairable

Damage primarily non-structural
but may be minor structural
damage. Visible cracking
throughout building but wall
sections remain stable. Damage
to structural elements
repairable.

Moderate Life Safety Life Safety

Significant
damage

Buildings not
collapsed,
but so
severely
damaged
they have to
be
demolished

Extensive structural and non-
structural damage including
unstable cracked wall sections.
Vertical support for floor and
roof is hazardous. Moderate
permanent drifts present.
Cannot be used after the
earthquake without significant
repair. Repair and strengthening
feasible but likely uneconomical.

Extensive
Near
Collapse

Limited
Safety

Collapsed
buildings

Collapse or partial collapse of
much of structure.
Reconstruction of many walls
necessary. Low residual lateral
strength and stiffness, although
vertical elements are still
capable of sustaining vertical
loads. Large permanent drifts
present. Repair and
strengthening is neither possible
nor economically reasonable.

Complete Collapse
Near
collapse

Collapse
Prevention

Performance measures in codes are either displacement-based, where limits are placed on

maximum drifts (lateral displacement/height) and displacements, or strength-based, where the

capacity of the structure is compared with the demand in terms of base shear (ASCE 41-13, 2014,

EC8, 2010, NZSEE, 2006). ASCE 41-13 and EC8 use deformation for ductile structural systems,

while strength is used for brittle systems. The in-plane behaviour of masonry elements can be

deemed to be predominantly acting in shear or predominantly acting in flexure. EC8 always treats

masonry elements as ductile elements but places different drift limits depending on whether they

are in shear or flexure. However, ASCE 41-13 considers the masonry elements acting in flexure

as ductile and those in shear to be brittle.
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Performance measures in terms of maximum lateral drift are defined by EC8 and ASCE 41-13 for

typical construction materials such as concrete, steel and unreinforced masonry. However, less

common construction types would need to be defined by the assessor based on detailed

numerical analysis or experimental testing. The limits placed on drift by the ASCE 41-13 and EC8

do not consider any requirements to limit cracking or prevent damage to cultural assets since they

only account for life safety. In areas where cracking should be limited, such as walls with paintings,

strain might be a better criterion, but provisions for this are not included in the codes.

ASCE 41-13 and EC8 also differ in their approach for determining when each damage state has

been exceeded. While EC8 uses global drift, according to ASCE 41-13, each structural element

needs to be within the drift limit to not exceed the damage state. The former approach can mean

that significant damage to one element, which could be historically valuable, may be missed and

it may not be appropriate if the building is not well connected and so does not behave as a whole.

However, the latter approach is very conservative since the damage may not be evenly distributed

throughout the building and while some parts may fail, the others might be undamaged, yet the

whole building is classed as damaged.

5. Define strengthening interventions if required

The final step is to define the strengthening interventions. ASCE 41-13, EC8, NZSEE (2011) and

the Italian guidelines provide guidance on appropriate strengthening measures, but only the

Italian guidelines consider cultural heritage. It provides advice on techniques and procedures

suitable for historic buildings, and outlines requirements for evaluation of the effectiveness of the

designed interventions. However, the techniques included are limited to those suitable for

masonry and timber structures common to Italy.

A major limitation of the procedures in codes is the lack of consideration for unconventional

construction materials such as earth or infilled timber frames. Although adobe may be classed as

unreinforced masonry, it has distinct differences in terms of its strength, stiffness, and geometry,

which significantly affects the seismic response. The code approaches offer limited guidance on

appropriate experimental work to better understand less common structural techniques. The

procedures in EC8 also fail to account for local or out-of-plane failure modes in masonry buildings

(Pinto and Franchin, 2014, Magenes, 2006, D'Ayala, 2013). Furthermore, despite the severe

impact of deterioration on the behaviour of historic buildings, it is given little consideration in the

codes. ASCE 41-13 requires that the evaluating engineer determines whether any deterioration

discovered will affect the behaviour of the lateral force-resisting system while EC8 simply requires

that the engineer identifies the presence of any degradation and NZSEE (2006) requires that the

assessor notes deterioration when checking each element. However, guidance is not given on

the need for opening up to check for deterioration, leaving it to the judgement of the assessor.

The following section discusses the viability of some alternative approaches published in

literature.
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2.2 Alternative Assessment Procedures

Due to the inadequacy of code procedures for particular building types, a number of researchers

have proposed modifications to the approaches in codes for specific building types. Some have

adapted the rapid assessment checklists to enable them to be applied to schools (Sobaih and

Nazif, 2012), masonry structures (Srikanth et al., 2010, Achs and Adam, 2012) or wood-frame

buildings (Lucksiri et al., 2013). However, developing these checklists requires prior knowledge

of the seismic behaviour so many researchers have used simplified linear analysis methods to

determine the need for further assessment/intervention, before turning to nonlinear analysis and

experimental work to design interventions (Mele and De Luca, 1999, Betti and Vignoli, 2008, Tsai,

2009). The linear models are used to obtain information on global behaviour and force distribution,

while nonlinear models are used to check local failure. Computers have advanced significantly in

recent years, increasing the feasibility of nonlinear analysis at global level. However, the fewer

material parameters required still makes the use of simplified linear analysis methods as a

preliminary step a valuable approach.

Other methods for historic masonry buildings combine qualitative and quantitative approaches.

Casarin and Modena (2008) performed a seismic assessment of a masonry cathedral using an

iterative method composed of a number of investigative and analytical approaches. This involved

qualitative research into the construction history and on-site damage patterns, followed by

quantitative experimental testing and numerical modelling of important elements of the structure.

Parametric analysis was used to check the modelling parameters as well as the mechanical

properties of the materials. Casarin and Modena (2008) highlighted the importance of considering

the local behaviour (by checking the response of macroelements) alongside the global behaviour

and emphasised the benefits of taking a multidisciplinary approach involving historians and

archaeologists alongside engineers. Bosiljkov et al. (2010) investigated ten historic masonry

buildings within the framework of the ONSITEFORMASONRY project using various destructive

and non-destructive test methods, followed by pushover analysis. Bosiljkov et al. (2010)

emphasised the benefits of preliminary on-site testing, noting that it can save money in the long

term. Giresini (2016) used time-history analysis on a finite element model of a historic masonry

church to identify the most vulnerable macroelements. This was done by determining the

dissipated energy distribution (DED) values for each macroelement, which is based on the

amount of energy dissipated per unit volume and is related to the presence of cracking. Out-of-

plane failure modes were judged to be intrinsically vulnerable, while in-plane behaviour was

ranked according to its DED. This method provides easy identification of the most vulnerable

macroelements, and is useful for assessing the consequences of strengthening interventions.

However, this requires a good prior knowledge of the geometry and interactions of the building,

including an understanding of the intrinsically vulnerable and non-vulnerable elements.

The most extensive detailed assessment procedure for historic masonry structures was

developed by the PERPETUATE EU-FP7 project (Performance-based Approach to Earthquake

Protection of Cultural Heritage in European and Mediterranean Countries) (Lagomarsino et al.,

2010). The procedure consists of three main steps. The first step classifies the architectural
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assets and defines the safety and conservation requirements. It also evaluates the seismic hazard

and the soil-foundation interaction. A sensitivity analysis is then carried out to understand the

structure and define confidence factors. Step two involves the development of detailed structural

models and the definition of verification procedures. The third phase involves decision making on

rehabilitation, and if necessary the repetition of the second phase with the addition of

strengthening solutions in the model. The method uses structural and non-structural “safety and

conservation objectives” in place of rehabilitation objectives which include three criteria; human

life and use, building conservation and preservation of artistic assets. It also considers global and

local criteria and considers damage to artistic assets, backed up with experimental testing. The

method is complex and proper use of it requires a high level of expertise and a large number of

tests, both on materials and structural elements. However, it follows a minimum intervention

approach, and several aspects of the procedure can be applied to vernacular structures.

A detailed assessment methodology for traditional Taiwanese timber framed structures was

proposed by Tsai and D'Ayala (2011) based on the criteria of failure as excessive lateral drift or

failure of the joints, defined from experimental results. The method uses linear analysis

techniques as a first step to determine the need for assessment by comparing the forces in the

joints and lateral drift. If less than 20% of joints fail and the drift is less than 0.8%, no action is

required. If further action is necessary, a nonlinear pushover analysis is performed to determine

whether strengthening should be undertaken, considered, or rejected. The method is simple to

use and could be carried out for several buildings with little input, reducing the probability of

additional strengthening. However, it is specifically developed for Taiwanese timber structures

and not easily adaptable for other types of building. In addition, the limits placed on lateral drift

have not been calibrated experimentally and may not be appropriate. It also does not consider

damage to the architectural finishes.

These studies also highlight the huge quantity of experimental tests and numerical analysis

required to assess a construction type that is not well-known and a significant amount of data on

material parameters is required. A number of useful aspects of these procedures can be identified

and applied in the assessment of vernacular structures. These are summarised in the following

section.

2.3 Summary and Requirements of New Procedure

This chapter reviewed the available seismic assessment procedures in codes and guidelines,

finding none of the methods in codes to be appropriate for historic vernacular structures in their

present form. However, the essential requirements of an ideal procedure have been outlined

below and are then used to develop a new method presented in the next chapter.

x Flexible and adaptable method

The proposed procedure should be easily applicable to any class of vernacular buildings

independent of structural material, construction technique or region in which the building is
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located. It should enable regional and national regulations to be taken into account as well as any

specific local issues that may exist.

x Accurate results and based on sound engineering principles

The method must yield accurate results within a reasonable level of confidence and be based on

earthquake engineering principles.

x Low cost and minimal use of expert judgement

The two-phase approach of ASCE 41-13, FEMA 310 and NZSEE (2006) with quick checks

followed by a detailed assessment could be valuable for assessing numerous buildings, enabling

a rapid and straightforward comparison between them. However, the checklists in codes do not

apply to unconventional structures due to the presence of specifics relating to particular

construction types. Therefore, new checklists would be required, which can be flexible depending

on the structural system. Some analytical techniques in NZSEE (2011), for example, for the in-

plane and out-of-plane analysis of walls, calculation of diaphragm stiffness, and assessment of

the effect of strengthening techniques could apply to unreinforced masonry structures elsewhere

in the world.

x Minimum intervention in data collection and use of sensitivity analysis from early stage of
project

One of the most significant shortfalls of the existing procedures, when applied to historic

structures, is in the provisions for data collection. In the methods in codes, the data collection is

carried out at the beginning of the project, yet the importance of performing sensitivity analyses

prior to data collection to reduce the quantity of data required is stressed in a number of guidelines

for the assessment of existing heritage (CIB-335, 2010, Lagomarsino et al., 2012). This ensures

that the historic fabric is not needlessly damaged, and material is only extracted from the most

critical locations.

x Flexibility in obtaining mechanical characteristics of materials

Further to the previous point, the large amount of data required by codes means that a significant

level of destruction to the building is needed to obtain the mechanical characteristics of the

materials, yet the results may not be reliable due to inherent uncertainties in material testing and

disturbance caused by their extraction. Tests from other nearby buildings (provided that they are

of a similar age and construction type) may be more reliable if larger, or more numerous, samples

can be extracted or if the tests are performed in-situ. In addition, suitable data is often available

in literature and may be appropriate if backed up with sensitivity analyses and some in-situ testing.

x Ability to control/reduce uncertainty by improvement of knowledge level in specific areas

The assignment of a knowledge level required in EC8, OPCM and ASCE 41-13 does not allow

the variability within the building to be taken into account. The uncertainty in evaluation should be

able to be controlled/improved by the addition of some testing or investigations and the method

should allow for easy identification of what these tests/surveys are.
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x Multi-scenario assessment to deal with uncertainty

Rather than using a safety factor to consider uncertainty, it would be preferable to model a number

of different scenarios, each with a subjective level of confidence representing assessor estimate

of the probability or possibility of a given situation to correspond to the real behaviour of the

structure. This enables a wider range of possibilities (in terms of configuration, loadings, etc.) to

be taken into account.

x Use of both global and local criteria in assessment

Safety and performance criteria for the building response should be considered at a global level

as well as at a local level in order to take into account a wider range of failure modes.

x Qualitative and quantitative approach

The importance of qualitative methods for the analysis of historic structures has been emphasised

by ISCARSAH (2003) and in literature (Lagomarsino and Cattari, 2015, Casarin and Modena,

2008). Historical investigations, comparison with similar structures, archival research, and

reviews of the literature can reduce opening up and provide a better understanding of the

structural system.

x Emphasis on multidisciplinary decision-making

None of the codes emphasises the importance of ensuring the assessment is undertaken with

the involvement of a multidisciplinary team, taking collective decisions alongside the structural

engineer. This group can include the client, local government officials, architects, conservation

consultants, archaeologists, historians and engineers, all of whom may be involved in some

capacity throughout the project. The importance of engineering input in the data collection is vital

for a historic structure since they can advise on the most critical locations for opening up or the

necessity for destructive testing. It is important that the engineering analysis is presented in a

form that can be clearly understood by all stakeholders and teammembers, especially when there

are additional language or cultural barriers.

x Consideration of deterioration

The effect of deterioration to structural elements on the global and local behaviour of the structure

should be considered. The vulnerability of the building to future deterioration should also be

considered.

In the next chapter, a new method for the seismic assessment of vernacular buildings is proposed

based on these findings. The case studies are introduced and the way in which they are used to

demonstrate the new procedure is presented.
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CHAPTER 3: PROPOSED PROCEDURE

_________________________________________________________

In the previous chapter the procedures for seismic assessment in codes and literature were

reviewed, concluding that they are unsuitable in their current form for application to historic

vernacular structures. As a result, this chapter proposes a new approach, with a framework largely

based on the principles for the diagnosis of architectural heritage outlined by ISCARSAH (2003),

CIB 335 (2010), and the ICOMOS charters (ICOMOS, 1964, ICOMOS, 1999a, ICOMOS, 1999b).

Procedures for on-site investigations and condition assessment in ASCE 41-13, EC8, NZSEE

(2006) and ISO 13822 (2010) are adapted, and checks and verification criteria from the codes

reviewed in the previous chapter are modified to improve their suitability for these structures.

The chapter begins with an overview of the proposed procedure before detailing each stage, and

the corresponding assessment criteria, in more depth. The case studies used to validate the

method are introduced in Section 3.3, while the final section concludes and outlines the format of

the remainder of the thesis.

3.1 Proposed Procedure

3.1.1 Overview

The new procedure is displayed in the form of a decision tree in Figure 3.1. It takes a multi-phase

format, considered to be a positive aspect of ASCE 41-13, NZSEE (2006) and FEMA 310,

consisting of four stages;

1. pre-assessment

2. preliminary assessment (leading to a preliminary diagnosis)

3. detailed assessment (leading to a detailed diagnosis)

4. intervention

The same concepts and methodology are applied in the preliminary and detailed assessments,

but they use different sets of information: the preliminary assessment uses qualitative data and

observations, and results in a decision on the need for intervention, whereas the detailed

assessment uses experimental tests and numerical modelling to come to a more definitive

judgement on the need for strengthening, and to design intervention strategies if required.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of proposed methodology
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A number of key aspects of the method aim to facilitate multidisciplinary decision-making, clarify

the process, and provide a logical step-by-step procedure to ensure that all criteria are considered

systematically. The first of these aspects is the division of the building into macroelements. Under

seismic loading, the behaviour and failure mechanisms of a building can be considered both

globally and locally, where global behaviour relates to overall lateral drift and torsional effects and

is dependent on the geometry and materials of the whole structure, and local behaviour relates

to stresses and strains within individual elements. A structure can be considered to be composed

of a combination of elements, components and macroelements. For the assessment, it is

necessary to examine the forces in each part of the structure, how they interact with each other,

and how the forces are transferred. A clear way of doing this is to divide the building up into its

macroelements and consider the construction as an assemblage of them. A macroelement is

defined by Novelli and D’Ayala (2015) as a part of the structure that may be regarded as

independent from the rest, and shows a distinct seismic behaviour, but interacts with other

macroelements. This division into macroelements is particularly relevant to architectonic heritage

buildings with complex layouts, as independent parts can be clearly identified. The decomposition

can be done at different levels, namely at the level of the structural system (whole structure),

substructures (roof, walls and floor systems), components (piers and spandrels) and elements

(tie-beams, wall-plates, etc.). The higher level is easily distinguishable from a simple observation

of the geometry while the more detailed levels require knowledge about the materials and

existence of discontinuities, in addition to the understanding of specific structural behaviours. The

division into macroelements should be decided upon as a team exercise and consensus reached,

as their identification determines a qualitative understanding of the behaviour of the structural

system and its interactions.

A second key aspect of the procedure is the consideration of both the global and local response.

This is crucial for historic structures, which do not always exhibit box behaviour and are often

highly variable in terms of stiffness and capacity, leading to a different response in various parts

of the building. In addition, the consideration of local behaviour separately enables identification

of the damage in a specific part of the building, which is necessary if the architectural finishes in

a particular element are to be preserved.

A third aspect is the definition of four key assessment parameters, which significantly affect the

seismic behaviour. At both the preliminary and detailed assessments, these parameters are

methodically considered in turn, giving a clear focus for assessment and allowing easy

identification of weaknesses. The parameters remain the same for each structural type

considered, although their influence, and relative importance may vary. The four parameters are

Robustness (R), Interaction (I), Fabric (F) and Connections (C). A brief description of each is

presented in Table 3.1, and they are described in detail in Section 3.1.4.
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Table 3.1: Definition of assessment parameters

Parameter Definition
Robustness (R) Evaluates how well the structure was originally conceived and constructed and

how these attributes influence its response under earthquake loading. It is based
on the evaluation of strength, stiffness and stability.

Interaction (I) Regards the nature and mechanisms of interaction of the various macroelements.
Emphasis is put on the connections between macroelements, which often
determine the global behaviour of the building, and its ability to respond to
external actions.

Fabric (F) Evaluates the suitability of the material for its purpose. For masonry, this relates to
the quality of the units, mortar, their bond and the general layout, while for timber,
it refers to the suitability of the species and quality (presence of knots/orientation
of the grain).

Connections (C) Relates to the original conceptual design and construction of the connections
between structural elements within a given macroelement and influences the local
behaviour which in some circumstances can lead to partial collapse.

3.1.2 Stage 1

Stage 1, shown in Figure 3.2, consists of the pre-assessment and definition of the assessment

objectives. The pre-assessment uses information from literature including plans, drawings, and

photos, perhaps in conjunction with simple linear elastic models, to decide how to proceed. This

ensures the most critical areas are identified prior to arrival on site. The pre-assessment phase

relates to the historical analysis phase of the ISCARSAH (2003) guidelines or the ‘need for

assessment’ stage of the CIB-335 (2010) and results in the definition of the assessment

objectives. Two types of assessment objectives are defined; the building performance objectives,

and the objectives of the assessment. The former decides on the accepted building performance

and relates to the intended use of the building, its heritage value, seismic hazard, and available

resources for interventions if required. These must be defined with the input of the whole team

and stakeholders to reach a consensus. The appropriate level of opening up and the degree of

destructive testing should be agreed. However, these may change as more is learned about the

building and its history, so it should remain flexible. The objectives of the assessment relate to

the time-scale, finances and resources available, the scope of the project and definition of the

roles of all team members.

Figure 3.2: Stage 1
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3.1.3 Stage 2

Stage 2 consists of the preliminary data collection, assessment and diagnosis. Based on the

diagnosis, decisions on immediate actions can be taken, and a judgement made on whether the

information from the preliminary assessment is adequate to establish the need for intervention.

The preliminary assessment follows a similar approach to the Tier 1 checklists of ASCE 41-13

and the score assignment approach of NZSEE (2006), as well as the ‘qualitative analysis’ of

ICOMOS-ISCARSAH or ‘preliminary assessment’ of CIB-335 (2010). However, due to the

variability of vernacular structures, the screening checks are more general. These are described

in Section 3.2.

Figure 3.3: Stage 2

The preliminary assessment considers the history and cultural value of the building, geometry,

materials, connections, previous interventions and condition, and uses the information collected

through site visits, non-destructive testing (NDT), archives, literature, and preliminary numerical

models. This supports a first synthetic judgement on the structural behaviour of the building under

study and relies largely on the expertise of the assessor and their ability to interpret these data

sources. In some cases, this may yield sufficient information to make a decision regarding

whether or not strengthening is required. It also informs what data needs to be collected later,

and which areas of the building require further testing or analysis.

It is important that the decisions on the preliminary diagnosis are made collaboratively. Due to

the varying level of expertise and understanding of the structural response within the group, a

systematic approach is required where all participants can consider certain aspects and score

them and then explain the specific scoring decision. This process aims to share, consolidate and

agree on the level of knowledge achieved by the whole team for each field of expertise relevant

to the building. It is important to consider the range of points of view within the team based on

varying skill sets and ensure that group discussions do not result in some assessors incorrectly

changing their views. This effect can be reduced to a certain extent by asking the assessors to

write down their judgements prior to the collaborative group discussion (Straus et al., 2009).

The procedure for the preliminary assessment is as follows. The structure is first assessed at

global level, followed by the consideration of each macroelement systematically. At global level,

and macroelement level, four judgements are made for each of the key parameters (robustness,

interaction, etc.). The four judgements are;
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1. The nature of the parameter (favourable or unfavourable)

2. The level of confidence in this decision.

3. The influence of the parameter in question on the seismic response

4. The degree of deterioration

The first judgement considers for each macroelement whether the parameter in question is

favourable or unfavourable, represented by the symbols ‘+’ and ‘-‘. For example, are the walls

considered to have favourable or unfavourable robustness? The judgement is made based on

configuration checks derived from criteria obtained from literature and archives, in addition to the

experience of the assessor.

A level of confidence in this judgement is then assigned, expressed in terms of a percentage. The

level of confidence is qualitative and decided upon collaboratively between the assessors based

on their expert judgement. It is a function of both the quantity and quality of evidence available

and the level of agreement of the assessors. If there is a high level of disagreement on the nature

of the parameter, the level of confidence must be low. Equally, it will be low if the assessors judge

there to be a lack of robust evidence. The definition of the level of confidence expressed as a

percentage is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Level of confidence in a favourable
judgement

Table 3.3. Level of confidence in an unfavourable
judgement

Level of
Confidence Value (%)

VERY HIGH
91 - 100 M

ore
likely

to
be

favourable

81 - 90

HIGH
71 - 80

61 - 70

MEDIUM 51 - 60

MEDIUM 41 - 50 M
ore

likely
to
be

unfavourable

LOW
31 - 40

21 - 30

VERY LOW
11 - 20

0 - 10

Level of
Confidence Value (%)

VERY HIGH
91 - 100 M

ore
likely

to
be

unfavourable

81 - 90

HIGH
71 - 80

61 - 70

MEDIUM 51 - 60

MEDIUM 41 - 50 M
ore

likely
to
be

favourable

LOW
31 - 40

21 - 30

VERY LOW
11 - 20

0 - 10

The third decision is the influence of the parameter (for the macroelement in question) on the

seismic performance. Influence is ranked by a letter ranging from A to D as defined in Table 3.4.

It relates to the consequences of a favourable or unfavourable nature existing. It can be assessed

by hypothetically considering the difference in global response of the structure if the nature was

favourable, compared to if it were unfavourable. The consequences of an unfavourable

connection may be insignificant in one macroelement, whereas it might lead to complete collapse

in another.
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Table 3.3. Classes of influence of the variables for the preliminary diagnosis

Classes of influence Relevance

A Critical
B Significant
C Influential but not significant
D Negligible influence

Deterioration is considered in two parts; the presence of deterioration, and the propensity for

deterioration. The presence of deterioration refers to the existing degradation and decay of the

structural elements, while the propensity for deterioration refers to the lack of protection from

further damage to materials. At each step of both the preliminary and detailed assessment

processes, the presence and propensity of deterioration within the particular macroelement,

interaction or connection are assessed. The presence of deterioration in timber and adobe is

directly related to the moisture in the material, although this is not the only parameter. The

presence is evaluated visually or with the aid of NDT techniques such as moisture meters, while

the propensity is checked by assessment of the adequacy of ventilation and protection from the

environment. For each macroelement at local level, the presence of deterioration is considered

within the fabric parameter, while the propensity for deterioration is considered within the

robustness parameter. The logic behind this is that a robust macroelement should not have a

propensity for deterioration. At global level, the level of damage to the structure is assessed,

rather than deterioration. Although this variable is related to the robustness parameter, since a

structure that is well-conceived and constructed would have less propensity for deterioration,

external actions can trigger degradation of the materials and connections up to a point where

safety is compromised even if the structure is robust. The severity of deterioration for each

macroelement and variable is then considered and is allocated a grade between 1 and 5 ranging

from insignificant to extreme as outlined in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Severity of deterioration for the preliminary diagnosis

Deterioration level Description

1 Insignificant

2 Slight

3 Moderate

4 Severe

5 Extreme

Table 3.5 shows an example summary table of the scoring leading to the preliminary diagnosis.

This allows direct comparison with other buildings as well as identifying the most critical

macroelements to be further assessed.
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Table 3.5. Example table summarising decisions on variables for each macroelement

MACRO-
ELEMENTS

PARAMETERS

Robustness Interaction Fabric Connections

Macroelement 1
+ve
/-ve CL=60%

+ve
/-ve CL= %

+ve
/-ve CL= %

+ve
/-ve CL= %

I = B D = 2 I = ? D = # I = ? D = # I = ? D = #

….

Macroelement i

+ve
/-ve CL= %

+ve
/-ve CL= %

+ve
/-ve CL= %

+ve
/-ve CL= %

I = ? D = # I = ? D = # I = ? D = # I = ? D = #

These judgements are then plotted in two matrices, shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The first

matrix determines the need for immediate attention by identifying the presence of macroelements

with an unfavourable judgement and high influence. For macroelements where there is a high

level of confidence that their nature is favourable, immediate attention is not necessary. The level

of confidence required for a result of no urgent attention is reduced with a reduced influence. The

second matrix detects the need for immediate attention due to high deterioration. This is based

on the assumption that deterioration in macroelements with a large influence is more critical. If

the decisions for all macroelements are in the green area, no immediate attention is required, and

the assessment can progress to the next step. The matrix also gives an idea on areas of focus

for the detailed assessment.

Figure 3.4: Example risk matrix for immediate decision-making

Influence

Level of
confidence

Propensity for
deterioration

Nature of
parameter

Level of deterioration
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Figure 3.5: Influence/deterioration matrix

The next step requires determining whether there is sufficient data to make a judgement on the

need for intervention. This decision is based on the knowledge levels of ASCE 41-13, EC8 and

the Italian Guidelines, modified for application to traditional building types. Three decision trees

are used based on the three categories of knowledge defined in EC8: materials, details and

geometry. In this instance, ‘material’ refers to the mechanical characteristics of the materials,

while, the term ‘details’ is used in this case to refer to the connections and interactions between

macroelements and ‘geometry‘ relates to the global dimensions of the building and the individual

macroelements. All three decision trees should be checked and are presented in a hierarchical

manner. The decision trees are displayed in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.6: Knowledge decision tree: materials
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Figure 3.7: Knowledge decision tree: connections/details

Figure 3.8: Knowledge decision tree: geometry
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If there is insufficient data available to make a decision on the need for intervention, the

assessment progresses to the detailed data collection. If sufficient data exists, a judgement is

made based on the results of the preliminary assessment considering the diagnosis at global and

local level. However, this judgement on the need for intervention is only made based on life safety.

If higher performance objectives are required such as the preservation of historic fabric, a detailed

assessment is always required.

3.1.4 Stage 3

Stage 3 consists of the detailed assessment and diagnosis as shown in Figure 3.9. First, a

thorough data collection is performed, which may include but is not limited to, detailed literature

reviews, detailed inspection and testing, oral testimonies, material characterisation and/or

detailed numerical models. Post-earthquake reconnaissance reports may also provide data on

the structural response. The detailed assessment is then carried out using the data collected.

When the data has been collected, and tests and numerical analysis complete, the detailed

assessment can be performed. This consists of two parts, the construction quality assessment,

and the structural response assessment. If there is sufficient data, the diagnosis is performed.

Otherwise, it is necessary to return to collect more data or perform further analyses or tests.

Figure 3.9: Stage 3

The structural response assessment is a performance-based assessment, based on the four

parameters introduced previously, in which the modelled response is compared with criteria

obtained experimentally and from literature. The building is judged to be adequate or inadequate

based on pre-defined and pre-agreed assessment criteria, which may be updated based on the

findings during preliminary assessment.
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3.1.5 Stage 4

Figure 3.10: Stage 4

The final stage is the decision on the need for intervention and selection of strategy (Figure 3.10).

If intervention is required, further numerical models are necessary to assess the response of the

building once the strengthening has been implemented. As with the previous stages, decisions

are taken collaboratively. This stage is not considered in detail in this research as selection of

appropriate strengthening measures is beyond the scope.

3.2 Proposed Assessment Criteria

The evaluation criteria are divided into two categories, the construction quality assessment and

the structural response assessment. At Stage 2 only the former is required, while both are needed

for Stage 3. The criteria are divided into global and local criteria. Local criteria take into account

the existence of stress concentrations and local fragilities, while global criteria evaluate the global

response of the whole structure or sub-structures, in terms of drift and capacity. The criteria for

each of the four assessment parameters are summarised in Table 3.6 and described in more

depth in the following section.



Table 3.6: Overview of assessment criteria
CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSESSMENT STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ASSESSMENT

Global Local Global Local

RO
BU
ST
NE
SS

(R
)

Regularity in elevation in terms of;
x Stiffness & strength
x Mass
x Geometry
x Force resisting system
Regularity in plan;
x Torsional irregularity
x Re-entrant corners
x Diaphragm discontinuity
Continuous load path to the foundation

Is presence of the macroelement in its current form and
material of benefit to the structure?

For the preliminary assessment this can be a qualitative
judgement, while for the detailed assessment, this is a
quantitative check by removing/modifying macroelement in
model

Maximum in-plane global
drift

Maximum out-of-plane
global drift

Post-elastic response and
reduction of integrity

Maximum stress and strains within
macroelements

IN
TE
RA

CT
IO
N
(I) Overlapping of blocks in masonry

Existence of wall plates to distribute stresses

Existence of appropriate mechanical connections
between macroelements

Maximum stresses and
strains at interaction
between macroelements

FA
BR

IC
(F
)

Homogeneity & layout of the fabric/elements within the
macroelement.
For masonry:
x Shape ratios and quality of the units
x Overlapping of units
x Thickness and filling of the joints and quality of the mortar
For timber: Appropriateness of the wood species & presence
of knots/imperfections

Comparison of material parameters
obtained from testing with stresses
and strains in model within a given
macroelement

CO
NN
EC
TI
O
NS

(C
)

Quality of construction of connections

Appropriateness of type of connection

Comparison of capacity of
connections with the forces
experienced due to lateral load
obtained in model.

Consider ductility, energy dissipation
and yield deformation characteristics
of the connections experimentally or
using data found in literature.

C
hapter3
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3.2.1 Robustness

3.2.1.1 Criteria for Construction Quality Assessment

Robustness refers to the ability of the structure to undergo damage without total failure.

Robustness is defined in EN1991-7 as “the ability of a structure to withstand events like fire,
explosions, impact or the consequences of human error without being damaged to an extent
disproportionate to the original cause” (CEN, 2006). A large body of evidence from post-

earthquake inspections, analysis, and experimental work has identified common characteristics

of a building with good seismic robustness, some of which has been summarised in Elnashai and

Di Sarno (2008), FEMA-P-749 (2010) and EC8. Characteristics of a seismically robust building

can be defined as follows;

x Regular and symmetrical in plan and elevation

Regular, symmetrical buildings perform better than irregular ones since regularity helps prevent

concentrations of stresses and torsional effects. A structure is symmetrical when its centre of

mass and its centre of resistance are located at the same point.

x Even distribution of mass and stiffness and adequate perimeter resistance

The mass and stiffness should be evenly distributed throughout the plan and elevation, with

perimeter resistance to counteract torsional forces.

x Presence of redundancy

Allows alternative load paths in case of partial failure.

x Absence of slenderness in plan and elevation

Overly slender buildings in plan lead to torsional effects, while buildings slender in elevation can

be vulnerable to overturning. Vertically slender structures also have higher mode contributions

causing damage higher up the building.

x No re-entrant corners

The dynamic behaviour of protrusions is different from the rest of the structure making the

connection between the wings and the rest of the structure vulnerable.

x Continuous load path to foundation

Discontinuities in the load path can lead to stress concentrations on the upper levels.

x Uninterrupted diaphragms with a regular stiffness

Adequate continuous diaphragms help distribute the seismic forces to in-plane walls, while

ensuring that diaphragms have a regular stiffness ensures an even distribution of these forces.

For the construction quality assessment, the robustness is judged at both global and local level.

Global limits are based on those found in the seismic codes reviewed in Chapter 2. These are

generally defined based on observations in past earthquakes, and although not defined

specifically for adobe, masonry or timber buildings, since they are geometry-based, some of them
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are still directly applicable. In addition to this, it is also necessary to consider post-earthquake

reconnaissance data from the particular building type to identify specific vulnerabilities of the

particular construction type in question. The criteria for whether a building is regular in plan and

elevation given in seismic codes are outlined in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8. From Table 3.7 it can

be seen that OPCM 3431 (2005) has the most restrictive definition for irregularity in stiffness and

mass, defining a building as irregular in stiffness if the variation in stiffness exceeds 30% and in

mass if it varies by more than 25%. According to Eurocode 8, vertical geometrical irregularity

exists when the setbacks are greater than 20% of the previous plan dimension, while ASCE 41-

13 and NTE-030 (2014) define a weak storey as when the shear resistance of a storey is less

than 80% of that immediately above.

Table 3.8 shows that according to all codes except OPCM 3431 (2005), for torsional irregularity

to be detected, either the centres of mass and rigidity or the expected interstorey drifts need to

be calculated. The limits provided in OPCM 3431 (2005) rely on a visual inspection of the plans

and is, therefore, more appropriate for the preliminary stage of assessment. The limits given in

the other codes are evaluated during the assessment process with the aid of numerical models,

although since the limit provided in NTE-030 (2014) is only valid for buildings with rigid

diaphragms, it is unlikely to be valid for a large number of vernacular structures. With regards to

the presence of re-entrant corners, the limits given in OPCM 3431 (2005) combined with those

provided by NZSEE (2006) are most appropriate since they account for buildings which are overly

slender in-plan, as well as considering the length and width of protrusions. Based on this, the

criteria for a building to be defined as irregular in plan is taken to be;

(a) the ratio between the sides of a rectangle in which the building is inscribed exceeds 4

(b) the length of any protrusions exceeds 25% of the building size in the corresponding direction

(c) the length/width ratio of the wings in an L-shaped, H-shaped, or E-shaped building exceed 3.

Diaphragm discontinuity is only accounted for in FEMA 310 (1998) and NTE-030 (2014) and

criteria provided in both these codes are considered.

At local level, the robustness is assessed by questioning whether the presence of that particular

macroelement in its structural form and material is of benefit to the overall response of the

building. If the answer is yes, the macroelement is judged to have a positive robustness at local

level. At preliminary assessment, this is done in a qualitative manner based on the knowledge

and experience of the assessors, and evidence from literature and post-earthquake surveys.

However, at the detailed assessment stage, this takes a more quantitative form whereby the

macroelement is modified (or if appropriate removed), to quantify the effect of its presence.

Material tests may also give an insight into the appropriateness of the macroelement. The

numerical models can also be used at this stage to quantitatively confirm the presence of a soft

storey, for example, and determine the centre of mass and stiffness.
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Table 3.7: Criteria for irregularity in elevation according to seismic codes

IRREGULARITY IN STIFFNESS
(SOFT-STOREY)

IRREGULARITY IN
MASS

VERTICAL GEOMETRIC
IRREGULARITY

IRREGULARITY OF THE
RESISTING SYSTEM

IRREGULARITY IN
STRENGTH

(WEAK STOREY)

FEMA 310
(1998) &
ASCE 41-
13 Tier 1
Checklist

A building is irregular in stiffness if the
variation in stiffness of the lateral-force-
resisting-system in any story is greater
than 70% of the stiffness in an adjacent
storey above or below, or more than
80% of the average stiffness of the 3
storeys above or below.

A building is irregular in
mass when the mass of
one storey is more than 1.5
times the mass of the
adjacent storey.

The building is classed as irregular in
vertical geometry when there is a change
in the horizontal dimension of the lateral-
force-resisting system of more than 30%.

A structure is irregular when
the vertical elements are not
continuous to the foundation.

An irregularity in strength
exists when the shear
resistance of a storey is less
than 80% of the storey
immediately above.

NZSEE
(2006)

Stiffness irregularity affects the seismic
performance when the lateral stiffness
of one storey varies by more than 100%
of an adjacent storey.

A building is irregular in
mass when the mass of
one storey is greater than
2 times the mass of an
adjacent storey.

N/A

The force resisting structure
is vertically irregular when
any element contributing
more than 30% of the lateral
stiffness discontinues
vertically.

N/A

EN 1998-
1 (2004)

A building is irregular when the lateral
stiffness is not constant or has abrupt
changes from the base to the top of the
building.

A building is irregular when
the mass at each storey is
not constant or has abrupt
changes from the base to
the top of the building.

A building is irregular when setbacks at
any floor are greater than 20% of the
previous plan dimension. Within the lower
15% of the height, a building is irregular if
the setback exceeds 50% of the previous
plan dimension.

A structure is irregular when
the vertical elements are not
continuous to the foundation.

N/A

OPCM
3431
(2005)

A building is irregular in stiffness when
variation in stiffness exceeds 30%

A building is irregular in
mass when the difference
in mass between storeys
exceeds 25%

A building is irregular when on one floor,
the return exceeds 30% of the
corresponding dimension of the first floor
or 20% of the corresponding dimension of
the immediately underlying floor. An
exception is made for the top storey.

A structure is irregular when
the vertical elements are not
continuous to the foundation.

N/A

Peruvian
code
E.030
(2014)

A building is classed to be irregular in
stiffness if the displacement in a storey
is greater than 40% of the
corresponding value for the storey
immediately above.

A building is irregular in
mass when the mass of
one storey is more than 1.5
times the mass of the
adjacent storey.

The building is classed as irregular in
vertical geometry when the dimensions of
the lateral resisting system in plan is
greater than 1.3 times the corresponding
dimension in an adjacent storey.

A structure is irregular when
an element that resists more
than 10% of shear force has
a vertical misalignment
greater than 25% of the
element’s dimension.

Irregularity in strength exists
when the shear resistance of
a storey is less than 80% of
the storey immediately
above.

C
hapter3
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TORSIONAL IRREGULARITY RE-ENTRANT CORNERS DIAPHRAGM DISCONTINUITY

FEMA
310
(1998)

A building is irregular in torsion when the distance
between the storey centre of mass and storey centre of
rigidity is greater than 20% of the building width in-plan.

N/A

A diaphragm is discontinuous when the
openings immediately adjacent to the
walls are greater than 25% of the wall
length.

NZSEE
(2006)

A building is irregular in torsion when the mass/centre of
rigidity is offset by more than 30% of the width of the
building.

An L-shaped, H-shaped, or E-shaped building is
irregular in plan when the length/width ratio of the
wings are greater than 3.0.

N/A

EN
1998-1
(2004)

A building is irregular in torsion if, at each level and in
each direction;

(a) The distance between the centre of stiffness and
the centre of mass measured along the x-axis is
greater than 0.3rx, and

(b) rx is less than the radius of gyration of the floor
mass in plan.

rx is defined as the square root of the torsional stiffness
to the lateral stiffness in the y direction. (and vice versa)

The building is classed as irregular if;
(a) the slenderness (maximum in-plan

length/minimum in-plan length) of the building
in plan is greater than 4.

(b) The area between the outline of the floor and
a convex polygonal line enveloping the floor
exceed 5% of the total area.

N/A

OPCM
3431
(2005)

The building is irregular in torsion if its configuration in
plan cannot be considered approximately symmetrical in
two orthogonal directions in relation to the distribution of
mass and stiffness.

A building is irregular in plan if;
(a) the ratio between the sides of a rectangle in
which the building is inscribed exceeds 4
(b) the length of any protrusions exceeds 25% of
the building size in the corresponding direction

N/A

Peruvian
code
E.030
(2014)

Torsional irregularity exists when in any direction of
analysis, the maximum inter-storey drift in one extremity
of the building is more than 50% of the inter-storey drift at
the opposite extremity. This only applies to buildings with
rigid diaphragms.

The plan configuration and the load-bearing system
have re-entrant corners whose in-plane dimensions
in both directions are higher than 20% of the
corresponding total in-plane dimension.

Discontinuous diaphragms are
diaphragms with abrupt discontinuities or
variations in stiffness, including openings
larger than 50% of the area of the
diaphragm.

C
hapter3
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3.2.1.2 Criteria for Structural Response Assessment

The criteria for structural response assessment with regards to the robustness parameter is taken

from the measurement of response parameters from the numerical models. Materials such as

adobe and masonry have a relatively low capacity and experience damage at a low lateral drift.

Therefore, increasing the strength of the macroelements to ensure the performance remains

within the elastic range is not possible without excessive interventions. Therefore, it is appropriate

to allow a nonlinear response but limit the deformation to a level at which stability is maintained.

It is, therefore, necessary to define the degree of deformation where the building or macroelement

becomes unstable, as well as the acceptable level of damage to the structure as a whole, and to

each macroelement. The decisions on the acceptable levels of damage for various scales of

seismic events is again decided upon collaboratively and defined globally and at the scale of the

macroelement. The data collected also informs on the most historically significant parts of the

building.

Limits on drift for some structural forms made from steel, concrete, and masonry are proposed in

some seismic codes. However, most of these are not applicable, and those for masonry should

be validated by comparison with test data or values in literature to check if they are appropriate.

The limits for in-plane and out-of-plane drift in codes and literature are reviewed in depth in

Chapter 5 in relation to the quantitative assessment.

3.2.2 Interaction

3.2.2.1 Criteria for Construction Quality Assessment

A structure can only be considered to be robust when all its components work together as a

structural system. The assessment of interaction in the construction quality assessment is

performed on a qualitative basis whereby the quality of the interaction between macroelements

is assessed visually by considering the presence of adequate connections between

macroelements. How the interaction is evaluated relies heavily on the material and form of the

macroelements, so needs to be defined on a case by case basis. Therefore for instance, for a

masonry building, this may consist of checking for overlapping of bricks, throughstones or

cornerstones, presence of ring beams, ties, or wall plates, while a timber building might be

assessed by checking the presence and quality of connections between orthogonal frames.

3.2.2.2 Criteria for Structural Response Assessment

For the detailed assessment, the nature of the interaction is evaluated by considering the stress

distribution at the location of the interface between macroelements obtained from numerical

models. The stress state at the interface is compared with experimental data for the particular

construction material. A number of analytical techniques are available in literature, for instance

for the calculation of the capacity of timber to masonry connections (NZSEE, 2011), which is

supplemented with experimental tests where required.
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3.2.3 Fabric

3.2.3.1 Criteria for Construction Quality Assessment

The quality of the fabric is checked at local level on the basis of geometrical characteristics. Good

quality masonry has well shaped durable bricks, with regular narrow mortar joints. Good quality

masonry is characterised by Houben et al. (1994), Hendry (1998), Vargas Neumann et al. (2008),

IS-4326 (1993) and DMRB (2001) as;

x Homogeneous

x Shape ratio of units between 1:2 and 1:4

x Units overlap between 1/3 and ½

x Vertical joints adequately stepped from course to course

x Width of mortar joints not greater than 12.5mm for fired brick and 20mm for adobe

For timber framed structures, the quality of the fabric is characterised by appropriate spacing of

the timber posts, effective bracing, a suitable wood species, and appropriately sized members.

At the stage of the detailed assessment, the strength and stiffness of the fabric can be measured

by extracting material samples or by non-destructive or semi-destructive tests. Replica masonry

walls, for example, can be built and tested in the laboratory to quantify the effect of the form of

the fabric and irregularities on its performance.

3.2.3.2 Criteria for Structural Response Assessment

Additional attention may be paid to this parameter when there are wall paintings present or when

there is a need to limit cracking. In this case, strains within the model can be checked, or

correlations between levels of cracking and lateral drift taken from literature or experimental tests.

Serviceability limits can be considered instead of safety limits. However, there is a lack of

evidence on the level of strain that would cause damage to wall paintings.

3.2.4 Connections

3.2.4.1 Criteria for Construction Quality Assessment

The suitability of the timber connections within the macroelements is performed at local level and

is assessed on a case by case basis due to the wide variety of carpentry techniques that exist.

This involves a judgement on the appropriateness of the connection considering the type of action

applied to the connection, the quality of the workmanship, and its condition.

3.2.4.2 Criteria for Structural Response Assessment

For the detailed assessment, the forces in the connections in the model are compared with its

capacity. Reference capacity values are calculated analytically from procedures available in

literature, such as Eurocode 5 (EN 1995-1-1, 2006) for example. However, the capacity of less

common connections needs to be verified by experimental testing on replica joints. Other

parameters that influence the seismic response, such as ductility, energy dissipation and yield

deformation can also be considered if quantitative data is available in literature or can be obtained

experimentally.
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3.3 Application of the Procedure

The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to the validation of the procedure by applying it to two

case studies. This aims to define the scope of the method by identifying its limitations, as well as

areas of improvement. As described in Chapter 1, the method is applied within the SRP project

using the two distinct forms of Peruvian casonas. Dating from the 16th to 19th centuries, casonas

are typical vernacular structures, in that they use local materials and techniques, the nature of

which is dictated very much by the local environment. They are heavily influenced by architectural

styles imported from Southern Spain, which when combined with traditional Pre-Hispanic building

technologies, results in a distinct and unique structural form, considered of international historical

and cultural value and worth preserving.

Peru has one of the highest seismic hazards in the world. Its coastline forms part of the Circum-

Pacific belt, known as the ring of fire, along which 81% of the world’s largest earthquakes occur

(USGS, 2009). According to the Peruvian Seismic Code, the maximum horizontal acceleration in

a rigid soil with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years is between 0.1 and 0.45g within the

national territory (NTE-030, 2014). The coast experiences the most powerful and frequent

earthquakes, a recent example being the Pisco 2007 earthquake, which affected around 80% of

the city of Pisco and killed over 500 people (Blondet et al., 2008). However, towns and cities in

the highlands such as Cusco are also vulnerable to seismic events (Aparicio Flores and

Marmanillo Casapino, 1989).

Casonas are found in towns and cities throughout Peru, but due to environmental, seismic, and

cultural differences, they vary in structural layout, materials and techniques. This research

focuses on two types of casona; a typical coastal casona, found in Lima, and a typical highlands

casona from Cusco. Despite serving the same function, these buildings differ substantially in their

structural and architectural form. In addition, the climate, seismic hazard, and cultural heritage

regulations differ in the two regions. This provides the ideal situation in which to use the procedure

to assess two distinct structural systems with differing external factors.

Casonas in Lima are characterised by a lower storey in adobe and upper storeys in a traditional

construction technique known as quincha, which consists of a timber frame infilled with a weave

of canes and covered in mud. The quincha system is particularly interesting since little is known

about its structural behaviour, yet it is widely regarded to be ‘seismic resistant’ (Rodríguez-

Camilloni, 2003, Kuroiwa, 1991, Vigo and Schmidt, 2008). Due to the dry desert climate, roofs

are flat and covered with several layers of mud and a weave of opened canes. Cusco has a

cooler, wetter climate and casonas in this region are two storey adobe buildings, with a pitched

collar-beam roof clad with heavy clay tiles. Cut Incan stones are often used in the foundations

and lower portion of the walls. Both casonas have large internal patios surrounded by brick or

timber arcades. Neither type has been the subject of substantial previous research, so there is

little evidence available in literature on their seismic response.

A key aspect of the proposed procedure is its ability to account for the heritage value of the

buildings. These structures, some of which are as old as 450 years, give both cities their unique
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character, attract significant numbers of tourists, and were home to significant events in the history

of Peru. The historic centres of Lima and Cusco have both been named UNESCO world heritage

sites, and the Ministry of Culture, responsible for protecting cultural heritage, has designated a

number of casonas as national monuments (Ministerio de Cultura Perú, 2015). In Cusco, the

Regulations for the Masterplan of the Historic Centre of Cusco (INC, 2004) place limitations on

interventions to buildings within the historic centre. For example, the roof must be tiled and remain

at its original inclination, and original interior wall tiles may not be removed. The author is not

aware of similar regulations in Lima, but if they exist, they are not always upheld in practice,

evidenced by many buildings surveyed by the author. In recent years in Lima, numerous casonas

have been demolished, and several have been irreparably altered to accommodate changes of

use (Lizarzaburu, 2014). A core aim of this thesis is to provide solutions to mitigate the seismic

risk of these buildings while taking into account cultural heritage and collaboration with the

Ministry of Culture to help prevent the continued demolition of the casonas.

Two specific casonas have been chosen as case studies representing the two building classes:

Hotel el Comercio (HC), located in Lima, and Casa Arones (CA), in Cusco. HC is a three-storey

casona adjacent to the Presidential Palace, a few metres away from the Plaza Mayor (the main

square). It is believed to have been constructed in 1848, just after the relaxation of a law

prohibiting three storey buildings due to their seismic vulnerability (Villacorta-Santamato, 2010).

Although originally constructed as a residential building, it was used as a hotel throughout the 20th

century. The hotel closed in the 1980s, and the space was used as an army printing centre for a

number of years (Villacorta-Santamato, 2010). At present, it is owned by the Peruvian Ministry of

Culture, and the upper storeys are vacant, while the lower storey is home to a culturally significant

bar known as ‘El Cordano,’ as well as a number of shops. A photo of the casona from the first

half of the 20th century is shown in Figure 3.11 alongside a photo taken in 2012 in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Photo of Hotel el Comercio taken
in the first half of the 20th century
Photo: skyscrapercity.com (2010)

Figure 3.12: Hotel el Comercio in 2012
Photo: Author’s own

CA, shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, is a typical two-storey Cusqueñan casona dating from

the first half of the 17th century prior to the 1650 earthquake. It was originally a single-family
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dwelling with ground floor shops, but was later subdivided into smaller lots and has been the

subject of significant modifications, particularly during the 18th and 19th centuries. It was

designated a national monument in 1973, but despite plans to restore the casona in the 1990s, it

has fallen into serious disrepair and is currently in very poor condition (see Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.13: Casa Arones in 2012
Photo: Courtesy J. Paul Getty Trust.

Figure 3.14: Internal patio of Casa Arones
Photo: Author’s own

A number of aspects of these particular buildings made them an ideal choice for demonstration

of the assessment procedure. Both sites are historically significant and contain a large proportion

of original features characteristic of their age and typology. However, as is typical of vernacular

architecture, they have both undergone several changes of use, which has caused some serious

damage to the structural fabric. They both suffer from deterioration and damage, which is very

common for earthen buildings. This has the unforeseen advantage of making the internal structure

visible and facilitating removal of samples for testing without causing further damage to original

fabric. A significant factor in the choice of these buildings was that the owners and inhabitants of

both buildings were highly amenable to the assessment work, and cooperative in the opening up

of key areas of the building for inspections. However, they remained in use throughout the

assessment, which would be usual for vernacular buildings. Finally, although both buildings are

considered ‘colonial casonas’, they are sufficiently distinct to be considered as separate case

studies, with HC being for the most part a timber-framed structure, while CA is mainly adobe.

In the course of this research a seismic assessment is performed on these two buildings,

however, in order to check whether the findings might be applied other similar buildings, and thus

have a wider reaching influence, the findings and data collected are compared with information

available in literature on other casonas from the same class.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter proposed a new procedure for the seismic assessment of historic vernacular

buildings, intended to address the lack of appropriate methods in codes and literature for this

building type. In the following chapters, the procedure is used to assess two Peruvian casonas,

with the dual intention of validating the procedure and obtaining a better understanding of the

seismic performance and vulnerabilities of this type of building. The first step in this procedure is
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to define the assessment objectives and undertake a preliminary data collection. The outcomes

of this are presented in the next chapter, which details the structural characteristics of the building

types, and outlines the results of the preliminary diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 4: STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
PERUVIAN CASONAS & PRELIMINARY DIAGNOSIS

________________________________________________________________________

In order to arrive at a reliable diagnosis of the seismic response of a building, it is fundamental to

have a thorough understanding of the structural layout, material characteristics and connections

within the structure. At present, little is known about the structural characteristics of the casonas

and as a result, substantial research is required as a starting point. This chapter describes in

detail the structural characteristics of the casonas in Lima and Cusco obtained by direct onsite

inspections and in-depth literature and archival research. These investigations form the basis of

the qualitative judgements on the expected behaviour and inform the preliminary diagnosis, which

is the outcome of the chapter. This in turn informs the testing and numerical modelling for the

detailed assessment.

In-depth site inspections of two historic casonas were carried out by the author in November 2011

and April 2012. The findings are compared with original material obtained from archives, as well

as books and information published by others working in the field. Within the SRP, Cancino and

Lardinois (2012) conducted an architectural survey of both case study buildings, which has been

used to verify and complement the author’s observations. Where possible, the characteristics of

the case study buildings are compared to other casonas to assess representativeness, determine

the presence of original features, and ensure the findings are applicable to a wider building group.

However, it is not feasible to obtain direct access to a large number of buildings, since many are

still in use as private dwellings, hotels or museums, and although it is possible to enter some

buildings, finishings cannot be removed making construction details inaccessible. There were

also a number of safety issues due to the severely deteriorated and partially collapsed state of

some buildings, making access unsafe. Although data from a number of buildings is considered,

the decisions made in the preliminary diagnosis are specific to the case studies.

In this chapter, the data obtained during the inspection process is presented herein so as to

illustrate the process and guide the reader to the preliminary diagnosis. The information included

has already been filtered and analysed to extract qualitative evidence, which supports the

preliminary judgement on the four assessment parameters introduced in Chapter 3; robustness,

interaction, fabric and connections. In performing the pre-assessment and preliminary data

collection, these assessment parameters are considered in the following way:
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x The robustness of the structure on a global scale is assessed by considering architectural

plans, identifying room sizes, spatial room arrangements, the number of storeys, and

interstorey heights. Particular attention is paid to the presence of any irregularities in the floor

plans. The regularity in plan and elevation of the building is assessed based on the criteria in

Chapter 3.

x The robustness at a local level is assessed by identifying the main macroelements and their

typical forms and dimensions. The structural materials used, their origin, and mechanical

characteristics are also considered by means of non-destructive testing and archival

research. Each macroelement is judged on whether its presence and form is beneficial to the

overall structural response.

x The interaction considers the presence of positive connections between each macroelement.

x The fabric is considered by on-site inspections and information in literature. It considers the

homogeneity and regularity of the masonry fabric and the adequate choice of timber species.

x Details of structural connections are obtained from onsite inspections and literature. For the

connection parameter, the quality and appropriateness of the carpentry joints are assessed.

The preliminary diagnosis was carried out as an interdisciplinary task during a SRP meeting in

London in December 2012. However, following the meeting, the judgements were reviewed by

the author based on further consultation of plans, photographs and data collected on site and a

number were refined.

The chapter begins with an overview of the historical development of casonas in Lima and Cusco

to provides an understanding of the historical significance and evolution of structural form. Section

4.2 describes the floorplan and layout of the casonas, concluding with a judgement on the

robustness of each building at global level. In the subsequent section, the buildings are broken

up into their individual macroelements and each is considered in detail at local level, forming the

diagnosis of robustness at local level, quality of the fabric, and quality of the connections

(depending on the macroelement in question). Section 4.4 consists of a description and

preliminary diagnosis on the interaction between the macroelements. The outcomes on the

preliminary diagnosis are made at end of each sub-section, while a detailed discussion and

comparison of such outcomes and next steps is provided at the end of the chapter.
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4.1 History and Development of Peruvian Casonas

4.1.1 Background

‘Casona’ is a Spanish word meaning ‘old stately house’ (RAE, 2001)1. The term is used in Peru

to refer to large urban residences built for the Spanish colonists between the 16th and mid-19th

centuries. Many elements of Spanish and pre-Hispanic architecture are found in casonas, but the

environmental conditions, material availability, and frequent damaging earthquakes led to the

evolution of a distinct architectural style. Additionally, variations in climate and seismic hazard

resulted in the development of distinct typologies in different regions of Peru.

In architectural terms, casonas from the colonial period (1542-1821), and those from the early

Republican period (1821-1850) are treated as though they form two distinct categories. However,

despite a number of stylistic differences, the floorplans, materials and construction techniques

were essentially the same (Bryce, 1980). However, the difference in materials and construction

techniques between the casonas in different regions of Peru is so marked that the casonas can

be divided into two distinct categories; the coastal casona (including that found in Lima), and the

highland casona (located in Cusco) (Bryce, 1980). As a result, these two building types are herein

considered separately, and the evolution and historic significance of each is outlined separately

in the following section.

4.1.2 Development of Casonas in Lima

Before the Spanish colonists arrived on the Peruvian coast in 1533, indigenous houses were

constructed using earthen materials such as adobe, wood and reeds. The walls were adobe or a

type of wattle and daub, known as quincha, consisting of a wooden frame, infilled with a weave

of canes and covered in mud. ‘Estera’, a mat fabricated from woven reeds, was used as the base

for the flat roofs and covered in mud to offer protection from the sun (Rodríguez, 2006). These

homes were demolished by the Spanish, as they implemented a strict regime of town planning,

dividing the new city of Lima into regular blocks of 137m square and distributing plots to the

Spanish elite and clergy as shown in Figure 4.1 (Williamson, 1992). The main square, called the

‘Plaza Mayor’, was at the centre of the new urban layout with the most significant buildings such

as the viceroy’s palace and the cathedral situated around it, and residential buildings were located

according to the owner’s social rank (see Figure 4.2).

1 In Spanish casona is defined as: ‘casa señorial antigua’
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Figure 4.1: Plan of lots distributed during the
foundation of Lima according to the “Indice
Terán”(Obtained from archives by Villacorta-
Santamato (2010))

Figure 4.2: Part of a map of Lima dating from
1685 (Gunther Doëring, 1983 (drawn in 1685))

The Viceroyalty of Peru was created in 1542 and covered the length of the Western coast from

modern-day Panama to Argentina, with Lima, known as the Ciudad de los Reyes (City of Kings)

as its capital. During the early viceroyalty period, the construction of residential buildings in Lima

was heavily controlled by the Spanish rulers (San Cristóbal, 2003), who required all buildings to

be made of stone or brick. However, the local area lacked firewood for firing bricks, and stone

had to be imported (Fraser, 2009, p.251). Since the dry desert climate did not warrant a pitched

roof or clay tiles, flat roofs were constructed with mats of weaved canes and covered with mud in

the same manner as the indigenous homes (Fraser, 2009).

In the middle of the 17th century, some historic documents refer to the use of “ telares de madera”
(‘telar’ means loom – the term is used to refer to a wooden frame) or “cañas embarradas” (canes
covered with mud) (Rodríguez, 2006). This was described as a wooden frame infilled with a

weave of canes and covered in with mud and is the first reference to the Spanish using the

indigenous building technique of quincha.

In October 1687, an estimated 8.5 magnitude earthquake hit the coast of Peru (USGS, 2009),

killing around 600 people in Lima and Callao (a major port 15km west of Lima) (Ferro, 1978).

Reports after the earthquake revealed that the lighter structures of quincha ( telares de madera)
had performed better than adobe. This led to an order in 1699 by the 3 rd Count of Monclova, the

then viceroy of Peru, that all upper storeys in Lima should be demolished and not reconstructed

unless they were in quincha (Rodríguez-Camilloni, 2003, Bueno, 2001, p.143). This is claimed to

be the first use of official legislation for seismic-resistant construction in the Americas (Takahashi,

2006). Although the use of quincha became more widespread, it was not accepted by upper-class

Spanish citizens since the materials were held in such low esteem, and by the mid-18 th century

around 300 upper storeys had been rebuilt in adobe (Bueno, 2001, p.143). San Cristóbal (2003),

obtained archival evidence that the rulers had reinforced many buildings after the earthquake, but

no further details are given. However, later reports on damage to buildings after a later earthquake

stated that “the finer houses near the Plaza that had been rebuilt or reinforced after the large

earthquake of 1687 had been damaged but had withstood the calamity” (Walker, 2008),

Plaza
mayor Cathedral

Site of HCPalace

Site of HC

Cathedral

Palace
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suggesting that whatever improvements were carried out were generally successful. The 1746

earthquake is estimated to be 8.6-8.8 on the Richter scale (USGS, 2009) and killed around 20%

of the population of Lima (Walker, 2008). The level of destruction was vast, and many of the most

significant buildings, including the Viceroy’s palace, the treasury and the city hall were completely

destroyed (Walker, 2008). However, buildings which had been built using quincha, as

recommended after the 1687 earthquake were reported to have performed extremely well (Godín,

1746). The earthquake marked a significant change in the views towards quincha: “everybody

wanted to build with timber” considering it to be “a strong material,” causing a significant increase

in the price of wood (Walker, 2008). However, the most significant changes were brought about

due to a series of reforms introduced by Luis Godin, a French engineer who was contracted by

the viceroy to develop a reconstruction plan to make the city safer. His reforms included reducing

the height of the buildings to 4.6m, eliminating upper storeys except those in quincha and

widening the streets to prevent pounding (Godín, 1746).

In 1824, Peru gained independence from Spain, becoming a Republic. The casonas continued to

be constructed in essentially the same way, “practically unaltered” (Bryce, 1980, p.94), until the

1870s in Lima, and the end of the 19th century in the rest of Peru. However, the introduction of

cement in Peru in the late 19th/early 20th century caused widespread changes in residential

architecture. In 1908 the Peruvian government banned the use of adobe and quincha in urban

residential buildings (Cancino, 2011) and the movement of the wealthy owners to the suburbs

resulted in the casonas being subdivided for homes for poorer people (Ríos et al., 2011).

Furthermore, the widening of avenues between the 1940s and 1970s, and the 1974 earthquake

in Lima, led to the destruction of many important historic casonas (Palmerio et al., 2012).

Over the past 50 years, the state of the casonas in Lima has deteriorated substantially despite

repeated attempts by some organisations to protect them (Palmerio et al., 2012). In 1988 the

historic centre of Lima was declared a World Heritage Site (UNESCO, 2015). A number of

casonas were designated historic monuments, but this had little effect on their rate of decline. At

present, the majority of the casonas in Lima are in a very poor condition, and in 2010, 40% were

considered to be at serious risk of collapse (Silva Nole, 2013). They are often overpopulated, with

many families living in one building, without the means to repair them. Unfortunately, where

refurbishment has been carried out, it has not always been in the most sensitive manner, and the

seismic risk has in some cases not been considered. These factors have led local engineers to

call for their demolition due to their perceived seismic vulnerability (El-Comercio-Peru, 2014).

4.1.3 Development of Casonas in Cusco

When the Spanish arrived in Cusco, the capital of the Incan empire in 1533, the city was already

divided into square blocks around an open square (see Figure 4.3). The palaces and temples

were constructed of finely dressed masonry and cut stone covered with gold, and the streets were

all paved (Donahue-Wallace, 2008). Incan homes, known as ‘kanchas,’ were constructed using

carefully cut stone and adobe with a straw roof (Carazas, 2001).
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Figure 4.3: Cusco on arrival of the
Spanish (Braun and Hogenberg,
1572)

Figure 4.4: Cusco in the 17th century. Displayed in tiles in
Cusco (Photo of artwork: Author’s own)

These ornate palaces were seized by the Spanish, and they modified many of the existing Incan

homes, making them more pleasing to their tastes. Many kanchas were demolished, although the

structural materials such as stone and adobe were reused. At times several kanchas were joined

together to make one larger casona, typically two storeys high (Gutiérrez et al., 1981). In many

of the colonial homes, the Incan foundations or stone walls were reused, maintaining the same

floorplan (San Cristóbal, 2001, p.3-4). In 1550, a ruling was passed to prevent the use of straw

roofs due to fire risk (Gutiérrez et al., 1981). Clay tiles were used in its place, but the collar-beam

roof was not modified, causing excessive deformations and leaks (Gutiérrez et al., 1981). At the

end of the 16th century, stone or brick arcades were added to the open air patios, creating a

corridor on the upper storey, typical of the Mediterranean style (San Cristóbal, 2001). A plan of

the city of Cusco in the 17th century is shown in Figure 4.4. In 1650, an earthquake of an estimated

magnitude of 7.7 on the Richter scale hit Cusco. Reports suggest that the earthquake was

exceptionally long in duration, and more than 125 aftershocks were recorded in the following

week (Kubler, 1952). This caused substantial damage, and many casonas had to be rebuilt.

During the 18th century, the lower storeys of the casonas were used more for commercial

activities, and many houses were divided up into smaller lots. In many cases, the second patio

was knocked down to construct new houses connected with small internal passageways

(Gutiérrez et al., 1981). In the early 19th century, many of the ornate arcades forming the patios

were removed, and replaced with simple corridors consisting of beam and post constructions

(Gutiérrez et al., 1981). By the mid-19th century around four families, each with on average eight

members, lived in each house (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012).

By the 20th century, many casonas in Cusco had suffered considerable decline. This decline was

accelerated by an earthquake that destroyed more than half the city in 1950, including a large

number of colonial casonas (Ferro, 1978). The economic problems resulting from this led to many

owners of larger casonas renting out the space in smaller lots to many families. In the aftermath

of this earthquake, UNESCO published a plan to regenerate the city. However, these plans were
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never followed through due to lack of financing. In the 1970s, a boom in the tourism industry led

to many colonial casonas being converted into restaurants and hotels (Carazas, 2001). This has

continued to the present day and around half of the casonas in Cusco are now used commercially.

In 1996 the historic centre of Cusco was placed on the World Monument’s Watch (WMW) (WMF,

2015), and in 2000 UNESCO and the Agencia Española de Cooperación (AECI) developed a

proposal for a Masterplan of the historic centre, but it was never approved (UNESCO, 2015).

4.1.4 Influence of Environment on Structural Form

In both cities the pre-Hispanic influence on the architecture and structure is considerable,

resulting in a fusion of Spanish and pre-Hispanic architecture unique to this region. In Lima, this

mix of building styles and techniques is partially attributed to the climate and availability of

materials. However, the influence of the frequent strong earthquakes is hugely significant since

the traditional Spanish construction methods performed poorly. Despite this, there was an effort

by the Spanish elite to disguise the materials and techniques so they appeared to be precious

and desirable materials’ such as brick or stone, and many architectural features, such as the

arcades, are very typically Spanish.

In Cusco, the less frequent earthquakes influenced the architecture to a lesser extent, and two-

storey adobe houses remained the norm. However, techniques such as tie beams and corner

keys have been commonly used since the colonial period. The straw roof was modified by the

Spanish due to its vulnerability to fire, but the collar-beam roof structure may be inadequate for

the additional weight of the clay tiles. In Cusco, the skilled building techniques of the Incans

significantly influenced the architectural style and construction details, and hence the structural

response. The cut stone was reused, and the city layout and floorplans remained unchanged. At

present, although both historic centres are designated UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the

condition of the majority of the historic casonas in both cities is poor and continuing to deteriorate.

4.2 Typical Layout

This section discusses the layout of the casonas in Lima and Cusco with the aim of providing the

reader with an overview of both building types. It also forms the initial part of the preliminary

assessment; the robustness at global level, in which the regularity of the buildings in both plan

and elevation is assessed, and potential vulnerabilities are identified. The Lima casonas are

discussed first, followed by the Cusco casonas.

4.2.1 Layout of Casonas in Lima

4.2.1.1 Overview and Floor Plans

Casonas in Lima generally have two patios and can be divided into three zones; the exterior,

central, and interior zones (Bryce, 1980). The exterior zone was used for business and public

affairs, the central zone for entertaining guests, and the interior zone for private family activities

and bedrooms. In Lima, most casonas had two storeys, with the upper storey used for domestic

activities or rented out to another family. Although Godín’s (1746) proposal prohibited buildings

of more than two storeys, this was relaxed in the 19th century. The stairs were usually located at
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one of the corners of the principal patio, or sometimes inside the sitting room. At times two

staircases were present, a brick staircase for the home owners and a wooden staircase for the

servants (Rodríguez, 2006). HC has two wooden staircases, one to the left of the entrance hall,

and one in the secondary patio.

The floor plan of HC is displayed in Figure 4.5 with each zone marked. The second and third

storey floor plans of HC are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively. The upper storeys

are divided into numerous small rooms, and many internal quincha walls are not supported

directly on an adobe wall below. This is presumably due to the building being used as a hotel

during the 19th century. With some exceptions, there is generally continuity between the vertical

walls on the second and third storey. The layout is highly irregular, and significant collapse has

occurred in two parts of the building. The plans of HC are compared with plans of three historic

casonas in Lima, Casa Osambela (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9), Casa Riva Agüero (Figure 4.10),

and Casa de Barbieri (Figure 4.11). This comparison demonstrates that despite differences in the

plot size, and layout, there are still typical features that appear in all three buildings, making some

generalisation possible, at least from an architectural perspective. Casa Osambela also shows

discontinuity between the upper and lower storey and has a very irregular floor plan, as does

Casa de Barbieri. Casa Riva Agüero has more regular-sized rooms arranged around a square

principal patio and larger rooms around the secondary patio. The three zones can be identified in

all three casonas but there is a range of room sizes.
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Figure 4.5: First storey floor plan of HC built in 1848.
Labelled and modified by the author for clarity from
original plans provided by Soto (personal
communication, November 2011)

Figure 4.6: Second storey floor plan of HC.
Modified by the author from original plans
provided by Soto (personal communication,
November 2011)

Figure 4.7: Third storey floor plan of HC. Modified by
the author from original plans provided by Soto
(personal communication, November 2011)

C
hapter4
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Figure 4.8: First storey floor plan of Casa
Osambela built in 1805 (FORD, 1988)

Figure 4.9: Second storey floor plan of Casa
Osambela. (FORD, 1988)

Figure 4.10: First storey floor plan of Casa Riva
Agüero built in 1760 (FORD, 1988) (Upper storey
floor plan not available)

Figure 4.11: First storey floor plan of Casa de
Barbieri, whose original building dates from
1537(Beingolea del Carpio et al., 1993)
(Upper storey floor plan not available)

4.2.1.2 Exterior Zone

The main entrance to the casona from the street was through a set of doors large enough to

accommodate carriages, people on horseback, and mules. This led directly into the entrance hall,

known as the zaguán, shown in Figure 4.12 (Palacio Torre Tagle) and Figure 4.13 (HC).
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Figure 4.12: View of the zaguán from the principal
patio of Palacio Torre Tagle, Lima dating from
1735. Photo: Chancellor-of-Peru (2013)

Figure 4.13: Zaguán of HC Photo: Author’s
own

The zaguán led into the principal patio, often passing through a set of ornate wrought-iron gates

(Figure 4.14). The principal patio was used for business and provided interior rooms with light

and ventilation. Its dimensions varied, but were in the region of 11x9m to 10x7.5m in the late

16th/early 17th century (Rodríguez, 2006). The rooms surrounding the principal patio were used

for the family business, or the street-facing windows were converted to doors and the space

rented out. (See HC and Casa de Barbieri in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.14: Principal patio of Casa Riva
Agüero showing wrought-iron gates dating
from 1760. Photo: Giovannoni (2015)

Figure 4.15: Principal patio in HC.The
entrance to the dining room can be seen at
the bottom left of the image. Photo: Author’s
own

The colonnades, shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, are a typical feature. In most cases, they

were found on the upper and lower storeys of the patio forming a 3.5m wide corridor on the upper

level, which also protected the rooms from the sun and the walls from the occasional light showers

(Rodríguez, 2006). Corridors surveyed by the author have been narrower than this. Early
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colonnades were made from stone but were later constructed with vertical wooden posts of cedar,

oak or laurel, as is the case in HC (see Figure 4.15). However, in contrast to Cusco, stone was

never used in the upper storeys due to its vulnerability to earthquakes (Rodríguez, 2006), most

likely due to its heavy mass. The colonnades surrounded two, three, or (on rare occasions) four

faces of the patio (Rodríguez, 2006).

4.2.1.3 Central Zone

The central zone contained the drawing rooms and was the most ornate space where the owners

would entertain and conduct business affairs. This zone consisted of one or two long rooms

located between the two patios and accessed from the principal patio by wide doors. Documents

referenced by Rodríguez (2006) indicate that, in casonas generally, the dimensions of the drawing

room are 10x5m at the start of the 17th century, while a document dating from the mid-17th century

states that in a specific unnamed casona, this room was 20x6.5m. In HC, the two drawing rooms

are smaller, measuring 8.3mx5.0m and 7.0mx5.3m. A prayer room (oratorio) was also sometimes

located in this zone.

Figure 4.16: HC from the principal patio
looking to the dining room. (date unknown)
Photo: obtained from archives by Villacorta-
Santamato (2010)

Figure 4.17: Photo of HC taken from the
principal patio in 2011. Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.16 shows the principal patio of HC in the 20th century. The dining room is located up the

small set of stairs in one of the principal rooms. The passageway to the secondary patio can be

observed to the left-hand side of the dining room behind the plants. Figure 4.17 shows the same

corner of the principal patio as it appeared in 2011.
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4.2.1.4 Interior Zone

The interior zone was located to the rear of the property and included the bedrooms, the kitchen,

the dining room, larder, and the rooms for the servants. The stables and hen-houses were also

located here and some casonas also had a small garden. In most casonas (but not all) these

rooms were situated around a smaller secondary patio. The secondary patio of HC is shown in

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.18: Secondary patio of HC.Photo:
Courtesy J. Paul Getty Trust.

Figure 4.19: Secondary patio of HC showing the
collapse of rear part of the structure. Photo:
Courtesy J. Paul Getty Trust.

4.2.1.5 Robustness at a Global Level of Lima Casonas

As described in Chapter 3, the robustness at global level assesses the building as a whole and

considers its original conception, identifying vulnerable areas. It can be concluded that the

casonas in Lima form a distinct class of buildings with a number of defining features, such as the

division into three zones and the presence of at least one patio (although in the majority of cases

there are two patios).

HC is not symmetrical in any direction so it is considered irregular in plan. In addition, the

protrusion is regarded as a re-entrant corner and the lack of diaphragm continuity contributes to

the irregularity in-plan. This seems to be typical of casonas in Lima: Casa Osambela, Casa Riva

Agüero and Casa de Barbieri are also considered irregular to varying extents due to an uneven

distribution of shear walls and unsymmetrical footprint. Furthermore, the L-shape is common due

to subdivision of the original square blocks in the 18th century (Palmerio et al., 2012). In general,

the room sizes in HC are regular, but some rooms are quite large with long unbraced walls. This

tendency for irregularity and inherent variability requires further analysis in the detailed

assessment.

The presence of the flexible quincha in the upper storeys limits the possibility for the Lima casonas

to be regular in elevation. In addition to this, the upper storeys have a high proportion of openings

on the façade, further decreasing their relative stiffness. This means HC does not comply with

the criteria for regularity in stiffness, mass or vertical geometry. Furthermore, the vertical elements

are not continuous to the foundation, as the walls do not line up in each storey. Casa Osambela

is also highly irregular in elevation, but in this case, it has smaller, more numerous rooms on the
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lower storey. Based on photographs and site observations, it is believed that irregularity in

elevation is a typical aspect of the Lima casonas, and is certainly the case for HC.

Although most casonas have two storeys, a number of the later casonas are three or even four

storeys. Large interstorey heights and a high proportion of openings increases vulnerability. The

lightweight quincha on the upper storeys reduces the seismic induced forces at the upper levels,

although the benefits of this may be reduced slightly by the heavy mud roof. The high degree of

irregularity in the casonas increases the complexity of the force distribution, and a more detailed

analysis is necessary. With this in mind, the robustness at global level of HC is considered

unfavourable with a level of confidence of 70% due to the highly irregular layout. The level of

damage is classed as severe (D=4) since a significant portion of the structure has collapsed.

4.2.2 Layout of Casonas in Cusco

4.2.2.1 Floor Plans

As casonas in Cusco were often built on the floorplans of the Incan homes, they have a different

plan to those in Lima. However, they are still arranged around an open-air patio. Like in Lima, the

main entrance was through the arched zaguán , leading into the principal patio. However, it was

narrower than in Lima as it did not need to accommodate carriages. The zaguán of Casa Concha,

one of the grandest and most famous casonas in Cusco is shown in Figure 4.20 alongside that

of CA in Figure 4.21. In Cusco, the zaguán was often located to the side of the main patio (as is

the case in CA), making the central patio a more private space which could not be seen from the

street.

Figure 4.20: Zaguán of Casa Concha
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.21: Zaguán of CA
Photo: Author’s own

The principal patio was 17-25m in length on each side and used for family activities as opposed

to business like in Lima (San Cristóbal, 2001). Some casonas also had a second patio used

exclusively by the servants. Many of the rooms facing the street were rented out commercially

and were not usually accessible from the patio. The patios are surrounded by arcades, which
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support a walkway on the upper storey. In the grander casonas, the arcades are arched and

made from stone or brick. In smaller casonas they are timber beam and post. It is possible that

the presence of brick arches contributes to the lateral stability of the larger patios. However, there

is no evidence to suggest this was the reason they were added and they may simply be a show

of the inhabitants’ wealth. The upper walkways around one or two sides of the patio are often

cantilevered. Figure 4.22 shows the principal patio of Casa Concha, while Figure 4.23 shows the

much smaller and less grand patio of a small casona in Cusco. The small arched zaguán can be

seen to the left of the photograph.

Figure 4.22: Large patio in Casa Concha
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.23: Small patio in a small casona in
CuscoPhoto: Author’s own

Figure 4.24: First storey plan of CA Figure 4.25: Second storey plan of CA

Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the plans of CA in 2012. A proposed plan for rehabilitation of

CA, developed in 1999 but never implemented, is shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27. This

gives an idea of how CA might have been originally and indicates that it may have had two patios.
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Figure 4.26: First storey plan of proposed
rehabilitation of CA (Estrada et al., 2005)

Figure 4.27: Second storey plan of proposed
restoration of CA (Estrada et al., 2005)

The second patio is also observed in some larger casonas, such as Casa del Inka Garcilaso

(Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29), and Casa Concha (Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31). The vast majority

of Cusco casonas have two storeys, with upstairs bedrooms (San Cristóbal, 2001, p.23/24). The

stone staircase was usually located in one of the corners of the patio under an archway, usually

to the left-hand side of the zaguán (San Cristóbal, 2001). On the ground floor, the rooms around

the patio are smaller and more numerous, while on the second storey the rooms are much larger,

with long unbraced walls. This can be observed in Casa San Blás (Figure 4.33), CA (Figure 4.25),

and Casa Concha (Figure 4.31). San Cristóbal (2001) suggests that this may be because the

smaller rooms on the ground floor coincide with the floor plans of the kanchas, while the larger

rooms on the second storey were preferred by the Spanish. Alternatively, it may be that the

ground floor rooms were later subdivided so they could be rented as retail space. This could be

verified on an individual basis by checking the interlocking of the orthogonal walls to the facades.
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Figure 4.28: First Storey plan of Casa del Inka
Garcilaso

Figure 4.29: Second Storey plan of Casa del Inka
Garcilaso

Figure 4.30: First storey plan of Casa Concha Figure 4.31: Second storey plan of Casa Concha

Figure 4.32: First storey plan of Casa San Blás Figure 4.33: Second storey plan of Casa San Blás
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In CA there are several long spans of unrestrained wall. One room is 13.2m in length

(unrestrained) and another is 11.2m. In one part of the building, there is a 27.2m long wall, which

is only braced by one interior transverse wall, while at the other end of the building, one wall is

15.7m long and not restrained laterally. Attempts have been made to reinforce this wall by the

installation of steel bar anchors with wooden keys (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012, vol.1, p.130)

4.2.2.2 Robustness at a Global Level of Cusco Casonas

The casonas in Cusco also can be considered a distinct class of buildings. CA appears to be

reasonably typical but it is apparent that it has undergone a number of alterations over the years,

as well as significant damage and deterioration. However, assuming the rooms to the rear of the

building had not collapsed and were as in the plans for the proposed alterations, the floor plan is

more similar to that of other casonas. In plan, most of the casonas in Cusco are relatively square

with a central opening for the patio. However, the distribution and thickness of shear walls on

each side of the patio is variable, leading to some irregularities in plan. As before, the casonas

are assessed considering the criteria for regularity in plan outlined in Chapter 3. In Casa del Inca

Garcilaso and CA, on one side of the patio the shear walls have a higher slenderness with a

greater proportion of openings meaning that in terms of distribution of stiffness, the plan is more

like a U-shape than an O. According to the criteria for torsional irregularity outlined in OPCM 3431

(2005), in which a building is considered to be regular in torsion if its configuration in plan is

approximately symmetrical in two orthogonal directions in relation to the distribution of mass and

stiffness, none of the casonas considered in this chapter can be considered to be entirely regular.

However, the extent of the torsional irregularity needs to be confirmed by analysis of the centre

of mass and centre of stiffness, which can be established by means of a more detailed

assessment. All the casonas are considered regular with regards to re-entrant corners and

discontinuous diaphragms.

Perhaps due to significant alterations, the plan of CA is highly irregular. In its present state (Figure

4.24 and Figure 4.25), the building may be regarded as an L-shape with walls around the patio

having a lower stiffness than the other walls in the structure due to them being thinner. However,

if the proposed rehabilitation (Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27) had been implemented, the building

could be considered as an almost square box with an opening for the patio and a long protrusion

to the rear. This long protrusion constitutes a re-entrant corner with a length/width ratio of 3.1,

considered to be above the limits for irregularity in plan given by NZSEE (2006) and OPCM 3431

(2005). Therefore, in both scenarios, CA is considered to be irregular in plan.

The regularity in elevation of each casona varies. In CA, the second storey is similar to the first

with the exception of the omission of four internal adobe walls on the second floor, one of which

has been replaced by a non-structural quincha partition. The openings are similar on both levels

in terms of size and distribution but since there are fewer internal walls on the upper storey, the

room sizes are larger. This, combined with the higher density base course, means that the mass

decreases up the building. Although this is generally favourable from a seismic point of view, the

abrupt changes in stiffness may lead to unfavourable local effects. Casa San Blas and Casa del

Inka Garcilaso are relatively regular in elevation. There are a number of shear walls on the first
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storey not present on the second, increasing the variation in stiffness and mass. However, this is

not believed to constitute a significant irregularity in stiffness or strength, but the long unrestrained

walls may undergo significant out of plane deformations. The difference between the first and

second storeys of Casa Concha is more significant as a large number of small rooms on the lower

storey give it a relatively higher mass, strength and stiffness.

For purposes of the preliminary diagnosis, the robustness of CA at a global level is considered to

be unfavourable due to irregularities in plan, elevation, and the presence of long unrestrained

walls. However, the level of confidence in this diagnosis is relatively low, at 60%, since a more

thorough analysis might prove the irregularity in stiffness and mass to be less significant. The

level of damage is judged to be severe (D=4).

4.3 Macroelements

In order to assess the robustness at local level, the fabric, and the quality of the connections, it is

necessary to consider each macroelement individually. As described in Chapter 3, a

macroelement is defined as an entity made up of individual elements or components. In an

earthquake, each macroelement has an identifiable seismic response, while interacting with other

macroelements. Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 break down the macroelements in HC and CA

respectively. The nature of each macroelement is summarised in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.34: Macroelements in HC Figure 4.35: Macroelements of CA (roof and floor
not illustrated for clarity)
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Table 4.1: Summary of macroelements in Lima and Cusco.

Lima casonas Cusco casonas

Foundations and base course
Rubble stone or fired brick
foundation with fired brick

base course
Rubble stone/cut stone

Lower storey walls Adobe with fired brick or stone
framing openings Adobe

Upper storey walls Quincha Adobe (some internal non-
structural partitions in quincha)

Floor system Cut beams and boards Uncut beams and estera

Roof system Flat: beams and boards
covered with layer of mud

Pitched: ‘par y nudillo’ covered in
clay tiles

Arcades/colonnades Timber beam and post Arcades of stone and brick, and
timber beam and post

In the Lima casonas, the floor system is relatively similar at both levels so is considered as a

single macroelement, and since the base course will show distinct behaviour from the adobe, it

is also considered a separate macroelements. Only aspects of the structure that are thought to

significantly affect the seismic response are considered. Therefore, in this instance, the stairways

or balconies are not considered as critical macroelements.

In this section, each macroelement is considered in turn. Some macroelements, such as the

adobe walls, are similar in both casonas, hence they are presented together, while others, such

as the quincha are only present in one of the case studies. Onsite observations and

measurements are compared with information and reference values from literature, or taken from

other casonas. For each macroelement, a preliminary judgement is made on the nature of the

macroelement for robustness at local level, the quality of the fabric, and the connections. At the

end of each sub-section, a list of further considerations regarding numerical modelling, seismic

assessment and cultural heritage value is also presented.

4.3.1 Foundations and Base Course

Due to soil conditions, availability of materials, and local traditions, the foundations in the casonas

in Lima and Cusco differ, but in both cases, it was common to construct new buildings on top of

the foundations of a previous building. A mutual element of both buildings is the base course

(sobrecimiento) of stone or brick on top of which the adobe wall is laid. The function of the base

course is to reduce water infiltration in the adobe, raise the internal floor level and provide stability

to the adobe wall (Rodríguez, 2006).

4.3.1.1 Foundation and Base Course in Lima

The foundations of casonas in Lima were formed of river or quarry stone, or brick (Rodríguez,

2006), and extend to a depth of 1.0-1.3m (Velarde, 1989). However, the SRP found that in HC

the rubble stone foundation is just 0.5-0.8m deep (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012, Vol.1, p.129). A
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base course of the same thickness as the adobe wall was laid on top of the foundations

(Rodríguez, 2006), and extending to a height of 0.2-1.0m (Velarde, 1989). The base course was

generally made from rubble or cut stone. Early casonas used mud mortar, but later a lime and

sand mortar was used (Rodríguez, 2006). At times, a layer of bricks, or a narrow strip of wood

was placed above the base course, to provide a secure base for the adobe (Velarde, 1989,

Rodríguez, 2006). In later years, the base course was constructed with brick as shown in Figure

4.36, giving more stability. In HC, the base course is generally brick masonry with 25-30mm thick

lime mortar joints and extends to a height of 0.7-1.0m above floor level (see Figure 4.37).

However, in a part of the building, an older base course was observed with alternating courses of

rubble stone and fired brick masonry.

Figure 4.36: Diagram of the foundation and base
course in Lima (Velarde, 1989)

Figure 4.37: Foundation in HC (Cancino and
Lardinois, 2012)

4.3.1.2 Foundations and Base Course in Cusco

As it was common practice to build on the pre-existing foundations, many foundations in Cusco

date from the 15th century. Prospections taken in CA within the SRP found that the foundations

are rubble stone, bearing on natural soil, and are 0.2-0.8m deep (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012,

vol.1, p.129). The stones are typically 0.3x0.25m and set in a lime, or lime and sand mortar. In an

older part of the building, the foundation is formed of large, cut Incan stones set in a mud and

lime mortar.

Carrillo Rosell (n.d.) describes several different forms of base course used in Cusco and the

surrounding area, illustrated in order of decreasing mortar content in Figure 4.38. Type (1) is

formed of large, irregular stones and 40%mortar. Type (2) has irregular stones with a 25%mortar

content. Type (3) has regular stones and less mortar, while type (4) is formed of large cut stones

carefully fitted together with virtually no mortar. Types 3 and 4 have more favourable seismic

behaviour. The mortar is typically mud, but in important structures it may be lime.
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Figure 4.38: Forms of base course found in Cusco(Carrillo Rosell, n.d.)

Figure 4.39 shows a base course with a low mortar content in a casona in Cusco compared to

that in CA, which has a higher mortar content in Figure 4.40. In CA, a typical stone in the base

course is 0.25x0.15m, and is bonded with lime mortar. The height of the base course in Cusco

varies due to the hilly site: in CA, it extends 0.25m-1.5m above ground level.

Figure 4.39: Stone base course with low
percentage of mortar (type 3) observed in
casona in Cusco. Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.40: Stone base course with higher
percentage of mortar (type 2) observed in CA.
Photo: Author’s own

4.3.1.3 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

For the preliminary diagnosis a judgement is made on the robustness of the macroelement and

the quality of the masonry fabric. In both cases, the presence of the base course increases the

robustness of the structure, protecting the lower part of the adobe wall from capillary rise. It

provides continuity of stiffness with the foundation and it is judged with a high level of confidence

(85%) that the presence of a base course is of benefit to the seismic response of the structure.

The influence and importance of the base course is considered significant (I=B), while the

propensity for deterioration is considered to be low (D=2) since the stones are well suited to their

location.

The judgement varies in each casona due to the differing materials. In Lima, the regular bricks

set in a lime mortar are considered favourable with a 70% confidence level, but in Cusco, the high

level of variability decreases the confidence in the judgement on the nature of the fabric. While a

regular base course with low mortar content can be assumed to be favourable in nature, those

which are more irregular with a higher mortar content may be vulnerable. At times both types are

1 32 4
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present within one building. Therefore the judgement is neither favourable nor unfavourable, both

deemed equally likely. The influence of the fabric is judged to be significant for both buildings

(I=B) while in both casonas, the presence of deterioration is relatively low (D=2-3) supporting the

previous judgement on propensity for deterioration. These judgements are summarised in Table

4.2. Table 4.3 summarises further considerations and additional research required regarding the

foundations and base course for the detailed assessment.

Table 4.2: Preliminary diagnosis of the base course and foundation at local level
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona) Casa Arones (Cusco casona)

Robustness
+ve CL = 85% (+) +ve CL = 85% (+)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 2

Fabric
+ve CL = 70% (+) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = B D = 3 I = B D = 2-3

Table 4.3: Summary of further considerations regarding the base course

Numerical Modelling Considerations Seismic Assessment
Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x Method for modelling the
foundations.

x Determine material characteristics
of the base course.

x Sensitivity analysis necessary to
account for variations in geometry
and material characteristics.

x Influence of the change of
stiffness between the
adobe wall and the base
course and propensity for
sliding.

x Influence of variation in
height of base course
throughout building.

x Foundations and base
courses may date
from Incan period.

x Base course may be
plastered or exposed.

4.3.2 Adobe Walls

4.3.2.1 Adobe Blocks

Throughout the majority of the Colonial and early Republican periods, the load-bearing walls in

Lima and Cusco were made almost entirely in adobe, with a mud and straw mortar (Rodríguez,

2006, Cancino and Lardinois, 2012, p.130). This material was cheap and easy to obtain, offered

excellent thermal properties, and was common prior to the Spanish arrival. Adobe blocks were

cast in moulds with a base of straw and manure and laid with alternating courses of header and

stretcher blocks. Typical dimensions of the blocks are shown in Table 4.4. Rodríguez (2006,

p.129) suggests that the size of the blocks may have reduced over time as their quality improved,

a hypothesis backed up by observations in Casa de Osambela. The blocks in HC are slightly

smaller than other Lima casonas, while in CA they are significantly larger. However, the casonas

in Lima where the blocks were measured are also more recent, which may support the hypothesis

of Rodríguez (2006).
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Table 4.4: Typical dimensions of adobe blocks from literature

Reference Length
(mm) Width (mm) Height (mm) Mortar joint

(mm)

LI
M
A

Proyecto Regional de
Patrimonio Cultural et al. (1979) 410-600 190-300 100-160 -

Rodríguez (2006) 560 - - -

HOTEL EL COMERCIO (HC) 400 200 80 20-25

CU
SC
O

CASA ARONES (CA) 750 300-350 150 20-25

4.3.2.2 Wall Geometry

The dimensions of the walls, specifically their slenderness ratio (ratio of height to thickness) is an

important indicator of seismic vulnerability (Tolles, 2002). In the first half of the 17th century, adobe

walls in Lima were more than 5m in height (Godín, 1746). The devastation caused by the 1746

earthquake led to a limit of 3.8m being imposed (Godín, 1746). However, this ruling was later

relaxed and much taller walls were permitted. Based on evidence in literature (Table 4.5), a typical

slenderness ratio of the walls in Lima and Cusco is around 6. However, the ratio ranges from 4.2

in the external walls to 8.7 in some internal walls. Tolles (2002) defines adobe walls with a

slenderness ratio lower than 6 as thick, between 6 and 8 as moderate, and greater than 8 as thin.

Therefore, the external adobe walls in casonas in Lima and Cusco can be considered to be thick

so unlikely to be susceptible to overturning, while some internal walls in Lima may be vulnerable

and should be investigated further.
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Table 4.5: Typical dimensions of adobe walls from literature

Reference
Date of
casona/
ruling

First storey
height (m)

Second storey
adobe height (m) Thickness (m)

LI
M
A

Godín (1746) 1746 3.8 PROHIBITED Should be sloped

Harth-Terré and
Marquez Abanto

(1962, p.25 & p.80)
- 5 or more N/A 0.84

Velarde (1989) - - N/A 0.8-1.8

Cuadra et al. (2011) N/A 5 or more N/A 0.6-1.0

HOTEL EL
COMERCIO
(Cancino and

Lardinois, 2012,
vol.1, p.41-42)

c.1850 5.2 N/A

0.8-1.25 external
walls

0.6-0.8 internal walls

CU
SC
O

(Proyecto Regional
de Patrimonio

Cultural et al., 1979)
- 6 times the

wall thickness 1.3

CASA ARONES
(Cancino and

Lardinois, 2012,
vol.1, p.129-130)

c.1650 5 4+1.5 at gable 0.9-1.1

4.3.2.3 Wall Paintings

Ulloa and Juan (1752) report in their “Voyage historique de l’Amerique…” that in Lima, the walls

are plastered with a layer of mud, sometimes mixed with lime and whitewashed or brightly painted,

sometimes still observed today. Rodríguez (2006) reports that the lower part of the adobe wall in

Lima was painted with a protective mixture or covered with tiles. HC has decorative tiles on some

of its external walls, and the remaining walls are plastered with 30-40mm of mud and a 2mm thick

gypsum finish. In CA, a 20-30mm thick layer of mud and straw was applied to both faces of the

adobe walls and painted. In Cusco, many casonas have artistic wall paintings although none were

found in CA. For example, 18th century wall paintings are present in Casa Concha

(Andina.com.pe, 2008), and more have been discovered in other casonas in recent years

(Peru21.pe, 2013). This needs to be considered when assigning performance objectives as the

presence of wall paintings and decorative tiles or plaster limits the possibilities for strengthening

and decreases tolerable cracking for a minor earthquake. However, the plaster protects the adobe

from surface water and provides some energy dissipation.

4.3.2.4 Reinforcement of Adobe Walls

Fired brick (or more rarely stone) was used around the openings in Lima and Cusco. In HC fired

brick surrounds the door openings to a width of 0.4m. From the mid-19th century, exterior walls

were sometimes made of brick rather than adobe, to reflect the wealth of the owners (Rodríguez,

2006). Whereas in Cusco, reused Incan stones were common, stone was almost never used in
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houses in Lima and when it was used, only in localised parts. Some believe this is because stone

had shown itself to be vulnerable to earthquakes, but others point to the lack of availability of local

quarries and skilled stonemasons (Rodríguez, 2006), which seems more probable.

In the late 17th century, the adobe walls in Lima were often reinforced with brick arches, filled in

with adobe or large river stones (Rodríguez, 2006, Velarde, 1989). The intention was that the

fired brick would carry the vertical loads, reducing the stress on the adobe. This technique has

been observed in the walls of the entrance hall to the Palacio de Torre Tagle dating from 1735

(Harth-Terré and Marquez Abanto, 1962, p.83), and according to Velarde (1989), it was extremely

rare to see an entire adobe wall without any brick or arch reinforcement. In CA, fired brick arches

are observed within the adobe wall in several locations (see Figure 4.41). However, findings from

the SRP suggested that the arches on the north side were originally open and have since been

filled in (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012, vol.1, p.132).

Figure 4.41: Arch embedded
within adobe wall in CA Photo:
Author’s own

Figure 4.42: Corner key observed in casona on Calle Saphi
(not Casa Arones) Photo: Author’s own

In Cusco, corner keys were used to reinforce the corners of the walls (Carrillo Rosell, n.d.), a

technique dating from the Incan period (Gutiérrez et al., 1981). Several types exist, including a

corner tie (see Figure 4.42 and Figure 4.43) and a wooden ladder (Figure 4.44). The presence of

reinforcement indicates that weaknesses had been identified in the adobe at the interaction

between walls. Despite this being a commonly-found addition in casonas in Cusco, corner keys

are not observed in CA. However, the orthogonal walls are mostly well connected with

overlapping blocks at both storeys. In Lima, there is no evidence that corner keys, were used but

the walls are well-connected by overlapping bricks.
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Figure 4.43: Wooden reinforcement keys
applied in constructions in the transition period
between Incan and colonial era, and during all
the colonial period(Gutiérrez et al., 1981).

Figure 4.44: Reinforcing keys used in the
restoration of adobe monuments. They were
placed at 1.5m intervals vertically (Gutiérrez
et al., 1981).

4.3.2.5 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

Although walls in both buildings are tall, they are reasonably thick, and only some internal walls

in HC are considered slender. The masonry bordering the openings increases the robustness of

the walls by protecting the adobe from water infiltration. Therefore, if properly constructed and

well-maintained, the robustness of the adobe walls can be considered to be favourable, despite

the low strength of adobe. The confidence level in this judgement is lower in Lima due to the

slender internal walls. The fabric in both cases is judged to be favourable as the adobe is good

quality, made from a well-graded material, with regular mortar joints. The robustness of the walls

is critical to the response of the structure (I=A), more so than the quality of the fabric (I=B). The

propensity for deterioration is relatively low (D=2) since the lime plaster protects the adobe.

However, poor maintenance has led to the loss of this protective element leading to severe

degradation in both buildings, particularly in CA where the walls were found to be saturated on

touch (D=4-5). The judgements are summarised in Table 4.6, while Table 4.7 summarises further

considerations for the detailed assessment.

Table 4.6: Summary of preliminary diagnosis of adobe walls
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona) Casa Arones (Cusco casona)

Robustness
+ve CL = 60% (+) +ve CL = 75% (+)

I = A D = 2-3 I = A D = 2

Fabric
+ve CL = 80% (+) +ve CL = 80% (+)

I = B D = 3 I = B D = 4-5
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Table 4.7: Summary of further considerations regarding the adobe walls

Numerical Modelling
Considerations Seismic Assessment Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x Sensitivity analysis
required due to large
variations in geometry
and mechanical
characteristics.

x Consideration of both in-plane and
out-of-plane behaviour

x Presence of brick arches in the walls.
Lack of corner keys.

x Slenderness of internal walls in HC

x Wall paintings present
in casonas in Cusco.

x Stucco used in Lima.

4.3.3 Quincha

4.3.3.1 Introduction

Quincha is a construction technique similar to wattle and daub consisting of a timber frame infilled

with canes and mud. Castellán (1989) describes the quincha developed in colonial Lima as a

construction technique composed of a beam and post timber frame, with posts spaced at intervals

of 0.6-1m, joined with nails or carpentry joints such as a mortice and tenon. Timber frames with

an infill of canes and mud were used over Central and South America from Honduras to Argentina,

for many hundreds of years, with slight variations (Vinuales, 1990, Pereira, 1990). The technique

is referred to by many different names including bahareque (Costa Rica), pajareque (Honduras),

vareque (Ecuador), pared francesa (Argentina), and cañizo (Spain) (Trías, 1958). Although a light

version of quincha is used in internal partitions in casonas in Cusco, they are not connected to

the transversal adobe walls but hung from the roof ties. Due to the lack of connectivity, they are

considered non-structural and provide very limited lateral resistance so are not considered further.

The following section, therefore, focuses on the form of quincha found in colonial casonas in

Central Lima.

4.3.3.2 History and Development of Quincha

The word quincha is derived from the Quechua word ‘khincha,’ or ‘qu’quincha’ meaning a wall of

branches, an enclosure or frame, or a trellis (Trías, 1958). The technique is up to 5000 years old:

a rudimentary form dating from 2600BC was discovered in the archaeological site of Caral in

Barranca, Peru (Langenbach, 2007). Quincha was used in pre-Hispanic homes along the coast

of Peru. Frames were made from the trunks or branches of small trees tied together with plant

fibres. Weaved bamboo canes covered with mud formed the walls, and the building was usually

built by the occupier. The technique was reserved for homes of lower social classes, mainly in

rural regions, while the upper classes lived in adobe houses (Carbajal et al., 2005).

Although Spanish settlers preferred more distinguished materials such as masonry and stone,

the scarcity of these materials, and the intense and frequent earthquakes led them to look for

another solution. In the 17th century, quincha was known as telar or telares embarrados. The first

documents referring to ‘telares’ in domestic architecture date from the 1660s (Rodríguez, 2006,

p.91). During the late 17th and early 18th centuries, the technique was refined by the Spanish to

make it more acceptable to the higher social classes. Rodríguez-Camilloni (2003) gives the credit
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for the transformation of rudimentary pre-Hispanic quincha to the Portuguese Architect

Constantino de Vasconcelos and his Peruvian assistant Manuel de Escobar. Refinements

included the selection of cane according to the application and the introduction of bracing

elements. All structural members were timber, rather than bamboo, and connected by carpentry

joints or nails (Carbajal et al., 2005). The exterior finishing in plaster was also added, and ornate

mouldings and bright colours helped elevate the status of the technique. This more ornate form

became common in religious buildings and residential housing for even the highest social classes.

The vast majority of quincha walls in Lima today dates from the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries.

4.3.3.3 Variations in Bracing

A typical quincha frame can be divided into three components; the vertical load bearing frame,

the lateral bracing system, and the infill. The first component, the load-bearing frame, consists of

a series of vertical posts, connected at each end to horizontal beams by means of cylindrical

mortice and tenon joints. Beams are connected to each other longitudinally and at the corners by

scarf joints tightly wrapped in leather. The leather shrinks when dry providing a joint with some

tensile strength.

With regards to the second component, the lateral bracing, two distinct arrangements are present

in urban casonas. The first is the use of short diagonal struts, known as ‘tornapuntas’ to brace

the lower portion of the frame as shown in Figure 4.45. Adobe blocks, or in some cases, small

fired bricks, are placed in the space within the lower part of the frame to provide a modest increase

in stiffness and add weight. This bracing system is known as citara. The second bracing variation

does not contain the struts or bricks but has a single bracing member extending across several

bays as shown in Figure 4.46. Both these arrangements are seen in HC, with the use of citara on

the second floor, and the diagonal bracing on the third floor. Although it was reported by Cancino

and Lardinois (2012, p.42) that the internal walls of the third storey of HC do not have a diagonal

bracing member, the author’s on-site observations have shown that this is not the case.
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Figure 4.45: Typical quincha with citara brace

Figure 4.46: Typical quincha with diagonal brace

4.3.3.4 Variations in Citara Configuration

The variations in the configuration of the citara were investigated through an undergraduate

research project supervised by the author (Eeckelers and Fox-James, 2014). The types of citara

present in casonas were labelled according to the layout of the tornapuntas as W, N, X, V and Y

as shown in Figure 4.47. These configurations may also have a horizontal tie separating the

adobe infill from the canes. By using simple finite element models to compare the lateral stiffness

of the bare frames, Eeckelers and Fox-James (2014) found the Y configuration to be the most

flexible, while the N and X configurations are the stiffest. The stiffness is also increased by an

increase in the citara height (due to the reduction in free height of the post), while the orientation

of the citara and the presence of a horizontal member in the citara have a negligible effect on the

lateral stiffness. The Y and X configurations are the least economical in terms of materials and

complexity.
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X-bracing in Hotel Ancash
(Photo: E. Vicente)

V-bracing in Casa
Huancavcelica (Photo: E.
Vicente)

W-bracing in frame extracted from
HC (Photo: E. Vicente)

Y-bracing in Casa O’Higgins (Photo: E.
Vicente)

N-bracing in casonas on Jr. Miro Quesada 569
(Castellán, 1989)

Figure 4.47: Configurations of citara present in quincha in Lima

4.3.3.5 Variations in Infill

The third component of the quincha, the infill, takes a number of different forms. Castellán (1989)

identifies four main variations;

1. A weave of canes (Figure 4.48): the vertical canes are weaved through between two and five
horizontal canes (or timber elements) secured to the frame through holes in the vertical posts.

2. Tied (Figure 4.49): horizontal pieces of wood are fastened to the vertical posts by leather.
Vertical opened canes are fastened to these horizontal members by nails or leather.

3. Simple nailed (Figure 4.50): all the opened canes run horizontally and are individually
fastened to the vertical posts by nails.

4. Tied and nailed (Figure 4.51): opened canes are fixed to the vertical posts by nailed leather
strips.
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Figure 4.48: Weave
of canes

Figure 4.49: Tied Figure 4.50: Simple
nailed

Figure 4.51: Tied and
nailed

The author’s observations suggest that the weave of canes is by far the most common type of

quincha found in casonas in Lima, and is therefore the only kind considered in detail in this

research. Pairs of horizontal canes of 25mm diameter pass through holes in the vertical posts

and tightly packed canes are weaved through them vertically. The species of the canes is caña

brava (gynerium sagittatum) or carrizo. A 35mm thick layer of mud mixed with straw is applied to

the canes, and plastered with 30-40mm of lime or mud (Rodríguez, 2006, p.73). The quincha in

HC also has a 4mm thick gypsum finish coat and a layer of paint (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012,

p.41).

4.3.3.6 Geometric Variations

Due to the long existence of quincha and absence of standards on its construction, many different

geometric configurations are observed in casonas today. Therefore, to obtain a general range of

typical geometries, a survey was undertaken using information available in literature,

measurements taken on site, and photographs supplied by Vicente (2013a), the results of which

are summarised in Table 4.8. The quincha walls are 3.2-5m tall with a post spacing of 0.45-1m.

The walls in HC are towards the taller end of the spectrum, but the post spacing and height of

citara are mid-range. The Y and X configurations appear to be associated with shorter panels and

more closely spaced posts.

Eeckelers and Fox-James (2014) observed that windows did not tend to interrupt more than one

or two posts, with a width of 1.0-1.4m and a height/width ratio of 1.2-3.5. Walls did not exceed

6m in length without an opening, but in a single section of wall, no more than three windows were

observed, or one door and one window. The cross section of the timber elements in HC are

outlined in Table 4.9. The posts on the second storey are larger due to their increased height,

higher vertical loads, and lack of diagonal brace to provide lateral restraint.
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Eeckelers and Fox-James (2014) also investigated the effect of the variations in bracing, post

spacing and height on the lateral stiffness of the wall, finding the height/width (H/W) ratio has the

largest influence for an infilled frame, while the post cross-section also has a significant effect.

Table 4.8: Summary of geometries of quincha in colonial casonas in Lima
(where no reference given data is from Vicente (2013a) and author’s own observations)

Source
Citara

configuration/
bracing type

Wall height
(m) Post spacing (m)

Citara
height
(m)

HC 2nd storey (old) W 4.6 0.85 0.9

HC 2nd storey (new) Y 4.6 0.45 0.7

HC 3rd storey Diagonal brace 3.2 0.4 -

Cuadra et al. (2011) - Up to 5 - -

Castellán (1989) W 4 1.0 1.5

Velarde (1989) 0.9

Casa Osambela
(Rodríguez, 2006) - -

1.8-2.7 but with
intermediate posts in

between of smaller cross
section making it 0.45-0.9

-

Casa Hacienda San
Augustin W 3.65 1.0 0.75

Casona Jr. Miro Quesada N 3.5 0.6 0.9

Casona Jr. Callao X 3.4 0.6 0.6

Casa Welsch X 3.75 0.5 0.9

Hotel Ancash X and Y 4.15 0.5 0.7-0.9

Casa Huancavelica Y 4.2 0.6 0.8

Casa O’Higgins Y 4.5 0.65 0.8

Casona on Jr. Junin Y 3.75 0.6 0.7

Table 4.9: Cross Section of Timber Elements
Second Storey Quincha with

Citara
Third Storey Quincha with Diagonal

Brace

Vertical Posts (m) 0.12 x 0.12 0.08 x 0.05/0.06

Top Plate (m) 0.12 x 0.10 0.08 x 0.06

Sill Plate (m) 0.12 x 0.10 0.08 x 0.06

Cap Plate (m) 0.15 x 0.05 N/A

Diagonal Brace (m) N/A 0.09 x 0.03

Tornapuntas (m) 0.11 x 0.11 N/A
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4.3.3.7 Variations between Loadbearing and Non-Loadbearing Walls

In traditional adobe-quincha buildings, the load bearing walls were thick and well-constructed,

while the partition walls were thinner and more flexible. During the restoration of Casa de Osambel

(Rodríguez, 2006) and Casa O’Higgins (Torrealva and Rojas, 2012), it was observed that load

bearing walls were formed of two vertical posts fastened together to form one larger post, up to

300mm thick (Torrealva and Rojas, 2012). Several sources describe “telares dobles,” or double
frames, which consisted of two sets of timber frames with weaved canes, with a void between

them and was used primarily for the facades (Giovanni, 1971). The vertical posts of ‘double

weaves’ had a thicker cross section, enabling two horizontal layers of canes to be fixed to them,

with a void in the middle, improving the thermal properties.

4.3.3.8 Construction of Quincha Walls

Quincha walls were constructed in-situ rather than as pre-assembled panels. According to Llano

y Zapata (1755) and Castellán (1989), the process includes the following steps:

1. The sole plate was placed on the adobe wall and nailed to the floor joists, which were already
embedded in the adobe wall. Alternatively, four pieces of wood are laid on the ground, nailed
at each end, forming a large square or rectangle the size of the room, and the sole plates are
fixed to these elements.

2. The tenons of the vertical posts are inserted into the mortices in the sole plates.

3. The bracing system is applied, consisting of inclined struts at the base of the frame.

4. A second square frame is made identical to the first and is fixed to the top of the vertical posts,
forming the top plate.

5. Horizontal pieces of wood (or canes) are fixed to the vertical posts, through which the vertical
canes are woven. These canes are then covered in mud and lime.

4.3.3.9 Timber Species and Connections

According to Rodríguez-Camilloni (2003) and Walker (2008), the timber species most commonly

used for quincha in Lima in the viceroyalty period was oak (quercus) or Spanish cedar (cedrela
odorata) (which is actually not a true cedar, but more closely related to true mahoganies (Meier

2014)). These woods were resistant to insect attack and typically imported from Ecuador or

Central America (Rodríguez-Camilloni, 2003). However these two materials have different

mechanical characteristics, as the oak is more dense than the Spanish cedar (around 640kg/m3

compared with 470kg/m2), and has a higher elastic modulus in bending (20.8GPa compared to

10.3GPa) (Bergman et al., 2010). The assumption of either being the constitutive material of the

timber frames would lead to substantially different structural behaviour so it is necessary to

properly characterise the materials found on site. In order to minimise extraction of historic

material for destructive laboratory testing, a parametric analysis was conducted to restrict the

number of material parameters requiring characterisation. The effect of variation in the elastic

modulus, Poisson ratio and density were investigated using the range of values found in literature.

It was established that the analysis was most sensitive to variations in the elastic modulus in

bending, as small variations of this parameter highly influence the lateral drift. Accurate
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determination of this value is crucial as a difference of 30% in drift was computed by assuming

the minimum and maximum value of elastic modulus provided by literature.

Within the parametric analysis, the connection stiffness was also varied, which found that the

rotational and translational stiffness of the mortice and tenon joints had a significant effect on the

lateral stiffness. The influence of the timber species is further increased if the rotational stiffness

of the connections is low, demonstrating the importance of adequately characterising the

connections. This has previously been published in Quinn et al. (2012), Quinn and D’Ayala (2013)

and Quinn et al. (2016). The results of the timber characterisation are presented and discussed

in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

4.3.3.10 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

Quincha is believed to have a favourable seismic response due to its light weight and flexibility.

The low centre of gravity of the second storey quincha creates a good transition band between

the adobe wall and the flexible timber frame, leading to a favourable judgement on robustness.

However, this is not backed up with scientific evidence so the confidence in this judgement is low

(CL=60%). The robustness of the quincha is critical (I=A), and although the system is protected

by plaster it may be susceptible to insect attack (D=3).

Considering the fabric parameter, the geometry and spacing of the timber posts appears to be

adequate. However, the timber species is unknown and consideration of two possible

assumptions results in a frame with vastly different lateral stiffnesses. Therefore, the fabric

parameter is judged to be favourable but with a low level of confidence (55%) until the timber

species can be confirmed. Due to the variation in stiffness this implies, it is judged to be highly

influential (I=A). Visible deterioration to the fabric is relatively low (D=2).

The connections within the macroelement are judged to be favourable, as they are made from

high-quality carpentry joints further fastened with leather strapping. However, there is no

quantitative evidence of their behaviour so the confidence level is very low (55%), while

parametric analyses have shown their behaviour to be vital to the lateral performance of the

frames (I=A). There is little visible deterioration to the connections (D=2). The preliminary

diagnosis of the quincha in HC is summarised in Table 4.10, and further considerations are

presented in Figure 4.7.
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Table 4.10: Preliminary diagnosis of the quincha walls
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona)

Robustness
+ve CL = 60% (+)

I = A D = 3

Fabric
+ve CL = 55% (+)

I = A D = 2

Connections
+ve CL=55% (+)

I = A D = 2

Table 4.11: Summary of further considerations regarding the quincha

Numerical Modelling Considerations Seismic Assessment
Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x Full material characterisation of the timber
required

x Need to consider how the connections
can be modelled

x Important to consider how to simulate the
internal mud and canes in a model.

x Sensitivity analysis required due to large
variations in geometry.

x Consideration of both
the in-plane and out-
of-plane behaviour.

x Plaster and mud
were often replaced
after an earthquake.
Therefore not usually
original but may still
be of historic value.

x No evidence of wall
paintings.

4.3.4 Floor System

4.3.4.1 Floor System in Lima Casonas

According to Rodríguez (2006) at the first storey of a typical Lima casona, the primary beams are

supported on the adobe wall or on corbels and small transversal joists, to which the floorboards

are nailed, rest on top of them. However, the author has observed the floor system in HC to be

more complex. It was observed that the floorboards are nailed to 0.04x0.07m sleepers spanning

perpendicular to the floorboards. The space between the sleepers is filled with a 0.04m thick layer

of mud and lime and beneath them, there is a second layer of boards, spanning parallel to the

floorboards above. These rest on 0.15x0.10m joists, which span between the primary beams and

the adobe wall. The 0.26x0.3m primary beams span from the external to internal adobe walls.

Below this system, a false ceiling is supported on timber corbels around the perimeter of the room.

There is no positive connection between the layers of joists and boards by way of nails and/or

notches, and in some cases there are physical gaps. This means they cannot be assumed to

work as a grillage. This system is shown in Figure 4.52, while (possibly more typical) roof systems

with an artesian ceiling are shown in Figure 4.53 and Figure 4.54.
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Figure 4.52: Floor system as observed in HC

Figure 4.53: Zaguán of Casa QuerejazuPhoto:
LimaLaUnica (2012)

Figure 4.54: Corbels in a casona in IcaPhoto:
Courtesy J. Paul Getty Trust

4.3.4.2 Floor System in Cusco Casonas

The floor system in Cusco casonas varies significantly depending on the date is was built. Carrillo

Rosell (n.d., p.18) describes the evolution of the floor system, which is illustrated in Figure 4.55,

stating that the floor in early casonas consisted of compacted mud laid on a mat of canes,

supported on thick circular beams. In later years, the mud was replaced with paving bricks, and

eventually the mat was replaced with wooden boards. In more recent casonas, the beams are

rectangular and with the boards nailed to them, rather than tied with leather. A typical early floor

system is shown in Figure 4.56, while Figure 4.57 shows the floor in a more recent casona.
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Figure 4.55: Evolution of Cusco floor system according to Carrillo Rosell (n.d.)

Figure 4.56: Floor system with uncut beams and
cane mat in casona on Calle Saphi, Cusco
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.57: Floor system of cut beams and
wooden boards in more recent casona in
Cusco Photo: Author’s own

The diameter of the joists depends on their span; typically 100-150mm for a 3m span, and 200-

250mm for a 6m span (Carrillo Rosell, n.d.). Carrillo Rosell (n.d.) also states that the layer of

compacted mud has a content of 50% organic materials (powdery manure) that decreases its

weight, while allowing it cushion the boards above. Where this has been replaced with earth or

cement, it has at times caused flexural failure of the beams.

The floor system in CA consists of 150mm diameter joists at 500mm c-c pocketed into the adobe

walls. 25mm diameter chachacomo trunks or branches are tied together by leather straps to form

a mat, and placed on the joists. On top of this mat, there is a 40mm thick layer of lime, sand and

gypsum mortar on a 30mm thick layer of straw and mud. For longer spans (more than 5m), the

joists are supported by a second layer of 200mm diameter beams, as shown in Figure 4.58. The

underside is finished with a thin coat of gypsum plaster. The layout shows that the floor structure

of CA belongs to the earliest stage of construction of casonas in Cusco. Figure 4.58 illustrates

the high level of deterioration and damage to the floor system, which requires propping. In Figure

4.59, which was not taken in CA, the deterioration is so severe that the strapping and mat can be

observed.
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Figure 4.58: Floor system of uncut beams in
CA Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.59: Damaged floor system in casona
on Calle Saphi showing the ties between the
mat of canes and the floor beams Photo:
Author’s own

4.3.4.3 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

The casonas in Lima and Cusco have very different floor systems. In HC, the floors consist of two

layers of joists, while in CA it is a single layer of joists with matting. From literature, it seems that

the floor structure of casonas in both Lima and Cusco functioned adequately for a long time

period, and where failures have been observed they can be attributed to poorly designed

alterations, overloading, or advanced deterioration. The spans in both cases are relatively long,

up to 5.5m in Cusco, and 6m in Lima. However, the vertical load-bearing capacity of the timber

joists (governed by deflection and calculated using unfactored loads) is estimated to be up to

2kN/m2 in both buildings, which is considered adequate.

However, in terms of the seismic response, the situation is different. The two layers of floor

structure present in HC at the second and third storey could be better connected vertically to form

a grillage and a stiffer floor structure. Since these are currently entirely independent, the influence

is considered to be negative although modest. However, this consideration needs to be

investigated numerically and considered in the light of the relative stiffness of the quincha

structure itself as the stiffness of the two macroelements should be comparable. It is possible that

a rigid diaphragm is less critical or not of favourable influence with a highly flexible vertical

structure. Therefore the negative judgement has a confidence level of 60%. The wood species

seems adequate and the level of deterioration to the wood is low, giving a favourable rating for

fabric with a confidence level of 70% and influence level of ‘influential but not significant’ (I=C).

The connections within the floor system considered inadequate with a confidence level of 85%.

This is considered to have a significant influence (I=B).

In CA, the beams are poorly laid out and have no diaphragm action. The beam size is irregular,

as they taper at one end and they are not evenly spaced. This leads to a negative judgement for

the robustness parameter with a confidence level of 70%. It also has a high propensity for

deterioration (D=3-4). The robustness of the floor systems is significant (I=B) as they need to

provide the tall adobe walls with lateral restraint. The choice of willow as a wood species is judged
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to be favourable due to its relatively high elastic modulus and good durability. Hence a favourable

judgement was assigned to the fabric parameter with a confidence level of 70%. The quality of

the connections within the macroelement is not well understood despite having removed some of

the original fabric, leading to a 50-50 judgement on the nature. However, they are not influential

as there is not likely to be diaphragm action anyway (I=D). The level of deterioation is not

considered as they were not observed. The beams still contribute by restraining the adobe walls,

which is assessed in the interaction parameter. The judgements for each of the floor systems is

summarised in Table 4.12, while further considerations are listed in Table 4.13.

Table 4.12: Preliminary diagnosis of the floor system
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona) Casa Arones (Cusco casona)

Robustness
-ve CL = 60% (-) -ve CL = 70% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 3-4

Fabric
+ve CL = 70% (+) +ve CL = 70% (+)

I = C D = 2 I = C D = 4-5

Connections
-ve CL = 85% (-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = B D = 3 I = D D = 3-5

Table 4.13: Summary of further considerations regarding the floor systems
Numerical Modelling
Considerations

Seismic Assessment
Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x What is the in-plane
stiffness of the floor
system?

x Floors cannot be
considered as a rigid
diaphragm

x Cannot add anything to
below the ceiling due to
paintings and carvings.

4.3.5 Roof System

4.3.5.1 Flat Roof in Lima

In Lima, a pitched roof was not required due to low levels of rain so a pre-Hispanic technique

consisting of a weave of open canes known as ‘estera’ was used. From the 17th century, the estera

was placed on cut beams of oak or cedar, supported on corbels (Rodríguez, 2006). In later years,

wooden boards or layers of canes were used in place of the estera and covered with a layer of

mud or bricks. In less elegant homes uncut beams of mangrove were often used instead of the

cut beams (Velarde, 1989). In the colonial period, the roof beams were generally square, while in

the republican period rectangular beams with a ratio of 2:1 or lower were used (Velarde, 1989).

In HC, 130x90mm birch beams support wooden boards, covered by a 90mm layer of mud and

straw and 20mm of loose soil (Cancino and Lardinois, 2012, vol.1, p.49).

4.3.5.2 Pitched roof in Cusco (Par y Nudillo)

The roof of the casonas in the Andes is a collar-beam system known as ‘par y nudillo,’ shown in

Figure 4.60. Par y nudillo consists of a pair of principal rafters, known as ‘pares,’ and two
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horizontal elements; a tie beam at the base of the rafters passing through the adobe wall, and a

collar tie (the ‘nudillo’). On top of the rafters, there is an additional rafter (‘sobre par’), which
supports the clay tiles. A mud mortar bonds the clay tiles to a mat of canes known as kurkur. The
rafters are spaced at 0.6-1.2m, and the diameter of the tie beam, rafter, and wall plates is 100-

150mm for a 3m span and 150-230mm for a 6m span (Carrillo Rosell, n.d.). The structural

elements are joined by leather strapping, creating an elastic connection.

In CA, the roof, illustrated in Figure 4.61, is pitched at a slope of 1:3. The main rafters are spaced

at 1.1m c-c, with two intermediate rafters and there are 100mm diameter tie beams at 3.5m

intervals that are embedded 150mm into the adobe walls. A short piece of wood is fastened to

the end of the tie beam and projects beyond the exterior wall to form the eaves. The rafters are

supported on discontinuous wooden plates embedded in the adobe walls and wall plates are

sometimes observed.

Gutiérrez et al. (1981) note that this system, which was designed for a straw roof, are inadequate

for heavy clay tiles, which leads to undulations and leaks. However, Carrillo Rosell (n.d.) believes

that par y nudillo is an efficient roof system for adobe structures if well-constructed, as it distributes

the heavy roof by transferring vertical loads through the principal rafters (pars) to the wall plates

and onto the wall, while the wall plates and tie transfer lateral forces to the walls. The void between

the two sets of rafters provides insulation and prevents humidity.

Figure 4.60: Par y nudillo (redrawn based on Carrillo Rosell, n.d.)

Figure 4.61: Par y nudillo as observed in CA(Cancino and Lardinois, 2012)
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4.3.5.3 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

The roof system in Lima, although sufficient for vertical loads, has low diaphragm stiffness and is

very heavy. Therefore, its seismic robustness is considered significant (I=B), yet unfavourable

with a 70% confidence. The mud topping protects the wood from deterioration so propensity for

deterioration is low (D=2). The connections between the boards and joists were not observed but

are believed to be unfavourable (CL=60%) and the deterioration cannot be assessed. However,

this is not thought to be influential since there would be little diaphragm action anyway (I=D). Birch

is considered to be a suitable wood with a relatively high elastic modulus in flexure. Therefore the

judgement on fabric is favourable (CL= 65%).

The par y nudillo system is considered to be inefficient as the principal rafter (par) is put into

bending. In CA, the sobrepar is supported on the principal rafter, rather than at the top of the

adobe wall, putting a point load onto the principal rafter and high localised stresses. It also exerts

high lateral thrusts on the adobe walls and the clay tiles are very heavy. Therefore the robustness

is considered negative with a confidence level of 85% and a critical influence (I=A). The species

of timber in the roof system is unknown so the level of confidence is 50-50 with a significant

influence (I=B). The connections are composed of leather strapping, but its reponse is not well

understood, hence another 50-50 judgement with a significant influence (I=B). At a number of

locations, the leather strapping connection between the par and the tie beam is not present, or

has failed (D=4-5). The judgements are summarised in Table 4.14 and further considerations are

outlined in Table 4.15.

Table 4.14: Preliminary diagnosis of the roof system
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona) Casa Arones (Cusco casona)

Robustness
-ve CL = 70% (-) -ve CL = 85% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = A D = 3-4

Fabric
+ve CL = 65% (+) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = D D = 2 I = B D = 3-5

Connections
-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = D I = B D = 4-5

Table 4.15: Summary of further considerations regarding the roof system
Numerical Modelling
Considerations

Seismic Assessment
Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x What is the in-plane
stiffness of the roof system?

x How to represent the
stiffness of the connections
within the par y nudillo
structure?

x Excessive weight of roof?

x Are the ties in the casonas
in Cusco effective?

x Artisan ceiling and
mouldings in Lima may
need to be preserved

x Requirements by local
authority to preserve clay
tiles on roof in Cusco
casonas.
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4.3.6 Arcades/Colonnades

Arcades have been a typical characteristic of colonial architecture since the end of the 16th century

and are common in casonas in Lima and Cusco, as well as in religious buildings. The architectural

style is also common in Mediterranean stately homes, particularly in Seville and southern Spain.

In Cusco, the arches are typically stone or brick in a lime mortar, supported on stone columns. In

CA, the arches on the North side of the patio are made from fired brick, while those on the the

South side are cut stone. The upper storey of the arcades was brick or (particularly in Lima where

the risk of earthquakes was greater) timber, usually cedar, oak or laurel. Often, wooden arcades

were alternated with stone or brick arcades on adjacent sides of the buildings and various forms

of symmetry between the arches on the upper and lower storeys exist.

Figure 4.62: Brick arcades in casona on Calle
Saphi, Cusco. Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.63: Stone arcades adjacent to
timber framed balcony in a casona in Cusco
Photo: Author’s own

4.3.6.1 Preliminary Diagnosis and Summary of Considerations

The arcades in Cusco may provide a buttressing effect to the internal adobe walls out-of-plane if

well-connected to sufficiently stiff floor and roof diaphragms. This has been observed in similar

buildings in Chile (D'Ayala and Benzoni, 2012). In-plane, the slender columns on the lower storey

may be vulnerable to rocking or crushing at the base. The arches may also be vulnerable to

cracking since, unlike arcades in some regions, such as Italy, there are no metal tie rods under

the arches to counteract the lateral and longitudinal thrusts. However, the brick and stone arcades

are a feature common to most historic casonas in Cusco and the fact that they have survived for

many centuries may be testament to their robustness. Therefore, in Cusco the arcades are

considered favourable, but with a low confidence level (CL=55%) and a significant influence (I=B).

The fabric is good, based on the criteria for regularity and homogeneity of brickwork (CL=85%)

but less influential (I=C). Both deterioration and propensity for deterioration of the arcades is low

(D=2).

In Lima, the wooden pillars supporting the internal balconies are slender and not believed to

provide any significant lateral stiffness to the structure. They are considered to have negative

robustness but with little influence on the seismic response (I=D) and a low confidence level

(CL=60%). The wood has suffered serious insect attack (D=5) so is considered inadequate
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(CL=60%). The preliminary diagnosis and summary of further considerations are shown in Table

4.16 and Table 4.17 respectively.

Table 4.16: Preliminary diagnosis of the arcades
Hotel el Comercio (Lima casona) Casa Arones (Cusco casona)

Robustness
-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 55% (+)

I = D D = 3-4 I = B D = 2

Fabric
-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 85% (+)

I = D D = 5 I = C D = 2

Table 4.17: Summary of further considerations regarding the arcades
Numerical Modelling
Considerations

Seismic Assessment
Considerations Cultural Value Issues

x How to represent the
support at the base of the
columns.

x Do they provide a
buttressing effect to the
structure?

x Are they connected to the
internal adobe walls by tie
beams?

x Preservation of original
fabric and layout of the
arcades

4.4 Interaction between Macroelements

The interaction between macroelements often defines the global behaviour, governing the ability

of components to work together and perform as a single unit. In the Lima casonas, the nature of

the interactions is very complex, whereas in Cusco it is that of traditional masonry construction.

This section presents the preliminary diagnosis for the interaction parameter, first in Lima,

followed by Cusco.

4.4.1 Interaction in Lima Casona

A summary of the interaction between the macroelements in HC is shown in Figure 4.64. The first

storey adobe walls are in direct contact with the second storey floor system and the second storey

quincha, but there is no direct interaction between the second storey quincha and its floor system.

This is because the quincha sits to the external side of the thick adobe walls, while the floor

system is supported on the internal side. The second and third storey quincha walls do not directly

interact with each other, instead interacting via the third storey floor system. The roof is directly

supported on the third storey quincha walls. Direct on-site observations are compared with

information in literature in the following section.
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Figure 4.64: Connection between macroelements in HC

4.4.1.1 Adobe and Base Course Interaction

The adobe wall is placed on the base course relying only on self-weight and friction to resist

sliding. The interaction between these two macroelements is therefore considered poor, with a

confidence level of 60%. Sliding failure is considered unlikely as this has not been observed in

other casonas, and the weight of the adobe is very high. However, the interface between the two

materials forms a plane of weakness, and a likely location for formation of a hinge in the event of

out-of-plane failure of the wall. Therefore, the influence is considered to be significant (I=B). The

level of deterioration is considered slight (D=2). Further material testing is required to determine

the shear interaction between the brick and adobe.

4.4.1.2 Adobe and Quincha Interaction

From onsite observations in HC, for all external walls, the sole plate is in direct contact with the

adobe wall, or on a single course of bricks, while interior quincha walls are supported on the floor

joists. For the external walls in particular, all onsite evidence points to the reliance on self-weight

to prevent sliding, with no evidence of embedment neither of the sole plate nor of nails or pins

connecting the timber frame to the adobe. In the internal walls, the nails observed do not seem

adequate to restrain the quincha from sliding under lateral loads. A similar scenario is observed

from considering photographs taken in other casonas in Lima. In Hospicio Ruiz Dávila, a large

Republican casona located on the same street as HC, the sole plate of the quincha rests on a

course of adobe blocks with no clear connection (Figure 4.65). Figure 4.66 shows the quincha

sole plate supported on the adobe in a Republican casona in Lima called Casa Huancavelica,

where there does not appear to be a positive connection either.
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Figure 4.65: Quincha wall supported on adobe
wall in Ruiz Dávila Photo: Erika Vicente

Figure 4.66: Interaction between quincha and
adobe wall in Casa Huancavelica Photo: Erika
Vicente

Several researchers have expressed concern about the interaction between the adobe and

quincha. Cuadra et al. (2011) state that “the main problem [with modern adobe-quincha structures

is] the connection and continuity between the first storey made of adobe and the second storey
made of a lightweight material.” The adobe blocks at the base of the quincha provide some

continuity in terms of stiffness, but there is concern about the anchoring of the quincha into the

thicker adobe wall to resist sliding. This issue has also been raised by Rodríguez-Camilloni

(2003), who indicates that this was the biggest problem that was encountered in the 18th century

when adding a second storey in quincha on top of the brick arcades in the convent of San

Francisco in Lima. This problem was overcome by “firmly anchoring” the quincha into the brick

parapet. The drawings found in Rodríguez-Camilloni (2003) appear to show an elongated tenon

of the post extending through the sole plate and into the masonry wall. However, the images in

the available paper are of low quality.

However, there is some evidence in literature that the quincha sole plate is sometimes embedded

in the adobe wall. In the restoration of Casa O’Higgins, Torrealva and Rojas (2012) identified the

sole plate of the quincha to be embedded in the adobe, while this scenario has been illustrated

by Velarde (1989) (see Figure 4.67). A third scenario was described by Castellán (1989), who

stated that the floor joists are embedded in the adobe wall and the quincha is nailed to the floor

joists.

Figure 4.67: Connection between the quincha and adobe (Redrawn based on Velarde (1989))
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With this in mind, the interaction between the quincha and adobe is judged to be negative with a

60% confidence level. However, the importance of this is critical (I=A) since under horizontal

loading, prevention of sliding is crucial. The level of deterioration is moderate (D=3). Therefore, it

is necessary to consider three hypotheses which can been formulated on the basis of

observations;

1) Embedment of the sole plate of the second storey quincha in the adobe wall;

2) No embedment and therefore only frictional resistance between the adobe wall and the

quincha.

3) A nailed connection between the floor joists and the quincha sole plate.

4.4.1.3 Adobe Walls and Second Storey Floor System Interaction

In HC the second storey floor system is only supported on the adobe wall with no interaction with

the quincha. The beams are embedded into the adobe, below floor level and covered with adobe

blocks, while the secondary joists are embedded at floor level as shown in Figure 4.68 but do not

extend as far as the quincha sole plate. This does not appear to be sufficient enough to allow

diaphragm action, however it may provide some pull-out restraint. Therefore, the interaction is

judged to be favourable, but with a low confidence level (60%) since quantitative calculations may

show the tensile capacity of this interaction to be low. This interaction is considered critical for

good seismic performance (I=A).

Figure 4.68: Opening showing joists embedded in adobe wall.

Photo: Cancino and Lardinois (2012)

4.4.1.4 Second and third storey quincha walls interaction

Not all casonas in Lima have a third storey, and there is no information in literature about the

interaction between the two quincha-based storeys when they are present. Therefore, knowledge

on this interaction is all obtained via direct inspections of HC. The interaction between the second

and third storey quincha walls is complex as the two frames are not in direct contact. There are a

number of locations in the building where a partial collapse has occurred and it is possible to

observe the interaction without opening up. These are shown in Figure 4.69a-d. However, the

situation is variable throughout the building.
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Figure 4.69a: Opening in internal corner of
HC showing the interaction between
elements at the top of the second storey
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.69b: Collapsed area of HC showing
interaction between second and third storeys
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.69c: Photo taken in collapsed area
of HC showing interaction between second
and third storeys Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.69d: Interaction between two quincha
frames Photo: Author’s own

From these images, the top plate and cap plate of the second storey quincha can be observed,

above which the ceiling joists are placed, followed by a layer of boards and the third storey

quincha sole plate. The complex interaction is displayed in Figure 4.70.
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Figure 4.70: Overview of interaction between 2nd storey quincha and 3rd storey floor system.
Photo: Author’s own and Cancino and Lardinois (2012))

Small 30x40mm wooden elements are nailed to the internal face of the third storey sole pate. This

supports the third storey floor joists. In some places it appears that the joists may be nailed to this

element (see Figure 4.72), but in other places this is not the case. Since there is limited vertical

load on the joist, there will be negligible frictional resistance so for purposes of the detailed

assessment it is necessary to consider the scenario of no nails.

Figure 4.71: Connection between joist and cap
plate of second storey quincha Photo: Author’s
own

Figure 4.72: Nail between third storey floor
joist and quincha Photo: Author’s own
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The interaction between the two quincha storeys is considered unfavourable with a confidence

level of 70% and significant influence (I=B). However, this is an area that requires further research

in the detailed assessment. The interaction between the third storey joists and the quincha is

judged to be unfavourable with a 65% confidence level, and is considered critical for a favourable

seismic response (I=A).

4.4.1.5 Quincha and Roof Interaction

The roof joists are nailed to the quincha cap plate and span unidirectionally. Figure 4.73 shows

this connection in HC, where a diagonal nail is observed. This connection in another casona,

which was undergoing renovation is shown in Figure 4.74, in which diagonal struts are observed

between the quincha and the joists. However, there is no evidence to suggest that this is original

and not part of renovations carried out recently or at some point in the past. Therefore, in absence

of further information, a nailed connection such as that in Figure 4.73 is assumed. As a result,

this interaction is considered to be favourable (CL=60%) and critical for a good response (I=A).

Figure 4.73: Connection between roof joist and
top of third storey quincha wall Photo:
Author’s own

Figure 4.74: Connection between roof joists
and quincha in casona Ruiz Dávila, Lima.
Photo: E. Vicente

4.4.2 Interaction in Cusco Casona

The interaction between macroelements in CA is shown in Figure 4.75. The interactions between

the adobe and base course, adobe and floor system, and adobe and roof system are assessed

in this section.
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Figure 4.75: Connection between macroelements in CA

4.4.2.1 Base Course and Adobe interaction

The interaction between the base course and adobe in CA is judged to be the same as that in HC

since the frictional resistance is also the only interaction in this case. Although sliding failure is

considered unlikely, the interface would be a likely location of hinge formation if the wall were to

fail out-of-plane. This results in an unfavourable judgement with 60% confidence and an influence

of I=B.

4.4.2.2 Adobe Walls and Floor Interaction

The floor beams provide lateral restraint to the adobe walls so for a favourable seismic response,

it is crucial that the interaction between the floor beams and the walls has some tensile capacity.

In early casonas, the tapering of the uncut beams meant that the thickest part of the trunk was an

effective key (Carrillo Rosell, n.d.). In later years, wooden pegs were added to the beams to

provide additional tensile capacity. However, in more recent casonas, square beams were used

without any keys, which are ineffective in transferring lateral loads. In CA, no key has been

observed, meaning that positive lateral restraint cannot be assumed and there is a lack of

continuity of the floor beams between adjacent rooms. These factors result in an unfavourable

judgement for the interaction with a confidence level of 65%. Further opening up at this interface

may increase this confidence level, which is considered to have a critical influence (I=A).

Figure 4.76: Evolution of interaction between walls and floor systems in Cusco according to
Carrillo Rosell (n.d.)
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4.4.2.3 Adobe Walls and Roof Interaction

In CA, the principal rafter is supported directly on the adobe wall with no positive connection or

wall plates to distribute the load. Therefore, the interaction is immediately deemed unfavourable.

However, upon opening up part of one of the internal adobe walls, a wooden key was observed

fixed to the roof tie with leather strapping (see Figure 4.77Figure 4.76). Original keys are present

in the 17th century church of Kuño Tambo located near the city of Cusco, which has a similar par

y nudillo roof system, and are observed on the external adobe walls of many other casonas in

Cusco, although many are a later addition (see Figure 4.78). If all roof ties in CA were fixed to the

adobe by a key, the interaction could be said to be favourable. However, although several areas

were opened up, keys were not always present. Due to this level of uncertainty, a 50-50

judgement is made on the nature of the interaction with the assignment of a critical judgement on

influence (I=A).

Figure 4.77: Key inside adobe wall
Photo: Author’s own

Figure 4.78: Key observed in casona in Cusco Photo:
Author’s own

4.5 Summary of Preliminary Diagnosis and Discussion

Having considered each macroelement of both structures in detail and made a judgement on the

nature of each of the parameters, this section compiles the outcomes of the preliminary diagnosis

of both casonas and describes the next steps required to progress in the detailed assessment.

The Lima casona is considered first, followed by the Cusco casona. A brief comparison of the

results of the two casonas is then provided. The judgements made at global level are described

first, followed by those at local level.

4.5.1 Preliminary Diagnosis of Lima Casonas

4.5.1.1 Global Level

Since HC does not fulfil the regularity criteria set out in Chapter 3, the robustness at global level

is unfavourable but there is relatively low confidence in this judgement as the degree of

connectivity between the portions in plan is not known. The interaction among macroelements is
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considered critical in all but one case, and usually believed to be unfavourable. In particular, the

interaction between the adobe wall and the second-floor quincha needs to be investigated by

modelling, as there is not believed to be any anchoring to resist sliding. Table 4.18 and Table

4.19 summarise these judgements.

Table 4.18: Preliminary diagnosis of robustness at global level of casonas
LIMA CASONAS

-ve CL = 70% (-)

N/A D = 4

Table 4.19: Interaction between macroelements in Lima casona

ADOBE 2nd STOREY QUINCHA 3rdSTOREY QUINCHA

BASE COURSE
-ve CL = 60% (-)

I = B D = 2

2nd STOREY
QUINCHA

-ve CL = 60% (-) -ve CL = 70% (-)

I = A D = 3 I = B D = 4

2ND STOREY
FLOOR

+ve CL = 60% (+)

I = A D = 1

3RD STOREY
FLOOR

-ve CL = 65% (-) -ve CL = 60% (-)

I = A D = 4 I = A D = 4

ROOF
+ve CL = 60% (+)

I = A D = 2

4.5.1.2 Local Level

The preliminary diagnosis of HC at local level is summarised in Table 4.20. The relatively high

confidence in the favourable judgements for the robustness and fabric of the base course and

adobe walls means that it is not critical to investigate this further. Conversely, although the

quincha is believed to have good robustness, fabric and connections, there is a very low level of

confidence. All three parameters are judged to be critical to the seismic response so to achieve

a sound diagnosis it is crucial that substantial research in the form of experimental tests,

numerical modelling, and detailed literature reviews is carried out to understand the nature of this

material better. The negative judgement on robustness for the floor and roof systems means this

should be considered in more detail. However, since the fabric has a low influence, it is not

deemed necessary to investigate this further. The influence of the arcades is considered

negligible, so they will not be included in the detailed assessment.
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Table 4.20: Preliminary diagnosis of Lima casona at local level

ROBUSTNESS FABRIC CONNECTIONS

FOUNDATIONS
AND BASE
COURSE

+ve CL = 85% (+) +ve CL = 70% (+)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 3

FIRST STOREY
WALLS (ADOBE)

+ve CL = 60% (+) +ve CL = 80% (+)

I = A D = 2-3 I = B D = 3

UPPER STOREY
WALLS
(QUINCHA)

+ve CL = 60% (+) +ve CL = 55% (+) +ve CL=55% (+)

I = A D = 3 I = A D = 2 I = A D 2-3

FLOOR SYSTEM
-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 70% (+) -ve CL = 85% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = C D = 2 I = B

ROOF SYSTEM
-ve CL = 70% (-) +ve CL = 65% (+) -ve CL = 60% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = D D = 2 I = D

ARCADES/
COLLONADES

-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 60% (+)

I = D D = 3-4 I = D D = 5

Figure 4.79 and Figure 4.80 present the risk and deterioration matrices. The points in Figure 4.79

are quite dispersed, but there is a large cluster of interactions that are believed to be unfavourable

with a high influence and low confidence level. It is, therefore, worth investing time and effort into

the assessment of the interactions in the building. This information can be used to identify where

immediate short-term interventions may be required. As there are a large number of unfavourable

judgements, it is immediately clear that it is necessary to proceed to detailed assessment.

Figure 4.79: Risk matrix for HC
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Figure 4.80: Deterioration matrix for HC

4.5.1.3 Requirements for Detailed Assessment

In the detailed assessment the effect of the following should be investigated;

x The lateral behaviour of the quincha, the behaviour of its connections, and the timber

species used.

x The relative stiffness among quincha storeys

x The interaction between the base course and the adobe wall

x The interaction between the floor structure and the adobe

x The connection between the two levels of the floor structure

4.5.2 Preliminary Diagnosis of Cusco Casonas

4.5.2.1 Global Level

Table 4.21 summarises the robustness at global level of CA, while Table 4.22 summarises the

judgements on the interaction between the macroelements. Since the building does not fulfil the

regularity criteria, the global robustness is judged to be unfavourable. The severe damage to the

structure due to deterioration means a global damage level of 4 is assigned. There is a very low

level of confidence in the judgements made for the nature of the interactions between the

macroelements. Therefore, significant sensitivity analyses are required in addition to experimental

tests of the interactions. This is of particular importance because the nature of the interaction

between all macroelements is considered to be critical to the global seismic response.

Table 4.21: Robustness of Cusco casona at global level
CUSCO CASONA

-ve CL = 60% (-)

N/A 4
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Table 4.22: Interaction between macroelements in Cusco casona

BASE COURSE ADOBE WALLS ARCADES

ADOBE
WALLS

-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 70% (+) +ve/-ve 50% (+/-)

I = B D = 2 I = A D = 3 A D = 2

FLOOR
SYSTEM

-ve CL = 65% (-)

I = A D = 2

ROOF
SYSTEM

+ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = A D = 2

4.5.2.2 Local Level

The preliminary diagnosis for CA at local level is summarised in Table 4.23. In general, the vertical

macroelements have a higher level of confidence and better robustness with the exception of the

arcades. The relatively high level of confidence in the favourable judgement about the adobe

means that it is not critical to do more investigations, and the detailed assessment can proceed

with limited material testing and sensitivity analysis. More research is required into the adequacy

of the floor diaphragms and the effect of the roof thrusts on the adobe walls. However, since the

connections within the floor system are not considered influential, it is not important to research

this further, despite the lack of judgement on their nature. The most significant issue is the effect

of the roof structure since it is considered highly influential but with low confidence in the

judgements regarding its nature. Therefore, additional research into the effect of the roof on the

seismic response is required as part of the detailed assessment.

Table 4.23: Preliminary diagnosis of Cusco casonas at local level

ROBUSTNESS FABRIC CONNECTIONS

FOUNDATIONS
AND BASE
COURSE

+ve CL = 85% (+) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 2-3

ADOBE WALLS
+ve CL = 75% (+) +ve CL = 80% (+)

I = A D = 2 I = B D = 4-5

FLOOR
SYSTEM

-ve CL = 70% (-) +ve CL = 70% (+) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = B D = 3-4 I = C D = 4-5 I = D D = 3-5

ROOF SYSTEM
-ve CL = 85% (-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = A D = 3-4 I = B D = 3-5 I = B D = 4-5

ARCADES/
COLONNADES

+ve CL = 55% (+) +ve CL = 85% (+)

I = B D = 2 I = C D = 2
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This data is plotted on the risk and deterioration matrices in Figure 4.81 and Figure 4.82

respectively. From Figure 4.81 it is clear that the majority of the parameters lie within the red and

yellow zones and immediate attention is required. The severe state of deterioration is also

apparent from Figure 4.82 with more than 80% of the judgements on deterioration being in the

red zone. Therefore, the decision is to proceed to a detailed assessment and provide shoring

where necessary in the short term.

Figure 4.81: Risk matrix for CA

Figure 4.82: Deterioration matrix for CA

4.5.2.3 Requirements for Detailed Assessment

According to the discussion above, further action for the modelling and/or testing of Casa Arones

consists of:

x Investigating the effect of disconnecting the adobe walls
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x Investigating the effect of the lack of constraint afforded by the roof and floor system to the

adobe walls and the effect of the roof thrust on the adobe walls.

x Investigating the buttressing effect of the arcades on the adobe walls.

As the nature of the interface between the base course and the adobe masonry is the one for

which there is the greatest level of uncertainty, tests are set out to quantify the degree of friction

between the two materials.

4.5.3 Comparison of the Results of the two Casonas

This method enables easy comparison of the two case studies, which could be used to decide

which building requires further investigations. The collective distribution of influence classes and

their nature for all macroelements in HC and CA are shown in Figure 4.83 and Figure 4.84

respectively. The quality of the fabric is considered favourable in all cases in HC, while in CA, it

is seen as favourable or not known. For robustness, both buildings were judged to have a

favourable robustness in around half of the cases. This is supported by the fact that both

structures are composed of thick adobe walls with high base courses which protect the walls from

rising water. However, there are some vulnerable macroelements such as the par y nudillo roof

in CA, and the complex floor systems in HC. In both cases, the interaction is considered to be the

most influential parameter, and in the majority of cases in HC, it is unfavourable, while in CA it is

unfavourable half of the time and unknown the other half. This is due to the lack of positive

connections, which would provide box behaviour to the structure. Taking into account the

significant influence and unfavourable nature of the interaction variable, the interaction of the

macroelements is a major concern.

Figure 4.83: Distribution of influential classes and their nature for HC
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Figure 4.84: Distribution of influential classes and their nature for CA

Table 4.24 summarises the confidence in each judgement made for HC. Most of the judgements

were made with a level of confidence of less than 70%, showing that despite opening up, a

literature study, and archival research, the assessors still do not feel certain about their

judgements. A key reason for this was that the opening up was very localised due to the heritage

value of the building, yet it was noted that the details were not consistent throughout the building

preventing extrapolation. The highest average level of confidence occurs in the judgements for

the base course, while the lowest is for the quincha. This is due to the relative simplicity of the

base course and availability of information in literature. In terms of the assessment parameters,

the nature of the interaction is the lowest, which is logical given the complex interactions in HC

and the physical limitations in direct observations of the interactions.

Table 4.24: Summary of confidence levels in judgements on HC

Robustness Interaction Fabric Connections

Base Course 85% 60% 70%

First Storey Walls 60% 60% 80%

Upper Storey Walls 60% 64% 55% 55%

Floor system 60% 62% 70% 85%

Roof System 70% 60% 65% 60%

Arcades/Colonnades 60% 60%

The confidence in the judgements made for CA is summarised in Table 4.25. The lowest

confidence levels were in the interactions for the same reason, but the confidence in the nature

of the connections was also low due to the lack of knowledge on the effectiveness of the leather

strapping. The roof system was the macroelement about which judgements were made with the

lowest level of confidence.
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Table 4.25: Summary of confidence levels in judgements on CA

Robustness Interaction Fabric Connections

Base Course 85% 60% 50%

Adobe walls 75% 59% 80%

Floor system 70% 65% 60% 50%

Roof System 85% 50% 50% 50%

Arcades/ Colonnades 55% 50% 85%

4.6 Concluding Remarks

The aims of this chapter were to develop an in-depth understanding of the structural form, history

and typical features of the casonas, arrive at a sound preliminary diagnosis of the seismic

response, and test the suitability of the proposed procedure. The first of these aims has been

achieved in that the data on the structural system, materials, and variations in geometry of both

buildings has been acquired and compared with a wider sample of buildings. The diagnosis found

that both buildings are deficient in a number of areas including the robustness at global level and

the majority of the interactions. It has highlighted that they both need to be seen as systems,

whose overall response depends on specific component behaviour.

There are still some aspects of the structural system that remain unclear, particularly with regards

to the interactions between the macroelements, which will need to be investigated as part of the

detailed assessment. In identifying areas of potential concern or locations where more in-depth

analysis is required, the preliminary diagnosis has served its purpose. A benefit of this method is

that it has ensured that the response of the structure has been considered systematically and is

easy to follow, which is particularly useful for a complicated structure such as HC with many

complex interactions, and when the response of the structural system is not thoroughly known.

The procedure is intended to be a collaborative exercise and was initially carried out in this way

at an SRP meeting in London in 2012. However, the timing of the meeting was such that the full

literature search and collation of data was not available at the meeting so a number of the

judgements were based on very limited knowledge on the part of the team. Therefore, for

purposes of this research the judgements were re-evaluated by the author and modified after the

meeting based on the new information. Despite this, the collaborative discussion had positive

operational consequences, as it helped to ensure all members agreed on the level of testing and

opening up required, and the visual approach aided communication. Disagreements in

judgements facilitated discussion between participants with different areas of expertise and

provided that an agreement is reached between several people, these debates can deliver

valuable results.

Due to the lack of prior engineering studies on these buildings, information had to be compiled

from direct inspections and architectural sources. However, these cannot provide quantitative
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evidence on the expected seismic response. Therefore, the detailed assessment needs to contain

experimental tests and more extensive numerical modelling to improve this understanding. The

numerical analysis will also provide the opportunity to explore the response under a number of

different hypotheses.

In the following chapter, an in-depth review of the literature on the seismic behaviour of casonas,

adobe buildings, and infilled timber walls is presented with the aim of obtaining response

parameters which will be used in conjunction with the numerical models to determine whether or

not the building complies with the performance required. This also seeks to reduce the quantity

of tests required and validate the numerical models.
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CHAPTER 5: DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE
TARGETS FOR PERUVIAN CASONAS

______________________________________________________________________

The previous chapter presented the results of the preliminary assessment based on onsite

observations and a literature review, identifying vulnerabilities in the buildings and areas where

further research is required. In order to progress onto the detailed assessment, further data needs

to be collected to obtain more evidence on the seismic response of the structures. This chapter

presents the first step of the detailed assessment phase, consisting of a thorough review the

literature. This data collection is partly qualitative, with the aim of aiding understanding of the

seismic behaviour, areas of potential weakness, and typical failure mechanisms. It also helps

validate the numerical models by comparing the modelled behaviour with that of the real structure.

However, a performance-based assessment relies on verification criteria to relate outputs from

the model to expected damage levels in the building. Therefore, quantitative data is also required

to correlate the limit states defined in Chapter 2 with values of lateral drift in the adobe and

quincha.

The most valuable source of qualitative data is probably from post-earthquake observations. This

evidence can also facilitate a greater understanding of the rationale behind the structural system

since buildings are often rebuilt or retrofitted in a certain way based on post-earthquake

observations. However, reports and photographs from past events only provide partial knowledge

of the damage, since just a sample of buildings are surveyed and usually only from the outside.

Furthermore, the structural system and condition of the building before the earthquake is rarely

shown. Nevertheless, on a qualitative basis, post-earthquake assessments are crucial for

validation of the results of experimental and computational analyses. In the case of the casonas,

this evidence is found from a number of severe earthquakes that have hit Lima and Cusco since

the 16th century.

For quantitative data, results from experimental tests are arguably more valuable since they

provide a relationship between input loads and structural response. However, although a small

number of individual studies have been carried out on casonas in Lima, which are discussed in

this chapter, they have not been the subject of any comprehensive experimental campaigns.

Therefore, the quantitative data is obtained from experimental work on adobe more generally,

and research on infilled timber frames. The ultimate aims of this chapter include the following;

x Identify typical failure modes and damages observed in past earthquakes.
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x Obtain a set of targets for in-plane and out-of-plane drift for each limit state for adobe and
quincha.

x Assess the applicability of drift limits provided in codes for masonry, to historic adobe walls.

x Where possible, confirm or deny judgements on the expected response of the parameters
made in the preliminary diagnosis in Chapter 4.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 considers the seismic behaviour of casonas by

first reviewing the data available from post-earthquake assessments in Lima (Section 5.1.1.1) and

in Cusco (Section 5.1.1.2). The failure mechanisms observed in both building classes are

summarised in the form of a table in Section 5.1.1.3. A brief review of studies focusing on the

seismic behaviour of casonas undertaken by other researchers is presented in Section 5.1.2,

concluding that there is insufficient evidence to make any clear judgements. Section 5.2 reviews

experimental tests on adobe walls, with the objective of defining limiting values of in-plane and

out-of-plane drift for given limit states. A similar exercise was carried out for quincha and infilled

timber frames in Section 5.3, but proved inconclusive. Section 5.4 concludes with a summary and

explanation of how these findings relate to the detailed diagnosis.

5.1 Seismic Behaviour of Casonas
5.1.1 Observations from Previous Earthquakes
The procedure requires the collection of both qualitative and quantitative evidence. This section

aims to collate qualitative evidence on the behaviour of the casonas in past earthquakes with the

aim of verifying that the potential vulnerabilities identified in Chapter 4 are areas of concern. In

addition, the numerical models and experimental tests can be compared qualitatively to the

observations to ensure that they are realistic. The seismic history of Lima is considered first,

followed by Cusco.

5.1.1.1 Lima
Since the 17th century, Lima, and the surrounding area, has been affected by a number of strong

earthquakes, the most damaging of which are identified in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: List of damaging earthquakes in Lima since the 17th-Century.
Compiled from Lima-Easy (2012) and USGS (2009)

Year Epicentre Estimated
Magnitude (Mw) Observations and comments

1687 Seabed off Ica
region

8.0 and 8.5 Destroyed most of Lima’s buildings

1746 Lima-Callao 8.6 Estimated 5000 deaths
1806 Lima 8.4 Destroyed numerous buildings in Lima

1828 Lima region 7.9
Caused considerable damage to public buildings
and residences

1904 Lima - Many ancient houses were destroyed
1926 Lima - Caused damage to many structures
1933 Lima region - Especially old mansions were damaged
1940 Lima-Callao 8.2 Caused destruction especially in Lima’s city centre

1955 Lima -
11 people died, but only a few public buildings and
residences were damaged

1966 Lima region 8.1
In Lima, 2300 houses suffered severe structural
damage

1974 Lima region 8.1
Caused extensive damage to historical monuments
and antique adobe and quincha houses

2007 Pisco (260km
south of Lima)

7.9
519 people killed and 58,800 houses destroyed in
Pisco/Ica region. Lima not severely affected

The 1746 earthquake, previously mentioned in Chapter 4, was one of the deadliest events in

Peru’s recorded history, killing an estimated 6,000 people, around 20% of the population of Lima

at that time (Walker, 2008). Reports written at the time describe the behaviour of the buildings

during the earthquake and the resulting damage. In general, reports suggest that buildings

containing quincha performed relatively well, resulting in a much lower death toll in Lima than in

Callao, which had fewer quincha buildings (Walker, 2008). Walker (2008) attributes the positive

behaviour of these buildings to the quincha and the flat roof. Llano y Zapata (1755) stated that

the houses of wood and canes (quincha) remained intact, saving the residents, going on to say

that the earthquake ‘did not have any effect on these houses at all’ because no matter how much

the quincha was damaged, it still remained connected to the adjacent walls. Llano y Zapata (1755)

uses his own house, in which the builders had omitted the citara bracing, as an example. He

states that during the earthquake, the walls moved outwards, but did not separate from the

adjacent walls, “proving the security of this type of construction”. The benefits of a well-connected

system were further detailed by Portalanza (In (Godín, 1746)) who stated that whereas the adobe

collapses into many pieces, although quincha might fail, it will not separate. Walker (2008) also

references a report by Miguel Valdivieso y Torrejon who states that, “while the finer houses near
the plaza which had been rebuilt or reinforced after the 1687 earthquake were damaged, they
withstood the calamity, while in the rest of the city, not a house was left standing”. This is further

evidenced by the fact that just after the earthquake, the Viceroy ordered that all the upper storeys

in adobe had to be demolished, while those in quincha were allowed to remain (Rodríguez, 2006).
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This suggests that casonas generally performed much better in the earthquake than other

buildings in the city.

Public opinion on the seismic performance of adobe-quincha buildings seemed to take a more

negative turn sometime during the 19th-century. Although the author has not been able to obtain

reports from the 1868 earthquake, Cancino (2011) reports that after it has occured, the state

engineer suggested banning the use of adobe in construction, and after the 1908 earthquake, the

use of adobe and quincha was banned in urban housing. Furthermore, in 1940 an earthquake of

7.3 on the Richter scale seriously damaged around half of the historic quincha and adobe houses

in Lima (Lima-Easy, 2012). Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show complete collapses of some adobe-

quincha buildings in the 1940 earthquake. Again in 1966 and in 1974 major earthquakes caused

damage to many quincha and adobe buildings in central Lima (USGS, 2009), but there is little

explicit information available in literature relating to the structural response. The positive reports

on the behaviour of quincha in the 18th-century conflict with more recent accounts in the 19th and

20th centuries. This may be due to lack of maintenance causing deterioration, or later alterations

affecting the integrity of the structure. Photographic evidence from the 1940 in Figure 5.1 and

Figure 5.2 discounts the possibility that there are simply higher expectations in recent years as

the two adobe-quincha buildings have totally collapsed.

Figure 5.1: Collapse of quincha building in 1940
earthquake (Lima Easy, 2012)

Figure 5.2: Image of collapse of
quincha buildings after 1940
earthquake (British Pathé, 2014)

Although the 2007 Pisco earthquake did not cause significant damage to historic structures in

Lima (Hopkins et al., 2008), the city of Pisco, which contained a number of casonas, was almost

entirely destroyed. To try to obtain a quantitative understanding of the proportion of adobe-

quincha buildings that were damaged during the Pisco earthquake, the 2005 and 2007 censuses

were compared, shown in Figure 5.3. In 2005, there were 3,700 buildings with quincha walls in

the regions of Ica, Pisco and Chincha, and 64,000 buildings with adobe walls. The 2007 census,

taken two months after the earthquake, counted 44,000 buildings with adobe walls and 4000

buildings with quincha walls, corresponding to a 30% reduction in buildings with adobe walls, but

a slight increase in those with quincha walls. Although this proves that a large number of adobe

structures collapsed or were demolished, backing up post-earthquake assessments (Blondet et

al., 2008), the census cannot provide a conclusion on the behaviour of quincha. This is because
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in the aftermath of the earthquake, a number of international relief organisations built transitional

shelters and low-cost houses using estera and prefabricated quincha (PracticalAction, 2014,

RedCross, 2009, GovernmentofCanada, 2015), increasing their numbers.

Figure 5.3: Material used to construct walls in the regions of Pisco, Chincha and Ica before and
after 2007 earthquake. Data from INEI (2005) and INEI (2007)

Reports of damage to historic adobe-quincha buildings varied but were relatively positive for well-

maintained buildings. Cancino (2011) reported that the estate of Hacienda San José in Chincha,

which had been well maintained, suffered no collapse of the thick adobe wall. However, where

termite damage was present, the quincha walls collapsed, and there was evidence of separation

at the roof and corners. Cancino (2011) states that in general damage to these structures was a

result of the walls not being tied together and a lack of connection between the roof joists and the

walls. A news report from the aftermath of the earthquake describes damages to two historic

casonas in the cities of Pisco and Cañete (150km south of Lima), once inhabited by independence

leaders San Martín and O’Higgins (Peru21, 2007). The report states that the adobe walls in the

casona in the city of Pisco collapsed despite having been reinforced, while in the 18th-century

casona in Cañete, severe cracks appeared in the adobe and quincha walls and damage was

caused to the mahogany ceiling.

A number of photographs of historic adobe-quincha buildings were taken soon after the

earthquake by Johansson et al. (2007) and Quiroz (2009). A selection of these images has been

included in Appendix B. The damage to quincha in the photographs is variable, as some buildings

have collapsed, while others are considerably distorted, but still standing, and some appear to

have escaped damage except some spalling of plaster. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show an adobe-

quincha building, the internal structure of which, is reported to have partially collapsed (Acorema,

2013). From both images, vertical cracks are observed between the main part of the building and

the shorter adjacent structures where the buildings have moved apart due to different natural

frequencies. A form of quincha without any lateral bracing is present, and some adobe blocks

have been dislodged. However, no separation is observed between the adobe on the first storey

and the quincha on the second, indicating that the two systems are well connected. Although
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Johansson et al. (2007) state that these buildings have relatively good seismic performance, but

are very vulnerable due to lack of maintenance. It is not possible to draw firm conclusions from

the photographs since the context is not reported.

Figure 5.4: Front view of the Marine
Education Centre Building in Pisco
after the 2007 earthquake © GCI

Figure 5.5: Side view of the Marine Education Centre
Building in Pisco after the 2007 earthquake © José María
Quiroz

A nearby hotel called the “Gran Hotel”, suffered severe outward movement at the floor level

(Appendix B, Figure B.1). Part of the building collapsed during the earthquake, and the remainder

of the building was demolished soon after (Quiroz, 2009). The façade of the ‘Hostal Colonial’ in

the centre of the city appears to be relatively undamaged from the façade with the exception of

spalling of the mud and plaster of the quincha (Appendix B, Figure B.2). The ‘Casa de Castillo,’

an irregular building with slender adobe walls at ground level and quincha above, suffered

significant torsional effects and part of the quincha and adobe walls have collapsed (Appendix B,

Figure B.3). However, there the third storey quincha walls remain connected and seemingly intact.

A vertical post with a cylindrical tenon is visible on the ground in the foreground of the photo,

indicating at least partial collapse or demolition of historic quincha. Other photographs evidence

failure of adobe walls one block thick, and the collapse of the lower storey adobe while the upper

storey in quincha remains intact (Appendix B, Figure B.4).

Blondet et al. (2008), who surveyed the damage to contemporary adobe buildings immediately

after the earthquake concluded that the collapse of adobe structures was triggered by the

progressive formation of cracks in the walls, namely vertical cracks at the corners, and diagonal

cracking in the façades. The partial or complete overturning of the walls then caused the roof to

collapse. This was the most common failure mechanism observed, which was due to the thin

adobe walls (slenderness ratio of 12) having an insufficient connection with the roof and

orthogonal walls. Note that the slenderness ratio of the adobe walls in the casonas in Lima, as

established in Chapter 4, is between 3 and 8 so this observation may not apply to historic casonas.

Blondet et al. (2008) further reported that almost all of the adobe churches and historic

monuments suffered heavy damage or collapsed as a result of the earthquake, with particular
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problems at the intersections between segments of the same building with different fundamental

periods of vibration.

Despite the existence of these photographs, assessments, and news reports, it is difficult to come

to any firm conclusions on the behaviour of the casonas since there is no description of the

buildings prior to the earthquake, and many were demolished in the immediate aftermath. There

was no targeted survey of historic residential buildings in the region before or after the earthquake

and all evidence is anecdotal. Therefore, although some failure mechanisms can be identified,

they are by no means conclusive, and further analysis is required.

5.1.1.2 Cusco
According to the Peruvian Seismic code, the seismic hazard in Cusco is lower than that in Lima

(NTE-030, 2014). Strong earthquakes are less frequent but can still cause serious damage, as

indicated in the summary of major earthquakes in Cusco in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: List of damaging earthquakes in Cusco since the 17th-Century. Compiled from USGS
(2009) and Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)

Year Epicentre Estimated Magnitude (Mw) Observations and comments

1650 Cusco 7.7 5,000 fatalities

1943 Cusco 6.5 250 fatalities

1950 Cusco 7.0 83 fatalities

1986 Cusco 5.3
Killed at least 16 and destroyed 2000

houses

The most destructive earthquake in Cusco in the last century occurred in 1950, resulting in the

majority of houses being so severely damaged that the engineering commission who inspected

them ordered that they be demolished immediately (Cucho Jimenez, 2010). In the neighbourhood

corresponding to today’s historic centre, most houses were described as partially habitable and

in need of repair, but several required demolition or reconstruction (Cucho Jimenez, 2010).

Elisofan (1950) took a number of photographs soon after the earthquake, which were published

in LIFE magazine (See Appendix B for a selection of the most relevant images). These pictures

reveal the extent of the damage and enable identification of some typical failure mechanisms. In

numerous pictures, shoring of the façades is observed, indicating concern for the out-of-plane

stability of the walls (Appendix B, Figure B.5). In some images (see for example Figure B.5 and

Figure B.6 in Appendix B), the façades are not severely damaged, but vertical cracks are visible

running downwards from roof level, caused by out-of-plane bending of the walls due to insufficient

restraint at roof level. Some in-plane diagonal cracking is also observed leading away from the

corners of the openings. Vertical cracking at wall intersections is also visible due to the separation

of in-plane and out-of-plane walls. In some of the photos showing the greatest devastation, such

as the collapse of the University of San Antonio Abad of Cusco in Figure 5.6, an entire section of

the building has totally collapsed out-of-plane, and the roof has fallen. Vertical cracks can be

observed above the window and door caused by out-of-plane flexure, which is especially evident
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above openings due to higher stress concentrations. Although the external walls are thick, many

internal walls appear to be much thinner. After the 1950 earthquake, some damaged buildings

were rebuilt, and others were strengthened, but many others were demolished and never rebuilt.

Figure 5.6: Collapse of University of San Antonio Abad of Cusco (Elisofan, 1950)

The 1986 earthquake of estimated 5.3 in magnitude, killed at least 16 and destroyed around 2000

homes (Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino, 1989). Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo

Casapino (1989) surveyed the damage to buildings after the earthquake and categorised it into

four levels as outlined in Table 5.3.

Vertical cracks due to
out-of-plane flexure
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Table 5.3: Categories of damage level by Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

VERY
SERIOUS
DAMAGE

Structural integrity affected, complete or partial
collapse, collapse of walls/roof/floor, detachment of

arcades.

SERIOUS
DAMAGE

Small out-of-plane inclinations in walls, settlement,
fracture of wooden elements such as lintels, and

floor and roof beams, separation of orthogonal walls,
cracks larger than 1cm in brick units, unaligned

arcades, cracked windows and pipes.

MODERATE
DAMAGE

Cracking in the plaster, detachment of ceiling plaster,
displacement of the tiles.

LIGHT
DAMAGE

Light spalling of plaster and superficial cracking
which does not affect the wall itself.

In total, Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989) surveyed 541 buildings, 43 of which

were designated national monuments. The level of damage to the buildings is summarised in

Figure 5.7. The majority of buildings were classed as seriously or moderately damaged. A smaller

proportion of the national monument buildings had severe damage than the rest of the building

stock, while a slightly higher percentage were moderately damaged. Five of the national

monument buildings were very seriously damaged, a similar proportion to the remaining buildings.

This may indicate that national monuments are less likely to be severely damaged than the overall

building stock, but the sample size is too small to be certain of this.
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Figure 5.7: Level of damage to buildings in Cusco after 1986 earthquake
(Data from Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989))

Photographs taken by Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989), provided in Appendix B,

show similar damage to that observed after the 1950 earthquake, including partial or complete

collapse of a number of adobe buildings. This includes total collapse of the roof (while the façade

remains intact) (Appendix B, Figure B.11), collapse of the upper storey (Appendix B, Figure B.11),

and shoring out-of-plane (Appendix B, Figure B.9 and Figure B.11). Vertical cracks between

orthogonal walls (Appendix B, Figure B.10) and within an Incan stone base course is also

observed, as well as extensive spalling of the plaster.

Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989) attribute much of the damage to lack of repairs

and insufficient maintenance. They note that after the 1950 earthquake, the majority of damaged

structures were not adequately repaired but simply re-plastered, and the cracks filled in to give

the illusion of safety. The level of maintenance in the historic centre was minimal, with high levels

of deterioration in the adobe and wooden elements due to inadequate protection from water.

Furthermore, poorly implemented projects such as the widening of roads left the foundations of

many buildings vulnerable, and incompatible materials were added to some buildings to

‘strengthen’ them. In 1986, prior to the earthquake, up to 300 people were living in houses,

originally constructed for one family of ten to fifteen people. Rooms were subdivided, adding new

internal walls on the upper storey with no wall to support it below. According to Aparicio Flores

and Marmanillo Casapino (1989), the owners and tenants showed disinterest in maintaining the

buildings or preserving the cultural heritage, preferring to demolish the historic casonas and build

new houses in their place. Zampilli (2012) also attributes blame to later interventions, arguing

that: “if a traditional building is well constructed, well maintained, and most importantly, not
subjected to modern interventions, it is able to resist the most severe seismic forces”. In light of

these factors, it is difficult to understand whether the reasons for the collapse of the buildings

were due to deterioration and insensitive modifications, or the inherent structural integrity of the

building.
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5.1.1.3 Summary of Observed Failures
The review of post-earthquake damage aimed to identify typical failure mechanisms, obtain a

qualitative understanding of the vulnerability of the case studies, and confirm or deny judgements

made in the preliminary diagnosis. Although this has been achieved to an extent, firm conclusions

on whether the casonas present a favourable or unfavourable response have not been obtained.

While in Cusco, the damage and failure mechanisms are typical of adobe buildings,

corresponding to observations by Tolles et al. (1996) after the 1994 Northridge, California

earthquake, the response of the adobe-quincha buildings in Lima is more distinctive. Although

18th-century reports described them favourably, public opinion has been more negative since the

late 19th-century, and there is also a lack of analytical data to compare to qualitative observations.

The damage mechanisms mentioned in this section have been summarised in Table 5.4, which

includes possible causes for the failure, and ways of identifying their presence using numerical

models. Each damage mechanism can be linked to a failure relating to one of the four parameters

presented in Chapter 3 of robustness, interaction, fabric and connections, meaning that their

presence can be identified by checking each parameter in turn. This table is used later in the

detailed diagnosis to compare these damages with outputs from the numerical model, assessing

whether the models are showing realistic damages, and thus increasing the level of confidence

in the conclusions. It also forms a checklist for the detailed diagnosis, which can be completed

when the results from the numerical modelling are finalised. However, since this data is mainly

qualitative, the next section attempts to gather more quantitative data on the seismic response by

reviewing previous research on the seismic behaviour of casonas.
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Table 5.4: Observed failures in Peruvian casonas

OBSERVED FAILURE Description Possible causes
Diagnosis
Checks

DIAGONAL CRACKING IN
ADOBE WALLS

(TARQUE ET AL., 2010)

Characterised by X-cracking
due to in-plane seismic loads
in both directions. Complete
collapse may occur if the large
blocks become unstable out-
of-plane. This is a less
common failure mechanism
observed in images of casonas
and is not considered serious
provided displacement not
excessive (Webster, 2008).
However, can be a problem for
damage limitation performance
leve.

Due to structure
being well
connected so
exhibiting ‘box
behaviour’.

Generally more
favourable than
out-of-plane
mechanisms.

Check stress and
strain in in-plane
walls.

Compare in-
plane drifts with
levels of cracking
measured
experimentally
for equivalent
drift.

DIAGONAL CRACKING
AROUND OPENINGS

(TORREALVA, 2003)

Diagonal cracks caused by in-
plane shear forces. They begin
at the corners of windows or
doors and extend to the edge
of the wall.

Due to the
concentration of
tensile forces at
corners of openings
and increased
shear forces above
openings due to a
lower area of shear
resistance

Check in-plane
stress and strain
around openings.

VERTICAL CRACKS IN
ADOBE AT MID-POINT OF
WALLS

(Elisofan, 1950)

Vertical cracks appear at the
top of the wall due to out-of-
plane bending of the walls
when the wall is well-
restrained at the sides but not
at the top. May be exacerbated
by stress concentrations due
to joists/rafters. Openings for
windows and doors reduce
resistance area so increased
cracking may occur at these
locations.

Lack of restraint
from floor/roof.

Large distance
between
transversal walls.

Small depth
between top of
opening and the
eaves of the roof.

Check out-of-
plane
deformation and
tensile stress.

Check interaction
between
diaphragms and
adobe wall.

Rules of thumb
for acceptable
length of wall
based on
previous
observations or
simple analytical
checks may be
used.
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Table 5.4 cont.: Observed failures in Peruvian casonas

OBSERVED FAILURE DESCRIPTION POSSIBLE
CAUSES

DIAGNOSIS
CHECKS

OUT-OF-PLANE
DEFORMATION / COLLAPSE
OF ADOBE WALL

(Quiroz, 2009)

Due to rocking behaviour or
cracking at the base of the
wall. The wall collapses out-of-
plane, possibly along with
some of the transversal walls
depending on the connection.
May cause collapse of upper
storeys or roof structure. Often
occurs at gable end walls due
to increased height of walls,
thus higher slenderness ratio,
and a lack of connection with
the diaphragms.

Overly slender wall.

Poor connection
between
transversal walls.

Damage to base of
the wall.

Horizontal cracking
already present
due to in-plane
sliding.

Lack of/poor
connection to
diaphragms

Check
slenderness
ratio.

Check out-of-
plane drift.

Assessment of
damage to base
of wall.

Check
connection with
transversal walls
and diaphragms.

HORIZONTAL CRACKS IN
ADOBE WALLS AT MID-
HEIGHT (POSSIBLY
LEADING TO COLLAPSE)

If the wall is slender, yet
restrained at the top by the
roof, buckling may occur at
mid-height of the wall.

High vertical load.

Highly slender wall.

Lack of restraint at
mid-height

Check
slenderness ratio
and out-of-plane
deformations.

VERTICAL CRACKS
BETWEEN TRANSVERSAL
WALLS

(APARICIO FLORES AND
MARMANILLO CASAPINO,
1989)

Cracks appear at the
intersections between
transversal walls due to out-of-
plane forces. If the cracks
extend far enough, total
collapse may occur out-of-
plane.

Poor interaction
between
transversal walls

Check levels of
stress at
interfaces
between walls

Check that there
is a good
interaction
between walls by
checking
overlapping of
bricks, etc.

CORNER COLLAPSE

(Author’s own)

Cracking starts at the top of
the wall and propagates in an
inclined manner.

Caused by a combination of
shear loads in both directions
and vertical loads from roof.

Poor interaction
between
diaphragms and
walls

Check in-plane
stresses and
strains in the
walls around
corners.

Check interaction
between walls
and diaphragms
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Table 5.4 cont.: Observed failures in Peruvian casonas

OBSERVED FAILURE DESCRIPTION POSSIBLE
CAUSES

DIAGNOSIS
CHECKS

EXCESSIVE OUT-OF-PLANE
DEFORMATIONS /
COLLAPSE OF QUINCHA
WALLS

(QUIROZ, 2009)

Out-of-plane permanent
deformations or failure of
quincha walls. May also
include excessive
deformations even if not
permanent.

Lack of restraint
provided by
floor/roof,
especially when the
joists/rafters run
parallel to the
quincha wall.

Capacity of
connections
between vertical
and horizontal
macroelements.

TORSIONAL MOVEMENT OF
STRUCTURE

(QUIROZ, 2009)

Damage and permanent
deformations in all or part of
the structure due to torsional
effects.

Irregular layout in
plan

Regularity in plan
within
permissible limits

Check global
model for
torsional effects

SPALLING OF PLASTER/
QUINCHA INFILL

(QUIROZ, 2009)

The infill of the quincha falls
out causing a decrease in
stiffness of quincha and
danger due to falling debris.
Decrease in stiffness may
mean that excessive
deformation can occur, which
leads to collapse.

Infill not well
connected to
frame.

Damage or
deterioration to infill
or surrounding
frame

Check
connection
between infill and
frame.

FAILURE OF
MACROLEMENTS OR
COMPONENTS

(APARICIO FLORES AND
MARMANILLO CASAPINO,
1989)

Failure of individual
macroelements or components
such as roof structure, floor
system and arcades.

Poor design/ initial
concept.

Modifications.

Deterioration.

Check each
macroelement
and component
individually
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5.1.2 Studies to Assess Seismic Behaviour
It is often possible to obtain quantitative evidence on the seismic behaviour by considering

previous engineering studies. Evidence may consist of data on the level of drift causing cracking

or collapse, natural frequency and measurements of stiffness or capacity of various

macroelements. However, to the author’s knowledge, there has been no comprehensive

quantitative structural investigations into the seismic performance of the casonas in Cusco. After

the 1950 earthquake, a number of casonas in Cusco were strengthened, but assessments of the

buildings in their original state were not published (Samanez Argumendo, 1981). Recently, Rojas-

Bravo and Fernandez Baca (2012) presented their work on the repair and strengthening of a 19th-

century casona in central Cusco. However, research into the behaviour of the unstrengthened

casona was not published. Therefore, only research on Lima casonas is considered here.

To date, there have been few analytical studies into the seismic behaviour of historic casonas in

Lima and to the author’s knowledge, the only three studies that have been published have used

the Hotel el Comercio (HC), described in Chapter 4 as a case study. The findings of these

investigations, which consisted of numerical modelling (Cardenas, 2008) and on-site vibration

measurements (Cuadra et al., 2011, Aguilar et al., 2012), are presented in the following section.

Cardenas (2008) aimed to assess compliance of HC with the Peruvian seismic code (NTE-030,

2003) by developing a linear elastic finite element model using SAP2000 software. The adobe

and quincha were modelled as shell elements and the joists and rafters as frame elements. The

mechanical properties of the materials were estimated based on values in literature, and the effect

of deterioration was not considered. The base of the model was fixed, with continuity between

orthogonal walls and between walls and beams. The model was analysed under vertical loads

and a design response spectrum (obtained from NTE-030, 2003) in two orthogonal directions. A

modal analysis was also performed, which is discussed later in this section.

The most significant results obtained by Cardenas (2008) are summarised in Table 5.5. It is

evident from the table that even under vertical loads (dead and imposed) the building does not

comply with current codes, with compressive and shear stresses in the adobe exceeding limits

imposed by the Peruvian adobe code. This indicates that the national code is not appropriate for

application to this building, since even without considering the effect of deterioration, it still does

not meet requirements. The maximum vertical displacement recorded in the timber floor beams

was 25mm. However, this value seems low considering the beam has a 9m span and supports

two upper storey walls, and is currently propped. The response spectrum analysis resulted in

shear stresses in the adobe more than five times higher than the permissible one, and local

regions of high stress around openings indicating cracking. The maximum interstorey drift (lateral

displacement/storey height) is greater in the third storey than the second, suggesting that the third

storey is more flexible, particularly out-of-plane.
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Table 5.5: Summary of results obtained by Cardenas (2008)
Modelled by Cardenas (2008) Allowable values

according to
Peruvian Seismic
Code (NTE-030,
2003) and adobe
code (NTE-080,

2006)

Vertical
loads

Design response
spectrum analysis
(max acceleration

of 0.27g)

Vertical displacement (mm)
25mm

Span/360

In-plane interstorey drift in 1st storey (%) -
0.5% (masonry)

Out-of-plane interstorey drift in 1st storey (%) -

In-plane interstorey drift in 2nd storey (%) 0.2%
1% (wood)

Out-of-plane interstorey drift in 2nd storey (%) 1.2%

In-plane interstorey drift in 3rd storey (%) 0.3%
1% (wood)

Out-of-plane interstorey drift in 3rd storey (%) 3.2%

Compressive stress in adobe (MPa) 0.3 - 0.2

Tensile stress in adobe (MPa) 0.3-0.4 - null

Shear stress in adobe (MPa) - 0.14 0.025

This research by Cardenas (2008) provides a qualitative idea of the expected seismic response.

It confirms the judgement that the irregular plan and elevation induces torsional effects, and the

lack of diaphragm stiffness causes local modes. It also reinforces the concerns discussed in

Chapter 4 regarding the interface between the quincha and adobe being an area of potential

vulnerability to sliding, demonstrated by the high shear stresses observed in this area. However,

there are a number of limitations to the model that inhibit its reliability in terms of quantitative

outputs. Firstly, the composite nature of the quincha has not been taken into account since it has

been homogenised, and the mechanical characteristics of the quincha have not been validated

by experimental tests or from detailed modelling. This oversimplification results in the model

showing the third storey quincha to be more flexible than the second, when due to the presence

of the diagonal brace, it should be stiffer. Secondly, the values used for the material

characteristics were not validated by testing on material extracted from site, and values in

literature for new materials were used. Finally, the nature of adobe and quincha means that it will

show significant inelastic behaviour for very low levels of load, meaning that the linear elastic

model is only valid for low loads. The assumption is, therefore, inadequate for predicting actual

displacements or stress levels at higher levels of loading.

HC has also been analysed by means of in-situ dynamic identification tests by two separate

research groups (Cuadra et al., 2011, Aguilar et al., 2012). Dynamic identification tests aim to

obtain modal parameters of the building such as natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal

shapes by measuring the dynamic response under small magnitude excitations. These

parameters can be used to validate and improve numerical models, and obtain the physical

properties of the system. Ambient vibration measurements and operational modal analysis (OMA)

use only the ambient, or operational, excitations to identify the modal characteristics. Cuadra et

al. (2011), (2012) carried out ambient vibration measurements in HC to estimate its natural period

of vibration. The natural period was found to be in the order of 0.3s (frequency = 3.3Hz), but no
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further analysis was published. Aguilar et al. (2012) used OMA to estimate the modal

characteristics of the North-West section of the building. The predominant modes were global

translational modes with periods in the order of 0.28 and 0.30s (frequency of 3.39 and 3.58Hz),

which is similar to what was recorded by Cuadra et al. (2011). Aguilar et al. (2012) stated that the

existing damage affects the behaviour of the entire structure and that the building is highly

influenced by neighbouring structures, something which was not taken into account in the finite

element model by Cardenas (2008). He also stated that the quincha is very flexible in comparison

to the adobe walls and noted that the floor diaphragms might not be adequately connected to the

walls leading to complex modes. In addition, in the third modal shape, two parallel quincha walls

moved out-of-plane, but a third (also parallel to the first two) did not, indicating that the floors are

not working as rigid diaphragms. Due to the high level of complexity of the building, he

recommended that the building is studied in more detail, including a more thorough inspection of

the floor and roof diaphragms.

Table 5.6 compares the dynamic properties obtained through FEA by Cardenas (2008) with those

obtained experimentally by Cuadra et al. (2011) and Aguilar et al. (2012). The fundamental

periods of vibration found experimentally are in the order of 0.28-0.31s., significantly shorter than

the 0.52-0.60s. estimated by Cardenas (2008). The modal shapes for modes 3 and 5 found by

Cardenas (2008) are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. In mode 5, the same part of the building

is excited that was tested by Cuadra et al. (2011) and Aguilar et al. (2012) but different

fundamental vibration periods are obtained. This shows that the model could not accurately

predict the dynamic response, possibly because it does not take into account the effect of

adjoining structures, the level of damage and deterioration, or the interaction between the

diaphragms and wall structures.
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Table 5.6: Dynamic properties of HC found by different researchers

Author Method of Analysis Mode no.
Period
(s)

Predominant
Direction

Participation
factor (%)

(Cardenas,
2008)

Linear elastic finite
element model

3 0.60 N-S 15

Analytical 5 0.54 N-S 15

6 0.52 E-W 11

Experimental

(Cuadra et
al., 2011)

Ambient vibration
measurements

- 0.30 N-S -

- 0.31 E-W -

(Aguilar et
al., 2012)

Operational modal
analysis

1 0.30 E-W -

2 0.28 N-S -

Figure 5.8: Shape of Mode 3 from Cardenas
(2008) indicating direction of North

Figure 5.9: Shape of Mode 5 from Cardenas
(2008)

In a later publication, Aguilar et al. (2013) presented a simplified numerical model of a corner of

the building built in SAP2000. The quincha was modelled using homogenized shell elements, the

mechanical characteristics of which were determined analytically. Spring elements were used to

account for the significant contribution of neighbouring buildings. The properties of the springs

were calibrated using the results of the OMA leading to a numerical model which matched the

experimental data in terms of modal shape and frequency for the first mode. However, the model

was not able to show local damage, and some unrealistic assumptions such as rigid connections

between the quincha and adobe were made. The dynamic identification gives an indication of

modal shapes, which is useful for calibrating a numerical model. The natural frequency of the

building may be affected by its interaction with adjacent buildings. While the model developed by

Aguilar (2013) assumes the nature of this interaction is significant and calibrates the model

accordingly, other numerical models (such as that by Cardenas, 2008) consider the structure

independent. During onsite investigations, the precise nature of the interaction with the adjacent

buildings could not be identified. The adjacent structure is a historic casona that has been heavily

modified, which appears to have included the addition of a concrete frame. This could have a

stiffening effect on HC if it was connected, reducing its natural period. However, the nature of this

connection could not be determined.

Part of building assessed by

Cuadra (2011) and Aguilar

(2012)
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The author is not aware of any further research to assess the seismic behaviour of any other

casonas in Lima. Several strengthening projects have been implemented in casonas in Lima’s

historic centre (Torrealva and Rojas, 2012, de los Ríos Bernardini, 2012). However, no

comprehensive study into their unstrengthened behaviour or effect of any interventions has been

published.

Based on a review of the available information, there is a clear need for further investigations into

the behaviour of these buildings. However, the outcomes from the previous studies on HC can

help identify areas where more analysis is required. These are summarised below:

x The irregularity of HC increases the complexity of the analysis and leads to torsional effects

and local modes.

x The structural joints with adjacent buildings affects the dynamic characteristics of the

structure. Therefore, these should be identified.

x The quincha is highly flexible and the large openings on the façade reduce its in-plane

stiffness.

x Aguilar et al. (2013) and Cardenas (2008) identified the low diaphragm stiffness to be a

problem. Aguilar et al. (2013) noted that a poor connection between floors and walls might be

preventing the transfer of lateral forces between the walls and diaphragms.

x The finite element model by Cardenas (2008) showed high shear stresses at the interface

between the adobe and the quincha. This interaction has already been identified as potentially

vulnerable in the preliminary diagnosis in Chapter 4. Therefore, it is critical that potential for

sliding at this interface is considered.

x The assumption of quincha as homogenous is oversimplified and results in an unrealistic

distribution of drift over the height of the building. Therefore, a more accurate model of the

quincha is required that considers its composite nature, and is validated by experimental

testing.

The observations from past earthquakes give a valuable qualitative overview of the possible

failure modes of the casonas but cannot provide quantitative data to correlate outputs from the

model such as displacement and forces with the damage to the structure. The next section

reviews experimental tests on adobe structures with the objective of obtaining more quantitative

data that can be applicable to the casonas.

5.2 Experimental Tests on Adobe Structures
Experimental tests have not been performed on adobe specifically relating to the Peruvian

casonas. Therefore, data is taken from tests on other adobe structures. In this section, the

experimental work on adobe walls is considered in three sub-sections; in-plane, out-of-plane, and

dynamic behaviour. A significant number of experimental studies on the seismic performance of

adobe have been conducted in Peru and internationally over the past fifty years. The majority of
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this research has focused on modern ‘non-engineered’ adobe buildings, which make up around

40% of the Peruvian housing stock (INEI, 2007). Geometrically these buildings are very different

to the historic casonas, with walls one block thick (0.25m-0.45m), two or three times thinner than

historic adobe walls. The storey height of modern buildings is around 2.0m, and most are single

storey. In contrast, the historic casonas have storey heights of between 4.0 and 5.5m, and in

Cusco are always two storeys in height. Furthermore, the 30m long unrestrained walls, common

in Cusco casonas, are not present in the contemporary buildings. For shaking table tests, the plan

of the building is limited by the size of the shaking table, so these long walls are not tested. Despite

geometrical differences, the mechanical characteristics of the adobe and mortar are very similar

to the historic adobe (Samanez Argumendo, 1981) and experimental findings may be relevant

with the application of scaling laws.

The Pontificía Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP) has been researching the seismic behaviour

and strengthening of adobe since the 1970s, a review of which is found in Blondet et al. (2011).

Research has also been carried out by the National University of Engineering in Lima, Peru since

the 1970s, but much of this was on stabilised adobe, which has additives of cement or asphalt in

the blocks and mortar. Significant research campaigns have also been carried out internationally,

in regions with a large adobe housing stock including Colombia (Yamin et al., 2007), Mexico (Meli

et al., 1980), California (Tolles et al., 2000) and Portugal (Varum et al., 2007).

In an adobe building with well-connected walls, the lateral forces are taken by the in-plane walls.

As a result, the majority of research has focused on the in-plane behaviour, while out-of-plane

tests are less numerous. However, Tarque et al. (2012) notes that most adobe buildings are not

adequately connected to enable box behaviour, and the walls move independently. This

phenomenon has been observed during shaking table tests, which have been performed since

the early 1980s (Meli et al., 1980, Zegarra and Quiun, 2003, Blondet et al., 2006). One of the

most comprehensive test campaigns using shaking tables was the Getty Seismic Adobe Project

(GSAP) (Tolles et al., 2000), which tested 1:5 scale models of typical adobe buildings, varying

the strengthening techniques. These contributions are listed in Table 5.7, and are reviewed in the

following section, with the aim of obtaining performance targets for adobe.
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Table 5.7: Summary of important contributions to testing on adobe structures

Source Location
Type of
test

Shape of
specimen

Openings Geometry* (m) Vert.
Load
(kN)t H L

Blondet et
al. (2005)

PUCP, Peru
In-plane
cyclic

One window
6%

0.3 1.9 3.1
14

(est.)

Yamin et
al. (2007)

Universidad
de los
Andes,

Colombia

In-plane
cyclic

0.4 2.5 2

20

None 50

70

Figueiredo
et al.
(2013)

University of
Aveiro,
Portugal

In-plane
cyclic

None 0.29 3.07 3.5 20

Illampas et
al. (2014)

University of
Cyprus

Static
horizonta
l loading

In-plane: 11%

Out-of-plane:
14% and 1%

0.22
1.5-
1.65

1.75
x
3.6

34
(est.)

Zegarra
and Quiun
(2003)

PUCP, Peru
Shaking
table

In-plane:
windows 14%

Out-of-plane:
door 30%

0.26
1.8-
2.4

3.21
x

3.21

14
(est.)

Blondet et
al. (2006)

PUCP, Peru
Shaking
table

In-plane:
windows 16%

Out-of-plane:
door 22%

0.26
1.98-
2.25

3.21
x

3.21

14
(est.)

Dowling et
al. (2005)

University of
Sydney,
Australia

Out-of-
plane
shaking
table

None 0.15 1.2 1.8 63

Tolles et al.
(2000)

GSAP,
California,

USA

Series of
shaking
table
tests

Windows and
doors on all

sides

Varies: scale 1:5 of
real structures.

Slenderness ratio:
7.5 & 11

Varies

*t=thickness, H=height, L=length of relevant wall. (est. = estimated based on information in paper)

The data from these tests is used to obtain the following information required for the detailed

diagnosis;

x Correlate in-plane and out-of-plane drifts with the level of damage

x Determine whether the drift limits for masonry given in EC8 and ASCE 41-13 are suitable for

adobe.

x Validate the numerical models

x Identify the influence of parameters such as vertical load, geometry, and percentage of
openings on the response.

In Table 5.8, the qualitative damage description for adobe, which was previously presented in

Chapter 2, is categorised into five damage states, as defined by Calvi (1999). These correspond

with four limit states, or performance levels, which have been adapted from ASCE 41-13, EC8
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and Torrealva (2012). These are in terms of the use of the building and safety of occupants and

the expected damage and are defined as follows;

x LS1: Completely operational / No damage to building

x LS2: Immediate occupancy / Damage Limitation

x LS3: Life safety / Significant damage

x LS4: Near collapse

As stated in Chapter 3, drift has been shown to have a good correlation with level of damage for

masonry. Therefore, the limit states (LS) are correlated with values of in-plane and out-of-plane

drift from static and dynamic tests from literature presented in this section.

Table 5.8: Damage states as defined by Calvi (1999) correlated with limit states (LS)
Limit state (Calvi, 1999) Description of damage to historic adobe buildings

demand < LS1 undamaged
Linear elastic response. No evidence of new cracking and no
repairs necessary.

LS1 < demand < LS2 slightly damaged,
usable

Minor damage to non-structural elements. Opening of pre-
existing cracks or some new hairline cracks. Some structural
elements yielded but permanent drifts negligible. Building can
be used after earthquake without significant repair.

LS2 < demand < LS3
extensively

damaged, but
repairable

Damage is primarily non-structural but may be minor structural
damage. Visible cracking throughout building but wall sections
remain stable. Damage to structural elements is repairable.

LS3 < demand < LS4

not collapsed,
but so severely
damaged they
have to be
demolished

Extensive structural and non-structural damage including
unstable cracked wall sections. Vertical support for floor and
roof is hazardous. Moderate permanent drifts present. The
building cannot be used after the earthquake without
significant repair. Repair and strengthening is feasible but
likely uneconomical.

demand > LS4 collapsed

Collapse or partial collapse of much of the structure.
Reconstruction of many walls necessary. Low residual lateral
strength and stiffness, although vertical elements are still
capable of sustaining vertical loads. Large permanent drifts
present. Repair and strengthening is neither possible nor
economically reasonable.

5.2.1 In-plane behaviour
The reports on in-plane tests were relatively similar in terms of quantitative damage propagation.

They also correspond well to observations from past earthquakes discussed in Section 5.1. All

reported that the first damage observed was diagonal cracks, which occurred along the lines of

the mortar joints and around openings (Blondet et al., 2005, Zegarra and Quiun, 2003). Vertical

cracks were then observed at the intersections of transversal walls. The diagonal cracking

dissipated a large amount of energy, but as it increased, a substantial decrease in capacity was

observed. Collapse was due to the diagonal shear cracks breaking the wall up into large blocks,

which then lost their stability and collapsed out-of-plane (Blondet et al., 2005).

Table 5.9 summarises in-plane lateral drifts, elastic stiffness, and shear strength capacity for the

in-plane experimental tests in literature. The elastic stiffness is defined as the lateral force divided
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by the maximum lateral deflection before the elastic limit has been exceeded, while the shear

capacity is defined as the peak lateral load (at failure) divided by the cross-sectional area of the

longitudinal wall. The geometry and estimated vertical pressures on the lower storey walls in a

typical Lima casona and a typical Cusco casona, calculated using the information from the

preliminary assessment in Chapter 4, are provided for comparison.

Table 5.9: Summary of in-plane drifts for each limit state obtained by testing

Source L/H H/t
Vertical
pressure
(kPa)

LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 Elastic
stiffness
(kN/mm)

Shear
capacity
(kPa)Drift (%)

Blondet et al. (2005) 1.63 6.3 6 (est.) 0.05 0.11 0.26 0.53 41 41

Yamin et al. (2007) 0.80 6.3

25 0.04 - 0.07 - 14 12

63 0.04 - 0.07 - 23 22

88 0.03 - 0.06 - 40 29

Illampas et al. (2014) 1.17
-1.1

6.8 -
7.5

7 (est.) 0.11 0.26 0.50 1.60 55 -

Zegarra and Quiun
(2003)

1.3 -
1.8

6.9 -
9.2

3 (est.) 0.15 - - 1.78 - -

Figueiredo et al.
(2013) 1.14 10.6 20 - - 0.61 - - 57

Typical Lima casona 4 -1 3 - 8 40 - 50

Typical Cusco
casona 4 -1 3 - 5 50 - 95

The in-plane behaviour and resulting failure mechanisms observed in in-plane experimental tests

are heavily influenced by the geometry of the wall, granulometry of the adobe, and the test setup.

A lower length/height (L/H) ratio combined with a lower vertical pressure leads to a rocking failure,

unless the wall is in some way fixed to the base (Varum et al., 2007). Yamin et al. (2007) shows

that a higher vertical load leads to a higher elastic stiffness and shear strength and thus exceeds

each LS at a lower lateral drift (although a higher force). However, this could also be due to the

vertical loads preventing rocking.

Permissible limits of in-plane drift provided by seismic codes are summarised in Table 5.10 and

compared with the test results in Figure 5.10. Limits proposed by Tarque (2008) for adobe walls

0.44m thick and 1.9m high are also included. For all tests, the maximum permitted level of damage

was attained at a lower drift than is permitted by codes. This indicates that the limits in codes,

which are intended for masonry, are not appropriate for adobe, since cracking occurs at a lower

drift.
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Table 5.10: Limits for in-plane drift of masonry permitted by seismic codes

Source
LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4

Drift (%) Drift (%) Drift (%) Drift (%)
EC8-3

(masonry)
N/A

Shear force
capacity

0.4 – 0.6 0.53-0.8

NZSEE 2011
(masonry)

N/A N/A N/A

Shear failure:

0.6 (flanged wall)

0.4 (un-flanged wall)

Rocking or toe crushing: 0.8

ASCE 41-13
(masonry)

N/A 0.1 0.5 0.6

NTE-030
(masonry)

N/A N/A 0.5 N/A

D'Ayala (2013)
(masonry)

N/A 0.18 – 0.23 0.65 – 0.90 1.23 – 1.92

Vasconcelos (2005)
(stone masonry)

0.12 – 0.16 0.41 – 0.85 1.07 – 2.02 0.86 – 3.12

Tarque (2008)
(adobe)

0.052 0.1 0.26 0.52

Figure 5.10: Comparison of experimentally obtained in-plane drifts with limits in seismic codes
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5.2.2 Out-of-plane Behaviour
Four out-of-plane tests were reviewed, three shaking table tests (Dowling et al., 2005, Illampas

et al., 2014, Tolles et al., 2000), and one quasi-static (Illampas et al., 2014). In all tests, vertical

cracking was observed first, due to bending on a horizontal plane of the wall out-of-plane (Dowling

et al., 2005, Illampas et al., 2014). Dowling et al. (2005) and Zegarra and Quiun (2003) noted

vertical cracks occurring at the corners, leading to total separation of the out-of-plane walls. Once

separated, the walls were free to rock out-of-plane and ultimately collapse by overturning (Dowling

et al., 2005, Zegarra and Quiun, 2003). A different mechanism was observed by Illampas et al.

(2014) due to well-connected transversal walls. In this case, a major horizontal crack occurred

due to the out-of-plane bending of the wall in a vertical plane, which inclined towards the edge of

the wall due to the influence of the transversal walls. Table 5.11 summarises the out-of-plane

drifts provided by Illampas et al. (2014) and Zegarra and Quiun (2003). Displacement was not

provided by Dowling et al. (2005) or Tolles et al. (2000).

Table 5.11: Summary out-of-plane drifts for limit states obtained by testing

Source
Vertical
Pressure
(kPa)

LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4

L/H H/t Drift (%) Drift (%) Drift (%) Drift (%)
Illampas et al.

(2014)
1.17-1.1 6.8-7.5 7 (est.) - - 1.4 5.6

Zegarra and Quiun
(2003)

1.8-1.3 6.9-9.2 3 (est.) 0.12 - - 2.3

Table 5.12: Limits for out-of-plane drift permitted by EC8 Part 3 for geometry of test specimens and
casonas and those proposed by D'Ayala (2013)

Source
LS2 LS3 LS4

Drift (%) Drift (%) Drift (%)

Limits given in EC8 Part 3,
Annex C (masonry)

Shear
force

capacity

0.08 x H0/D
[primary seismic walls]

0.12 x H0/D
[secondary seismic

walls]

(4/3) x 0.08 x H0/D
[primary seismic walls]

(4/3) x 0.12 x H0/D
[secondary seismic

walls]
EC8 limits for geometry in test

specimens by Illampas et al. (2014)
and Zegarra and Quiun (2003)

0.56 - 0.72

(primary seismic walls)

0.74 – 0.96

(primary seismic walls)

EC8 limits based on geometry in
casonas

0.48 0.64

D’Ayala (2013)
(masonry)

Based on
review of

experimental
work

0.33 0.88 2.3

H0: distance between the section where the flexural capacity is attained and the contraflexure point
D: the in-plane horizontal dimension of the wall (depth)

The maximum out-of-plane drifts permitted by EC8 Part 3 are shown in Table 5.12. The

permissible limits have been calculated for the geometry of the test specimens by Illampas et al.
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(2014) and Zegarra and Quiun (2003), as well as for the geometry of the casonas. Drift limits

proposed by D’Ayala (2013) based on a review of experimental work on masonry walls have been

included for comparison. Limits on out-of-plane drifts are not provided by ASCE 41-13 or NZSEE

2011. The drift at which LS4 was attained in the test by Zegarra and Quiun (2003), in which the

transversal walls were not well connected, is the same as that determined based on the review

of experimental work on masonry (D'Ayala, 2013). However, both these values are higher than

proposed by EC8, indicating that the limits in EC8 may be too stringent. In the test by Illampas et

al. (2014) with well-connected transversal walls, the drift at which LS3 and LS4 are exceeded is

much higher.

5.2.3 Dynamic Properties and Global Seismic Behaviour
Damage to adobe specimens subjected to shaking table tests has been shown to correlate well

with observed damages in past earthquakes (Tolles et al., 2000). The peak ground acceleration

(PGA) at which each limit state is exceeded is shown in Table 5.13. The Getty Seismic Adobe

Project (GSAP) tested two specimens, one with and one without a pitched roof, finding that while

the specimens without a roof failed due in flexure and rocking out-of-plane and shear cracking in-

plane, the rafters in the specimen with the roof provided some out-of-plane resistance. The GSAP

concluded that the slenderness ratio of the wall is critical to the out-of-plane response, but the

level of damage to in-plane walls was independent of wall thickness. The specimen tested by

Zegarra and Quiun (2003) reached a higher PGA before collapse, possibly due to shorter walls

and a heavier roof. These results are useful for validation of the numerical models.

Table 5.13: Limit states attained at different PGAs

Source L/H H/t
Vertical
pressure
(kPa)

LS1
PGA (g)

LS2
PGA (g)

LS3
PGA (g)

LS4
PGA (g)

(Tolles et al., 2000)
without roof

11 None - - 0.32 0.48

(Tolles et al., 2000)
with roof

1.2-1.9 7.5 V. low - - 0.32 0.40

Zegarra and Quiun
(2003)

1.8-1.3
6.9-
9.2

3 (est.) 0.29 - - 0.66

(Tolles et al., 2000)
based on

observations from
1994 Northridge EQ

N/A N/A N/A - 0.2 0.3 0.4-0.5

5.2.4 Summary of Adobe Tests
The experimental evidence shows that adobe is characterised by early level cracking, but can

dissipate large amounts of energy, and provided the walls are sufficiently thick, they can remain

stable. If there is a poor connection between the orthogonal walls, the out-of-plane behaviour is

significant, whereas if the connection is good, the walls can distribute more load to the in-plane

walls. The behaviour in-plane is independent of wall thickness, while the out-of-plane behaviour

is directly related to the slenderness (ratio of height to thickness) of the walls, with walls with a

slenderness ratio lower than 6 being more stable (NTE-080, 2006). The data presented in this

section enables an indication of the likely level of damage for various levels of lateral drift to be
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obtained. This is put into use in the detailed assessment, the results of which are presented in

Chapter 8.

5.3 Experimental Tests on Prefabricated Quincha and other Infilled
Timber Frames

As quantitative information on the seismic response of quincha in historic casonas is not found in

literature, experimental studies on similar systems are considered. To date there has been no

experimental work on historic quincha, but some has been published on modern prefabricated

quincha, which differs from historic quincha in its geometry and bracing system. Outcomes from

these tests are summarised in the following section. In addition, historic construction systems

consisting of an infilled timber frame can be found in many highly seismic regions of the world,

and some of these have been studied in more depth. The findings of these studies may be

relevant to the study of quincha, particularly in relation to failure mechanisms, vulnerable parts of

the structure, and assessment methodologies. An overview of the key findings and the

applicability of these results to the quincha system is presented in this section.

5.3.1 Dynamic Testing on Prefabricated Quincha
To the author’s knowledge, three sets of dynamic tests have been performed on prefabricated

quincha specimens, two on specimens with the lower storey in adobe and an upper storey in

quincha (Miranda et al., 2000, SENCICO, 2006), and one test on a specimen with two storeys in

quincha (Torrealva and Muñoz, 1987). Modern prefabricated quincha has a very different

structural layout to the historic system, resulting in different structural properties. However, by

reviewing the results of the tests, it may be possible to gain insight on the dynamic response of

adobe-quincha buildings. For example, it may give an indication on whether sliding occurs

between the adobe and quincha, whether spalling of the mud is an issue, and whether the

presence of the quincha is beneficial to an adobe structure. In addition, since the slenderness

ratios are the same, the significance of out-of-plane behaviour can be considered, and whether

bulging at mid-height is an issue.

Figure 5.11 shows a typical prefabricated quincha panel compared to the historic quincha in

Figure 5.12. The height of the prefabricated frames is between 2.1 and 2.5m, around half that of

the historic quincha frames. However, the beams and posts are also around half of the thickness

of the historic elements, giving an equivalent slenderness ratio. The posts and beams of

prefabricated quincha are connected by nails rather than carpentry joints, and metal plates are

used to improve the connection between adjacent storeys and reinforce connections, rather than

leather strapping. The prefabricated quincha also has horizontal elements for additional bracing.
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Figure 5.11: Typical panel of prefabricated
quincha (Vigo and Schmidt, 2008)

Figure 5.12: Typical section of a historic
quincha wall (Torrealva and Vicente, 2012)

The test by Torrealva and Muñoz (1987) was performed on a shaking table, and consisted of

three phases corresponding to accelerations of 0.34g, 0.83g and 1.33g followed three phases of

free vibration. They found that by the end of the first phase of testing (corresponding to 0.34g

acceleration), there was little damage, except vertical cracks in the plaster. The maximum lateral

drift was 1%, which is equivalent to that permitted for wood in the Peruvian seismic code (NTE-

030, 2014). During subsequent phases, the mud infill on the in-plane walls detached, substantially

reducing the stiffness, and leading to an interstorey drift of 8% in the first storey for an acceleration

of 1.33g. Torrealva and Muñoz (1987) noted that the connections between the transversal walls

are critical, and the reduction in stiffness due to detachment of the mud needs to be researched

further. Almost all the stiffness of the structure arose from the walls acting in-plane, with virtually

no uptake of resistance from the out-of-plane walls, and the displacement was concentrated at

the lower level, with the second storey acting as a rigid block. However, the floor in the test

specimen was significantly heavier than the roof. The test specimen withstood a lateral

acceleration of more than 1g without collapsing.

More recently, Miranda et al. (2000) tested a two storey specimen with the lower storey in adobe

and the upper storey in prefabricated quincha using the pseudo-dynamic test (PDT) method, with

the aim of assessing the viability of the system as an alternative to two storey adobe buildings.

The PDT method is a computer-controlled procedure combining experimental and analytical

techniques to perform dynamic tests using static testing equipment. A predefined displacement

is applied to the test specimen via an actuator. The restoring forces of the structure to this

displacement are measured experimentally and transmitted to the computer. The computer then

calculates what the displacement applied in the next time step should be based on the given

ground acceleration, and the next displacement is applied. For analysis, the structure is simplified

to a two degree of freedom system with lumped masses at floor level. The major differences

between this specimen and the historic quincha is that the adobe walls in the specimen were
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400mm thick, with a thickness ratio between the quincha and adobe of 1:5 (compared to 1:10 in

the historic structure). In addition, eucalyptus rods were inserted into the adobe to reinforce the

connection between it and the quincha.

The test specimen performed well, resisting an acceleration of 0.6g without serious damage. A

maximum drift of 2% was recorded, which exceeds the limit in the Peruvian seismic code, but it

did not lead to collapse. Similarly to Torrealva and Muñoz (1987), there was also a considerable

loss of stiffness observed after the detachment of the mud infill. Ultimate failure was due to shear

in the lower storey adobe walls, but despite the large loss of stiffness in the quincha, it remained

intact. Miranda et al. (2000) suggest that the adobe-quincha is more favourable than a two storey

adobe building as the quincha acts as a damper, reducing the damage to the lower storey adobe.

The hysteretic curves, shown in Figure 5.13, compare a two storey adobe building with the adobe-

quincha one, and seem to support the idea that the quincha dissipates more energy. The

maximum displacements recorded of both models for each input motion are summarised in Figure

5.14.

Input

Adobe-
quincha

Two-storey
adobe

1st
storey

2nd
storey

1st
storey

2nd
storey

0.1g 0.1% 0.4% 0.0% 0.1%

0.2g 0.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.3%

0.4g 0.3% 1.6% 0.4% 0.7%

0.6g 0.5% 2.0%

Figure 5.13: Shear force-displacement for two
storey adobe building and adobe-quincha
building for PGA of 0.4g (Miranda et al., 2000).

Figure 5.14: Summary of maximum drift for
two storey adobe model and adobe-quincha
model (From (Miranda et al., 2000))

The most recent test on an adobe-quincha specimen was performed by SENCICO (2006) on a

unidirectional shaking table. The specimen was 3.2m square with two 2.35m high storeys. The

adobe wall was 210mm in thickness, while the quincha was 75mm. Two faces had openings for

windows, while the other face had a door. Acceleration records from the Ocoña earthquake (2001)

were used, and the structure was tested in five cycles scaled to 0.1g, 0.3g, 0.6g, 0.8g, and 1g.

Prior to each cycle, a free vibration cycle of 1.5mm displacement was applied.

During the first two phases of the test, (0.1g and 0.3g), the fundamental period of vibration

remained almost constant (SENCICO, 2006), indicating that the structure is still demonstrating

elastic behaviour. However, at higher levels of acceleration, diagonal cracking occurred in the in-

plane adobe walls, particularly around openings. The displacements recorded at the top of the

adobe wall, and the top of the quincha wall are summarised in Table 5.14. At a low level of

acceleration, the quincha is more flexible than the adobe. However, when cracking has occurred
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in the adobe, its displacement exceeds that of the quincha. The deformation in the quincha is

below the 1% permitted by the Peruvian seismic code, even at a 1g acceleration, yet the adobe

exceeds the 0.5% allowable drift for masonry at 0.6g (NTE-030, 2014). Similarly to Miranda et al.

(2000), SENCICO (2006) concluded that the additional storey in quincha was preferable to a

single storey adobe dwelling, as the quincha acts as a ring beam, confining the adobe after

cracking. However, this assertion relies on some connection between the quincha sole plate and

the adobe wall.

Table 5.14: Maximum interstorey drift in adobe and quincha (Data from SENCICO (2006))
Acceleration Drift Adobe Drift Quincha

0.1g 0.01% 0.03%

0.3g 0.17% 0.11%

0.6g 0.52% 0.52%

0.8g 0.68% 0.52%

1g 0.96% 0.55%

The maximum interstorey drifts for each level of acceleration from each of the three tests are

summarised in Figure 5.15. The results from Miranda et al. (2000) and SENCICO (2006) are

comparable at the level of the adobe (Figure 5.15a), but there is a large difference at the level of

the quincha (Figure 5.15b). This is most likely due to the fact that the specimen tested by Miranda

et al. (2000) has four openings as opposed to three, and is 4.4m rather than 3.2m square. Figure

5.15c displays the maximum interstorey drifts for the test on the two storey quincha specimen, in

which it can be seen that the maximum drift in the lower storey is much larger than those recorded

in the other tests. This highlights a potential vulnerability of two storey quincha buildings as the

flexibility of the quincha with a heavier, or stiffer, upper storey may lead to a soft storey effect.

Finally, comparing the adobe-quincha specimens with a two storey adobe model (Figure 5.15d)

shows that the damage to the lower level in adobe is significantly lower when the upper storey is

quincha. As mentioned previously, this may be due to a confining effect, damping effect, or due

to the lower mass and hence shear force transferred to the lower storey.
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Figure 5.15a: Maximum interstorey drift in
lower storey adobe for adobe-quincha

specimens

Figure 5.15b: Maximum interstorey drift in upper
storey quincha for adobe-quincha specimens

Figure 5.15c: Interstorey drift for two storey
quincha (Data from Torrealva and Muñoz

(1987))

Figure 5.15d: Interstorey drifts at lower storey for
adobe-quincha specimens compared with single
storey adobe (Data for single storey adobe
specimen from Zegarra and Quiun (2003))

Figure 5.15: Comparison of interstorey drifts for various tests on quincha and adobe-quincha
specimens available in literature

The geometry of the test specimens is summarised in Figure 5.16 to assess whether they could

be considered to be around 1:2 scale of a single room of a historic casona (shown in Figure 5.17

and Figure 5.18). The specimen by Miranda et al. (2000) has storey heights, wall thicknesses and

wall lengths of around half that of HC. However, in the specimen by SENCICO (2006) the walls

are significantly more slender. Froude scaling laws dictate that the level of acceleration is constant

between the test specimen and the building so the level of expected drift can be predicted by

assuming that it will be twice what was measured in the test by Miranda et al. (2000). However,

this is only valid within the elastic range. In the tests, the roof and floor systems had a self-weight

of 0.4kN/m2, while the floor had an additional imposed load of 1kN/m2. In HC, the loads from the

floor and roof are both around 2 and 2.5kN/m2, meaning that although the floor loads are

comparable, the roof in HC is much heavier.
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Figure 5.16a: Two storey
quincha structure as tested
by Torrealva and Muñoz
(1987)

Figure 5.16b: Adobe-Quincha
structure as tested by Miranda
et al. (2000)

Figure 5.16c: Adobe-Quincha
structure as tested by
SENCICO (2006)

Figure 5.17: Typical section showing
dimensions of historic adobe-quincha building

Figure 5.18: Dimensions of historic adobe-
quincha building to half-scale

The outcomes of these tests highlight some critical areas, which should be considered in the

analysis of the historic quincha buildings. The out of plane behaviour doesn’t seem to be critical,

as provided that the panels are well connected, they can adequately transfer forces in-plane. The

quality of the connections between transversal walls, and between the adobe and quincha, were

found by all three research groups to be critical to the performance of the system. In addition,

there was a substantial reduction in stiffness after spalling of the mud, indicating that it contributes

a significant part of the lateral stiffness.

5.3.2 Experimental Tests on Infilled Timber Frames
Infilled timber framed structures are found all over the world, including many regions with high

seismicity, including Latin America, Southern Europe, Turkey, India and Pakistan. In the past 25

years, there has been renewed interest in the seismic behaviour of infilled timber frames, including

several investigations into the application of traditional techniques to new low cost housing

(Kaminski, 2012, Arup, 2011, Málaga-Chuquitaype et al., 2014, Hassel et al., 2013, Kuroiwa,

1991). Langenbach (2007) proposes the division of infilled timber frames into three categories

according to their prevalent structural element; infill masonry construction, timber-laced bearing

wall masonry construction, and earthen plaster and sticks with a timber frame, of which quincha

is an example. The following section presents a brief overview of experimental tests on infilled

timber frames, with the aim of extracting data on typical failure modes, the influence of vertical
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load, and performance targets for quincha. Timber-laced masonry is not considered further since

it is regarded as a form of masonry construction with a different response to that of quincha.

Figure 5.19: Infilled masonry
(Cóias)

Figure 5.20: Timber laced
(Schacher, 2007)

Figure 5.21: Earthen plaster
and sticks (Helsie, 2010)

Traditional techniques consisting of earthen plaster and sticks of various forms are found across

Latin America, Europe, and Asia. The most similar construction technique to quincha is probably

bahareque, found in Ecuador, Colombia and Central America, which consists of a timber frame

infilled with horizontal canes and mud. It dates back to before the arrival of the Spanish but was

altered during the colonial period, arguably at a detriment to its seismic performance (López et

al., 2004). Today, few colonial bahareque structures exist, many having succumbed to

deterioration (López et al., 2004). In Japan, two systems, known as tsuchikabe and okabe, or
more generally as mud shear walls (MSW) have been used in residential buildings since the 17th-

century (Komatsu et al., 2009). These systems consist of a timber frame covered with vertical

bamboo canes and horizontal timber planks, and the wall is plastered with several layers of mud.

The tsuchikabe technique is a traditional method of infilling the timber frames where mud plaster

covers bamboo. Okabe is a more recent technique in which plaster is applied to a weave of wood

(Scawthorn et al., 1981). In Turkey, hımış, an infilled masonry technique, and bağdadi or
şamdolma, a wattle and daub technique have been used for upper storeys above a masonry

ground floor for several centuries. They are widely believed to have good seismic behaviour due

to the bracing, their light weight, and good energy dissipation (Tobriner, 2000, Şahin Güçhan,

2007).

In terms of infilled masonry techniques, one of the most well-known systems is the Portuguese

frontal or gaiola walls of the Pombalino buildings, devised after the devastating Lisbon earthquake

of 1755 (Ramos and Lourenço, 2004, Paula and Cóias, 2006, Meireles, 2012, Ferreira et al.,

2014, Poletti and Vasconcelos, 2014, Kouris et al., 2014). The Pombalino buildings are up to five

storeys tall and consist of external masonry walls with an embedded timber frame. The internal

walls consist of a timber frame divided into squares with cross bracing, and infilled with masonry

(see Figure 5.19). These walls are connected to timbers embedded in the external masonry wall

by a series of iron cross ties, and the frame is further braced by the diaphragm action of the timber

floors (Ramos and Lourenço, 2004). The timber crossed braced frame is relatively similar to the

Dhajji-Dewari system found in Northern India and Pakistan, which has been investigated by
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several organisations with the aim of providing sustainable low-cost housing (Arup, 2011,

Pakistan and National Disaster Management Authority, 2009). However, the Dhajji-Dewari is
infilled with rubble stone, rather than brick masonry. Other types of infilled masonry with cross-

bracing include the Haitian ‘gingerbread’ system, which originates from French immigrants who

imported their Coulombage construction system. The traditional construction systems from the

island of Lefkada, Greece, and the Casa Barraccata system originating from Southern Italy in the

late 18th-century can also be included in this category.

With a few exceptions, the majority of the experimental work that has been carried out has

considered the in-plane behaviour under quasi-static loads. An outline of important contributions

to the analysis of infilled timber frames is presented in Table 5.7, after which the most significant

findings from the research and their applicability to quincha are discussed.



Table 5.15: Summary of important contributions to testing and analysis of infilled timber frames

Structural System Location Source Method of
analysis

Geometry* (m)
Bracing Infill material Connections

t H L

Bahareque

Ecuador
and

Central
America

González and
Gutiérrez (2005)

In-plane cyclic
0.04-
0.06

2.4 2.7
Horizontal strips of
bamboo/wild cane

Nailed

Málaga Chuquitaype
et al. (2014)

In-plane cyclic
(I-shaped)

0.06
1.85-
3.0

3.0
Chicken
mesh

Horizontal
canes/cement mortar

Nailed/steel
straps

Kaminski et al.
(2015)

Shaking table
full specimen

Horizontal
canes/cement mortar

Nailed/steel
straps

Tsuchikabe &
okabe (MSW) Japan Nakaji et al. (2010) In-plane cyclic 0.12

2.7-
2.9

0.46-
2.73

Horizontal canes
Mortice &
tenon

Hımış Turkey Aktaş et al. (2014) In-plane cyclic 3 -3.6 3.1 - 5.2 Masonry/adobe Nailed

Bağdadi &
şamdolma Turkey Aktaş et al. (2014) In-plane cyclic 3 -3.6 3.1 - 5.2 Lath & plaster Nailed

Casa Barraccata
(borbone)

Southern
Italy

Ruggieri and Zinno
(2013)

In-plane cyclic 0.41 2.95 3.39 Rubble stone
Half-lap joints
with nails

Italian Dolomites Northern
Italy

(Ceccotti et al., 2006)
Nonlinear time
history analysis

Horizontal branches
& rubble stone

Carpentry
joints

Gaiola Portugal

Ramos and Lourenço
(2004)

In-plane cyclic 0.21 2.58 2.58 X-bracing Masonry

Ferreira et al. (2014) In-plane cyclic 0.08 1.5 1.4
X-bracing
(1 module)

Masonry
Cross-halving

joints

Poletti et al. (2013) In-plane cyclic 0.12 2.36 2.42
X-bracing

(4
modules)

Masonry
Lap-joints with

nails

Dhajji-Dewari India &
Pakistan

Ali et al. (2012) In-plane cyclic 0.10 2.5 3.1 X-bracing Rubble stone
Nailed mortice

& tenon

Kay peyi Haiti
Vieux-Champagne et

al. (2012)

In-plane
monotonic &

cyclic
0.10

1.0-
2.0

0.85-4
X-bracing

(1-8
modules)

Adobe / rubble stone
Nailed (with
steel strips)

C
hapter5145
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of backbone curves for selected types of infilled frames

The backbone curves of lateral drift against force per m length of wall generated from cyclic test

data published in literature are compared in Figure 5.22 to obtain a comparison of strength and

stiffness of different types of infilled timber walls. The system with the highest capacity is the

gaiola walls by a significant margin. The borbone and bahareque walls have a similar initial

stiffness, but lower capacity due to yielding of the nailed connections in the case of the borbone,

and buckling and crushing of the mortar in the bahareque. The samdolma, himis, and dhajji-

dewari walls have a much lower initial stiffness and capacity compared to the other types, but are

more ductile and can be pushed to higher displacements without a significant loss of capacity.

The high stiffness and capacity of the gaiola walls are due to extensive cross-bracing, nailed

connections, and stiff masonry infill. However, this also results in a heavier wall that attracts higher

seismic forces. The dhajji-dewari walls are also cross-braced but have a much lower capacity due

to a weaker infill and connections. The high stiffness of the bahareque tested by Málaga-

Chuquitaype et al. (2014) can be attributed in part to the cement mortar providing compressive

resistance in addition to the horizontal canes. This graph shows the wide variation between

different types of infilled timber frames. There is no clear correlation between strength and

stiffness, and the geometry or infill type, due to the wide variation and many influencing factors.

However, in the following paragraphs, the influence of the infill, energy dissipation capacity, the

influence of connections, and the effect of geometry is considered.

Reports on the contribution of the infill to the strength and stiffness of timber frames differ. A

number of authors have reported that the infill has a significant positive influence on the
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performance of the system, increasing its strength (Duţu et al., 2015, Ruggieri and Zinno, 2013,

Poletti et al., 2013), ductility (Ruggieri and Zinno, 2013) and stiffness (Ruggieri and Zinno, 2013

Poletti, 2013 #163). Duţu et al. (2015) reported that although the frame and infill separated at an

early stage, they continued to work together, with timber providing a confining effect for the stiffer

masonry infill. This contrasts with results from in-plane testing on cross-braced dhajji-dewari

frames by Ali et al. (2012), who concluded that the infill didn’t have any contribution to the lateral

load capacity of the walls, and Ferreira et al. (2014) who reported that the stiffening effect of the

masonry is lower than expected. These findings were both obtained on systems with a heavy infill

of masonry or rubble stone and substantially cross braced and therefore most likely are not

directly applicable to the quincha with the lighter infill and less bracing. Aktaş et al. (2014)

performed tests on frames with a heavy masonry infill as well as a lighter bağdadi and şamdolma
infill. Aktaş et al. (2014) found that although the infill increases the lateral strength of the frame by

an average of 88%, and the secant stiffness by around 200%, the presence of the infill increases

the weight and changes the natural period of vibration. For all cases except one of the bağdadi
specimens, the increase ratio in weight is higher than the increase in lateral load strength,

reducing the seismic performance of the frame. However, the lighter covering of bağdadi or
şamdolma increases the strength and stiffness more than the infill of adobe or brick so is more

beneficial overall. Despite this, the opposite conclusion was reached by Ceccotti et al. (2006) for

timber frames in the Italian Dolomites, who by means of time history analyses from eight different

real earthquakes found that the best performing frame system was a cross-braced brick infilled

frame. Despite having a low ductility, the system had the highest static load bearing capacity and

highest stiffness and performed better than the frames with a lighter filling of branches covered

with lime. The variation in observations of different test specimens makes it difficult to draw

conclusions on the effect of the infill in the quincha walls.

Nakao and Yamaguchi (2015) reported high levels of damage to the plaster and infill when testing

Japanese MSWs, leading to delamination of the mud after large amounts of cracking, which

dissipated energy. The masonry-infilled frames also dissipate large amounts of energy provided

that the mortar bond is weak enough to allow the bricks to slide between each other (Ramos and

Lourenço, 2004, Poletti and Vasconcelos, 2012). This, however, leads to substantial stiffness

reductions over several cycles (Ramos and Lourenço, 2004, Aktaş et al., 2014).

A number of authors reported that the strength and stiffness of the walls is governed by the

behaviour of the connections (Poletti and Vasconcelos, 2014, Aktaş et al., 2014, Ali et al., 2012,

Hicyilmaz et al., 2012, Nakao and Yamaguchi, 2015, Nakaji et al., 2010). Aktaş et al. (2014) found

that failure of both bare and infilled frames originated in the connection, and consisted of cycles

of the nails pulling out and being driven back in until the nails pulled out completely. This was also

the case for the gaiola walls, where pinching (flattening of the load-displacement curves in

subsequent cycles showing loss of stiffness) in the cyclic tests was observed, caused by

cumulative damage to the connections in the form of plastic deformation of the nails (Poletti and

Vasconcelos, 2014). Ultimate failure also occurred at the connections, and significant uplift of the

vertical posts was observed in the infilled frame (Poletti and Vasconcelos, 2014, Ali et al., 2012).
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Uplift also was seen in the mortice and tenon joints of the Japanese mud shear walls (Nakaji et

al., 2010, Nakao and Yamaguchi, 2015). Poletti and Vasconcelos (2012) performed further tests

on gaiola walls with connections strengthened with bolts and steel plates, concluding that

strengthening with bolts did not significantly improve the behaviour in terms of load capacity,

energy dissipation or ductility. However, the wall strengthened with plates was much stiffer and

gained a 121% increase in capacity, although ultimate failure was due to brittle shearing of the

vertical post rather than gradual yielding of the nails.

As with all in-plane tests, the geometry and test setup have a significant effect on the results.

Poletti and Vasconcelos (2012) found by cyclic tests on full scale replica gaoila walls that for walls

with a lower vertical load, the behaviour was dominated by the rocking mechanism at the bottom

of the walls, whereas with a higher vertical load, a shear response was observed. The vertical

posts were observed to lift up to 50mm during the tests as the wall rocked back and forth, but

higher vertical loads reduced this uplift. However, Poletti et al. (2013) note that the gaiola walls

were never intended to carry vertical loads as the external masonry walls were load bearing, and

significantly more damage was caused to the walls with higher vertical loads. The reason for this

was that, while the unloaded walls failed when posts lifted up out of the mortice, the walls with

higher vertical loads could not uplift so failed through shear of the central connection. The

behaviour is also affected by the length of the wall tested, with longer walls demonstrating a

response in shear, while the shorter walls tended to rock due to the lower overturning moment

resistance (Nakaji et al., 2010, Nakao and Yamaguchi, 2015).

Few out-of-plane tests have been performed on infilled timber walls since, if the walls are well

connected to transversal walls, the resistance mainly arises from the in-plane walls. An exception

to this is found in Kaminski et al. (2015), who references a study involving out-of-plane shaking

table tests on a small-scale bahareque wall with the aim of measuring the spalling of the cement

mortar (Davies, 2014). In this test, the bahareque was wrapped in chicken mesh on either one or

both sides. According to Kaminski et al. (2015), the study found that the cement mortar on the

tensile side cracks at an early stage, followed by debonding between the canes and mortar on

the compression side, after which the canes provide all the out-of-plane resistance. A similar

mechanism might occur for quincha, except with mud rather than cement.

As expected, given the wide geographical area from which the systems originate, their geometry,

type of infill, plaster, and connection details vary. Furthermore, even within one system, there are

countless variations, and the quality of workmanship and level of deterioration significantly affects

the performance. Quincha has some features not present in other systems. For example, the

canes are weaved vertically and packed together tightly. Where canes are used in other systems

(such as bahareque, Japanese MSW, Bağdadi and şamdolma), a small space is left between

them to allow the mortar to bind. The citara bracing with adobe infill at the base of the second

storey wall is also not found in any other systems, and the lack of tensile capacity of the

connections to prevent uplift is unique as other frames with mortice and tenon connections have

nails or a dowel. Due to this, the quantitative data on the behaviour of quincha required for the

detailed assessment cannot be extrapolated from other tests on infilled frames. As a result, it is
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necessary to perform tests on quincha frames to obtain information on their stiffness, capacity

and failure modes.

5.4 Concluding Remarks
The aim of this chapter was to collate qualitative and quantitative evidence on the seismic

performance of the casonas. Qualitative evidence from past earthquakes has provided a good

indication of possible response and expected vulnerabilities of two-storey adobe casonas in

Cusco. However, in Lima, the reports are less definitive. Although the flexibility of the quincha and

importance of good connections is apparent, it is still not well-understood whether the adobe-

quincha buildings present a favourable or unfavourable response.

In terms of performance targets, a correlation between lateral drift and damage to adobe walls

has been obtained from reviewing experimental work available in literature. This data shows good

agreement with post-earthquake observations, and combined with material testing and sensitivity

studies is considered sufficient for the detailed assessment of the two-storey adobe casonas in

Cusco, and the lower storey of the casonas in Lima. However, it has not been possible to obtain

quantitative data on the behaviour of quincha from information available in literature. No tests

have been performed on historic quincha specimens, and although a number of tests have been

carried out on other types of infilled walls, the variability of these systems means that it is very

difficult or impossible to apply the findings to quincha with any degree of certainty. In addition, the

prefabricated quincha is significantly different to the historic version, particularly in terms of its

bracing and connections, both of which substantially influence the lateral stiffness and strength.

As a result, it is considered necessary to invest additional time and effort in performing

experimental tests on historic quincha to gain a better understanding of its behaviour,

vulnerabilities, and the lateral drift at which each limit state is exceeded. In-plane tests are

considered more valuable and worthwhile since most of the stiffness arises from the in-plane

walls, and the out-of-plane stiffness can be estimated analytically more easily.

This serves to demonstrate two possible scenarios after carrying out a detailed literature review.

On the one hand, as evidenced by the casonas in Cusco, a significant amount of data can be

obtained directly from literature, without the need for intrusive or costly tests. However, on the

other hand, as demonstrated by the Lima casonas, it is possible to end up in the situation where

still little information is available, and the behaviour of the buildings is still not well understood. In

the latter case, it is necessary that further testing is performed if money and time permits,

otherwise the level of confidence in the assessment will be much lower. In the former case, it is

possible to proceed directly to the numerical analysis without the need for a large number of tests.

The next two chapters focus on developing a more in-depth understanding of the quincha system,

without which, the detailed assessment of the Lima casona would have a very low level of

confidence. In-plane experimental tests on quincha walls are presented next, in Chapter 6, while

Chapter 7 details the process of developing a realistic and reliable numerical model of the quincha

system, which can be used in the detailed assessment of the building at global level.
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CHAPTER 6: IN-PLANE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS ON
QUINCHA WALLS

_________________________________________________________________________

The quincha used in the upper storeys of the casonas is a defining feature, which some argue

may improve the overall seismic response of the building. However, observations and reports

from past earthquakes are conflicting, and it is difficult to gain any definitive understanding of the

seismic response. The considerable research carried out on other types of infilled timber frames,

reviewed in the previous chapter, although valuable from a qualitative perspective, is not directly

applicable due to the major influence of variations in geometry, connection details, and infill on

the behaviour. Therefore, it is important to perform experimental tests on quincha specimens

representative of the historic typology found in Lima casonas. Within the framework of the SRP,

two sets of tests were carried out. This chapter presents and discusses the results of these tests,

and describes how they form part of the detailed assessment of the Lima casona. It is hoped that

this data will provide a better understanding of quincha as a structural system, validate the global

models of the Lima casona, and give an indication of likely failure mechanisms.

As described in Chapter 4, HC is particularly interesting due to it having two distinct bracing

systems on adjacent storeys; the citara on the second storey, and the single diagonal brace on

the third. Despite the feature of the diagonal brace being less common in casonas in Lima, the

preliminary analysis showed that the behaviour of the third storey frame was critical to the overall

response, warranting the experimental testing of both bracing systems. A wide variety of

geometrical configurations is present in the casonas in Lima, sometimes even within one building.

In order to properly quantify the effect of these variations, the behaviour of the timber frame,

bracing, and infill can be considered as individual components, as well as how they interact with

each other. As the mechanical properties of the infill material and its connection to the frame are

highly variable and difficult to reproduce in a numerical model, tests are performed on identical

frames with and without infill. This enables the contribution of the infill alone to be quantified from

the experimental results. All sets of tests investigated the in-plane properties of the quincha,

obtaining data on lateral stiffness, ultimate capacity and failure mode, as well as energy

dissipation and influence of the infill.

The SRP experimental campaign on quincha walls took place over a period of two years between

March 2011 and February 2013. Half-scale tests on frames without the infill of canes and mud
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were performed by Moore and D'Ayala (2011) in the Structural Engineering Laboratory at the

University of Bath, UK. From November 2011 to January 2012 Torrealva and Vicente (2012a)

performed 12 cyclic tests on full-scale quincha walls in the Structures Laboratory at PUCP, Lima,

Peru. The author was present during the first six of these tests. In early 2012, the author

performed a series of tests at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of the University of Bath on

half-scale frames with and without infill. Subsequently, in early 2013, a section of an original

historic quincha wall was removed from HC, preserving as much of its original material as

possible, and tested by Vicente and Torrealva (2012) at PUCP. Full characterisation of the timber

present in HC was performed by Custodio et al. (2012) at the end of 2012, while some local tests

on the mortice and tenon connections, and the infill were performed by the author in August 2012.

The timeline, in which tests are designed and performed prior to a full material characterisation

being carried out is typical of large projects with many external factors, including financial and

time constraints, as well as limitations in access to laboratory facilities. This demonstrates the

importance of preliminary models and thorough sensitivity analyses to ensure that the test results

are valid and reliable, and that time and/or money is not wasted.

In terms of time and money, large-scale testing campaigns are one of the costliest parts of the

assessment process, and it could be argued that these resources could be better spent

elsewhere. For much of the vernacular architecture worldwide it would be unfeasible to expect

that experimental tests of this scale would be performed within an assessment. Therefore, the

importance of these tests and how they sit within the diagnosis have been critically assessed and

discussed later in the chapter. The findings from the tests are also intended to be able to be

extrapolated to other buildings, both quincha buildings and other infilled timber frames discussed

in Chapter 5.

This chapter is laid out as follows. The geometry of the test specimens, the setup, and the applied

loading is presented first. This begins with a brief summary of the geometry in HC for purposes

of comparison, followed by a description of the test setup in the UK, then Peru. Section 6.2 then

details the results of the tests on the citara-braced frame found on the second storey of HC,

labelled Frame A, followed by the results of the tests on the diagonally braced frame, Frame B,

in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 concludes with an explanation of how the test results are used within

the assessment methodology and how they are used to inform and validate the modelling.

Throughout this chapter, tests performed in Peru are prefixed with a P, while those carried out at

the University of Bath are prefixed by UK. All interpretations and observations of the tests are the

author’s own unless otherwise referenced.

6.1 SRP Experimental Campaign Methodology

This section presents the method of the SRP experimental campaign. A brief description of the

geometry and connection details in HC is provided, followed by the estimated vertical loads

applied to the frames. The subsequent section presents the procedure for the UK experimental

campaign, giving a description of the test specimens, materials, setup and instrumentation, and

loading protocol. The same information is then provided for the PUCP experimental campaign.
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Section 6.1.4 then defines the response parameters used in to evaluate the outputs required for

the detailed diagnosis and to calibrate the numerical models.

Quincha Walls in HC

A detailed description of quincha has been provided in Chapter 4, so only a brief outline of the

geometry on which the test specimens were based is presented here. Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2

show typical dimensions of Frame A and Frame B respectively, based on data presented in

Chapter 4.

Figure 6.1: Typical dimensions of Frame A (mm) Figure 6.2: Typical dimensions of Frame B (mm)

Typical details of the mortice and tenon joint and diagonal connection are shown in Figure 6.3

and Figure 6.4 respectively, although the tenon dimensions are variable. Note that the diagonal

is connected to the beam by a lap joint, where the beam has been cut away to a depth of half the

thickness of the diagonal, although the diagonal itself retains its full cross section.

Figure 6.3: Typical dimensions of top
mortice and tenon connection (mm)

Figure 6.4: Typical dimensions of diagonal
connection onsite (mm)

The typical vertical load applied to the quincha frames was calculated based on the structural

survey carried out by the author in November 2011. It was assumed that the internal walls on the
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second floor are at 5m spacing. Frame A supports the floor joists from the third floor, the third-

floor panels, and the roof. The spacing between third-floor walls which only supports the self-

weight of the roof, is the same as that of the second floor. Table 6.1 summarises the values of

these loads.

Table 6.1: Summary of loading on frames

Load
Load per m length applied to each frame

assuming tributary length of 5m
Frame A Frame B

Self-weight of roof 2.2 kN/m2 11.2 kN/m 11.2 kN/m

Self-weight of 3rd storey quincha wall 4.7 kN/m 4.7 kN/m N/A

Self-weight of third-floor 2.4 kN/m2 12.1 kN/m N/A

: Total Load 19.0 kN/m 11.2 kN/m

UK Experimental Campaign

6.1.2.1 Test Specimens

This section presents the test specimens, set-up, and loading protocol of the experimental

campaign performed in the UK. Seven frames were tested, two representing Frame A and five

representing Frame B as summarised below.

x Frame A / Bare Frame (UKA1)

x Frame A / Infilled Frame (UKA2)

x Frame B / Bare Frame – Diagonal in Compression (UKB1)

x Frame B / Bare Frame – Diagonal in Tension (UKB2)

x Frame B / Infilled Frame – Diagonal in Tension (x2) (UKB3 & UKB4)

x Frame B / Bare Frame – Diagonal in Tension with Glued Tenons (UKB5)

UKA1 and UKB1, were tested by Moore in April 2011 and reported in Moore and D'Ayala (2011).

For each frame, the geometry, materials, and test setup were maintained the same as far as

possible to enable direct comparison. The frames for tests UKA1 and UKB1 were designed to

half-scale by Moore and D'Ayala (2011) based on drawings by Soto (2010). These dimensions

were confirmed on site by the author in November 2011 and the remaining frames of each

specimen constructed to the same geometry. The dimensions of Frame A are shown in Figure

6.5a and Frame B in Figure 6.5b. A wall length consisting of four vertical posts was selected as it

represents a typical spacing between window and door openings and is practical for testing in the

laboratory. It is also a typical number of posts which the diagonal brace passes over in Frame B.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the frames with the weaved canes used in the infilled tests.
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Figure 6.5a: Frame A Geometry
(dimensions in mm)

Figure 6.5b: Frame B Geometry
(dimensions in mm)

Figure 6.6a: Frame A showing weave of canes Figure 6.6b: Frame B showing weave of
canes

The frames were constructed by a carpenter based in the UK. Since the cylindrical tenons aren’t

common in the UK, the carpenter requested that the tenons be square in cross section with a

width equal to the diameter of the equivalent cylindrical tenon. The carpenter also recommended

that the tenons on the outer posts are offset inwards to prevent failure of the mortice before the

tenon at the corner posts which is standard practice in traditional English carpentry. Since no
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information was available on how the Peruvian carpenters dealt with this issue, this detail was

accepted. The connection details are shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.7: Connection detail (Frame A) Figure 6.8: Connection detail (Frame B)

Figure 6.9: Diagonal connection in test UKB2 Figure 6.10: Diagonal connection in tests

The struts at the base of Frame A were nailed to the post. The connection between the diagonal

brace and the top plate of Frame B is shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. As the frames are

half-scale, two nails were used rather than three to four as observed on site. At the time of the

first test, the geometry of the nails used on site was unknown, so the geometry and type of nails

used varied in each test as more knowledge was obtained about the connection on site and

attempts were made to recreate the connection with a higher level of accuracy. With the exception

of test UKB1, the diagonal was not scarfed into the beam. The lateral offset of the top connection

of the diagonal brace was also slightly smaller than observed in HC.

6.1.2.2 Material Characteristics

The sensitivity analysis, performed as part of the preliminary assessment (Chapter 4) determined

that a full mechanical characterisation of the timber was required, but this could not be carried out

before testing. In the absence of this data, Moore and D'Ayala (2011), who tested frames UKA1

and UKB1, selected English oak (Quercus Robur) due to its availability in the UK. Therefore, to

ensure continuity between all tests, the same species was used for the remainder of the tests.

The oak used conformed to Grade TH1 (strength class D30), and mechanical characteristics were

obtained experimentally according to BS EN 408:2010 by the author. The average moisture

content obtained according to BS EN 332:1996 was 10.8%.
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The species identification and their mechanical properties were later determined from timber

specimens extracted from HC, by researchers at the Universidad Nacional Agraria La Molina,

Peru (UNALM) (Custodio et al., 2012). Custodio et al. (2012) found that Frame A contains two

species: sapelli (African mahogany) in the beams, and cypress in the posts and citara struts, while

Frame B, consists of sapelli in the sole plate and cypress in the remainder of the frame. Once this

data was collected, further sensitivity analyses were used to evaluate the reliability of the tests

previously carried out, as well as the effect of the specific parameters. This has been published

in Quinn et al. (2012). The characteristics of the timber used in the tests and onsite are compared

in Table 6.2. The modulus of elasticity of the cypress in bending is around 5GPa, substantially

less than the 9GPa of the oak used in the Bath tests, meaning that the quincha frames in HC are

more flexible in bending. However, the modulus of rupture, which governs the flexural strength is

the same. Evidence from reports of tests on timber infilled frames, reviewed in Chapter 5, shows

that failure most commonly occurred in the connections (Aktaş et al., 2014, Poletti and

Vasconcelos, 2014). If this is the case for quincha, in addition to the type of connection, the

compressive strength parallel and perpendicular to the grain may govern the frame’s capacity.

These values are higher for the test oak, which may result in a higher connection than is realistic.

The influence of this was therefore assessed analytically and by means of a sensitivity analysis

(Quinn et al., 2012, Quinn and D’Ayala, 2013).

Table 6.2: Mechanical characteristics of timber used in tests compared with timber onsite
Mechanical

Characteristics
(Average Values)

D30 Oak
(ref. BS EN

338)
Test Oak

Sapelli
(Custodio et al.,

2012)

Cypress
(Custodio et
al., 2012)

Modulus of rupture (MPa) 30
48

(s.d. = 6.4)
60 48

Compressive strength
parallel to grain (MPa) 23

42.8
(s.d. = 1.8)

33 31

Compressive strength
perpendicular to grain
(MPa)

8
8.3

(s.d. = 0.6)
5 5

Modulus of elasticity in
bending (MPa) 9 000

9 100
(s.d. = 3.6)

8 000 5 000

Density (kg/m3) 640
630

(s.d. = 4.7)
490 470

In HC, two 25mm canes of the species caña brava (gynerium sagittatum) pass horizontally

through the frame. A sensitivity analysis showed that without the infill, the cross-sectional area of

the canes is the most influential parameter, while the mechanical properties of the canes play a

lesser effect on the lateral stiffness. Therefore, locally-sourced canes were used with a

representative diameter of 12.5mm on average and a range of 10-15mm. The same species and

diameter of canes were used vertically and horizontally. Without the restraining effect of the infill,

the horizontal canes were free to pass freely through the drilled holes in the vertical posts, so the

holes in the end posts were not drilled completely through the post to provide some limited

restraint.

The preliminary assessment concluded that the properties of the adobe blockwork at the base of

the quincha in Frame A were less significant than other factors since the lateral forces are
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transferred by the citara struts. In the UK, adobe is difficult to source, but ‘cob’ is readily available.

The difference in nomenclature between cob and adobe is due to the manufacturing and

construction method: adobe blocks are left to dry in the sun and then used with a mortar, while

cob blocks are assembled onsite while still wet, and moulded in situ. Therefore, cob blocks were

used assembled like adobe, where dried cob was set in mud mortar. Cob is generally more

cohesive than adobe due to its higher clay content. The sensitivity analysis showed that the effect

of using cob rather than adobe to the overall behaviour is not significant. The mortar was prepared

from crushed blocks sieved using a 4mm sieve and mixed with fine builder’s sand at a ratio of

one part clay to two parts sand by volume in order to control shrinkage. Water was added at a

ratio of 1:6 by volume.

Variations in the consistency of the mud used for the infill may significantly affect the response of

the wall. In tests on modern quincha described in Chapter 5, the infill detached, causing a

significant loss of stiffness (Torrealva and Muñoz, 1987, Miranda et al., 2000, SENCICO, 2006).

Since a highly cohesive infill has a lower propensity to detach, the same loss of stiffness may not

be observed. Although data on the characteristics of the mud infill is not found in literature, it is

reasonable to assume that its granulometry will be similar to that used for the adobe blocks or

mortar. The mud infill was made from crushed cob blocks sieved to remove particles larger than

10mm. Straw was retained to improve binding. Water was added until the mud had a plastic

consistency, which was attained when a small ball of mud could be pressed between the finger

and thumb without cracking as advised in the Peruvian Adobe Code (NTE-080, 2006). This

consistency was reached at a ratio of four parts soil to one part water. The mud was applied to

the canes and left to air dry in the laboratory for a period of ten days. Due to the high clay content,

the mud infill experienced a high level of shrinkage, and a gap of a few millimetres appeared

between the frame and the infill. This gap was filled in with more mud prior to testing. Cubes made

of the mud infill had a compressive strength of 1.4MPa, which is comparable to 1.7MPa tested on

adobe cubes extracted from HC. No plaster was added to the frame as it is not believed to

increase the capacity of the frame, and it requires an extensive drying period.

The granulometry curves of the cob blocks obtained according to ASTM D6913 – 04 (2009) are

compared to adobe specimens retrieved from HC in Figure 6.11. The mud infill had the same

granulometry with the exception of the removal of gravel. The adobe from HC has a very high

sand content, with almost 50% of the sample being classed as sand. Since the HC soil has a

lower clay content, it will be less cohesive, so may be more likely to detach. Theoretically, the cob

should have better mechanical properties since it is better graded. The average density of the

test blocks was 1600 kg/m3, but the average density of blocks from site was not recorded.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of granulometry curves for adobe block from HC and cob used in UK
tests. Data for HC from Torrealva and Vicente (2013), UK test performed by author.

6.1.2.3 Test Setup & Instrumentation

No standards exist for the testing of infilled timber frames, but there are several standards

available for the testing of shear walls, laterally loaded timber frames and stud walls (ASTM

E2126-11, ASTM E71-10, ASTM E564-06, BS EN 594:2011). Since the geometry of the test

specimens is built based on observations on site, the frames cannot be constructed to match

specific dimensions required by these standards. The American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM) offers several options for laterally loaded light timber walls. ASTM E2126-11 (2011)

details a cyclic procedure to determine shear stiffness, shear strength, and ductility. Several

loading protocols are available to choose from, and no specific dimensions for the test frame are

given, so the procedure is relatively adaptable. ASTM E72-10 (2010) is intended for testing the

sheathing of timber shear walls. Specific frame dimensions are provided, as is the species and

mechanical properties of the timber, which makes it unsuitable in this context. ASTM E564-06

(2012) gives details of a static test intended for determining the shear capacity of complete walls

of any configuration. The load is applied unidirectionally at the top of the frame, with increasing

loading and unloading until the ultimate load is reached. This test is similar to the equivalent British

Standard, BS EN 594:2011 (BSI, 2011b). However, BS EN 594:2011 is more specific in terms of

its recommendations for the dimensions of the panel and loading protocol. Due to the availability

of testing equipment in the structures laboratory at the University of Bath, the testing protocol was

loosely based around BS EN 594:2011, modified where appropriate to account for differing

geometry and bracing.

Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 illustrate the setup of the test frames and instrumentation. The

horizontal load was applied via a hydraulic jack connected to a load actuator with a stroke of
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100mm and capacity of 10kN. During the test, the jack was reset and a block added to the arm

of the jack to enable it to reach a 180mm displacement. The vertical load was applied through

two hydraulic jacks linked to the same hand pump to ensure equal load was applied through each.

The hydraulic jacks were connected to two load actuators, each with a capacity of 25kN. Both

load cells had a swivel joint at their head to prevent a moment being induced. A 150mm deep I-

section steel spreader beam was attached to the vertical load cells, and a 5mm thick steel plate

fixed to the top of the frame. Between the two steel sections, a series of rollers were inserted to

ensure an even distribution of load. The lateral load was applied directly to a steel plate fixed to

the frame to prevent localised failure of the timber. Out-of-plane movement was prevented by

threaded steel reinforcing bars hanging vertically on each side of the frame which remained in

light contact with the top plate throughout the tests. The base of the frame was fixed to the floor

by steel plates, attached to the floor by holding down bolts. Each end was firmly fixed by steel

plates to prevent sliding.

Figure 6.12: Loading setup and transducer locations for Frame A
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Figure 6.13: Loading setup and transducer locations for Frame B

In Frame A, 11 LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) transducers were used to record

the deformation. A dial gauge was installed to verify that no sliding occurred. Transducers 1 to 6

on the side of the frame were 100mm, and measured the lateral deformation of the frame, while

transducers 7 to 11 measured vertical or diagonal relative displacement and were 50mm.

Readings were taken at a rate of one per second throughout the duration of the tests. In addition,

angle readings were taken at ten locations along the frame using an LD360 digital protractor with

an accuracy of ±0.2˚ at 10mm displacement intervals throughout the test. The test setup for Frame

B was similar to that of Frame A, but 13 transducers were used to observe the deflected shape

of both external posts. During test UKB4, the frame could only be pushed to a lateral displacement

of 130mm due to the application of the vertical load. This issue was rectified for tests UKB2 and

UKB3 by adding a second spreader beam as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Two spreader beams for application of vertical load

For the UKB5 test, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to track the deflected shape and

elongation of the bracing member throughout the test. Small markers were placed on the surface

of the diagonal and photographs were taken at 10mm displacement intervals during the strength

test using a high-resolution camera. These images were then inputted into PIV software to track

the movement of each point as the test progressed. This proved to be successful as the

elongation was successfully tracked but it would have been beneficial to have more markers to

obtain a more accurate picture of the deformation of the diagonal.

6.1.2.4 Loading Protocol

The values of vertical load on Frame A and Frame B of 19.9 kN/m and 11.2 kN/m respectively,

as calculated in Section 6.1.1, are relatively conservative. Moore and D'Ayala (2011) assumed

loads of 19.9 kN/m and 14.7 kN/m for tests UKA1 and UKB1. These loads were then applied to

the remainder of the test frames to maintain continuity and enable direct comparison. As the UK

test frames are half-scale, the vertical loads have been scaled accordingly, with a final total

vertical load for each frame of 6.4kN and 4.4kN. A vertical preload was applied and maintained

for 120s. It was then released for 300s to allow the frame to settle before continuing the test.

The response of the frame varies depending on the lateral loading procedure. For example,

different failure mechanisms will arise from monotonic tests compared with cyclic tests. Li and

Lam (2009) found that during monotonic tests of a bare timber frame, the diagonal bracing

member failed by out-of-plane buckling. However, this did not occur during the compressive

cycles of the cyclic test, because the gradually increasing cyclic loads caused increasing levels

of damage in the diagonal connections, loosening them and providing more space for

deformation, hence resulting in a ductile failure of the connections rather than buckling of the

brace. Therefore, monotonic tests may not produce the same failure mechanisms as would occur

in an earthquake. However, the facilities for push-pull of the load actuator were not available in

the laboratory. As a result, a three-phase loading protocol was selected as recommended in BS

EN 594:2011 (see Figure 6.15): Phase 1: a stabilising load cycle, Phase 2: a stiffness load cycle

and Phase 3: a strength test.

According to BS EN 594:2011, the frame should be subjected to a force of 0.4Fmax during the

stiffness cycle, where Fmax is attained when failure occurs, or a deformation of 100mm is reached.

Since a preliminary strength test was not feasible, Moore and D'Ayala (2011) performed a

simplified pinned-frame analysis to estimate the lateral force that would induce failure of the

frame, which calculated an estimated failure load of 0.7kN for both frames. However, due to the
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high uncertainty in this value, three stiffness cycles, with increasing loads of 0.5kN, 0.7kN and

0.9kN, were applied as outlined in Figure 6.16. These assumptions were driven by the fact that

the test was load controlled, and the analysis models would have a lower stiffness than reality.

For subsequent tests, the same loads were used to maintain continuity and enable comparison.

Between each cycle, the lateral load was removed for 600s to allow the frame to recover. The

frame was then loaded until failure. The stabilising load cycle remained as recommended by BS

EN 594:1995, with a load of 0.2kN applied for a period of 120s to allow the joints to settle in, and

then a period of 300s recovery. The load was applied at a rate of 40N per second.

Figure 6.15: Loading protocol according to BS
EN 594:1995 (BSI, 2011b)

Figure 6.16: Horizontal loading protocol for
UK tests

PUCP experimental campaign

6.1.3.1 Replica Quincha Walls

The PUCP experimental campaign on replica quincha walls took place between November 2011

and January 2012. A total of 12 walls were tested; six of Frame A and six of Frame B. Six of these

were directly observed by the author (two of Frame A and four of Frame B). The geometry of the

test specimens is shown in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.17: Frame PA (Second Floor Frame)
(Torrealva and Vicente, 2012b)

Figure 6.18: Frame PB (Third Floor Frame)
(Torrealva and Vicente, 2012b)
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Figure 6.19 shows the mortice and tenon connection in one of the test specimens. The tenons

were 50mm in diameter and 100mm long, which matches onsite observations for the top of Frame

A but overestimates the length of the bottom tenons by 70-80mm of both frames. The diameter

of the tenons in Frame B of HC is also much smaller, around 30-40mm. The citara (shown in

Figure 6.20) was connected to the frame by nails perpendicular to the citara struts.

Figure 6.19: Mortice and tenon connection
Photo: Erika Vicente

Figure 6.20: Citara struts
Photo: Author’s own

Five pairs of horizontal canes pass through the posts in Frame A, and four pairs in Frame B. The

vertical canes were weaved through the horizontal canes, tightly packed, and covered with a layer

of mud as shown in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.21: Weave of canes covered with
mud Photo: Author’s own

Figure 6.22: Weave of canes covered with mud.
Photo: Author’s own

The species of timber used in the replica walls was Moena Alcanfor with the exception of the

citara struts of Frame A which wereMoena Amarilla. Average mechanical characteristics for these

woods obtained experimentally by Custodio et al. (2012) are listed in Table 6.3 alongside the data

for the sapelli and cypress extracted from HC presented previously. The range of values obtained

by the tests was not provided by Custodio et al. (2012). The most significant difference is the

modulus of elasticity (M.O.E) of the moena alcanfor in the vertical posts, which is more than

double that of the cypress found on site. In a bare timber frame with relatively stiff connections,

this would significantly affect the lateral stiffness. However, the effect may be reduced by the
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stiffening contribution of the infill. This is therefore assessed via sensitivity analyses when

applying the data obtained from testing to numerical models of the actual structure as discussed

in Quinn et al. (2012) and Quinn and D’Ayala (2013).

Table 6.3: Mechanical characteristics of timber in cyclic tests (Data from Custodio et al. (2012))
Mechanical characteristics
(Average Values)

Moena
Alcanfor

Moena
Amarilla Sapelli Cypress

Elements Frame A and
Frame B Citara struts Horizontal

elements
Vertical elements

and bracing

M.O.R. (MPa) 75 74 60 48

Compressive strength
parallel to grain (MPa) 44 41 33 31

Compressive strength
perpendicular to grain (MPa) 6 7 5 5

M.O.E flexure (MPa) 10 710 9 740 8 000 5 000

Density (kg/m3) 550 470 490 470

The walls were tested under three different vertical loads to determine the effect of vertical load

on the lateral behaviour, with two walls tested for each variation in vertical load. For Frame A tests

were performed with zero vertical load, 15.7kN/m, and 31.4kN/m, while for Frame B tests were

performed with zero vertical load, 6.2kN/m, and 12.6kN/m. The highest load in each case is

representative of the loading on an internal wall, while the lower loads are representative of loads

on an external wall.

The lateral loading regime was cyclic and displacement controlled, consisting of four phases of

±25mm, ±50mm, ±100mm, and ±140mm, with an additional phase of 300mm in the positive

direction for some walls. Each phase consisted of three cycles. Although the loading regime is

not standardised, it is commonly used at PUCP (Vicente, 2013).

The vertical and horizontal loads were applied directly to the top plate by means of two

computationally controlled hydraulic actuators. Measurements were taken via five LVDTs (linear

variable differential transducers), three measuring lateral displacement at different heights of the

wall, and one at each side recording the vertical movement (see Figure 6.23). The vertical load

was applied at a rate of 2 kN/min, while the lateral displacement was applied at a rate of

10mm/min for the first phase, increasing to 20 mm/min for the second phase and 30 mm/min for

the final two phases.
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Figure 6.23: Location of LVDTs (Torrealva and Vicente, 2011)

6.1.3.2 Historic Quincha Wall

In February 2013, an original section of a second storey quincha wall, representative of Frame A

and referred to as HPA, was removed from HC and tested at the Structures Laboratory of PUCP

(Vicente and Torrealva, 2012) (Figure 6.24).

Figure 6.24: Original quincha wall (HPA) Photo: Erika Vicente

This section of the wall extracted was 4.77m in height and 2.66m in width. The mud and plaster

were removed on site and the timber frame dismantled and reassembled in the laboratory. Most

of the original canes were reused, but those that were very deteriorated were replaced. The frame

was infilled with new mud and plastered with lime. The experimental setup was similar to the

previous cyclic test, but no vertical load was applied. The wall was tested in four phases of three

cycles each, with increasing lateral displacements of ±30mm, ±60mm, ±140mm and a final

monotonic phase of +290mm.
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Figure 6.25a: Historic quincha wall
(HPA) (dimensions in mm)

Figure 6.25b: Replica Frame A (dimensions in m)
(Torrealva and Vicente, 2012)

Figure 6.25a shows the geometry of the historic quincha wall alongside the replica in Figure 6.25b.

A critical difference between them is that the historic wall has one fewer vertical post and citara.

In addition, the historic wall is significantly taller, 4.5m compared to 4.0m for the replica wall.

Despite the added height, fewer horizontal canes pass through the vertical posts. The historic

frame has two 90 mm deep top plates, as opposed to one 100mm deep plate in the replica frame.

The bottom tenons are 60mm in length for the historic frame and 100mm in length for the replica

frame.

Definition of Response Parameters

The load-deflection data is used to determine the stiffness, strength, ductility and hysteretic

characteristics of the walls. The response parameters calculated for each test specimen are

defined in this section to enable direct comparison. Unless otherwise stated, the horizontal

deformation is measured at the top of the frame.

6.1.4.1 Yield Force (Fy) and Yield Displacement 'y

Recommendations for definition of the yield force and yield displacement are not included in BS

EN 594 (1996). The method suggested in ASTM E2126 (2011), in which the curve is simplified

into two distinct straight lines is indicated in Figure 6.26. The point at which these two lines

intersect is the yield point, determining the yield force, Fy and the yield displacement, 'y. However,

previous experimental work on infilled timber frames has shown a high degree of nonlinearity,

making definition of a specific yield point difficult to determine. Taking an alternative definition of

the yield point can lead to a significant variation in the estimation of ductility, as has been shown

by Muñoz and Quenneville (2008). An alternative definition for calculation of the yield point of

timber frames, given by Ma and Zheng (2000), is illustrated in Figure 6.27. In this method, point
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H is the intersection between a horizontal line drawn from the peak force, and a straight line drawn

from the origin along the tangent of the curve. Point I is found by drawing a vertical line down from

point H. By drawing a straight line between O and I, and extending it to the horizontal line

representing the peak force, point H’ can be obtained. The x coordinate of this point represents

the yield displacement. For timber frames, this method is believed to lead to a more consistent

estimation of ductility, and is therefore used in this instance.

Figure 6.26: Calculation of Fy (ASTM, 2011) Figure 6.27: Calculation of Fy (Ma and
Zheng, 2000)

6.1.4.2 Maximum Capacity, Fmax, Peak Load, Fpeak, and Ductility Ratio, 'peak/'y

BS EN 594:1996 defines the maximum capacity, Fmax as the load which causes collapse or a

deformation of 100mm. However, for the quincha walls, the definition of failure at a value of

100mm is rather arbitrary since the height and length is different, and the quincha walls may be

able to withstand the same level of drift with modest damage. In addition, BS EN 594:1996 is not

specifically designed for seismic testing, where larger levels of drift can be considered acceptable

for events with low probability of occurrence (as corresponding to life safety limit state, EC8).

Therefore, Fpeak, defined as the peak load measured in the tests, is recorded instead. However, it

is important to note that this does not necessarily correspond to the ultimate capacity of the wall

Fu, as the testing setup prevents this capacity being attained in some cases. Since the calculation

for the racking stiffness depends on a value of Fmax, the force at 100mm displacement is used for

this calculation only. The displacement at failure, 'peak is defined as the displacement at Fpeak. The

ductility ratio, ('peak/'y) is thus defined as the ratio of displacement at failure ('peak) to displacement

at yield ('y), the latter of which is defined as in Section 6.1.4.1.

6.1.4.3 Racking Stiffness (R), Initial Stiffness (Kin) and Post-Yield Stiffness (Kyield)

The loading protocol for the tests performed in the UK was based on BS EN 594:2011. This code

defines the stiffness of the frame in terms of racking stiffness, which is the ratio of the applied

force to the resulting lateral displacement. This is a measure of the wall’s ability to resist horizontal

in-plane shear forces. BS EN 594:1996 states that the racking stiffness can be calculated from

Equation (1).

N/mm (1)
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where,

F1 is the racking load of 0.1 × Fmax,est,
in Newtons, and υ01 is the
corresponding deformation, in
millimetres, as determined in the stiffness test.

F4 is the racking load of 0.4 × Fmax,est,
in Newtons, and υ04 is the
deformation, in millimetres,

F21 is the racking load of 0.1 × Fmax,est,
in Newtons, and υ21 is the
deformation, in millimetres,

as determined in the strength test.F24 is the racking load of 0.4 × Fmax,est,
in Newtons, and υ24 is the
deformation, in millimetres.

The tests performed in Peru were performed to a loading protocol similar to that in ISO

21581:2010 or EN12512 (BSI, 2001). Therefore, the initial stiffness was used in place of racking

stiffness to compare the stiffness of the frames. The initial stiffness, Kin is defined as:

N/mm (2)

Where Fmax is the maximum load and G40%Fmax, and G10%Fmax are the displacements at 40% and 10%

of Fmax respectively.

6.1.4.4 Hysteretic Energy Dissipation

The hysteretic energy absorbed by the walls during cyclic loading is recognised as potentially

being a good indicator of seismic performance, with higher levels of energy dissipation correlating

with higher levels of damping and therefore better performance of the structure. The hysteretic

energy is calculated by taking the sum of the areas enclosed by the force-displacement curves

by writing a MATLAB routine (MATLAB, 2013).

6.2 Frame A Results and Observations

Two tests on Frame A were carried out at the University of Bath, one without infill (UKA1) and

one with infill (UKA2). The test on the frame without infill (UKA1) was performed by Moore and

D'Ayala (2011), while UKA2 was carried out by the author. Raw data and photographs for UKA1

were provided by Moore and D'Ayala (2011), but all of the interpretation presented is the author’s

own unless otherwise stated. Six tests were performed at PUCP, all on infilled walls but with

varying vertical loads. Two of these tests (PA1 and PA2) were directly observed by the author.

The raw test data was provided by PUCP (Vicente, 2012), however, all of the analysis,

interpretation and photographs are the author’s unless otherwise specified. The tests on the UK

frames are presented first, followed by the tests on the PUCP walls, so as to better substantiate

observations and results.
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UK Experimental Campaign

6.2.1.1 Half-scale Bare Frame Test (UKA1)

In this section, the results of the tests on the bare frame are presented first, followed by the infilled

wall tests. The response of the two test specimens is then compared in order to make some

conclusions on the contribution of the infill. Frame UKA1 was tested in three phases; the

stabilising phase, the stiffness phase, and the strength phase. During the stiffness phase, the

frame was observed to be very flexible. In the strength test the frame was pushed to a lateral

displacement of 180mm (drift of 7.5%) when the test was finished due to the experimental setup.

Due to the combination of adobe and citara struts, the angle between the base of the frame and

the vertical posts remained at a 90-degree angle, and the posts started to bend immediately

above this region. Figure 6.28 shows the frame at the maximum displacement: considerable

rotation of the mortice and tenon connection between the top plate and the posts can be observed.

Once the test had finished and the frame was dismantled it was apparent that the top tenon

closest to the loading (the top left tenon in Figure 6.28) had failed in flexure. The failure of this

tenon is shown in Figure 6.29 and discussed in detail in Section 6.2.3.3.

Figure 6.28: Frame A bare frame at 180mm
displacement (Moore and D'Ayala, 2011)

Figure 6.29: Failure of the tenon closest to the
applied load (top left in Figure 6.28)

The graph of lateral drift to lateral force for the stiffness phase is shown in Figure 6.30.

Experimental data was smoothed using the ‘rloess’ curve smoothing function on MATLAB to

remove noise and small fluctuations caused by the testing equipment. The ‘rloess’ function is a
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form of local regression using weighted linear least squares and a second degree polynomial

model (MATLAB, 2013). A span of 5 was used. The permanent displacement from the 0.2kN

stabilising load was 6.2mm, which is not shown in this graph. The shape of the curves is typical

of timber frames, with characteristic flattening (pinching) due to plastic deformation and loss of

stiffness. There is a substantial reduction in stiffness when the load reaches just over 0.4kN, but

this increases when the drift reaches 1.2%. No further decrease in stiffness was observed in the

second and third cycles. The unloading curve follows the same path for all cycles of 0.7kN and

0.9kN. The residual deformation at the end of the stiffness testing was 0.16%.

Figure 6.31 shows the drift-force curve for the strength test of the bare frame. Although there was

some permanent deformation of the frame after the stiffness cycle, the transducers were reset,

so the drift is relative to the start of the strength phase, not the start of the entire test. After the

initial 0.3kN load, the relationship remains linear up to a drift of around 3%, when the frame yields

and has little further uptake of lateral force, although the lateral capacity is maintained up to a

total lateral drift of 7.5%. At this point, the test was terminated and the load removed.

Figure 6.30: Stiffness Phase Results for UKA1
[Data from (Moore and D'Ayala, 2011)]

Figure 6.31: Strength Phase Results for UKA1
[Data from (Moore and D'Ayala, 2011)]

6.2.1.2 Half-scale Infilled Tests (UKA2)

During the testing, the infilled frame was observed to be very stiff, with little lateral deformation

occurring during the stiffness test phase. No damage was observed during this phase, but during

the strength phase cracks were heard, with failure ultimately occurring in one of the top tenons.

Despite this, the frame still had residual capacity from the infill, which was undamaged and testing

was terminated due to limitations in the test setup rather than failure of the frame. No damage

was sustained to the adobe blocks or mortar (see Figure 6.32).

As observed in test UKA1, the citara at the base of the frame prevented the bottom 450mm of the

frame rotating throughout the test, with almost all the lateral deformation occurring above the

citara. Angle readings taken at the base indicated that the maximum rotation remained less than

1 degree throughout the stiffness test. During the strength phase, a rotation of 3 degrees was

measured on the side of the frame where the load was applied, and 1.2 degrees on the opposite
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side. Figure 6.32 shows the frame when it was pushed to the maximum displacement of 130mm.

Figure 6.33 depicts the deformed shape at this displacement based on transducer measurements

and angle readings. Unlike the bare frame, the angle between the posts and the top of the frame

remains relatively unchanged, with a maximum rotation of 5 degrees, due to the infill preventing

relative rotation between the beam and post. This makes the deformation more S-shaped,

reducing relative rotation between the mortice and the tenon at the top. This is evidence of the

prevalent shear deformation of the panel as a whole rather than the flexural deformation shown

by the post in the bare frame, reducing the relative rotation between mortice and tenon. Since the

rotation of the posts is resisted by the infill, and not just by the tenon, the moment applied to the

joint is lower than for the bare frame. The bottom tenons on the side of the applied load pulled out

of the mortice while remaining straight.

Figure 6.32: Frame UKA2 with infill Figure 6.33: Frame UKA2 deflected shape (mm)

Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 display the relationship between lateral drift and lateral force for the

stiffness and strength phases respectively. Although the frame behaves nonlinearly from the start,

after the first cycle, which can be considered to be a stabilising cycle, the frame behaviour is close

to linear. This is the case for the second and third cycles of each phase of the stiffness test. The

initial part of the strength test is also linear, moving into the nonlinear range when a load of around

1.5kN is applied. This could indicate that some yielding is occurring at this point in the timber,

mud or the joints, but it could also indicate bedding in of the frame at a higher load. There is a

significant residual drift of around 1.5% when the load is removed at the end of the strength test.

The loops for the first cycle are concave, whereas following cycles are more convex. This may be

due to the frictional contact between the mud and the infill, where initially the mud is fixed like a

weak adhesive to the frame, but once this bond is overcome the stiffness decreases. Since this
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bond has already been broken, it is not seen on the second cycle. There is a substantial decrease

in stiffness after the first cycle, but once the stiffness has been reduced the third cycle is almost

the same as the second one. The wide hysteresis loops show a large amount of energy dissipation

on the first cycle, which then decreases on subsequent cycles. This is due to frictional effects

within the mortice and tenon joints and between the mud and timber, and embedment of the

timber fibres and is typical for this type of system. On the first cycle of an increased load, the

curve follows the line of the previous cycle until the load is increased beyond the previous

threshold. Then the stiffness reduces and the curves flattens off.

Figure 6.34: Stiffness phase results for UKA1 Figure 6.35: Strength phase results for UKA1

6.2.1.3 Summary of UKA Test Results

The results for the UKA tests are summarised in Table 6.4. The maximum capacity is estimated

since the exact point at which the tenon failed is not known. As discussed in Section 6.1.4.1, the

definition of a precise yield point is problematic due to the nonlinearity of the curves, making

obtaining a robust estimate of the ductility difficult. The racking stiffness of the infilled frame is

more than four times that of the bare frame. There is also a significant difference in the values for

yield force and deformation for the two frames, highlighting the substantial contribution made by

the infill not only to the stiffness, but also the capacity of the frame. The infilled frame has a

strength capacity of around two and a half times higher than the bare timber frame. The third cycle

of the third phase was used to calculate the racking stiffness because the frame had already

bedded in and the load-deflection curve was linear.
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Table 6.4: Summary of Results for Frame UKA. See Section 6.1.4 for definition of parameters
UKA1 (Bare Frame) UKA2 (Infilled Frame)

Racking Stiffness, R (kN/m) 21.3 94.8

Yield Force, Fy (kN) 1.5 3.1
Maximum Capacity, Fpeak (kN) est. 1.7 est. 3.9
Yield deformation, 'y (mm) 83.6 72
Deformation at failure, 'peak (mm) est. 177 est. 120
Ductility ratio, 'peak/'y est. 2.1 est. 1.7

Initial
stiffness, Kin

(kN/m)

0.5kN cycle 1 - -
0.5kN cycle 2 - 380
0.5kN cycle 3 89 403
0.7kN cycle 1 83 352
0.7kN cycle 2 72 171
0.7kN cycle 3 74 184
0.9kN cycle 1 69 189
0.9kN cycle 2 64 103
0.9kN cycle 3 63 107

Figure 6.36 compares the load-drift curves of the infilled and bare frames for the stiffness phase.

The hysteresis loops for the infilled frame are quite wide, particularly for the first cycle at each

load increase, indicating that it is dissipating a significant amount of energy through small cracking

in the mud, and friction between mud and frame. This is confirmed by Figure 6.37, which shows

the cumulative energy dissipated by both frames for the same lateral drift. It is evident from the

graph that the infilled frame dissipates much more energy in comparison to the bare frame. The

bare frame test shows a substantial reduction in stiffness as the test progresses, initially due to

the bedding in of the joints.

Figure 6.36: Comparison between the Stiffness
Phase for UKA1 (bare) and UKA2 (infilled)

Figure 6.37: Cumulative energy dissipated vs.
lateral drift for 0.9kN cycle 1 for UKA1 (bare) and

UKA2 (infilled)
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Figure 6.38: Comparison of strength test for
frame UKA1 (bare) and frame UKA2 (infilled)

Figure 6.39: Vertical uplift vs lateral displacement
for UKA1 (bare) and UKA2 (infilled)

The level of uplift of the posts differs in the two frames (Figure 6.39). The maximum uplift of posts

measured for the bare frame was less than 2mm, while the same tenon on the infilled frame pulled

out almost 7mm for the same lateral drift. Although the posts of the infilled frame still bend

significantly, it has is a greater tendency to rock due to the stiffening effect of the infill.

In both tests, a flexural failure occurred in one of the top tenons. This occurred for an estimated

drift of 4.9% for the infilled frame and 3.0% for the bare frame. Since the failure occurred in the

end tenons, which had been offset, this may not be a realistic failure mode. This will be verified

by checking damage to the tenons in the full-scale PA tests on the historic frame.

As expected, the infilled frame is substantially stiffer than the bare frame, and the infill prevented

the large initial deformations that the bare frame experienced. In addition, the infilled frame has a

strength capacity of around two and a half times higher than the bare timber frame. After the first

cycle for each load the stiffness decreases, and the shape of the curve becomes more similar to

the timber only graph. The combination of adobe brickwork and the diagonal struts prevent

rotation of the mortice and tenon joints at the base (the maximum rotation measured at the base

was less than 1 degree). The maximum uplift observed was 5% of the horizontal displacement,

but this was only observed for the joint closest to the applied force.

PUCP Experimental Campaign

6.2.2.1 Full-Scale Cyclic Tests on Replica Quincha Walls

In PUCP, six identical specimens representing Frame A were tested under three different vertical

loads; no vertical load, 15.7kN/m, and 31.4kN/m. All frames were pushed to 300mm in the positive

direction and pulled to 140mm in the negative direction with the exception of PA1, in which the

maximum displacement was 140mm in both directions. The observations at the end of each

phase are summarised in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Damage observations at the end of each phase for Frame PA
Phase Observations after 3 cycles Image
1
±25mm

x Minor vertical cracks in the plaster following
the lines of the posts.

x No spalling of plaster
x No damage to timber frame observed

Figure 6.40a: PA1 after 1st Phase
2
±50mm

x Cracking continues along the lines of the
posts.

x Spalling of plaster covering the vertical posts,
particularly at the middle post.

x Horizontal flexural cracking of the plaster at
the sides of the panel observed.

Figure 6.39b: PA1 after 2nd Phase
3
±100mm

x Vertical cracks in plaster extended.
x Larger sections of the plaster became loose.

Figure 6.39c: PA1 after 3rd Phase
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4
±140mm

x By the end of this phase, all plaster covering
vertical posts had detached.

x Some plaster covering the citara bracing and
the adobe infill also began to detach.

Figure 6.39d: PB2 after 4th Phase
5
+300mm

x The plaster had come detached from the
vertical posts.

x Very little of the plaster covering the mud infill
detached.

x No large sections of mud detached from the
canes.

Figure 6.39e: PA2 in last cycle of 5th
Phase

The hysteretic curves from the test on wall PA2 and PA6 are shown in Figure 6.41 and Figure

6.42 respectively. The x-axis shows the horizontal displacement, while lateral load is indicated on

the left-hand y-axis and vertical uplift of the posts on the right-hand y-axis. The vertical movement

is measured along the height of the frame. Hence negative uplift is the compression of the frame.
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Figure 6.41: Hysteretic diagram for wall PA2
with no vertical load shown with vertical
uplift of post [Data from Torrealva and

Vicente (2011)]

Figure 6.42: Hysteretic diagram for wall PA6
with maximum vertical load shown with

vertical uplift of posts [Data from Torrealva
and Vicente (2011)]

For the first cycles of both tests, the initial horizontal displacement-load relationship is relatively

linear and begins to level off as the desired displacement is reached. However, there is a

significant drop in stiffness and strength after the first cycle. This stiffness reduction does not

continue after the second cycle, and the third cycle follows almost the same path as the second.

In the first cycle, the hysteretic loops are quite wide, indicating high level of energy dissipation.

However, in the subsequent cycles, this reduces, the shape becomes more concave, and there

is obvious pinching in cycles two and three, indicating lower energy dissipation. The pinching in

the hysteresis loops is characteristic of timber framed structures and attributed to softening of

connections due to the crushing of the wood fibres or yielding of the nails. There is also only a

small level of residual displacement when the load is removed in both tests, and even at the

maximum displacement of 300mm (equivalent to a drift of 7.5%), it can be seen that the ultimate

capacity has not yet been reached, as the load is still increasing. In both tests, the frame is slightly

stiffer in the positive direction compared to the negative direction. Since the frame is symmetrical,

this could be due to the application of the load since the load was applied in push-pull cycles by

one hydraulic actuator as opposed to two pushing hydraulic actuators, but another factor is that

the positive cycle allowed the frame to bed in, and weakened the adhesion between the mud and

the frame.

Figure 6.43 displays the backbone curves, generated from the cyclic curves for all second-floor

walls tested, while the main response parameters as defined in Section 6.1.4 are summarised in

Table 6.6. The initial stiffness is calculated for the positive (pushing) part of the curve.
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Figure 6.43: Backbone curves for PA (Data from Torrealva and Vicente (2011))

Table 6.6: Summary of results of PA tests
Wall

Reference
Vertical Load

(kN/m)
Initial stiffness Kin

(kN/m)
Yield force, Fy

(kN)
Fpeak (kN)

PA1 0 190 +5.6, -5.9 7.09

PA2 0 230 +7.2, -5.9 9.14

PA3 15.7 130 +3.9, -3.7 11.32

PA4 15.7 250 +7.5, -6.3 12.95

PA5 31.4 240 +7.4, -4.7 12.38

PA6 31.4 230 +7.3, -5.6 13.00

The presence of the vertical load increased the maximum capacity but did not significantly

increase the lateral stiffness. In the positive direction, the backbone curves of walls PA4, PA5 and

PA6 are very similar. For PA1 and PA2, which did not have a vertical load, the capacity is much

lower. PA3 has a much lower stiffness and capacity in both the positive and negative directions

than would be expected, particularly as it had the same vertical load as PA4. The reason for this

may be due to the test setup or differences in some construction details such as connections. The

latter issue was encountered by other researchers testing infilled timber frames (Aktaş et al., 2014,

Poletti and Vasconcelos, 2014). In the negative direction, the backbone curves are less

consistent, and the highest loads were reached by PA4 and PA6. PA5 has a particularly low

capacity in the negative direction compared to the positive direction, and while PA2 has a lower

capacity in the negative direction than PA1, it has a higher capacity in the positive direction. Again,

this could be due to small inconsistencies in the test setup or construction details.

The maximum uplift of the posts was 33mm (11% of the lateral displacement), which occurred at

a lateral displacement of 300mm for the frame with no vertical load (PA2). For PA6, it was just

10mm, (3% of the lateral displacement), while for the frame with the 15.7kN/m load, it was 4% of
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the lateral displacement. This indicates that at a lateral drift of 7.5%, the presence of a vertical

load reduces the uplift of the posts by a factor of three, but an increase in the load does not have

a significant effect. Figure 6.44 shows the uplift of an outer post, while Figure 6.45 shows the

uplift of an internal tenon and the rotation of the adjacent struts.

Figure 6.44: Uplift of tenon at the corner post
(PA2 at 300mm displacement)

Figure 6.45: Uplift of tenon and rotation of strut
(PA2 at 300mm displacement)

No failures were observed in the timber connections in any of the tests. During the test, some of

the outer plaster and infill detached, particularly along the lines of the timber posts, but this was

not to the same extent that was observed during the dynamic prefabricated quincha tests

described in Chapter 5, despite being pushed to a similar lateral drift. A reason for this may be

due to the fact that this was a quasi-static test, rather than dynamic, or it could be due to the

differing geometry, connection details and materials of each system. No cracking or crushing of

the adobe blocks at the base of the frame was observed, but separation occurred between the

blocks and the frame. Separation was also observed between the infill and the frame.

6.2.2.2 Cyclic Test on Historic Quincha Wall

Figure 6.46 shows the damage to the wall at the end of each phase. After the first phase, small

cracks were observed following the vertical lines of the posts and the citara. In the second phase,

the cracks enlarged and some creaking was heard in the timber (Vicente, 2013). By the end of

this phase the cracking was more pronounced along the lines of the posts and the citara. During

the third phase, existing cracks becamemore accentuated and small sections of plaster detached.

Compared to the replica frames, there was little damage to the plaster. This indicates that there

is less slip between the infill and the frame as the frame is moving more like a rigid body. The lack

of the vertical load led to a more rocking response. However, it may also be due to better

plastering. No tenons failed during the test.
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Figure 6.46a: Historic quincha
wall with applied

displacement of 30mm.
Photo: Erika Vicente

Figure 6.46b: Historic quincha
wall with applied displacement
of 60mm. Photo: Erika Vicente

Figure 6.46c: Historic quincha
wall with applied

displacement of 140mm
Photo: Erika Vicente

Figure 6.46d: Historic quincha wall at
the end of the test. Photo: Erika

Vicente

Figure 6.47: Load-displacement curves of historic
quincha wall (Data from Vicente and Torrealva (2013)).
Note that the full data for the vertical uplift for the

290mm cycle is not recorded.

Figure 6.47 displays the hysteretic curves for the test. As before, the vertical uplift is also shown.

The second and third cycles of the hysteretic curves for the historic frame are linear, particularly

when pushed in the positive direction. This contrasts with the hysteretic curves of the replica walls

where the second and third cycles were concave. Due to an error with the LVDTs, the vertical
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uplift at the RHS was not recorded in the final cycle. However, Vicente and Torrealva (2013)

measured a vertical uplift of 70mm at the maximum displacement of 290mm, more than twice that

measured for the replica frame with no vertical load at the same lateral displacement. A horizontal

crack is observed at the base of the frame indicating that there has been some uplift in relation to

the sole plate and rocking of the wall. Figure 6.48 compares the available data on uplift with the

time of the testing. RHS and LHS refer to ‘right-hand side’ and ‘left-hand side’ respectively as

seen from Figure 6.45. In the first cycle there was larger uplift than in the second and third cycles.

It could be that the frame is more flexible after the initial first cycle, possibly due to overcoming

friction at the joints and the interface between the infill and frame. However, this was not apparent

from deformed shapes taken from the experimental data shown in Figure 6.49. In addition, despite

the asymmetry of the frame, the uplift is quite similar on both sides, at least for the part of the test

which was recorded. However, the uplift was higher than for the replica frame, which may be in

part due to the configuration of the citara. This is discussed in detail in Section 6.2.3.1.

Figure 6.48: Vertical Uplift for posts on both sides for the
first three phases of the test

Figure 6.49: Deformed shape for
historic quincha specimen

6.2.2.3 Comparison of Historic and New Walls

There were several geometrical differences between the historic and replica specimens. The

heights of the historic and replica walls were 4.8m and 4.0m respectively, and although the width

was the same, the historic wall had fewer posts; four compared to five in the replica, due to larger

post spacing in the historic specimen. Although some historic canes were reused, the mud used

for the infill was new and had the same granulometry in both specimens, so it is assumed that the

mechanical behaviour of the infill does not differ in the two cases.
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Figure 6.50: Comparison between replica and historic quincha specimen test results
[Data from (Torrealva and Vicente, 2011)]

The hysteretic curves of the PAH and PA2 are compared in Figure 6.50. Despite the higher

vertical uplift of the posts in the historic frame, the historic quincha is still stiffer than the replica

frame. This is partially due to the longer top tenons (see Table 6.7), which provide a higher

rotational stiffness between the posts and the top plate. There is a reduction in capacity of the

historic specimen at a drift of 3% that does not occur in the replica specimen and the capacity of

the subsequent cycles is lower than that of the replica specimens.

Table 6.7: Comparison of dimensions of tenons in historic frame and replica frame
Dimensions (mm) Historic Frame Replica Frame

Top Tenons
Diameter 55 50
Length 180 100

Bottom Tenons
Diameter 55 50
Length 60 100

Discussion of Frame A behaviour

To the author’s knowledge, the tests presented in this section are the only tests that have been

performed on historic quincha walls. They aimed to obtain a better understanding of the response

of the walls under lateral load, as well as enabling validation of a numerical model, and defining

the performance targets for the detailed assessment. In this section, a discussion of the results

and observations of the walls is presented, including uplift of the posts and the behaviour of the

mortice and tenon connections. The influence of the infill, an important aspect of the development

of a numerical model, is also discussed. The effect of vertical load on the response of the walls is

presented, and limitations of the testing and test setup are discussed.
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6.2.3.1 Uplift of Posts

A defining feature of the quincha system compared with some other types of infilled timber frames

is the lack of mechanical connection to provide tensile capacity between the posts and the beams.

This allows the vertical posts to uplift without any permanent damage to the connection. The

quincha walls exhibited significant levels of uplift of the posts during the tests. The amount of uplift

that occurs depends on the presence of infill, configuration of the citara, width of the wall, and

method of application of the lateral load. During the UKA2 (infilled) test, the posts uplifted

significantly more than during the UKA1 (bare) test: 6.8mm compared to 0.5mm for a lateral

displacement of 130mm (see Figure 6.51 and Figure 6.52). This is partly caused by less flexure

in the posts due to the stiffening effect of the infill, which leads to a more rocking response.

Figure 6.51: Vertical displacement of the post against
lateral force

Figure 6.52: Pull out of the tenon
closest to the load along with the strut
(Frame UKA2)

The configuration of the citara may also affect the uplift of the posts. During test UKA2, the load

was applied on the side where the strut was at the base of the post as shown in Figure 6.32. In

test UKA1, the load was applied in the opposite direction so the external post had a citara

connection part way up the post. This prevented the post moving upwards as much as it could

have, had the citara been reversed. This may also explain why less uplift was observed in the PA

tests as vertical movement in the end posts was prevented by the citara. This is depicted in Figure

6.53. However, this was not the case for the historic frame, PAH, which despite having an

asymmetrical configuration experienced the same level of uplift on both sides. Therefore this may

be less influential than other factors. In the PA replica tests, the citara was nailed to the sole plate,

whereas in the UK it was nailed to the post, the latter being more representative of what is

observed on site. Fixing the citara to the sole plate is intuitively likely to prevent uplift more than

nailing it to the posts. Details of the connection of the citara to the historic frame were not provided

by Vicente (2012).
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Figure 6.53a: Configuration
of frame UKA2 (infilled) (post
free to lift up)

Figure 6.53b: Configuration of
frame UKA1 (bare) (Citara strut
circled preventing uplift of post)

Figure 6.53c: Deflection of PA
Frames (Citara struts circled
preventing uplift of post)

No uplift was observed in any of the internal tenons of the half-scale test, but uplift was noted in

the internal tenons of the PA tests. This is due to the overall centre of rotation of the frame. In the

case of the frame shown in Figure 6.53a the centre of rotation should be where the first citara

meets the second post (circled in red) and this is then tied down by the strut in compression, while

in the PA tests, the centre of rotation is at the centre of the panel on the bottom plate, resulting in

some uplift of the second post. In addition, while the citara struts of the PA frames were nailed to

both the sole plate and the post, the struts in the half-scale tests were only nailed to the post.

Another factor affecting the amount of uplift in the posts is the length of the wall tested and the

height that the lateral load is applied. Theoretically, a longer specimen will have a higher

resistance to overturning, and so less uplift will occur. Similarly, applying the lateral load at a lower

height reduces the overturning moment, reducing uplift of the posts. The effect of these factors

can be checked by numerical analysis. The vertical load also influences how much the posts can

uplift. This is discussed further in Section 6.2.3.4.

6.2.3.2 Connection between Citara and Frame

Transducers were used to monitor movement of the citara struts relative to the frame on the UKA

tests. In both tests, the maximum movement measured was relatively small; 2mm for UKA2 and

6mm for UKA1. Although the connection was slightly different in the PA tests, the behaviour at

equivalent drifts was similar. However, the relative displacement between the struts and frame

increased gradually during each cycle, forming a large opening between the adobe and timber

shown in Figure 6.54. This resulted in more resistance coming from the timber struts compared

to the adobe blocks. This was not the case for the historic frame, in which no significant damage

was observed to the citara struts or adobe blocks.
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Figure 6.54: Displacement of citara struts in tests at
PUCP (drift of 7.5% - third cycle)

Figure 6.55: Displacement of citara
struts in UKB test (drift of 5.4%)

6.2.3.3 Response of Top Mortice and Tenon Connections

The top plate is prevented from rising away from the posts by the presence of the vertical load.

However, during the UKA tests, the relative rotation in the top connections is substantial. During

test UKA2, a rotation of five degrees was measured on the leeward side for a horizontal

displacement of 130mm. Furthermore, in both UKA tests, flexural failure occurred in one of the

top tenons. During test UKA2, a loud crack was heard at a drift of 4.9%, but no reduction in

strength was observed in the test data at this point. Assuming that this sound was the tenon

failing, the drift was less than the final drift of PA tests, which were pushed to a 7.5% without any

tenon failure. Tenons in the two specimens were proportionally the same dimensions, given that

the frame used in these tests was half-scale (in PAH they were 100mm long and 50mm in

diameter, while in the half-scale tests they were 50mm long with a 25mm square cross section).

The tenons in the PAH specimen were 180mm long and 55mm in diameter and did not fail, but

no vertical load was applied in this test. Sparkes and Association (1968) found that the strength

of square mortice and tenon joints were between 11 and 17% lower than that of a round tenon.

In addition, the tenons on the end posts were offset to the inside in order to prevent failure of the

mortice before the tenon so it is possible that this may have increased the vulnerability of this

connection. When the internal angle between the post and beam decreases as shown in Figure

6.56, the connection does not have the resistance from the shoulder that it would if the tenon was

in the centre. When the angle increases as shown in Figure 6.57, the wider shoulder adds extra

resistance increasing the moment applied to the tenon.

Figure 6.56: Rotation of tenon decreasing
internal angle (UKA2)

Figure 6.57: Rotation of tenon increasing
internal angle (UKA1)
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Figure 6.58: Failure of top tenon (UKA2) Figure 6.59: Failure of top tenon (UKA1)

Figure 6.58 and Figure 6.59 show the failure of the tenon in the UKA2 and UKA1 respectively.

Since a high proportion of the lateral resistance arises from the infill, when the same force is

applied to both frames, the moment resisted by the tenon of the infilled frame is less. This explains

why the tenon of the infilled frame failed at a much higher lateral load than that of the bare frame.

During both tests an external tenon failed, but there was no failure of any internal tenons. One

reason for this is because the largest moments occur in the external connections. Figure 6.60

shows the bending moment diagram of the frame as set up in the bare frame test, while Figure

6.61 shows the set-up of the frame in the infilled test. The circle indicates the connection that

failed during each test. Since the citara struts prevent the lower part of the post rotating, they are

represented by fixed connections. The remaining base connections are simulated as pinned. Due

to the direction in which the load was applied, the bare frame experienced larger moments in the

internal connections than the infilled frame (shown in Figure 6.61). A relatively large moment is

also applied to the opposite connection in the bare frame test. This tenon didn’t fail during the

test, but some damage was observed.

Figure 6.60: Failed tenon on bare frame (UKA1) Figure 6.61: Failed tenon on infilled frame (UKA2)

A lower elastic modulus would better redistribute high stresses, reducing the propensity for this

type of failure. However, this cannot explain the failure in this case since the wood in the UK tests

had a lower elastic modulus. In the UK, the application of the lateral load directly to the top plate,

putting the top plate into axial compression, may have induced high localised stress

concentrations, possibly inducing unrealistic failure of the tenons. However, the load was applied
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to the same location in the PA tests. Therefore, the capacity of the tenons should be investigated

further, possibly with the addition of some local tests. This is considered in Chapter 7.

6.2.3.4 Influence of Vertical Load

The influence of the vertical load is evaluated by comparing the results from the tests on PA1-

PA6. The presence of the vertical load increased the maximum capacity but did not significantly

increase the lateral stiffness. Figure 6.62, Figure 6.63 and Figure 6.64 shows the deformed shape

of walls PA2, PA4, and PA6 respectively obtained from LVDT readings. PA2 (no vertical load)

remains almost straight, indicating that the majority of the lateral displacement is due to rocking

rather than flexure. This is consistent with the uplift observed in the posts. For increasing vertical

loads (PA4 and PA6) more bending occurs in the wall, the majority of which occurs at the top

portion of the frame since the bracing prevents rotation of the posts, and the vertical load reduces

the uplift of the posts. In theory, it could be considered that the increased flexure of the frame may

lead to increased damage to the plaster or the infill, but by comparing Figure 6.65 and Figure

6.66, this is not really the case. Whereas in PA5 the cracking of the plaster is distributed

throughout the wall, in PA2, a significant portion of the plaster has fallen off from the citara. In

PA5, the lower part of the wall is relatively undamaged. This matches the graphs in Figure 6.62

and Figure 6.64 since in PA5, the citara is not undergoing as much deformation, and there is less

uplift. The presence of the vertical load reduces the uplift, and increases flexure of the frame,

reducing rocking behaviour. However, it seems that the posts and infill are able to withstand this

flexure since no significant damage was observed to the timber posts or connections.

Figure 6.62: Deformed shapes
for various maximum

displacements for PA2 (no
vertical load) (Data from

Torrealva and Vicente (2011))

Figure 6.63: Deformed shapes
for various maximum
displacements for PA4

(15.7kN/m vertical load) (Data
from Torrealva and Vicente

(2011))

Figure 6.64: Deformed shapes
for various maximum
displacements for PA6

(31.4kN/m vertical load) (Data
from Torrealva and Vicente

(2011))
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Figure 6.65: PA2 at 300mm displacement Figure 6.66: PA5 at 300mm displacement.
Photo: Erika Vicente

6.2.3.5 Contribution of Infill and Detachment of Mud

The vertical canes are tightly packed, providing lateral stiffness as well as filling in the wall, while

the horizontal canes tie the vertical canes together. The mud is used to protect the canes and for

thermal effects but may also provide some lateral resistance in-plane. The tests in the UK with

and without infill showed that the presence of the infill increased the stiffness of the frame by

around 2.3 times, while the yield strength was more than six times larger for the infilled frame

than the bare frame. Unlike in the dynamic tests discussed in Chapter 5 (Cuadra et al., 2012,

Torrealva and Muñoz, 1987, SENCICO, 2006), in test UKA2, none of the mud infill detached from

the frame, but there was clear separation between the infill and the timber posts after a drift of

around 3%. The reason for the lower level of detachment is likely to be due to the quasi-static

nature of the test, and in an earthquake, more detachment would be probable.

6.3 Frame B Results

Frame B, found on the third storey of HC, is characterised by a diagonal bracing member passing

across two to four bays. It is shorter in height than Frame A and lacks the adobe and citara at the

base, reducing its weight. While it is believed to be a later introduction and possibly not as

common as Frame A, it is still essential to perform a full structural characterisation, since from the

preliminary analysis it appears that it influences the global response of the building.

At the University of Bath, five tests were performed on specimens representing Frame B (UKB1,

UKB2, UKB3, UKB4 and UKB5). Since the frame is asymmetrical and reverse cyclic loading was

not feasible, the frame was tested in two directions with the diagonal both in tension and

compression. These tests were all performed by the author with the exception of UKB1, which
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was tested by Moore and D'Ayala (2011) in April 2011. Tests on Frame B were performed at

PUCP in November and December 2011. As with Frame A, six specimens representing Frame B

were tested, with three different vertical loads. The author observed four of these tests (PA1, PA2,

PA3, and PA4). Again, the raw test data is provided by PUCP (Vicente, 2012), while all analysis,

interpretation, and photographs are the author’s.

UK Experimental Campaign

6.3.1.1 Bare Frame, Diagonal in Compression (UKB1)

The bare frame in compression was tested by Moore and D'Ayala (2011) in April 2011. The top

plates were scarfed and the diagonal inserted into them, which is representative of the actual

structure. Although Moore and D'Ayala (2011) report that during the stiffness test very little

movement of the frames was observed, the deformed shape cannot be drawn from the measured

data. However, Moore and D'Ayala (2011) report that the horizontal load caused the frame to

rotate about the opposite corner to where the load was applied. This pushed the top of the frame

upwards increasing the vertical force experienced by the frame. It was also reported that the top

plate did not effectively transfer the vertical load to all posts, and the majority of the vertical load

was applied to the post closest to the horizontal loading jack. This caused significant bending in

this post due to the PΔ effect. This was rectified in subsequent tests by using a longer, stiffer

spreader beam. Figure 6.68 shows that the top plate lifted upwards away from the post at the

point where the horizontal load was applied, though the precise distance was not measured.

Figure 6.67: Frame UKB1 at the end of the
0.9kN stiffness phase. Photo: Moore and

D'Ayala (2011)

Figure 6.68: Top tenon moving out of mortice in
test UKB1. Photo: Moore and D'Ayala (2011)
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Figure 6.67 shows the lateral deformation of frame UKB1 at the end of the first 0.9kN cycle during

the stiffness test. Although the deformation was minimal, the posts are bending in a slight S-

shape, and the top plate is moving upwards away from the post due to the method of application

of the lateral load. Figure 6.68 shows how the hydraulic actuator is secured to the end of the top

plate with tape, preventing vertical downwards movement of the top plate when the posts deform

and resulting the tenons coming out of the mortices and a lower rotational stiffness of the joint.

The result of this is more force going to the diagonal as it is not transferred to the vertical post.

Figure 6.69: Stiffness phase for Frame UKB1 [Data
from (Moore and D'Ayala, 2011)]

Figure 6.70: Strength phase for Frame UKB1
[Data from (Moore and D'Ayala, 2011)]

Figure 6.69 displays the lateral drift against lateral load for the stiffness phase. The response

during this phase was largely elastic with total permanent deformation only around 14% of the

peak displacement of 4.72mm (0.27% drift). There is a slight loss of stiffness in the second cycle,

but the third cycle maintains the same stiffness. However, the frame was only loaded to 30% of

its capacity meaning that any significant yielding does not occur. During the strength test, shown

in Figure 6.70, the frame was loaded to a peak horizontal load of 2.98kN when the diagonal

buckled suddenly resulting in a total loss of capacity as seen in the graph. This occurred at a

lateral drift of 2.3% (displacement of 40mm). Figure 6.71 shows the frame just after buckling

occurred. The nailed connection at one of the internal posts failed, but the connection to the other

three posts remained attached as shown in Figure 6.72. By resolving forces, the axial

compressive force in the diagonal when buckling occurs is 1.7kN.
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Figure 6.71: Buckling failure of diagonal in Frame
UKB1. Photo: Moore and D'Ayala (2011)

Figure 6.72: Buckling of the diagonal

6.3.1.2 Bare Frame, Diagonal in Tension (UKB2)

The bare frame specimen with the diagonal in tension (UKB2) was identical to UKB1, with the

exception of the nails used to connect the diagonal to the frame which were oval in shape, 4mm

by 6mm in diameter and 100mm in length. During the stiffness phase, negligible lateral

deformation occurred, and the frame had a residual drift of less than 0.2%. No uplift of tenons

was observed and the lateral movement was so small it was almost imperceptible. During the

stiffness test, the frame is still largely within the elastic range as seen in Figure 6.73.

Figure 6.73: Stiffness test for Frame UKB2 Figure 6.74: Strength test for Frame UKB2
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The load-displacement curve for the strength test is shown in Figure 6.74. The initial portion of

the graph is linear up until a load of 1.6kN. From the graph, it can be seen that yielding began at

a drift of around 0.8%, before damage was actually visible. Once the diagonal starts to yield, the

capacity of the frame continues to reduce steadily as seen in Figure 6.74. There is a significant

residual drift of 2.6% after the load has been removed.

Table 6.8: Observations during Test UKB2
Displacement (mm) Drift (%) Observations during test UKB2

10-30 0.6 – 1.7 No visible damage to frame

40-50 2.3-2.9
Distance between the external posts, particularly at the top,
increased to the extent that the horizontal canes slid from their
holes in the end posts.

50 2.9
Yielding of connection between diagonal and frame. Diagonal
pulling downwards on the top plate, splitting the beam
perpendicular to the grain.

60-90 3.4-5.2 Gradual failure of top plate perpendicular to the grain. Visible in-
plane bending of diagonal

100 5.7 Brittle failure of diagonal in tension

Figure 6.75 and Figure 6.76 show the deflected shape at 100mm lateral displacement. The post

closest to the applied load was deforming in a cantilevering shape showing relative rotation

between the beam and post, while the external post on the opposite side deforms in an S-shape.

The internal beam-post connections rotate more than the outer ones due to the influence of the

diagonal. There is also some bending in the diagonal showing that it is not only acting as a tie but

also has some moment capacity generated by the intermediate nailed connections. A maximum

uplift of 4.8mm was measured.

Figure 6.75: Frame UKB2 (Bare Frame in
Tension) horizontal displacement of 100mm

Figure 6.76: Frame UKB2 (Bare Frame in
Tension) deflected shape (drawn from
transducers and angle readings)
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Figure 6.77: Failure of the top plate
perpendicular to the grain

Figure 6.78: Initial yield of the top plate at
diagonal connection

Ultimate failure of the frame occurred when the diagonal brace failed in a combination of direct

tension and in-plane bending. However, prior to this failure, there was a partial failure of the top

plate and sole plate at the diagonal connections. This began at a drift of 2.9% (displacement of

50mm) when the axial load in the diagonal was around 2.5kN. The large nails tore through the

horizontal beam, causing it to fail in tensile perpendicular to the grain. Gradual yielding continued

until the end of the test, but the diagonal did not detach at this connection. Just beyond a drift of

5.7% (100mm displacement), a brittle failure of the diagonal member occurred at the connection

to an internal post where the cross section was reduced by the large nails. This appears to be a

combination of direct tension and in-plane bending since bending can be observed in the diagonal

in Figure 6.75 and Figure 6.76. The frame just after failure is shown in Figure 6.79 and the failed

diagonal is shown Figure 6.80. The failure caused the transducers to displace from the frame so

data on the displacement was not recorded. After this failure, the frame lost all lateral stiffness.

The frame was dismantled, and the tenons were checked for damage, but none was observed.

Figure 6.79: Frame UKB2 after failure
of diagonal

Figure 6.80: Ultimate Failure of the Diagonal

In this case, failure is determined by the geometry of the connection and the mechanical

properties of the timber. The diagonal member in this instance, as it is half-scale is small in
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comparison to the large diameter of the nails used, which weakens the connection. Subsequent

investigation showed the nails on site to be 76mm long and 4.7mm in diameter. Since this frame

is half-scale, the nails used were far too large in diameter at 4x6mm. It is thought that this failure

mode would not have occurred had the nails been smaller in diameter. The same is the case for

the connection from the diagonal to the top plate, but this should be investigated further.

6.3.1.3 Reinforced Bare Frame in Tension (UKB5)

In order to determine the effect of strengthening measures as well as the importance of

developing a model which enabled vertical movement of the posts, tests were carried out on a

frame with no infill with the tenons fixed into the mortices using an epoxy adhesive restricting the

ability of the tenons to move out of the mortices. The adhesive was effective and did not become

unstuck at any time during the test. The nails used were 50mm annular ring nails with a diameter

of 2.65mm.

The results of the stiffness test are shown in Figure 6.81. It shows residual drift of the frame after

the stiffness test to be less than 0.2% indicating that the frame is still within its elastic range. The

cycles are relatively linear and as with the previous tests, the second and third cycles of each

increasing load are less stiff than the first one. Figure 6.82 shows the drift against lateral force for

this test. The frame was within the linear range up to a value of 1.1kN when some yielding

occurred and the stiffness reduced. However, the frame did not fail until a lateral load of 2.5kN

was applied. The residual drift is around 2.7% which is very similar to that of the bare frame

without reinforcement. The results are summarised in Table 6.9.

Figure 6.81: Results of stiffness test for Frame
UKB5

Figure 6.82: Results of strength test for Frame
UKB5

Table 6.9: Observations during Test UKB5
Displacement (mm) Drift (%) Observations during test UKB5
15 0.9 Creaking heard
20 1.1 Some cracks observed at diagonal connection
30-60 1.7-3.4 Gradual yielding of the top plate perpendicular to the grain. Tension

in diagonal causing nails to split the top plate.
70-110 4.1-6.4 Shear failure of top diagonal connection parallel to the grain
120 6.9 Total detachment of diagonal from frame at top connection
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Figure 6.83: Frame UKB5 at 80mm lateral
displacement

Figure 6.84: Deflected shape of frame UKB5 at
80mm lateral displacement

Figure 6.83 and Figure 6.84 show the frame at a drift of 4.6% (displacement of 80mm). Since the

glue was effective, there was no uplift of the vertical posts. The frame with the glued tenons could

not withstand such a large displacement as the bare frame in tension without the glued tenons

(UKB2) and the nails from the diagonal sheared through the timber of the top plate parallel to the

grain (Figure 6.85) before totally detaching (Figure 6.86). No damage was caused to the diagonal

member. The capacity of this connection was decreased because the nails were acting on the

same fibres.

Figure 6.85: Damage to top plate caused
by nails on frame UKB5

Figure 6.86: Failure of connection in Frame UKB5

The tenons were not damaged, but the top mortice closest to the diagonal connection was

damaged as the tenon was pushed through it rather than pulling out. This occurred at both the

top and bottom of the frame. Although the frame was much stiffer and had less rotation, overall

the epoxy caused more damage to the frame as shown in Figure 6.87. As Figure 6.88 shows, the

tenons did not become unstuck throughout the test.
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Figure 6.87: Damage to mortice at top of frame UKB5 Figure 6.88: Glued tenon in frame
UKB5 at the end of the test

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to track the movement of the diagonal bracing member

throughout this test to determine the strain in the member. The total axial strain along the length

of the diagonal is plotted against the total lateral displacement in Figure 6.89. The strain in the

diagonal increases linearly with displacement up until yielding occurs in the connection, and the

strain in the diagonal member is reduced. The strain in the timber remains elastic and levels off

at 90mm displacement due to yielding at the connection.

Figure 6.89: Strain in diagonal member vs. lateral displacement of the frame

6.3.1.4 Infilled Frame in Tension (UKB3 & UKB4)

Two infilled specimens, named UKB3 and UKB4, were tested in the layout with the diagonal in

tension. UKB3 was tested first. Initially, UKB3 was constructed with scarf joints between the

beams and the diagonal, as observed on site. However, when the infill was added the beams

were not deep enough to connect the diagonal to the frame so a small block of timber had to be

inserted into the gap as shown in Figure 6.90. A second frame was therefore tested again fixing

the diagonal directly to the top of the beam without a scarf connection. Results from both tests

are included in the following analysis, but the majority of the results used are from frame UKB3

since UKB4 suffered more severe shrinkage in the infill, reducing its effect.

Detachment of
diagonal

Yielding of top
plate
perpendicular to
grain begins
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Figure 6.90: Diagonal connection on UKB3
after yielding.

Figure 6.91: Diagonal connection on UKB4
after yielding

The same materials and frame geometry were used for both frames. In UKB3, the nails were

3.35mm in diameter and 65mm in length, while the nails in UKB4 were identical to those employed

in the bare frame test: 4mm x 6mm in cross section and 100mm long. Like with Frame A,

shrinkage occurred in the mud so after drying the gaps around the frame were filled in with

additional mud. This was more severe for Frame UKB4 and not all the gaps could be filled in.

During the stiffness tests, the maximum drift was less than 0.16%. No damage was observed to

the frame, the infill, or the connections. Figure 6.92 shows the graph for the initial stiffness test of

Frame UKB3. The frame is still within its elastic range with a residual drift of only 0.08%. Figure

6.93 shows the load-displacement curve for the strength test. In the strength test, initially, both

frames were very stiff. The observations during the test are outlined in Table 6.10.

Figure 6.92: Load-displacement for stiffness
test on Frame UKB3

Figure 6.93: Load-displacement for strength
test on Frame UKB3
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Table 6.10: Observations during Test UKB3
Displacement

(mm) Drift (%) Observations during test UKB3

17 1.0 Loud cracking sound heard
30 1.7 Crack on sole plate occurred along the grain
55 3.1 Further cracking of the sole plate

70 4.0 Visible outward bowing of the external post opposite the load. Out of
plane movement observed.

80 4.6
Yielding of the top plate and diagonal moved a displacement of 1.8mm
downwards (see Figure 6.94). The top plate bent due to the offset of the
diagonal connection (see Figure 6.95).

Figure 6.94: Movement of diagonal on Frame
UKB3

Figure 6.95: Bending of top plate on Frame
UKB3

Figure 6.96: Frame UKB3 (Infilled in
tension) at 110mm displacement

Figure 6.97: Deflected shape of Frame UKB3
(Infilled in tension) at 110mm displacement

Figure 6.96 shows the frame at the maximum displacement of 110mm, while Figure 6.97 shows

the deformed shape of the frame at this point taken from angle readings and transducer

measurements. Ultimate failure of the frame was due to the connection between the diagonal and

the beam. As the two tests (UKB3 and UKB4) had different connection details, the failure modes

observed were different. In UKB3, where the diagonal was set into the frame, with the extra block

of wood, as the diagonal was pulled, the nails yielded, and the diagonal slid axially. There was no
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damage to the timber, only the nails. In the second test, UKB4, the same failure was observed as

UKB2 (the bare frame in tension). In this case, the nails were large so pulled through the timber

perpendicular to the grain at the sole plate. There was little yielding of the nails due to their large

diameter. This is thought to be less likely to occur in the original structure compared to the failure

mode observed in UKB3.

Figure 6.98: Failure of bottom
connection (Frame UKB4)

Figure 6.99: Failure of top connection (Frame UKB4)

Throughout the test, no sections of mud detached from the frame, and there was negligible uplift

of the posts. After the infilled frame had been loaded to failure and the load was removed, a

second strength test was carried out to assess the effect that damage to the diagonal had on the

frame. By this stage, the diagonal was fully detached from the frame so was not taking any load

(see Figure 6.118). Although the diagonal is still present, it is not connected to the frame at the

top or bottom, with the only connection being to the two internal posts. A load of 3.5kN was

gradually applied to the frame to compare its stiffness without the diagonal. The results of this

test are shown in Figure 6.117. The initial stiffness of the frame without the diagonal is

substantially reduced. However, at 50mm displacement there is an increase in stiffness. This is

possible due to the reduction of any gaps between the frame and the infill. The load was removed

after a displacement of 70mm had been reached.

6.3.1.5 Summary of UKB Test Results

The results of the UKB tests are summarised in Table 6.11. The post-failure strength test of UKB3

is included to facilitate some comparison of the infilled wall without the stiffening effect of the

diagonal brace. The frame has a higher racking stiffness when the frame is in compression

compared to when it is in tension. This may be due to the nature of the connections. When the

diagonal is in compression, the nails are bearing onto the timber parallel to the grain, with the full

length of the brace to resist the bearing. However, when the diagonal is in tension, the available

timber to resist the bearing is minimal. The infilled frame in tension has the highest capacity and

racking stiffness. The fact that the racking stiffness of the infilled wall is more than 4.5 times

greater than the bare frame indicates that initially the frame including the diagonal only contributes

a small proportion of the stiffness of the whole wall. The strengthened frame has a 46% increase

in capacity compared to the bare frame, but the initial stiffness was not significantly increased.
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Table 6.11: Summary of results for UKB tests
Racking
Stiffness
(kN/m)

Yield
Force
(kN)

Maximum
Capacity

(kN)

Yield
deformation

(mm)

Deformation
at failure
(mm)

Ductility

Bare frame in
compression (UKB1) 270 2.24 3.04 20.4 39.3 17.5

Bare frame in tension
(UKB2) 180 1.63 1.73 13.4 16.8 10.3

Infilled frame in tension
(UKB3) 820 2.09 3.53 13.4 94.6 45.3

Infilled frame in tension
after failure of diagonal
(UKB3-postfailure)

Not tested 0.5 3.34 < 2.0 71.2 ≈ 35

Strengthened frame
(UKB5) 180 1.85 2.52 22.0 62.9 34.0

Figure 6.100 and Figure 6.101 show the envelope curves for the stiffness phase and strength

phase of all four UKB tests respectively. All the tests had a residual drift of less than 0.2% after

the stiffness phase, indicating that they were all still within their elastic range. Due to the diagonal

brace, and its shorter height, Frame B is stiffer than Frame A and the maximum lateral drift

measured during the stiffness phase was less than 1% for all tests. When the diagonal was in

tension, failure was due to gradual yielding of the nails or timber at the diagonal connection.

However, in compression the failure mode was brittle due to buckling of the diagonal brace at a

drift of 2.3%, leaving the frame with no residual capacity. Damage to the mortice and tenon

connections was not observed in tests UKB1-UKB4. In the UKB5 test, in addition to preventing

uplift, rotation of the tenons was also prevented, which probably contributed to the increased

capacity more than the prevention of uplift. As a consequence of its higher capacity, the damage

caused to the strengthened frame at the end of testing was greater than the bare frame. As well

as failure occurring at the diagonal connection, one of the mortices was severely damaged due

to the glue preventing pull out or rotation.

Figure 6.100: Envelopes for all four tests Figure 6.101: Strength test results for all tests

Figure 6.102 shows the cumulative energy dissipation for each frame for the first 0.9kN cycle.

The infilled frame dissipates more energy than the bare frames, but up to a 0.1% drift, there is
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little difference in energy dissipation between the strengthened frame and the bare frame in

tension, as any energy dissipated by friction in the tenons is not accounted for at such a low drift.

Figure 6.102: Cumulative energy dissipated for
each frame vs. lateral drift for 0.9kN cycle 1.

Figure 6.103: Lateral displacement
against vertical uplift for all Frame B

tests

Figure 6.103 shows the relationship between lateral displacement and vertical uplift of the posts.

The external post of the infilled frame uplifts a distance 4 times larger than the bare frame for the

same lateral displacement. This is because the infilled frame behaves more like a rigid body,

rocking as the external post lifts up, rather than deforming in flexure like the bare frame. This is

demonstrated in Figure 6.104 and Figure 6.105 which compare the deflected shapes of both

frames for the same drift. The post closest to the load is relatively straight for the infilled frame,

whereas for the bare frame it is bowing outwards.

Figure 6.104: UKB2 at displacement of 85mm Figure 6.105: UKB3 at displacement of 85mm
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PUCP Experimental Campaign

In PUCP, the six specimens were tested under three different vertical loads, shown in Table 6.12

alongside the maximum displacements which each frame was pushed to. All frames were pushed

first with the diagonal in tension, then with the diagonal in compression with the exception of PB1

and PB2, which were pushed in compression first. The displacement is considered positive when

the diagonal is in tension, and negative when the diagonal is in compression. Although the test

frames were built to the same specification, there were some minor differences in construction

details, which are discussed in the following section. In addition, some problems with the test

setup were discovered during the initial tests, which were rectified in subsequent tests.

Table 6.12: Comparison of vertical loading and maximum displacements for PB tests.

Vertical load (kN/m) Max. disp. positive direction
(diagonal in tension) (mm)

Max. disp. negative direction
(diagonal in compression) (mm)

PB1 0 125 150
PB2 0 140 140
PB3 6.3 150 140
PB4 6.3 140 140
PB5 12.6 300 140
PB6 12.6 300 140

Table 6.13 lists the observations at the end of each phase made by the author during the PB

tests. The author observed the first four PB tests (PB1-PB4).
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Table 6.13: Observations during PB tests
Phase Observations after 3 cycles Image
1
±25mm

At the end of this phase, none of the test
specimens were damaged, with the exception
of some cracking of the plaster. The cracks
followed the lines of the vertical timber posts
and bracing member. There are also some thin
cracks in the rest of the plaster. However, none
of the plaster has fallen off, and there is no
observed damage to any of the timber
elements or connections.

Figure 6.106a: PB3 after 1st Phase
2
±50mm

During this phase the cracks in the plaster
along the lines of the posts became more
pronounced and all the plaster covering the
bracing member detached due to differential
movement between the diagonal and the rest.
The diagonal brace was not covered with mud.
Some small sections of the plaster detached,
taking some of the mud infill with it in some
places. There was still no observed damage to
the timber elements or connections.

Figure 6.106b: PB3 after 2nd Phase
3
±100mm

During this phase, the detachment of the
plaster was more pronounced. In some tests
observed by the author including PB1, PB2
and PB3 large portions of the mud infill
detached exposing the canes. Large cracks
were seen, and there was some damage to the
diagonal connections due to the nails splitting
the timber along the grain. By the end of this
phase in all tests observed by the author both
the top and bottom diagonal bracing
connections had entirely or partially failed.

Figure 6.106c: PB4 after 3rd Phase
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4
±140mm

For most test specimens the diagonal
connection had totally detached by the end of
the previous phase. Therefore during the
whole of phase 4, the majority of the lateral
stiffness was due to the infill. Any specimens in
which the diagonal had not totally detached
had done so by the end of this phase.

Figure 6.106d: PB3 after 4th Phase
5
+300mm

The author was unable to observe personally
any tests which had phase 5 since only
specimens PB5 and PB6 were subjected to
this phase. Therefore it is not possible to report
any first-hand observations. The reader is
referred to Torrealva and Vicente (2012).

Figure 6.106b: PB6 after 5th Phase
(Torrealva and Vicente, 2012)

The hysteretic loops for PB2 (no vertical load) and PB6 (12.6kN/m vertical load) are shown in

Figure 6.107 and Figure 6.108 respectively. The loops for both tests are quite wide, with a

significant stiffness degradation after the first cycle. PB6 shows more pinching than PB2,

particularly in the second and third cycles. In compression the loops are more jagged, indicating

that the frame was more unstable and there was incremental loss of capacity. The unloading

regime can significantly influence the shape of the hysteretic curves, and in this case, it is believed

that the significant vertical drop is due to the load being removed quickly before the frame has a

chance to recover. In PB2, which did not have any vertical load, the posts lifted up vertically a

distance of 30mm in the third phase, representing 30% of the lateral displacement. This is

significantly more than what was measured for Frame A indicating that Frame B is rocking more

due to its shorter height and stiffening effect of the bracing member. The addition of the vertical

load reduced this uplift to around 20%, but it is still more than what was observed for Frame A.
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Figure 6.107: Cycles for PB2 Positive =
diagonal in tension [Data from Torrealva and

Vicente (2011)]

Figure 6.108: Cycles for PB6. Positive = diagonal
in tension [Data from Torrealva and Vicente

(2011)]

The backbone curves for the six tests are displayed in Figure 6.109. From these curves, it is

observed that the stiffness of the frames begins to level off at displacements of around ±50mm,

and further degradation occurs in subsequent phases. This degradation in later phases is more

pronounced for frames without any vertical load, particularly in tension, where PB1 and PB2 show

an earlier and more pronounced loss of stiffness and capacity. The addition of the 6.3kN/m load

increases the capacity of the frame, but this does not increase further when the higher load is

added. Considering the results of the tests on specimens PB5 and PB6, which were pushed to

300mm in the tensile direction, although there is a substantial reduction in stiffness in the earlier

phases, it does not degenerate significantly further when pushed to 300mm. This is because,

after the failure of the diagonal, the infill still has residual stiffness. The backbone curves are more

scattered in compression than in tension, but this was also observed in the reverse cyclic loading

for Frame A so may be a function of the test setup. This is shown in Figure 6.110 which compares

the absolute values for the upper and lower bounds of the backbone curves of all tests. The

highest capacity in compression is greater than any of the frames in tension, but there is a larger

difference between the highest at lowest capacities in compression compared to in tension. The

main response parameters recorded for the PB tests are summarised in Table 6.14.
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Figure 6.109: Backbone curves for PB (Data from
Torrealva and Vicente (2011))

Figure 6.110: Absolute values of upper and
lower bound backbone curves to compare
behaviour in tension and compression

Table 6.14: Summary of results of PB tests

Wall
Reference

Vertical
Load
(kN/m)

Initial stiffness Kin (kN/m) Yield force, Fy (kN) Fpeak (kN)

tension compression tension compression tension compression

PB1 0 357 350 6.1 -11.1 12.5 -12.9

PB2 0 334 455 10.2 -10.8 12.9 -12.5

PB3 6.3 441 457 13.2 -11.2 14.4 -13.2

PB4 6.3 455 417 11.5 -11.3 12.9 -13.3

PB5 12.6 557 468 12.9 -15.1 15.7 -18.0

PB6 12.6 426 440 12.1 -11.6 14.1 -14.76

Failure of the diagonal occurred during Phase 3 (±100mm) for all tests observed by the author.

The failure took place in two steps. The first step was during the first cycle of Phase 3 when the

tensile force in the diagonal caused the nails to split the timber along the grain. Figure 6.111a

shows the splitting of the timber which occurred during the first cycle of Phase 3 (PB4), whereas

Figure 6.111b shows the second cycle of the third phase (PB2), and Figure 6.111c the third cycle.

During the subsequent compressive and tensile cycles, the nails move along this split in both

directions, increasing its length and width before eventually detaching completely. During all tests

observed, by the end of the third cycle, the nails of the diagonal were either totally detached or

partially detached, as shown in Figure 6.112 where the frame is portrayed at the end of phase

three (PB1).

Diagonal in tension

Diagonal in
compression
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Figure 6.111a: Phase 3, Cycle
1 (PB4)

Figure 6.111b: Phase 3, Cycle
2 (PB2)

Figure 6.111c: Phase 3, Cycle 3
(PB2)

Figure 6.112a: Total detachment of diagonal at
top of frame at end of Phase 3 (PB1)

Figure 6.112b: Total detachment of diagonal at
bottom of frame at end of phase 3 (PB3)

However, there were some flaws in this connection. The diagonal in the test specimens was nailed

to both the vertical post and the sole plate as shown in Figure 6.113. This prevented the tenon at

the bottom corner which was connected to the diagonal, lifting out of the mortice. This meant that

the tenon of the outer posts was able to lift out of the mortice significantly more when the diagonal

was in compression (opposite post) compared to when it was in tension (near post). This will have

affected the results by giving an overestimate of stiffness when the diagonal is in tension, and

may also decrease the ultimate capacity of the connection as the diagonal member is being pulled

apart perpendicular to the grain when the angle between the post and beams is reduced (diagonal

in compression).
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Figure 6.113: Connection between diagonal and
post showing nails passing through post & beam

Figure 6.113b: Isometric showing
connection between nails and post

This is not the case in the historic casonas, and it is believed that the actual connection onsite is

structurally superior to the arrangement used in the tests. Figure 6.114 shows the diagonal

connection as it was in the tests, while Figure 6.115 displays the configuration onsite. The

diagonal was not offset in from the post in the tests, as observed onsite, but nailed directly to the

corner with two or three nails, one nailed to the post, and the other one or two, to the beam.

Although this arrangement was dictated by the classic engineering assumption of having all axes

of the members in a truss bay intersecting at a point, so as to avoid generation of moments at the

connection, it was not representative of realistic behaviour, and may have weakened the

connection.

Figure 6.114: Diagonal Connection from tests Figure 6.115: Diagonal connection onsite

There were also some problems with the test setup. In the earlier tests there were problems with

the sole plate lifting up as it wasn’t sufficiently fixed to the base. This was improved for later tests.

The top plate was ineffective at transferring the vertical load as no spreader beam was used, and

the beam through which the load was applied was not long enough to cover the full length of the

frame. This caused bending failure to the top plate, and some local crushing of the timber

perpendicular to the grain. In addition, some vertical load was transferred to the vertical canes

causing them to buckle and damage the plaster. These defects were rectified in later tests, which

reduced visible damage to the plaster.
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These tests show significant contribution of the diagonal bracing member to the stiffness and

capacity of the frame. Being shorter, and stiffer than Frame A, Frame B shows more behaviour in

rocking and a larger uplift of the vertical posts. The diagonal connection is vulnerable to failure,

however, once it has failed, the frame still has significant residual stiffness due to the infill. Due

to problems with the test setup and the construction of the frame, the precise failure mode of the

diagonal cannot be considered realistic as there is too big of a difference compared to the HC

layout.

Discussion of Frame B Behaviour

Due to its shorter height and the effect of the diagonal, Frame B is much stiffer than Frame A, and

during the tests showed a more rocking behaviour as opposed to flexural. The response of the

wall is highly affected by the details of the diagonal connection to the frame. Ultimate failure in all

Frame B tests occurred at the diagonal brace connection. The failure mode that occurred is highly

dependent on the geometry of the connection and the type of nails used.

6.3.3.1 Failure of the Diagonal Brace in Tension

Ultimate failure of Frame B in all tests was due to failure of one of the connections between the

diagonal brace and the frame. However, the failure mode depends on the geometry of the

connection. Later observations on site showed that the top plate was deeper than originally

assumed. Therefore, it is believed that the connection that exists in reality is slightly stronger than

was represented in the tests. In the connection in HC, the diagonal is inserted into a groove in the

top plate of a depth equal to around half the thickness of the diagonal. The diagonal itself is not

scarfed, but retains its full thickness. In addition, the nails are inserted across different wood

fibres, helping prevent the failure observed in UKB2. As the top plate is twice as thick as it was in

the half-scale tests, failure of this beam is less likely. It is thought that the diagonal connection

that exists in reality is much stronger than was represented in any of the tests. Assuming that the

timber members are all in good condition it is believed that the most likely failure mode involves

the diagonal moving downwards along the groove in the top plate, and yielding of the nails as

shown in Figure 6.116, similar to the failure observed in UKB3. In the UKB3 test, there was

negligible rotation of the diagonal with respect to the top plate and the stiffness of the connection

depends on the elastic moduli of the timber. Failure will be governed by the yielding of the nails,

if the timber is in good condition but if there is deterioration or weakness, timber failure should

also be considered.

Figure 6.116: Predicted failure of diagonal connection in HC
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6.3.3.2 Buckling Of the Diagonal Brace in Compression

During test UKB1, when the bare frame was pushed with the diagonal in compression, the

diagonal buckled causing the nails between the brace and the post to withdraw. During the PB

tests, the diagonal did not buckle under a compressive load. However, there were several

differences in the test specimen and setup which could account for this. Firstly, in the PB tests,

the diagonal passed over three internal posts rather than two. The nails were longer and were not

pre-drilled providing more restraint against withdrawal. The cyclic test frame was infilled so less

direct force would have been transmitted to the diagonal. In addition, as Li and Lam (2009) have

shown, timber frames are more likely to buckle when loaded monotonically than cyclically as the

cyclic loads cause increasing levels of damage in the connections providing less axial restraint to

the diagonal. Finally, it can be assumed that the infill takes some of the lateral load, reducing the

force taken by the diagonal member. Since the infilled frame showed no propensity for buckling,

it not considered to be a realistic failure mechanism so not worth investigating further.

6.3.3.3 Influence of the Infill after Yielding of Diagonal

The effect of the infill is to increase the capacity and provide residual stiffness once the diagonal

connection has yielded. This can be quantified by comparing the behaviour of frame UKB3 post-

failure of the diagonal, with the results of UKB2. Clearly, UKB3 before failure of the diagonal,

where the infill is present, and the diagonal is fully connected, is the stiffest and has the highest

capacity. Part of the loss of stiffness of UKB3 post-failure can be attributed to the damage

accumulated in the infill and timber frame during the previous failure cycle as well as the loss of

the diagonal. However, UKB2, which has a diagonal but no infill, is significantly stiffer than the

infilled frame once the diagonal has failed. However, the infilled frame without the diagonal has a

higher capacity and can take increased loads without a reduction in stiffness.

Figure 6.117: Second failure cycle of UKB3 compared to the
first failure cycle of UKB3 and the failure cycle of UKB2

Figure 6.118: Frame before
second failure cycle test

6.3.3.4 Effect of Test Setup

In addition to the variation in geometry, there were various differences in the setup between the

PB tests and the UKB tests. Even taking scaling into account, the vertical load used the UKB tests
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was two to four times as large as the PB tests. The PB tests showed that the magnitude of the

vertical load has little effect on the stiffness of the frame, with the exception of reducing the uplift

of the tenons, but nonetheless, such a large difference could have some effect. The vertical loads

were applied in a similar way, but in later tests in Bath, the load was better distributed along the

beam. While the PB tests were displacement controlled, the UKB tests were load controlled.

Splitting of the timber in the beams and the diagonal connection occurred at around the same

relative displacement in both sets of tests. The diagonal connection was least damaged during

the test with infill in Bath (UKB3), which is thought to have the most realistic connection.

6.3.3.5 Comparison of Frame B with Frame A

Figure 6.119 shows the upper and lower bound backbone curves for PB tests compared with

those of the PA tests. Frame B is slightly stiffer and stronger than Frame A. However, it reached

its ultimate capacity at a lower displacement and once the connection between the diagonal failed,

the capacity significantly reduced. The post-elastic behaviour is substantially different. Frame A

shows a hardening branch and substantial ductility, while Frame B shows a brittle behaviour with

a partial loss of capacity, before settling on a lower capacity which accommodates displacement

without further or a very modest increase in strength capacity.

Figure 6.119: Upper and lower bound backbone curves for Frame A and Frame B
(Data from Torrealva and Vicente (2011))

6.4 Concluding Remarks

The literature review revealed that there had been no previous tests performed on historic quincha

frames. Although there were tests on other types of infilled frames, the variations in geometry,

infill type, and connection details meant that their results could not be directly applied. In addition,

insufficient quantitative information was obtained from post-earthquake surveys about the
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response of the quincha and much of it was contradictory. Sensitivity analysis performed prior to

the testing showed that small variations in geometry, material characteristics, and joint stiffness

have a large influence on the lateral stiffness of the frame, but these models could not be

validated. For these reasons, a full testing campaign was deemed necessary to inform the

detailed diagnosis of the Lima casonas with a reasonable level of confidence.

The testing campaign resulted in a much more thorough understanding of the behaviour of

quincha and gave quantitative data on its lateral stiffness, capacity, and failure modes. This

increases the level of confidence in the detailed diagnosis by a significant amount, but at the same

time is very costly and time-consuming. The number and scale of tests could be reduced by

combining with sensitivity analyses, detailed numerical models and some local testing. A vast

amount of valuable data and understanding was obtained from the half-scale tests, indicating that

it is not always vital to perform full-scale tests if time, money and facilities do not permit it.

However, their validity and representativeness and thus overall level of confidence were

increased since the full-scale tests, and in particular the test on the historic specimen, were

performed.

The testing campaign commenced at an early stage of the project, after having performed a

sensitivity analysis, but before having undertaken a detailed structural survey and material

characterisation. This was advantageous in one way in that it provided a focus for the survey by

already having identified the vulnerabilities of the system. However, it meant that there were

inevitable inconsistencies between the replica walls and those on site in terms of connection

details and mechanical characteristics of the materials. The effect of these led to some unrealistic

failure modes being observed in the tests, but by comparing the results of the tests on the replica

frames with the historic frame, it can be concluded that these issues are not insurmountable,

particularly if combined with analysis. Nevertheless, in an ideal situation a full survey and material

characterisation should be carried out prior to commencing testing.

The findings on the quincha walls suggest that in general, although the walls are flexible, they are

very ductile and can withstand considerable deformations without any significant loss of

resistance or failure of the frame. The in-plane drift can be related to the level of damage.

However, the P-delta effect needs to be considered for this. Therefore, this is discussed further

in Chapter 8 when the results of the detailed diagnosis are presented. The major outcomes in

terms of how they relate to the development of a numerical model are summarised in Table 6.15.
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Table 6.15: Summary of Experimental Conclusions

Phenomenon Experimental Observations Conclusions for Numerical Model

F
R
A
M
E
O
N
LY

(A
an

d
B
)

Vertical
movement of
tenons

Tenons at bottom pull out of
mortices.
No vertical movement
measured for top tenons

The model needs to allow for vertical
uplift at the base of the posts. Vertical
movement does not need to be
considered for top tenons.

Rotation of
tenons

If tenons unable to rotate, the
stiffness of the frame is
overestimated

Model needs to allow for semi-rigid
rotational behaviour of the mortice and
tenon joint.

IN
F
IL
L

(F
R
A
M
E
A
an

d
B
)

Contribution of
infill to stiffness
and capacity

Infill increases stiffness by more
than 4 times for both frames,
and doubles ultimate lateral
strength capacity.

The mechanical characteristics used for
the infill in the model should be calibrated
from this data.

Effect of the infill
on the deformed
shape

The overall response of the
frame is fundamentally different
when infill present and relies on
infill shear stiffness and contact
between infill and frame.

Infill should be modelled using shell
elements rather than alternative of using
a spring or brace to model contribution of
infill to strength/ stiffness. The latter
would give different deformed shape and
misleading failure mechanism.

C
IT
A
R
A

(F
R
A
M
E
A
O
N
LY

) Connection
between citara
struts and frame

Negligible rotation occurs and
no pull out occurs at the joint of
the diagonal citara with frame’s
post and beam.

Citara struts modelled as continuous with
frame elements for direct action and
shear

Contribution of
adobe blocks to
behaviour

Adobe blocks undamaged. The
citara prevents rotation of
bottom tenons.

Not necessary to include adobe blocks in
model, simply accounting for their weight.
Rotation of bottom tenons prevented.

D
IA
G
O
N
A
L

(F
R
A
M
E
B
O
N
LY

)

Compression of
diagonal brace

Frame stiffer in compression
than tension but buckling of
diagonal occurred

Can be assumed that presence of infill
presence of infill prevents buckling of
diagonal.

Diagonal
connection to
post

Failure at the connection. No
rotation measured, but diagonal
moved axially when nails
yielded.

Connection modelled using nonlinear
axial spring. Stiffness and capacity of
spring calculated depending on
geometrical and material characteristics
of particular joint

Connections to
internal posts

Relative rotation was observed
between the diagonal and posts

End-releases inserted between diagonal
and posts in model to allow relative
rotation

In addition, the experimentally obtained quantitative data relating to drift, deformed shape and

capacity can be compared to the numerical model to ensure the results obtained from the model

are reliable. It is also important to verify the effect of the length of the walls numerically, since only

short sections of walls were tested, which may lead to misleading results and over emphasis on

rocking behaviour. The outcomes of these experiments can be used to quantify the contribution

of the infill and develop a realistic model of the quincha walls. Without this validation, the level of

confidence in the models would have been substantially lower, rendering the results from the

modelling almost meaningless. In this situation, with such a lack of prior testing and data about

the behaviour the structural system, the test campaign was crucial.
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CHAPTER 7: STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION AND
NUMERICAL MODELLING OF QUINCHA

____________________________________________________________________________

The results of the preliminary diagnosis and detailed data collection showed the lack of existing

knowledge on the seismic response of quincha. However, the testing campaign on quincha walls,

presented in the previous chapter, has provided data on the stiffness, capacity and failure modes

of quincha, which should be sufficient to define performance targets for the detailed diagnosis.

This chapter builds on this research by developing a series of detailed numerical models of the

quincha walls. These models are then used within a global model of the Lima casona to make

decisions on the detailed diagnosis. The composite nature of quincha, and the variability of its

natural materials, makes it difficult to develop a realistic model of the system. Therefore, a detailed

study has been performed to determine the most appropriate modelling approaches and

techniques, which could equally be applied to other infilled timber construction systems. This

chapter presents the method and outcomes of this study.

Two models have been developed representing the two distinct forms of quincha found in HC and

tested previously; Frame A with citara, and Frame B with a diagonal brace. For analysis purposes,

the quincha frame is divided into three components, the vertical load bearing frame, the lateral

bracing system, and the infill, shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.1: Division of Frame A into
Components

Figure 7.2: Division of Frame B into
Components
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The mechanical characteristics of the materials in the frames, and their interaction with each

other, are variable and difficult to define. Therefore, each component of the composite structure

(the vertical load bearing frame, the bracing, and the infill) is investigated in detail, in isolation and

in combination with other components, to determine the most significant parameters and their

contribution to the overall seismic behaviour. The objective is to develop an accurate finite

element model of the two quincha systems (Frame A and Frame B), calibrated against

experimental work, and then introduce simplifications necessary to build a model of the entire

building, whilst still ensuring the model is representative.

The major outcomes from the in-plane tests were summarised in Chapter 6, where modelling

requirements were outlined based on observations and quantitative results from the experiments.

However, in the process of developing the model, the need for further tests on local detailed and

connections was identified. The outcomes of these local tests are presented within the body of

this chapter.

The chapter is laid out as follows. The following section discusses the modelling strategy, followed

by a description of the method used to develop the detailed model. Section 7.3 presents the

material characterisation, and discusses the use of parametric analysis to inform the material

testing and data collection. Modelling of the connections, and calculation of their stiffness and

capacity is detailed in Section 7.4, while Section 7.5 presents the models developed of the walls

and compares them with experimental results. A strategy for simplifying the detailed numerical

model for use in global three-dimensional finite element models of the Lima casonas is proposed

in Section 7.6, followed by the conclusion in Section 7.7.

7.1 Modelling Strategy

Quincha is a composite structural element made of non-engineered materials and components.

Hence the process of developing a robust numerical model needs to take into account the lack of

standardisation of the assembly, while at the same time define general rules for the interactions

of the parts. The approach developed can be subdivided into three phases; data collection,

detailed model, and simplification of the model. The first phase, the data collection, falls within

stages 1, 2 and 3 of the overall methodology (See Figure 7.3). The aim is to obtain data on the

geometry and material characteristics of the materials typically found in quincha. When data is

not available in literature, tests are performed. This process is cyclical as the numerical analysis

informs the data collection and testing, which in turn re-informs the numerical analysis. This phase

begins at the start of the project but continues throughout the duration of the research as the

model is updated when new information is obtained. The second phase consists of the

development of a detailed numerical model of a section of a quincha wall, which is validated by

the tests. This is followed by the third phase, which involves a sensitivity analysis, resulting in

simplification of the model for wider applications. These two phases fall within the thorough data

collection in stage 3 of the overall methodology, once the need for assessment has been

established, but the level of knowledge is either inadequate for a decision on the need for

intervention, or the need for intervention has been confirmed (See Figure 7.3). The resulting

model is the used as a tool for detailed assessment to help obtain a detailed diagnosis.
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Figure 7.3: Numerical modelling strategy within overall assessment methodology

Phase one is outlined in the flow chart in Figure 7.4. In this phase, all the data required to develop

the model is collated. As little literary reference exists, this is achieved mainly through direct on-

site survey of historic buildings, however, due to their historic significance, it is important to cause

as little disturbance as possible to their historic fabric. Hence a balance needs to be found

Phases 2 & 3

Phase 1
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between the constraints posed by the preservation of their heritage value and the fact that the

accuracy of a model relies heavily on the quality of the data on geometry and material

characteristics obtained from on-site investigations. The data obtained in this phase was

presented in Chapter 4. After an initial desktop study, preliminary elastic models of a section of a

quincha wall are developed using geometry and material characteristics found in literature, and

from a broad observation of a number of sites (see Figure 7.4 Step 1). Using the preliminary

elastic models, a first sensitivity analysis is carried out varying the modelling approach, material

characteristics, and connection stiffnesses as shown in Figure 7.4 Step 2, to establish which

parameters have the most significant effect on the lateral behaviour of the frame. As a result, only

the components found to be critical to the lateral stiffness are investigated in detail during the on-

site data collection (Figure 7.4 Step 3), which in the case of the material characteristics or

connection details enable minimal disturbance of the historic fabric. Material characterisation tests

are then performed where necessary, and tests on components or connections are carried out to

assess their behaviour (Figure 7.4 Step 4). Moreover, in this case, the models are validated by

comparison with the results of in-plane laboratory tests on replica quincha walls presented in

Chapter 6.

When all the required data has been obtained, the second phase consists of the development of

a detailed numerical model, which is discussed in detail in Section 7.2. The third, and final, phase

consists of a second sensitivity analysis to identify and amend any limitations in the model, and

to simplify it by removing modelling details that do not significantly affect the global behaviour.

The simplified model can then be used to construct global models of entire casonas, so their

seismic response can be assessed within a reasonable computational burden. This phase is

presented in more detail in Section 7.6.
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Figure 7.4: Phase one methodology
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7.2 Detailed modelling approach and choice of elements

This section discusses the modelling strategy taken and the rationale behind the decisions on the

selection of element and material model. The commercially available finite element package

Autodesk © Simulation Multiphysics (ASM) 2013 is used for analysis. This software is low in cost,

making it feasible within a commercial project, yet benefits from a wide range of material models,

element types, and easy importing of geometry from AutoCAD. The tests presented in Chapter 6

demonstrated the importance of ensuring that nonlinear behaviour is accounted for since the

quincha starts to show stiffness degradation at a relatively early stage of lateral loading. Due to

the complexities of nonlinear dynamic analysis and reliance on input parameters, nonlinear static

analysis is considered to be the most appropriate analysis method, which can be combined with

linear dynamic analysis for the global models.

A considerable amount of literature is available addressing the numerical modelling of bare timber

framed structures covering a broad range of modelling approaches, which is comprehensively

summarised by Mackerle (2005). Tsai and D'Ayala (2011) showed that it is possible to simulate

the behaviour of historic timber frames by using linear elastic beam elements for the frame

members coupled with nonlinear springs connecting them to represent the finite stiffness of the

carpentry joints. The mechanical characteristics assigned to the springs are calibrated

experimentally by testing real size joints, or using a detailed nonlinear numerical model. The

resultant global models show a good correlation in terms of failure modes when compared to

post-earthquake damage observations and experimental work. This technique is easy to

implement in ASM (2013), and decoupling the representation of the connections from the

members allows different carpentry joint types and their degrading behaviour to be represented

without having to modify the entire frame.

The biggest issue in developing a numerical model of quincha is considering the infill. As

discussed in Chapter 5, two researchers have developed models of quincha, one of them prior to

this research (Cardenas, 2008) and the other subsequent to it (Aguilar et al., 2013). Both studies

modelled the quincha using equivalent shell elements with the timber frame and infill

homogenised. The material characteristics in both cases were linear elastic. Aguilar et al. (2013)

derived the values analytically from deflection equations, but Cardenas (2008) does not state how

the values were obtained. Although this type of model can be valuable for obtaining the modal

shapes of the building, it is impossible to extract localised stresses or strains, or replicate post-

elastic behaviour, which has been shown experimentally to occur at relatively low values of lateral

drift (see Chapter 6).

When considering infilled timber frames, the major difficulty is in determining the mechanical

characteristics of the infill and its interaction with the frame. A number of researchers modelling

infilled timber frames have simply neglected the infill since, for the systems that they modelled,

experimental data showed that the timber frame contributes the majority of the lateral stiffness

and strength at failure (Ali et al., 2012, Cardoso et al., 2005, Kouris and Kappos, 2012). However,

the experimental results in Chapter 6 have shown this not to be the case for quincha, and

neglecting it in a model would lead to substantially different structural behaviour.
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The most complex approach in terms of computational effort is to model the timber frame and the

infill in detail using volume elements, taking into consideration all frictional contact between the

infill and the frame. The major issue with this approach is the resources required in terms of

computational effort and time required to develop and run the model, and for quincha, this would

still require a homogenisation of the mud and canes for the infill. It is therefore not suitable for the

analysis of an entire structure. Despite this, a detailed model can be used to validate a less

complex model, which can then be used to assess a complete structure.

A less computationally demanding option is to use beam or truss elements to represent the timber

frame, and plate or shell elements to represent the infill (Makarios and Demosthenous, 2006).

Timber connections may be considered as pinned, or assigned finite stiffness values using spring

elements. The mechanical characteristics of the infill may be regarded as homogeneous, or an

alternative strategy could be the use of composite layered elements, as available for instance in

Autodesk Simulation Multiphysics (2013). However, to date, there is no evidence of composite

layered elements having been used for this type of structure in literature. The normal and frictional

contact between the infill and the frame may be included in the model by means of contact or

interface elements, making it easy to alter the model complexity depending on requirements. The

disadvantage of this approach is that it is very computationally demanding, particularly if frictional

contact between the frame and infill is considered. It can also be time-consuming to develop the

model depending on the capabilities of the software used.

A further simplification is to represent the stiffness provided by the infill using an equivalent brace

or strut, as employed by Komatsu et al. (2009) for Japanese mud shear walls. The mechanical

properties and cross sectional area of the brace or strut must be calibrated on a case by case

basis, either experimentally or with the use of a more detailed model. This method is commonly

employed in the finite element modelling of masonry infilled concrete frames (Chrysostomou et

al., 2002). However there are several limitations of using such an approach for concrete frames,

which are discussed in D’Ayala et al. (2009) and Ellul and D’Ayala (2012). For example, they can

overlook critical failure modes and they fail to show realistic degradation of the materials.

Similarly, a lumped plasticity approach can be used whereby linear elastic beam elements

represent the timber frame, while inelastic hinges, the values of which are calibrated

experimentally, are used to represent the inelastic behaviour of the timber connections and the

infill. This method has been employed successfully for infilled timber frames by Ceccotti et al.

(2006). Both these approaches can provide a useful insight into the global behaviour of the

structure with a relatively low computational effort. However, local effects cannot be obtained from

this model, and the bending moments and shear forces are not realistic as the interaction between

the infill, and the frame is not modelled. Unrealistic localised stresses and deformations may occur

at the interaction between the strut/brace and the frame. Furthermore, in this instance, it is not

possible to vary the geometrical or material characteristics of the frame or to add openings without

complete recalibration of the model.

In selecting the detailed modelling approach, a number of factors are considered. It is important

that the model is not so refined that, due to the inherent geometric and material variability of
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historic structures, it would be necessary to re-calibrate the model for each and every geometric

configuration. Furthermore, since adobe-quincha structures contain large openings, the modelling

approach should be flexible enough to be able to adapt easily to real walls’ configurations

including openings. Preliminary models were used to assess the most suitable approach by

varying parameters such as element type, material model, boundary conditions and method of

reproducing the experimental loading conditions. One such case investigated was the option of

modelling the quincha wall using shell elements with homogenised material characteristics

determined by fitting the force-displacement curve of the model to that obtained from tests on

quincha walls. The problem with this approach is that it does not allow for making minor

modifications in geometry to take into account variations such as the presence of openings or

minor changes in the cross section of the timber elements, without performing further full-scale

tests to recalibrate the model. Furthermore, the model did not show realistic deformations under

vertical loading. Therefore, this method was not considered adequate for a full detailed

assessment. However, its relative simplicity, and low computational effort required to run the

analysis, proved valuable for checking the torsional effects in the building and a model developed

for this purpose using this technique is presented in Chapter 8. Nevertheless, a model consisting

of separate timber and infill elements is much more realistic and adaptable to changes in the

structure. As a result, the most appropriate approach is deemed to be modelling the timber frame

using beam elements, with the infill modelled with plate/shell elements. The model can then be

made more or less complex, as required, by considering or neglecting connections’ finite stiffness,

the inelastic behaviour of the frame, and contact between the frame and the infill. Therefore, the

remainder of this chapter discusses the development of this model.

The process used to develop the numerical models, while comparing the results with the

experimental work at each stage is summarised in Figure 7.5. The model is built up in

components, comparing the outputs to the experimental results at each step before adding

another layer of detail. Parameters, such as maximum displacement, elastic stiffness and uplift of

the tenons are compared at each stage with those obtained experimentally. The inherent

variability of the natural materials means that it is necessary to target a higher margin of error

between experimental and modelled outputs than what could be achieved with steel or concrete

models. Other numerical models on masonry infilled timber frames generally achieved a margin

of error within 20% for pushover analysis compared with experimental results in terms of lateral

stiffness and maximum force (Kouris and Kappos, 2012, Ceccotti et al., 2006). Therefore, this

value has been selected as a target.
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Figure 7.5: Phase two methodology

The tests showed that both the bare timber frame and the infilled frame have inelastic behaviour.

In the case of the timber frame, this mainly arises from relative movement at the connections and

yielding or crushing of the fibres when approaching failure, while for the infill this is due to early
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cracking in the mud, at a relatively low displacement, detachment of the mud from the canes at a

larger displacement demand, and separation between the infill and the timber posts. In order to

reproduce these observations in the detailed model, the vertical and horizontal timber elements

are modelled as isotropic using linear elastic beam elements, while the mortice and tenon

connections are modelled as semi-rigid with finite rotational and translational stiffness. The top

connections are modelled by simulating continuity between the beam and the post as far as

vertical translation is concerned, while the rotational stiffness is simulated with a beam element

with an equivalent bilinear Von Mises material model for the rotation. The Von Mises material

model enables plastic deformation, and the bilinear stress-strain relationship is obtained from

tests on replica joints, discussed in section 7.4.1. The lower connections are simulated by using

a truss element with a high compressive stiffness and a low tensile stiffness, which allows for

vertically upwards relative movement between the post and the beam, simulating the uplift of the

tenon. These choices, including the experimental testing, were developed based on requirements

determined as a result of the preliminary analysis as outlined in Figure 7.5.

For Frame B, the initial sensitivity analysis showed an order of magnitude difference in lateral drift

response depending on the type of element (truss or beam) chosen to simulate the diagonal

member. Beam elements are considered to be more appropriate because as the global

deformation increases the rotational and shear stiffness of the diagonal is activated due to the

presence of a half-lap joint and several nails with the internal posts. The connection between the

diagonal and the top and bottom beams is simulated using a nonlinear truss element with stiffness

and capacity calculated depending on the geometry and material of the two timbers and the type

and arrangement of nails, as discussed in section 7.4.2.

Although the infill of cane and mud is in itself an orthotropic composite material, it is considered

most effective to model it as an equivalent homogeneous isotropic material using a Von Mises

material model with isotropic hardening. Attempts were made to define an equivalent constitutive

law by performing shear tests on small panels of mud and cane. However the test results were

not valid due to differences in the boundary conditions between the test specimens and the frame.

Therefore, the mechanical characteristics were calibrated by comparing the test results of the

frame with and without infill. The interaction between the frame and the infill is modelled using

compression-only contact elements, as general surface contact cannot be used with the choice

of finite element made for the timber and infill. The compression modulus of the contact element

is calculated from the modulus of elasticity of the timber perpendicular to the grain obtained from

tests or literature. The addition of contact elements significantly increases the run time of the

model so it is important to determine the extent of the surfaces in contact during the loading and

unloading. This is achieved by running a model with all possible contact simulated representing

the tests and then eliminating the inactive contact portions, as a result of the model calibration.

These simplified models are then used in the simulation of the full structure.

The bare frame test showed that the horizontal canes are critical to the lateral response as they

provide some additional lateral bracing. To simulate this contribution, the canes were modelled

using beam elements with contact elements between the canes and posts to simulate their ability
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to slide horizontally through the holes in the posts. The contact elements had no tensile capacity

and a compressive stiffness equivalent to the stiffness of the timber in the post.

Despite being observed during the tests of the bare frame in compression, global buckling of the

diagonal brace is not believed to be a likely failure mechanism in reality, but is believed to have

occurred due to the particular test setup. During the infilled tests on quincha frames performed in

PUCP, global buckling did not occur. This is likely to be due to a combination of the nature of

cyclic testing (compared to monotonic), and the presence of the infill. As stated in Chapter 6, Li

and Lam (2009) observed that the bracing of a bare timber frame under a monotonic lateral load

was more likely to buckle than the same frame under cyclic loading. This was attributed to the

gradual degradation of the diagonal connections under cyclic loads, which permitted the brace to

deform axially, removing its end restraints. The presence of the infill is also believed to reduce

the propensity for buckling, since although not physically restraining the diagonal, it attracts a

portion of the lateral load, reducing the force experienced by it. By increasing the stiffness of the

frame, it reduces the level of deformation, reducing the rotation at the diagonal connection and

any resulting moments in the brace. Applying the load to the top plate, as was done in the test,

results in the force being transferred to the diagonal via the nails eccentrically. This induce some

bending in the member about its minor axis, and increases its propensity to buckle. For these

reasons, buckling of the diagonal was not included in the numerical models.

7.3 Materials’ characterisation and simulation

The structural materials present in the quincha frames are adobe, timber, canes and mud. The

nature of the adobe used at the base of the second-storey frame is likely to vary substantially

from building to building depending on workmanship and age of the structure. However,

preliminary tests and parametric analysis showed that the effect of the adobe is mainly as a

stabilising load, contributing little to overall stiffness and strength. Hence the only parameter of

relevance for this analysis is its specific weight. The mechanical characteristics of existing adobe

in Peru, mainly in Lima, but also in Cusco, are available in literature (Ruíz et al., 2013, Tarque,

2008, Blondet and Vargas-Neumann, 1978, Neumann and P, 1981, Vargas Neumann, 1980,

Rojas-Bravo and Fernandez Baca, 2012), enabling a estimates of the mechanical characteristics

to be obtained.

It was established in Chapter 4 that the canes are typically thin and of the species caña brava or

carrizo. Some information on the mechanical characteristics of these canes in Peru has been

published by Barrionuevo (2011). The parametric analysis found that the mechanical

characteristics of the canes were less significant than their cross-sectional area and they did not

undergo any progressive damage in either test. Therefore, original canes from HC were not

tested.

An outcome of the preliminary diagnosis was the importance of a full characterisation of the timber

in HC. This was performed by Custodio et al. (2012) complying with ASTM D143-94 (2007). The

species of representative structural elements in the frames were determined, and samples were

tested to quantify density, elastic moduli and compressive strength for each species. The wood
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had an average humidity of 17.3%, but it was not suffering substantial deterioration from insect

infestation (Custodio et al., 2012). Frame A was found to contain two species; sapelli, also known

as caoba Africana or African mahogany (Entandrophagma cylindricum), for the beams, and

cypress (cypressus) for the posts and citara struts, as shown in Figure 7.6. Frame B, illustrated

in Figure 7.7, contains sapelli in the bottom beam and cypress for the remainder of the frame.

Figure 7.6: Timber species in Frame A Figure 7.7: Timber species in Frame B

Sapelli is a wood originating from Africa and is a member of the same family as ‘true mahogany’

(Swietenia Macrophylla) which originates from Central America and was widely forested across

Latin America including Peru in the 18th and 19th centuries (Lamb, 1947). Both kinds of wood

are similar in appearance and properties to Spanish cedar, reported to have been typically used

in quincha (Rodríguez-Camilloni, 2003, Walker, 2008). Cypress is a name given to a species of

tree within the Cypressus family, and thus the precise species or geographical origin of the wood

in HC is uncertain. For comparison of mechanical characteristics, the data from the species

originating from Northern and Central America has been used, simply due to geographical

proximity. Characteristic values for the mechanical properties of all three kinds of wood as

reported by Bergman et al. (2010) and Meier (2014) who obtained the data from literature are

presented in Table 7.1. These are compared with the values provided by Custodio et al. (2012)

obtained by testing wood samples extracted from HC. The mechanical characteristics of the

specimens extracted from HC are for both species substantially lower than the reference values

found in literature, which is to be expected considering the reference values are for unweathered

timber. However, no statistical distribution is provided for the test results, so it is difficult to

comment on their representativeness. Additionally, the environmental humidity in Lima is high,

and the moisture content, which substantially affects the strength properties of wood, was found

to vary significantly with values in the range of 14.2% and 24.0% being recorded in different

locations of the building. For the purpose of modelling, the mechanical characteristics given by

the tests are used.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of timber mechanical characteristics

Mechanical
Characteristics
(Average Values)

Sapelli Spanish
Cedar True Mahogany Cypress

Reference a b b b a b

Density (kg/m3) 490 490-670 470 480-833 470 512 - 515
Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)
(static bending)

7.7 12.0 –
12.5 9.1 – 9.9 10.1 – 10.3 5.4 7.0 - 9.9

Modulus of
rupture (MPa) 60.3 105.5-

109.9 70.8 - 79.3 79.3 – 80.8 47.9 71.0 - 73.1

Compressive
strength parallel
to grain (MPa)

32.7 56.3 42.8 50.6 31.1 37.1

Shear parallel to
grain (MPa) 6.2 15.6 7.6 11.2 7.6 10.9

Compressive
strength
perpendicular to
grain (MPa)

4.6 - - - 4.3 -

a Test values from samples extracted from HC (Custodio et al., 2012)
b Reference values for specimens free of defect (Bergman et al., 2010, Meier, 2014)

The racking tests demonstrated the contribution of the infill for resisting lateral loads. From the

initial sensitivity analysis, the characteristics of the infill were very significant, particularly, the

shear modulus. As detailed in the methodology, it is difficult to obtain accurate mechanical

characteristics for the infill material due to its composite nature, and its interaction with the timber

frame. Examples of experimental work to determine the shear stiffness of this type of panels are

found in Komatsu et al. (2009), but they do not decouple the frame from the infill and hence they

cannot be used as reference for the present mud cane composite. As stated before, several

attempts to test the infill alone in compression and shear were unsuccessful. Therefore, a

calibration was performed using the results from the tests of Frame A with and without infill. In

this calibration, the shear characteristics of the infill in the model were increased until the model

closely reproduced the experimental results of the infilled frame, within the error margin of 20%.

This was appropriate since the model of the bare frame correlated well with the experimental

results, and the only difference between the bare frame and the infilled frame is the addition of

the infill. All other parameters were kept constant. Figure 7.8 compares the results obtained for

three variations of material properties with the experimental results. By trial and error, varying the

material characteristics of the infill only, it was found that Model A most closely aligns with the

experimental curve. Therefore, the values in Model A were used for all other models. The shear

characteristics of the infill obtained by this process were maintained constant in all models. The

properties of the contact elements were not included in the calibration procedure since they were

obtained directly from spring equations based on the mechanical properties of the timber.
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Figure 7.8: Calibration of infill properties using test data of Frame A

Table 7.2 summarises the mechanical characteristics of the materials used for the analysis. The

most significant parameters according to the results of the preliminary analysis, such as the elastic

modulus of the timber, were obtained experimentally, while the less critical values, such as the

adobe elastic modulus, are taken from literature. The sensitivity analysis found the mechanical

characteristics of the horizontal canes to be less significant than the composite behaviour.

Therefore, similar sized canes were tested to obtain reasonable estimates for density and elastic

modulus, while for the timber, the characteristics of the two main species identified on site are

used. The timber, adobe and canes are all modelled as isotropic, with the nonlinear behaviour in

the case of the timber and horizontal canes being confined to the connections. The infill of canes

and mud is modelled as a homogenised shell element with a material bilinear constitutive law and

a Von Mises failure domain with isotropic hardening.
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Table 7.2: Main parameters used in final model

Material Parameter Value Source

Timber:
2 species both
modelled as
isotropic material
using MOE values

Isotropic

Density (kg/m3) Sapelli: 400
Cypress: 390

Tests on samples extracted
from HC (Custodio et al., 2012)

Poisson ratio 0.3 (Bergman et al., 2010)

Elastic Modulus in
Bending (GPa)

Sapelli: 7.7
Cypress: 6.4

Tests on samples extracted
from HC (Custodio et al., 2012)

Adobe masonry

Isotropic

Density (kg/m3) 1600 (IRMA, 2013)

Poisson ratio 0.2 (Groenenberg, 2010)

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 225 (Vicente and Torrealva, 2014)

Horizontal canes

Isotropic

Density (kg/m3) 710 (Barrionuevo, 2011)

Poisson ratio 0.26
Taken from tests on bamboo
specimens (Ghavami and
Marinho, 2005)

Elastic Modulus in
Bending (GPa) 18.0 Obtained experimentally on

similar size canes

Infill of mud and
canes

Von Mises with
isotropic hardening

Density (kg/m3) 1160 Obtained experimentally

Poisson ratio 0.2 Taken to be same as adobe

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 200

Numerically calibrated from
tests of Frame A with and
without infill.

Yield Strength (MPa) 0.05

Strain hardening
modulus (MPa) 0.3

Contact between
infill and timber
frame

Contact elements

Contact modulus
(compression) (N/mm)

Frame
A:47,500

Frame
B:51,350
(These values
are included for
reference but
are mesh
sensitive and
depend on the
size of the post)

Calculated from k=AE/L where
A is area of contact, E is elastic
modulus of timber
perpendicular to the grain and
L is the length of the contact
element.

7.4 Characteristics of the Connections

As explained in Chapter 4, three types of timber connection were observed in the quincha frames

in HC. The first is the mortice and tenon joint connecting the vertical and horizontal components.

The tenon is cylindrical and passes through the mortices without any dowel or nails to provide

tensile capacity. The second type is the nailed connection that connects the citara to the vertical

posts and is only found in Frame A. The third type is only found in Frame B and connects the

diagonal brace to the frame. The diagonal is connected to the beam by a lap joint, where the

beam has been cut away to a depth of half the thickness of the diagonal, although the diagonal

itself retains its full cross section. The stiffness of the nailed connection between the citara in the
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posts in Frame A was found to be of low significance to the lateral behaviour and as such was

not considered in detail individually. Therefore, this section considers the characteristics of the

mortice and tenon joint and the diagonal brace connection.

7.4.1 Mortice and Tenon Connection

7.4.1.1 Rotational Stiffness

Preliminary analyses of the two frames with the commonly accepted assumption that all mortice

and tenon joints are considered as pinned resulted in lateral displacements twice as large as the

experimental ones (Quinn et al., 2012). This indicates that the pinned assumption is simplistic. In

addition, it was observed during tests, that the mortice and tenon connections clearly possess

some rotational stiffness confirmed by observed yielding and rupturing of the tenons. Therefore,

to improve the accuracy of the timber frame model, the connections were simulated as semi-rigid,

with a finite rotational stiffness.

On-site investigations showed that there is a wide variation in geometry of mortice and tenons

within HC. Figure 7.9 depicts the variation in length and diameter of tenons measured onsite. The

noticeable differences, particularly in length, will significantly affect the rotational stiffness

calculated. The initial rotational stiffness of the bottom joint is likely to be lower than the top one

due to the shorter tenon length, but it is offered some restraint by the citara and adobe blockwork.

However, while the rotational stiffness of the top tenon remains constant as there is no pull-out,

the rotational stiffness of the bottom connection reduces during lateral loading due to uplift.

Therefore, an initial stiffness is determined for the range of parameters encountered, which is

then reduced according to level of uplift. The lateral behaviour of Frame A is highly influenced by

the rotational stiffness of the top tenons. Figure 7.9 shows that the length and diameter of the top

tenons of Frame A vary substantially. In order to quantify this effect, a parametric analysis was

carried out using a model based on the geometry of Frame A, in which only the rotational stiffness

of the top tenons were varied. This showed that the model is very sensitive to variation of the

rotational stiffness up to 20kNm/rad, beyond which, any additional increase in stiffness has little

effect on the overall model lateral stiffness (see Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.9: Variation in Tenon Length Figure 7.10: Variation in lateral stiffness of
Frame A with varying rotational stiffness of
top mortice and tenon joints
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Therefore, it is necessary to find a way to determine the rotational stiffness based on the

geometrical properties of the joint so that a relationship between geometry and rotational stiffness

can be obtained. One such analytical technique for doing this is the component method, which

has been widely used to determine the rotational stiffness of mortice and tenons carpentry joint

in European roofs (Drdacky et al., 1999, Wald et al., 2000, Descamps et al., 2006). The

component method divides the joint into a number of components, one for each pair of surfaces

in contact. The stiffness of each component is represented by a series of springs, which combine

to give the overall stiffness of the joint. The compression of the joint is divided into three zones as

shown in Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.11: Division of joint into zones

The joint is decomposed into components, each one approximated by a spring of a given stiffness,

kc calculated using equation 1;

(1)

Where: A = the area of compressed surface
Eα = the elastic modulus of wood

Each pair of surfaces in contact are given a combined stiffness using equation 2;
(2)

Where: ki,j = the combined stiffness of two areas in contact
And ki and kj are equal to the stiffness of each component.

The moment is expressed as;
(3)

Where: F = applied compression force
Z = length of lever arm
δ = deformation

And as only minor movements are considered;
(4)

Where: φ = rotation
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The global stiffness of the timber joint is then expressed as;

(5)

[N.m/mrad] (6)

The major issue with this method is that it assumes that the centre of rotation (C.O.R.) of the joint

is located at the centre of the tenon, which is not realistic in the present case, as the lack of a

dowel allows the tenon to pull out of the mortice when loaded laterally. To tailor the model to the

specific problem, an assessment was carried out to identify a more realistic location for the centre

of rotation based on experimental testing. The component method was then modified once the

surfaces in contact were identified and the centre of rotation accurately located. Two tests were

performed on joints similar to those observed in HC. Although both joints were cut to the same

dimensions, one of the joints had a very tight fit between the mortice and tenon and had to be

hammered into the mortice, while the other was just and could easily be slotted into place. For

ease of manufacturing, the tenons were square rather than round; the posts were 60mm square,

while the tenons were 25mm square and 50mm in length. This makes this joint half-scale

compared to the top tenons of Frame A found onsite in HC (see Figure 7.9). The post was pushed

horizontally inducing a moment, until failure. The moment-rotation curve for the two tests is shown

in Figure 7.12. The initial rotational stiffness of the joint was found to be 8.1kNm/rad for the tight

fit and 2.6kNm/rad for the just fit. The ultimate load was 0.37kNm for the tight fit joint and 0.25kNm

for the just fit joint as defined by BS EN 12512:2001, meaning that the tight fit joint is around 40%

stronger, and about three times stiffer. It is worth noting that square mortice and tenon joints could

have a capacity of between 11-17% lower than that of a round tenon (Sparkes, 1968).

Figure 7.12: Moment rotation curve for tests on mortice and tenon joints

By considering the test results, a better estimate for the centre of rotation is obtained. Three

different assumptions for the C.O.R. were considered; the centre of the tenon (A), the edge of the

shoulder (B), and half way through the depth of the beam directly below the edge of the shoulder

(C) (see Figure 7.13). The location that produced a value for rotational stiffness closest to the

experimental result was the third assumption, located on the axis of the beam directly below the
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edge of the shoulder. This actually simplifies the calculation, due to the fact that only the two

portions of the tenon directly in contact with the walls of the mortice contribute to the stiffness as

indicated in Figure 7.24. The stiffness provided by the contact between the shoulder and the beam

is considered negligible. This lack of contribution from the shoulder explains the overestimated

value of stiffness obtained when applying the component method in its typical format (case A of

Figure 7.13).

Figure 7.13: Rotational stiffness for different locations of
the C.O.R and comparison with experimental results

Figure 7.14: Diagram showing portions of
tenon contributing to stiffness. The cross
marks the assumed centre of rotation.
(Deformation exaggerated for clarity.)

Using this modified method it was possible to determine more realistic estimates for rotational

stiffness and, as a result, obtain a relationship between the length of the tenon and the rotational

stiffness, which is shown in Figure 7.15. As discussed previously (see Figure 7.10) the parametric

analysis showed that there is a large variation in the overall lateral stiffness of the frame for joint

rotational stiffnesses of the top joints lower than 20kNm/rad, so it is important to accurately

correlate length and stiffness for values lower than this. As the length of the tenon is the most

significant parameter (as this is related to the length of the lever arm), the length at which the

stiffness is less than 20kNm/rad is determined to be 70mm from Figure 7.15. This means it is only

necessary to calculate the stiffness of joints with a tenon less than 70mm.

Figure 7.15: Variation in stiffness with length of
tenon.

Figure 7.16: Variation in rotational stiffness
with vertical uplift of post (calculated using
component method)
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Figure 7.16 illustrates how the rotational stiffness decreases as the tenon uplifts out of the mortice

for the configuration of the bottom tenons of the original quincha wall. The largest vertical uplift

measured during the test on the historic quincha frame was 24mm, corresponding to a rotational

stiffness of 11kNm/rad. However, the parametric analysis found that a decrease in rotational

stiffness is less significant for the bottom tenons than the top due to the presence of the bracing.

For these reasons, the bottom tenons are assigned a constant value in rotational stiffness of

11kNm/rad which is the lower bound value shown in Figure 7.16.

In the half-scale tests, failure occurred in the mortice and tenon connection. In order to replicate

this failure in the models, and ensure accurate calibration of the infill properties, the connection

was modelled using a nonlinear beam element with properties calibrated from a bilinear curve

based on the results of the tight-fit joint test (Figure 7.12). Since no failures to the tenons were

observed in any of the full scale quincha tests, only elastic stiffness properties were defined in

these models.

7.4.1.2 Translational Stiffness

Since there is no dowel to give tensile capacity to the mortice and tenon joint, a defining feature

of the frames is the ability of the posts to move upwards. Ignoring this fact, and assuming that the

connection has tensile capacity simplifies the model. However, increased stresses are observed

in the posts and the overall lateral deflection is up to four times smaller than if the post is allowed

to move upwards with some level of stiffness. This increased lateral deformation is the combined

result of lower lateral bending stiffness and rigid rotation movement around the leeward bottom

tenon which results in uplift of the other tenons. Test observations proved that only the bottom

tenons lift out of the mortices due to the applied vertical load. Hence the original stiffness for zero

uplift is applied to the top tenons.

To model the uplift of the bottom tenons, a nonlinear truss element is used with a compressive

stiffness equal to that of the two wood members in contact, while any tensile resistance is only

due to the friction between the mortice and the tenon. The amount of resistance will vary

significantly depending on whether there is a loose or tight fit, which cannot be determined for

every case. The resistance is also related to the rotation of the joint, as more rotation increases

the frictional resistance, but when the tenon has already started to pull out such frictional

resistance will reduce. To include this complex mechanical behaviour in a model would require a

further set of thorough localised tests which were not included in this study. Therefore, the varying

tensile stiffness is calibrated from the experimental data of vertical uplift measured for each frame.

An example of this for Frame UKA is shown in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: Stress-strain relationship for truss
element representing bottom tenons of Frame UKA

7.4.2 Diagonal Brace Connection (Frame B)

In all tests, failure occurred in the diagonal connection. It is thought that the connections in the

walls on-site are slightly stronger than the walls tested in the laboratory due to the greater depth

of the top plate. Assuming that the timber members are all in good condition, test results show

that the most likely failure mode involves the diagonal moving downwards along the groove in the

top beam, and yielding of the nails as discussed in Chapter 6. Negligible rotation of the diagonal

with respect to the top beam was observed so the connection can be assumed to be flexurally

rigid, with only the ability to move axially. Therefore, the end of the beam element of the diagonal

was released only in translation, and a nonlinear truss element was added to represent the axial

movement. The representation of the diagonal connection in the model is shown in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7.18: Representation of diagonal connection in numerical model

Factors affecting the behaviour of nailed joints include the mechanical properties of the wood, the

material and geometry of the nail, the direction of the grain, the number and spacing of nails, and

the type and duration of loading (EN 1995-1-1, 2005). These parameters vary from one

connection to another. Therefore, as with the mortice and tenon joint, an analytical method is

required to calculate the stiffness and capacity of the connection for small variations of the above
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parameters without the need for experimental calibration on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore,

due to the vernacular nature of the structural system, the capacity of the joints is difficult to predict

since the workmanship is variable.

A wide range of empirical models have been developed to obtain load-deformation relationships

for nailed timber connections, many of which have been summarised by Ramskill (2002). Many

of these methods have accurately predicted the behaviour of a specific type of connection, but it

is questionable whether they can be applied directly to the specific joint found in quincha without

experimental calibration. This is particularly true if the model is to be used for all variations in

geometry found. After considering a number of methods available in literature, but the one that

showed the best agreement with the experimental results in terms of lateral stiffness a simplified

theoretical equation for the load-slip behaviour of a nailed timber joint proposed by Wilkinson

(1971). This equation, presented in Equation 7, modelled the nail as a beam on an elastic

foundation.

(7)

where  P = lateral load (lb.) at slip δ (inch); d = diameter of the nail (inch); E = modulus of elasticity 

of the nail (psi); Ke = elastic bearing constant (lb./in3), where the Ke = 3,200,000 (SG) and SG is

the specific gravity of the wood. The elastic bearing constant, Ke is a parameter such that K=Ke d,

where d is the nail diameter and K is the stiffness of the elastic foundation.

The load-deformation behaviour of the connection was simplified as bilinear, with the stiffness

calculated according to Equation 7, and ultimate capacity determined according to the approach

outlined in Section 6.3 of EN 1995-1-1 (2005) for single shear connections.

7.5 Comparison between Numerical and Experimental Results

The following section compares the results from the numerical models of frame A and B with

those from the tests. This was done for all test specimens from Bath and PUCP with and without

infill. The force-displacement curves from the models are compared with the experimental results

and the deformed shapes are shown for comparison. All models were analysed in force control

rather than displacement control as the facility for displacement control is not available in ASM

(2013) when spring elements are used. The analysis was terminated when the maximum force

attained in the experiment was reached. As shown in the flowcharts in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5,

the models were first calibrated using the test results of the half-scale frames. The mechanical

properties were shown previously in Table 7.2. When the results were found to be within the

margin of error of 20%, the same approach was then taken for the full-scale test specimens, which

were analysed under cyclic loading. For each numerical model, a mesh convergence study was

performed, in which the density of the mesh was doubled (starting at a mesh size of 400mm) until

the effect on the lateral displacement and peak maximum principal stress was less than 5%.
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7.5.1 Numerical Simulation of Racking Tests on Half-Scale Frames

7.5.1.1 Frame A

As described previously, the top mortice and tenon joints were modelled using beam elements

with a bilinear Von Mises with isotropic hardening material model. The canes were fixed to the

frame via truss elements (indicated in green in Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20). These elements had

negligible tensile stiffness and a compressive stiffness equivalent to the stiffness of the canes and

wood in contact. An elastic rotational stiffness of 8.1kNm/rad and moment capacity of 0.37kNm

was defined. The models of Frame A showed very good agreement with the experimental results

with a variance of less than 10% in terms of initial stiffness, maximum capacity, and residual drift.

The deformed shape of the bare frame model is shown in Figure 7.19 (before the top mortice and

tenon joints had yielded) and Figure 7.20 (after the top mortice and tenon joints had yielded). The

experimental frame at 100mm displacement is shown in Figure 7.21 where the top mortice and

tenon joints are providing little rotational resistance, similarly to the model in Figure 7.20. The

model of the infilled Frame A is shown in Figure 7.23 alongside a photograph taken during the

test at the same lateral displacement (Figure 7.22).

Figure 7.19: Frame A before
yielding of the mortice and
tenon

Figure 7.20: Frame A after
yielding of the mortice and
tenon

Figure 7.21: Frame A experimental
at 100mm
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Figure 7.22: Infilled frame experimental Figure 7.23: Model of infilled frame

The force-displacement curves of the bare frame and the infilled frame are shown in Figure 7.24

and Figure 7.25 respectively. The initial stiffness of both models have an error of less than 3%,

and for both models yielding occurs at the same lateral displacement. Additionally, the model of

the bare frame reproduces the residual deformation of the frame well, with only a variance

between the model and test results of 6.5%. The close fit of the infilled model is because the

mechanical characteristics of the infill were calibrated until a close match of the model was

achieved as described in Section 7.3. Based on the close approximation of the model to the

experimental results it is concluded that the modelling process is reliable and the same process

can be applied to the full-scale frames.

Figure 7.24: Experimental curve compared
with curve obtained from numerical model for
bare Frame A

Figure 7.25: Experimental curve compared with
curve obtained from numerical model for infilled
Frame A

7.5.1.2 Frame B

The model of Frame B without infill is shown in Figure 7.26 alongside the test specimen in Figure

7.27, while Figure 7.28 and Figure 7.29 compare the model and test specimen for the infilled

frame. The models have a good agreement with the tests in terms of deformed shape with the
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exception that the post on the opposite side to where the load is applied has more bending at the

bottom of the post, as it appears that the experimental frame has less rotational stiffness in the

joint than the model. The rotational stiffness assigned to the top tenons was 2.4kNm/rad,

calculated using the modified component method based on the geometry and wood properties.

Figure 7.26: Model of bare frame B Figure 7.27: Test on bare frame B

Figure 7.28: Model of infilled frame B Figure 7.29: Test on infilled frame B

Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31 show the force-displacement curve for the experimental test on

Frame B with that obtained from numerical analysis for the bare frame and infilled frame

respectively. When the diagonal is in compression, results are only shown within the linear range.

This is because the test specimen failed due to buckling and propensity for buckling was not

included in the model since it is assumed that the presence of infill prevents this. The results of

the model in compression correlate well with the test results up to this point, indicating that for

smaller deflections, the use of the nonlinear truss described in section 6.2 to represent the
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connections of the diagonal is sufficiently robust. Additionally, the stiffness and capacity of the

infilled model are within a margin of error of less than 5% when compared to the test data.

Figure 7.30: Bare frame model compared with
experimental Frame B. Note that positive values
are when the diagonal is in tension.

Figure 7.31: Force-displacement curve
experimental compared with modelled

7.5.2 Numerical Simulation of Cyclic Tests on Full-Scale Frames

The models of the half-scale tests show a very good agreement with the experimental results,

with a margin of error of less than 5% for initial stiffness and the capacity. However, in order to

determine whether the models can replicate cyclic loading, further models are developed of the

frames tested by Torrealva and Vicente (2012) using the same process.

7.5.2.1 Frame A

Figure 7.32 compares the deformed shape of the experimental frame with the modelled frame in

Figure 7.33. The rotational stiffness of the top tenons was defined as 79kNm/rad. The cyclic

curves of the model and experimental results are shown in Figure 7.44. The model does not

achieve the initial high stiffness of the test frame nor the subsequent softening. The first cycle of

the test frame reaches a displacement of 25mm at a load of 5.5kN, whereas the model shows a

50mm displacement at the same load. Although the model shows a small reduction in capacity,

it is not as pronounced as the experimental frame. Despite this, the deformed shapes are similar,

and the stiffness is comparable for the 50mm and 100mm cycles.
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Figure 7.32: Infilled frame experimental Figure 7.33: Model of infilled frame

Figure 7.34: Cyclic curves experimental compared with modelled.
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Table 7.3: Comparison between model and experimental results for Frame A Replica

Frame A
Replica

Lateral
Displacement

(mm)

Lateral Load (kN) Percentage
ErrorExperimental Numerical

Cycle 2
50 6.20 5.53 12%

-50 -5.95 -6.80 -13%

Cycle 3
50 4.53 4.93 -8%

-50 -5.35 -6.53 -18%

Cycle 1
100 7.10 8.17 -13%

-100 -6.75 -8.98 -25%

Cycle 2
100 5.26 7.31 -28%

-100 -5.69 -6.66 -15%

Table 7.3 compares the lateral load obtained by the test and the model for different lateral

displacements. Cycle 1 of the 50mm series is neglected because the model cannot replicate the

high initial stiffness and subsequent degradation. At the 100mm displacement cycles, the model

has a stiffer response than the experimental frame, as there is lower energy dissipation and lower

stiffness degradation. A limitation to the model is that it doesn’t simulate the initial friction between

the mud and the timber frame. It appears that this limitation is more pronounced in the full-scale

tests than the half-scale tests. This may be due to the fact that there was more shrinkage of the

mud infill in the half-scale tests due to a higher clay content, and hence less contact between the

timber and the mud. Additionally, in the half-scale racking tests, an initial stabilising lateral load

was applied which may have further reduced this initial bond.

Figure 7.35: Historic frame experimental. Photo:
Erika Vicente

Figure 7.36: Historic frame model
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Figure 7.37: Cyclic curves for the historic frame

The model of the historic quincha frame is shown in Figure 7.36 and compared to the experimental

test results obtained by Vicente and Torrealva (2013) shown in Figure 7.35. A rotational stiffness

of 316kNm/rad was used for the 180mm long top tenons, calculated using the modified

component method. In the model, separation between the infill and the posts has occurred at the

top and along the posts matching the cracking observed in the tests. Figure 7.37 compares the

cyclic curves for the model and the tests, showing that the model does not match the initial

stiffness of experimental test, as the stiffness for the first cycle in the experimental test is around

three times that shown by the model. Despite this, the ultimate stiffness is matched well, with the

experimental test giving a stiffness of only 3.9% greater than the model for the 100mm

displacement cycles, which is the case in both directions. The reduction in stiffness in subsequent

cycles, and energy dissipation is underestimated by the model, indicating that it cannot fully

represent the degradation of the frame. This is because the constitutive material of the infill does

not include a softening branch, which is a limitation of the available material library in the software.

7.5.2.2 Frame B

Figure 7.38 and Figure 7.39 show the deformed shapes at the 50 mm cycle for Frame B for the

experimental specimen and model respectively. Figure 7.50 compares the cyclic curves where a

positive displacement represents a compressive deformation of the diagonal. A rotational stiffness

of the top tenons of 19.8kNm/rad was calculated.
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Figure 7.38: Infilled Frame Experimental Figure 7.39: Model of infilled frame

Figure 7.40: Cyclic curves experimental compared with modelled

Table 7.4 compares the displacements obtained from the model with those of the test for different

lateral forces. When the diagonal is in tension, the model has good agreement with the

experimental results at a displacement of 50mm and 100mm. After this, the model overestimates

the stiffness of the frame and does not show as much degradation as the tests. When the diagonal

is in compression, the high initial stiffness shown in the tests is not replicated by the model. The

model does not replicate the test results in terms of stiffness until the 100mm cycles, when there

is a very good match.
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Table 7.4: Comparison between Model and Experimental Results for Frame B Replica

Frame B
Replica

Lateral Force
(kN)

Lateral Displacement (mm) Percentage
ErrorExperimental Numerical

Cycle 1
10 24.25 20.40 19%

-10 -29.30 -60.76 -52%

Cycle 2
12 50.14 43.14 16%

-12 -93.74 -99.18 -5%

The major issue with the numerical model of Frame B is the greater influence that the diagonal

has on the lateral stiffness of the frame. The reason for this is the way in which the internal post

to diagonal brace connections are modelled. During the tests, the nails may loosen or detach, but

it is difficult to model both continuity of the diagonal, and the ability of the nails to loosen, or detach

during the course of the cyclic loading. This is especially evident in the models of the PUCP test

specimens since the diagonal passes over an additional internal post.

7.5.3 Summary of Results of Numerical Models

A relatively high degree of complexity is required to achieve realistic results with the inclusion of

nonlinear elements to model connections, infill, and contact between infill and posts. Generally,

the numerical models show good agreement with the tests, with the stiffness and capacity being

within an error margin of 3% maximum when considering monotonic loading beyond the elastic

behaviour. However, when considering cyclic behaviour, then successful numerical strategies can

be used to keep the margin of error within the target 20% in most cases, in terms of lateral

displacement, lateral load, and vertical uplift of the tenon. Where the diagonal strut dominates the

shear behaviour, rather than the infill, the model is more successful, signifying that the major

difficulty is in modelling mud and cane infill. The models are judged to give reasonable results so

they may be used to develop a global model which will give a reasonably good indication to the

behaviour of the building. The following section describes the simplification of the model to reduce

the runtime for application to the global model of HC for the detailed diagnosis in the next chapter.

7.6 Simplification of the Model

The in-plane behaviour of the model has a high degree of agreement with experimental results.

However, even a small section of a representative wall of HC has a large number of contact

elements, making the model cumbersome to run. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify the model

without losing the correlation with the actual structural behaviour. To identify where simplifications

can be made, a detailed model of one façade was developed, including all contact elements. A

sensitivity analysis was then carried out to determine which modifications can be made without

dramatically affecting the behaviour. The overall lateral deflection is compared, as are the axial

and bending stresses in the timber elements, and the levels of stress within the infill. A quantitative

comparison of the deflected shape is also performed. This was done for a whole length of the

second-storey on the shorter façade to ensure that the effect of openings was considered.

First, the possibility of removing all contact elements and assuming continuity between the frame

and infill was investigated. The results of this are shown in Figure 7.41 and compared with the
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results of the model under the same loading conditions with contact elements included in Figure

7.42. The comparison shows clearly that the continuity assumption substantially overestimates

the lateral stiffness of the wall since almost no deformation is observed in Figure 7.41.

Additionally, the axial stresses in the citara struts are significantly lower for the continuity

assumption since a greater portion of the lateral load is taken by the infill. Therefore, full continuity

is not considered to be a viable option. A second option is to reduce the number of contact

elements by removing any contact elements which are inactive throughout the cyclic loading.

Figure 7.43 shows that the area at the top of the infill is not in contact, as well as the areas

adjacent to the openings. This remains the case in both in-plane directions. Since this was the

case at all time-steps of the analysis, these elements can be removed. Additionally, the need for

using a nonlinear truss element to simulate the lift up of the tenons from the mortice was

investigated. Figure 7.44 shows that in most cases these elements are in tension indicating that

the posts are moving upwards and showing that the inclusion of the nonlinear truss element to

simulate this effect is essential. This simplified approach is taken for the development of the global

model and detailed diagnosis presented in the next Chapter.

Figure 7.41: With continuity assumption

Figure 7.42: With contact elements
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Figure 7.43: Axial Stress in Contact Elements

Figure 7.44: Axial Stress in Truss Elements at Base of Posts

7.7 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has described the methodology taken to develop models of quincha with two different

bracing configurations. The process of developing a robust numerical model of the quincha panels

is challenging because of the complexity of the interaction between the infill and the timber frame

and the nonlinear behaviour of the connections. Moreover, a thorough calibration is hampered by

the lack of reliable data on the mechanical characteristics of the mud and cane infill. However, it

has been shown that the iterative process, where numerical modelling has been carried out in

conjunction with targeted testing is an efficient and cost effective way of developing the

assessment procedure.

The aim of this chapter was to develop a robust numerical model that can be used in the detailed

diagnosis of the Lima casona. To this end, a substantial amount of research and time was put

into the development of the numerical model, which may not be justified for every assessment

project. In this case, the additional effort was considered worthwhile due to the lack of prior

research on quincha, as well as the value of the parametric analysis in reducing the quantity and

extensiveness of data collection and opening up required on site, thus preserving more of the

historic fabric. The model is considered sufficiently robust to enable it to be used for wider

applications for quincha buildings with varying geometry and wood species. Furthermore, the

procedure demonstrated in this chapter could viably be applied to the development of detailed

models of other types of vernacular construction systems, such as those previously discussed in

Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 8: DETAILED DIAGNOSIS

_____________________________________________________

Having undertaken the detailed data collection and performed tests on the quincha and its

components, global numerical models can be developed, which are used to perform the detailed

diagnosis for both case study buildings. The development and results of these models, as well as

the results of the detailed diagnosis are presented in this chapter. The response parameters such

as deformation, stress and strain obtained from the model are compared with limits found in

literature (presented in Chapter 5) and experimental work (Chapter 6) to establish the level of

lateral acceleration that each limit state is exceeded. The four parameters of robustness,

interaction, fabric and connections are evaluated based on the structural response criteria first

introduced in Chapter 3.

The detailed assessment consists of an in-depth data collection, testing and numerical modelling,

aiming to obtain a diagnosis with a greater degree of certainty than was achieved for the

preliminary diagnosis. This chapter describes how the findings obtained thus far in the research

informed the development of the global models, and presents the diagnosis in a similar format to

how the preliminary diagnosis was presented in Chapter 4. The numerical models provide some

quantitative data on the expected seismic response at global and local level, and are used to test

various hypotheses to better understand what influences the seismic behaviour, and suitability of

strengthening interventions. As described in Chapter 7, the models are building on the Autodesk

Simulation Multiphysics 2013 (ASM) software and were developed gradually using numerous

preliminary models to test different modelling strategies. As is usual for the analysis of historic

constructions, the calculations have been performed using unfactored loading. Mean values of

the material properties are used, as recommended by EC8. However, the effect of dispersion in

the test data is assessed by performing sensitivity analyses and varying the parameters within

the range found in literature and obtained experimentally.

The chapter is laid out as follows: Section 8.1 provides a brief overview of the modelling of

masonry, describing the approach taken for the global models. The mechanical characteristics of

the adobe, brick, and rubble stone used in the models and how they were obtained are provided

in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 and Section 8.4 present the detailed diagnoses of the Lima and Cusco

casonas respectively, outlining their seismic response and suggesting potential strengthening
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interventions. The final section concludes with a summary of the diagnosis of the two buildings

and a brief review of the overall modelling and diagnosis process.

8.1 Modelling of Masonry
It was established in Chapter 4 that the constituent structural materials of the casonas are timber

and masonry. The approach taken for modelling the timber has been detailed in Chapter 7.

Therefore, this section provides a brief overview of the numerical modelling of masonry. The

masonry in the casonas is in the form of adobe, brick, stone and rubble stone, which are all

composite, heterogeneous materials consisting of blocks bonded with mortar. Masonry is

characterised by a low tensile strength, a comparatively high compressive strength, and a

frictional response in shear once the bond between the mortar and brick has failed (Lourenço,

2002). The modelling of masonry is often divided into two categories; macro-modelling (or

equivalent continuum) and micro-modelling (discontinuum or discrete). The former represents the

masonry as a homogenous material with an appropriate constitutive model, whereas the latter

models the brick units and mortar joints separately. Although micro-modelling enables local

behaviour and cracking phenomena to be identified, it is too computationally demanding to be

used to model an entire structure. As a result, macro-modelling is employed in this instance.

Macro-modelling has the disadvantage of requiring more experimental work to validate the

models, and may not capture localised cracking. However, it has been proven to show good

correlation with observed damages in a range of masonry structures (Pelà et al., 2009, Lourenço

et al., 2011, Ramos and Lourenço, 2004, D'Ayala and Tomasoni, 2011, Paganoni, 2015).

In literature, both shell and volume elements have been used to represent masonry within a global

model (Cardoso et al., 2005, Branco and Guerreiro, 2011, Tarque et al., 2014, Proaño et al.,

2007). However, adobe walls are very thick, and the use of shell elements may neglect possible

eccentricities or uneven distributions of stresses throughout the thick adobe wall (Lourenço, 2002,

Fonseca Ferreira and D'Ayala, 2012). In addition, concentrations of stresses due to the interaction

with other macroelements may not be identified if shell elements are used. For this reason,

volume elements are used to model masonry, with the exception of the adobe infill of the quincha,

where shell elements are more appropriate due to its interaction with the frame and its modest

thickness.

A constitutive model is required to adequately represent the real behaviour without requiring a

large number of parameters, since obtaining data is expensive and intrusive. A constitutive model

that can properly represent the inelastic behaviour of the masonry as well as its differing yield

criteria in tension and compression is required. A number of models are available in literature for

the macro-modelling of masonry structures, but many require a large number of parameters to be

obtained experimentally. ASM has two constitutive models suitable for masonry; the Reinforced

Concrete (RC) material model, and the Drucker-Prager (DP) material model (Autodesk, 2009).

The RC model uses a similar failure criterion to the Hsieh-Ting-Chen (HTC) four-parameter

criterion (Chen and Han, 1998), with the addition of the deviatoric radius representation

developed by William and Warnke (1975). The DP model assumes a linear elastic response prior
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to yielding, while deformation post-yielding is perfectly plastic. It also assumes that the yielding

function is affected by volumetric strain changes, and the yield surface is the shape of a circular

cone. Fonseca Ferreira (2011) compared the concrete-based model and the DP model by

modelling a section of a historic adobe church in Autodesk Simulation Multiphysics (ASM, 2013)

concluding that the concrete-based model leads to a stiffer structure with a more brittle failure

mode and an overestimation of shear stress. The DP criterion has also been found to represent

the behaviour of historic masonry well under seismic loading by other researchers (Betti and

Vignoli, 2008, Pelà et al., 2009), and as a result is used to represent the masonry in this study.

The DP yield function is defined as:

Eqn. (8.1)

Where J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator tensor:

Eqn. (8.2)

in which σ1′, σ2′, and σ3′, are the principal effective stresses and I1 is the first invariant of the stress

tensor:

Eqn. (8.3)

α and β are material constants that can be expressed in terms of the cohesion, c and internal

friction angle, θ:

Eqn. (8.4)

Eqn. (8.5)

Therefore, in addition to the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and density, which are needed to

determine the material behaviour in the elastic range, only two more parameters are required to

define the yield function; cohesion and internal friction angle. A limitation of the model is the

assumption of isotropic behaviour, and its failure to represent the brittle response of masonry in

tension. However, the latter can be accounted for by the introduction of a tension cut-off based

on the material’s tensile strength (D’Ayala et al., 2009).

8.2 Material Properties and Detailed Data Collection

8.2.1 Reference Values and Experimental Tests
Reference values for various types of masonry have been compiled by various researchers based

on reviews of experimental work (Fonseca Ferreira, 2011, Kržan et al., 2015 , Karafoulidou and

D'Ayala, 2000). However, due to the regional variability of masonry, and the different types and

geometries of the blocks and mortar found globally, the values are not applicable to all types of

masonry. Furthermore, the parameters being tested vary among researchers and although some

values such as compressive strength are widely available, others, such as cohesion and friction

angle are less common. As a result, it was necessary to conduct tests on samples extracted from
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historic casonas with the specific objective of gathering data to be used in the models. With this

in mind, within the SRP, Torrealva and Vicente (2013) performed tests on contemporary and

historic samples of adobe, stone, and brick extracted from casonas in Lima including HC. Uniaxial

compression tests on adobe piles, diagonal compression tests, and shear compression tests were

performed on adobe and brick masonry. Details of the testing campaign are found in Torrealva

and Vicente (2014) and Vicente and Torrealva (2014).

Shear compression tests between adobe and brick, and adobe and stone, were also performed

using specimens of brick and stone extracted from HC with new adobe blocks. The results of

these are shown in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Results for shear-compression tests on triplets (data from Vicente and Torrealva (2014))

Shear Cohesion (kPa) Friction angle (rads)

Stone - adobe – stone
(adobe blocks new, stone extracted from HC) 65 0.42

Adobe - brick – adobe
(adobe blocks new, brick extracted from HC) 38 0.57

The values obtained from the SRP testing campaign for the adobe, brick and rubble stone are

summarised in Table 8.2 and compared with values obtained from literature. The variable

properties of the adobe, and lack of standardisation in testing methods, yields a wide dispersion

of values. The compressive strength of adobe is influenced by the rate of drying, with slower

drying resulting in a higher compressive strength. The extreme variability of the test values for

samples extracted from existing buildings is common and has also been noted by Rojas Bravo

and Baca Vidal (2012) and Silveira et al. (2012). In addition, as would be expected, the strength

and stiffness of historic material is lower than new material. The tensile strength is taken to be

2.5-10% of the compressive strength (Kržan et al., 2015).
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Table 8.2 Mechanical characteristics of masonry obtained from tests and literature

Adobe Brick Rubble stone
Literature SRP

tests
Literature SRP

tests
Literature SRP

testsValue Specimen Reference Value Specimen Reference Value Specimen Reference

Density
(kg/m3) 1800

Colonial
adobe in
Colombia

Yamin et al.
(2004) N/A 1600 -

1800
Average from

literature
Kržan et al.
(2015) N/A 1900 Average from

literature
Kržan et al.
(2015)

N/A

Elastic
modulus of
material
(MPa)

174 -
184

New
adobe in
Peru

Tarque (2008),
Ottazzi et al.

(1989)
48 – 106
(mean =

79)
240-1800 Average from

literature
Kržan et al.
(2015)

58 -370
(mean =
209)

200 - 1050 Irregular
stone

N/A

51 -
448

Historic
adobe in
Portugal

Silveira et al.
(2012)

1124
Roughly cut

stone
masonry

Corradi et al.
(2003)

2300 -
2500

Irregular
rubble stone
walls in lime

mortar

Vasconcelos
(2005)Cohesion

(kPa)
37 -
65

Existing
adobe in

Italy

Liberatore et al.
(2006)

38 127 - 213
Historic clay
units in lime

mortar

Atkinson et al.
(1989) 110 112 N/A

Friction angle
(rads)

0.5 –
1.0 0.6

0.08 - 1.45 Average from
literature

Kržan et al.
(2015)

1.0 0.2 Average from
literature

Kržan et al.
(2015) N/A

1.03 Clay units Lourenço et
al. (2004)

Compressive
strength of
material
(MPa)

0.8 –
1.6

New
adobe in
Peru

Tarque (2008),
Ottazzi et al.

(1989)
0.59

11.0
Clay units
with lime
mortar

Binda et al.
(1988)

6.0 1.10 – 2.83

Rubble
masonry with
lime/cement
mortar, Spain

García et al.
(2012) N/A0.11 –

0.65
(mean

=
0.29)

Historic
adobe
from

casona in
Cusco

Rojas Bravo and
Baca Vidal
(2012).

0.67-14.9
Clay units

with cement-
based mortar

Gumaste et
al. (2007)

Chapter8
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8.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses to determine the effect of variations in all masonry material parameters were

performed using partial models of HC and CA. Sensitivity analyses were also used to assess the

effect of varying modelling parameters such as the method of applying the vertical and lateral

load, and the most appropriate mesh size. Figure 8.1 illustrates an example of one of the

sensitivity analyses, used to determine the effect of variations in the elastic modulus and the

cohesion on the out-of-plane drift. The curves relate to the out-of-plane drift of the lower storey

wall of HC for differing values of elastic modulus and cohesion. The vertical lines correspond to

limits for out-of-plane drift for LS1, LS2 and LS3 presented in Chapter 5. As would be expected,

the cohesion does not affect the point at which LS1 is exceeded as the behaviour is still fully

elastic. However, for inelastic behaviour, the elastic modulus is less significant, while the cohesion

has a large influence for LS2 and LS3. From literature reviewed in Chapter 5 (e.g. Tolles et al.,

2000), it is reasonable that an adobe module would exceed LS3 at a lateral acceleration of 0.27-

0.3g. As a result, the cohesion of 38kPa obtained by the tests is judged to be reasonable.

Figure 8.1: Effect of variations in elastic modulus (E) and cohesion (c) on out-of-plane drift

8.2.3 Mechanical Characteristics of Masonry in Numerical Models
The masonry is modelled as homogenous and isotropic with values for the mechanical

parameters as listed in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4. The stone masonry in the colonnades of the

Cusco casonas is assumed to remain elastic. For the adobe, the elastic modulus obtained by the

SRP tests was 79MPa. However, taking this value, the numerical model is unstable under only

vertical loads. This value is low compared to what has been measured in literature and may have

been influenced by the disturbance when extracting the adobe piles from the building, or the test

setup. Therefore, a higher value of 140MPa is selected. This is roughly equivalent to 240 times

the compressive strength, which is a relatively conservative estimate of the elastic modulus

(Kržan et al., 2015).
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Table 8.3 Mechanical characteristics of materials in model of Lima casona

ADOBE FIRED BRICK

Material Model DP DP
Density (kg/m3) 1800 1600
Elastic Modulus (MPa) 140 210
Poisson’s Ratio 0.15 0.15
Cohesion (kPa) 38 100
Friction Angle (rad) 0.6 1.0
Tension cut off (kPa) 30 100

Table 8.4 Mechanical characteristics of materials in model of Cusco casona

ADOBE FIRED BRICK RUBBLE STONE STONE

Material Model DP DP DP Isotropic
Density (kg/m3) 1800 1600 1900 2000
Elastic Modulus (MPa) 140 210 800 30 000
Poisson’s Ratio 0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2
Cohesion (kPa) 30 100 65 -
Friction Angle (rad) 0.6 1.0 0.42 -
Tension cut off (kPa) 30 100 84 -

8.3 Detailed Diagnosis of the Lima Casona

8.3.1 Description of the Model
The preliminary diagnosis of the Lima casona had a low level of confidence due to the lack of

evidence of the behaviour of this type of building. However, the tests on quincha walls, and

samples extracted to determine material parameters reported in the previous three chapters, will

have increased the level of confidence in judgement following the detailed diagnosis. Due to the

complexity of the Lima casona in terms of geometry and materials, the detailed diagnosis makes

use of two numerical models, one representing a larger section of the building than the other.

Model A, which represents a large portion of the building was used to perform a modal analysis

to assess the robustness at global level, while Model B was used to perform a pushover analysis

to complete the diagnosis for the other parameters. The colonnades and stairs are not included

as they were not considered highly influential to the seismic response due to their light weight and

low stiffness.
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Figure 8.2: Model A: complex geometry and
simplified material characteristics (roof not shown
for clarity)

Figure 8.3: Model B: simplified geometry
and complex material model

In Model A, the quincha was simplified and modelled as linear elastic plate elements with

mechanical characteristics calibrated from the tests presented in Chapter 6. The adobe and

masonry were modelled as linear elastic brick elements, with material properties obtained from

testing and literature as discussed in Section 8.2, while the floor and roof diaphragms were

modelled as linear elastic plate elements. The simplification of the quincha enabled the complex

in-plan geometry to be represented within reasonable computational effort, something considered

necessary due to the concerns raised in the preliminary diagnosis regarding the irregular shape

of the casona inducing torsion. The casona in its entirety could not be modelled, as the full

structure was not surveyed in detail by the author, or the SRP team, due to lack of site access.

However, the model shown in Figure 8.2 still has significant irregularities, and an understanding

of their effect nonetheless can be obtained.

Model B, shown in Figure 8.3, was significantly less geometrically complex, as only a module

representing the building was modelled, which is not necessarily identical to a part of the real

building. Large openings were included on one face, representing a façade, while the other faces

had fewer openings, representing internal walls. This model aimed to accurately represent the

interactions between the materials, the stresses and strains within the material, and model

nonlinear behaviour. The quincha was developed as outlined in Chapter 7.

All the elements within the quincha were initially modelled as linear elastic. After running the

model, the stresses in each element were checked systematically to determine if the elastic limit

had been exceeded. If it had, the element was replaced with a nonlinear element or removed

completely and load redistributed to adjacent elements. This process was repeated three times

in each direction until no elements within the quincha were modelled as linear elastic when they

should not be. The details of each iteration are provided for reference in Appendix D. The adobe

and masonry were modelled as brick elements with the Drucker-Prager material model. For each

model, a mesh convergence study was performed. This involved decreasing the mesh size by

half starting at 400mm until the maximum displacement, maximum principal stress, and maximum

axial stress did not vary by more than 5%. Local stresses and strains were also checked, and
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refined locally where unexpectedly high stresses occurred. This process was performed for all

preliminary models. The floor beams were included, but the boards were not, and the weight of

the mud topping on the roof was accounted for by increasing the density of the roof beams.

Rotational releases were applied to all timber connections except the second storey floor beams,

which are embedded in the adobe wall.

A pushover analysis was performed on Model B in both the x and y-directions, consisting of an

increasing lateral force, which is applied to the model and distributed in proportion to the mass.

Gravitational loading was applied first, followed by a lateral acceleration, which was applied until

the reduction in stiffness was such that the analysis failed to converge. In the following sections,

the diagnosis is presented by considering each of the four parameters in turn. The final detailed

diagnosis of the Lima casona is summarised in Section 8.3.7.

8.3.2 Robustness at Global Level
The preliminary diagnosis raised concerns over the robustness of the casonas in Lima at global

level due to the irregularity in plan and elevation. However, this judgement was made with a

relatively low level of confidence due to uncertainty about whether all portions of the building are

well-connected and thus whether torsion is induced. The detailed data collection, which included

opening up the building at intersections, revealed that there are good connections between each

part so they will not behave independently. Therefore, the torsional effect is quantified by means

of a modal analysis on Model A. This enables the predominant modal shapes and periods of the

building to be estimated, and is also used to assess the influence of the diaphragms.

8.3.2.1 Effect of Diaphragm Stiffness

The preliminary assessment suggested the transfer of diaphragm forces to the walls is likely to

be limited. However, assuming no shear transfer may be too simplistic as there will be some

transfer of forces, and the horizontal members may provide some tensile restraint to the out-of-

plane movement of the walls. It has been shown experimentally by Piazza et al. (2008) that the

in-plane stiffness provided by simple boards on joists is low and so a rigid diaphragm cannot be

assumed. In order to gain a better understanding of this, a modal analysis was performed, varying

the stiffness of the diaphragms. Five cases are shown in Figure 8.4; rigid diaphragms, no

diaphragm presence, and diaphragms with stiffness of 170kN/m, 15kN/m and 7.5kN/m. The value

of 170kN/m is that calculated from recommendations in NZSEE (2006) for two layers of

unconnected floorboards.
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Figure 8.4: Effect of diaphragm stiffness on modes

Figure 8.4 displays the period of vibration for the first 60 modes for the five scenarios. The

difference between the predominant periods of vibration of the model with the finite stiffness

diaphragm and that of the model with the rigid diaphragm is significantly less than the difference

when a diaphragm is not present. Without a diaphragm, only local modes were induced, with less

than 4% participating modal mass (see Figure 8.5). This contrasts with the models with rigid and

finite stiffness diaphragms in which almost 20% of the structure participated in each of the first

three modes. This suggests that, assuming full force transfer between the wall and diaphragm,

the presence of the diaphragm is more important than its stiffness, as it causes the building to

behave as a single entity. This indicates that increasing the stiffness of the existing flexible

diaphragm may not significantly improve the global response but improving its connection to the

walls would.

Figure 8.5: Modal shapes for mode 1 and mode 4 without presence of diaphragms
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8.3.2.2 Regularity in Plan

In order to assess the influence of in-plan irregularities, the modal analysis was performed using

the model with finite stiffness diaphragms (considered the most realistic assumption). Figure 8.6

displays the first three modes, while the mass excited and periods of vibration are summarised in

Table 8.5. The high flexibility of the quincha and large proportion of openings on the upper storeys

means that all the excitation occurs in the quincha walls, while there is very little movement in the

adobe. Furthermore, the second storey is excited significantly more than the third storey due to

its lower in-plane stiffness and higher slenderness. This contributes to the high participating modal

mass in rotation about the x-axis as the second storey quincha bends out-of-plane. As anticipated,

significant torsion is observed in the predominant modes, with the majority of the rotation

occurring in the more flexible second storey. This is worsened by the lower stiffness of the facades

due to the high proportion of openings. However, the torsional effect is reduced when the

diaphragms are more flexible as they do not transfer actions between walls. HC is considered to

have a negative robustness in plan due to its vulnerability to torsion and presence of re-entrant

corners.

Figure 8.6: Modal shapes for model with finite stiffness diaphragms.

Table 8.5: First three modes and corresponding participating modal mass for HC model A

Mode
no.

Period
(s)

Participating modal mass (%)
X-dir. Y-dir. Z-dir. RX-dir. RY-dir. RZ-dir.

1 1.13 0.09 15.87 0.00 18.29 0.03 4.42
2 1.03 19.83 0.21 0.00 0.24 5.36 0.84
3 0.93 0.20 4.21 0.00 4.73 0.05 13.26

Mode 1 Mode 2

Mode 3
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The periods of vibration of the initial modes are higher than the values estimated by Cardenas

(2008) using FEA, and by Aguilar et al. (2012) and Cuadra et al. (2011) experimentally. However,

it is not realistic to compare them since only a section of the existing building has been modelled

here without any influence from adjacent buildings.

8.3.2.3 Regularity in Elevation

The modal analysis highlighted the significant flexibility in the second storey, possibly constituting

a soft storey. However, to make a more quantitative judgement on the regularity of HC in

elevation, the in-plane interstorey drifts obtained by pushover analysis on Model B are considered.

The notation used in the following section is indicated in Figure 8.7. A, Q2 and Q3 refer to the

adobe, second storey quincha, and third storey quincha respectively, while X and Y refer to the

walls parallel to the x and y axis respectively.

Figure 8.7: Notation for interstorey drift curves

The deformation for an applied acceleration of 0.3g in the x and y directions are shown in Figure

8.8 and Figure 8.9 respectively. As with Model A, the majority of the deformation occurs in the

quincha, the second storey quincha being more flexible than the third, both in-plane and out-of-

plane. There is also significant bending of the quincha about the z-axis. This is partially restrained

by the presence of roof and floor beams, but causes high axial forces in the beams, which may

exceed the capacity of their connections to the walls. In addition, the large out-of-plane

deformations may induce a significant p-delta effect as the deformation is up to 2.6 times the

thickness of the wall. The implications of this are investigated further in Section 8.3.3.2.
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Figure 8.8: Displacement of model after application of 0.3g acceleration in x direction

Figure 8.9: Displacement of model after application of 0.3g acceleration in y direction

Figure 8.10 shows the in-plane interstorey drifts for a lateral acceleration applied parallel to the x

and y axes. In both directions, the second storey is significantly more flexible than the first and

third storeys. The Peruvian seismic code considers the presence of a soft storey when the

distortion in a storey is greater than 40% of the corresponding value of the storey immediately

above, which is the case for HC. Various other definitions for a soft storey exist in codes and have

been summarised in Chapter 3. However, the second storey quincha would be categorised as a

soft storey according to all the definitions, meaning the building is defined as irregular in elevation.

AX1 deforms the least, due to it having no openings and thus being stiffer in-plane. AX2 and AX3

both have one opening, but AX2 takes a higher tributary load as it is in the centre of the module.

Similarly on the second and third storeys, Q2X2 and Q3X2 deform more due to the increased

shear forces from being in the centre of the module. The upper storey of quincha is stiffer than

the adobe wall contrary to the prior assumption that it would be more flexible.
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Figure 8.10: In-plane interstorey drifts in x-direction (top) and y-direction (bottom)

Figure 8.11 shows the out-of-plane interstorey drifts. The out-of-plane deformation of the quincha

at both levels is heavily dependent on the orientation of the roof or floor beams in the model due

to its lack of out-of-plane rotational stiffness at the base. As a result, when the lateral acceleration

is applied in the x-direction, more deformation occurs in the third storey. This is because the roof

beams span in the opposite direction and so provide no restraint to the third storey wall. When

the load is applied in the y-direction, the roof joists restrain the top part of the third storey walls

pulling it back as the more flexible second storey wall deforms outwards, hence the reversal of

the interstorey drift-acceleration curve.
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Wall AY2 at the rear of the module deforms more than AY1. This is most likely due to a

combination lower stiffness and increased applied force. The openings on AY2 are not

surrounded by brick as they are in AY1, decreasing the average stiffness of the wall. In addition,

the quincha above AY2 has no openings, increasing its mass, and thus the force applied to it and

then transferred to the wall below. There is a large difference between curves of each wall when

the load is applied in the x-direction, while this variation is smaller when it is applied in the y-

direction. This is because the floor beams restrain the adobe wall against out-of-plane movement

when the load is applied parallel to the beams (which is the case for the y-direction). This shows

the importance of the orientation of the joists to the global response assuming they are well-

connected. However, the fixing between the beams and walls could not be fully surveyed.

Figure 8.11: Out-of-plane interstorey drifts in x-direction (top) and y-direction (bottom)
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The preliminary diagnosis judged the Lima casona to have unfavourable global robustness with

a level of confidence of 70%. The evidence from the numerical models supports this decision,

increasing the level of confidence to 80% due to quantitative confirmation of the presence of a

soft storey verified by detailed onsite inspections, experimental work and numerical models. This

level of confidence would be further increased by additional experimental or numerical modelling

data on the out-of-plane behaviour of quincha. The negative judgement arises from the irregularity

of the building and the high degree of flexibility of the second storey in relation to the third.

However, it is important to note that these are features found in HC that, although not unique, are

not common to all casonas in Lima. A casona such as Casa Riva Agüero mentioned in Chapter

3 would likely have a favourable robustness due to its regularity in plan, and absence of a third

storey.

8.3.3 Robustness at Local Level

8.3.3.1 Adobe and Brick Masonry

In the preliminary diagnosis, the adobe and masonry on the first storey were considered to have

favourable robustness at local level due to their low slenderness ratio and the presence of the

brick masonry around the openings. This decision is verified by reviewing the in-plane and out-

of-plane interstorey drifts and correlating them with damage levels, previously summarised in

Chapter 5. The maximum drift in the adobe is summarised in Table 8.6 and correlated with the

expected level of damage. The behaviour out-of-plane is governed by the geometry and due to

fewer experimental tests, the limiting drifts are more varied and less applicable. However, based

on criteria compiled in Chapter 5, the walls can be expected to be extensively damaged for an

acceleration of 0.3g.

Table 8.6: Maximum drift for 0.3g acceleration correlated with expected damage level

Maximum drift at 0.3g acceleration Expected level of damage

In-plane 0.32%
Extensively damaged but

repairable (LS2<demand<LS3)

Out-of-plane 0.86%
Extensively damaged but

repairable (LS2<demand<LS3)

Figure 8.12 and Figure 8.13 show the maximum principal stresses in the model after application

of 0.3g acceleration in the x and y directions respectively, while Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 show

the strain under the same conditions. The upper part of the model has been omitted from the

image for clarity. Stress concentrations are observed at the intersections with orthogonal walls

corresponding to cracks observed in post-earthquake surveys summarised in Chapter 5.

Concentrations of stress are also observed in the in-plane walls around the openings (Figure

8.12) and where the floor joists meet the wall (Figure 8.13). Concentrations of strain are observed

at the horizontal intersection between the base course and adobe due to the change in stiffness,

indicating horizontal cracking due to the rocking motion of the adobe wall.
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Figure 8.12: Maximum principal stress after
0.3g acceleration in x-direction. Upper storeys
omitted for clarity.

Figure 8.13: Maximum principal stress after
0.3g acceleration in y-direction. Upper storeys
omitted for clarity.

Figure 8.14: Maximum principal strain after
0.3g acceleration in x-direction. Upper storeys
omitted for clarity.

Figure 8.15: Maximum principal strain after 0.3g
acceleration in y-direction. Upper storeys
omitted for clarity.

In the model, the sole plate of the quincha provides some confinement to the adobe. However,

this is not realistic as the sole plate rests on the wall without any mechanical connection. The real

behaviour is difficult to replicate in a model capable of simulating the transfer of shear forces at

this interface. Despite this, the model is still considered to be reasonably representative. This can

be verified by comparing the value for acceleration at which each limit state is attained with

estimated values for historic adobe buildings based on physical tests and observations from

previous earthquakes (Tolles et al., 2000). This is compared in Table 8.7 showing that the

acceleration at which each limit state is exceeded according to the model corresponds well with

predictions by Tolles et al. (2000). This confirms that the model is representative, at least in terms

of the adobe walls. However, it is important to note that this is a best-case scenario because it

assumes that orthogonal walls are well connected, the quincha is fixed to the adobe, and the floor

joists provide restraint to the out-of-plane wall.
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Table 8.7: Value of lateral acceleration at which each limit state is attained

Lateral acceleration in model g m/s2 Estimated by Tolles et al. (2000) for
historic adobe buildings based on post-

earthquake observationsIn-plane Out-of-plane

LS1 < 0.10 < 0.10 -

LS2 0.14 – 0.2 0.15 – 0.22 0.2

LS3 0.27 – 0.32 0.23 – 0.32 0.3

LS4 - - 0.4-0.5

Based on this analysis, the robustness at local level of the adobe and brick masonry base course

is judged to be favourable. For the base course, this is with a confidence level of 85% and an

influence level of B, since without the presence of the base course, the lower storey would be

less robust. The propensity for deterioration to the base course is relatively low so D=2. For the

walls, the drifts observed in the model are not excessive, and the brickwork correlates with the

areas of high stress in the wall in the x-direction around the openings. Therefore, the favourable

judgement is with a level of confidence of 80% and an influence level of A, since adequate adobe

walls are critical to a good seismic response.

8.3.3.2 Quincha Walls

The preliminary diagnosis judged the quincha on the second storey to be positive with a

confidence level of 60%. There are two questions regarding the robustness of the second storey

quincha at local level. The first is whether an adobe-quincha building is more favourable than a

two storey adobe building, or even a single storey adobe building. The second is whether the form

of quincha found on the second storey is adequate.

The first question was discussed in Chapter 5 when reviewing the tests performed on pre-

fabricated quincha. The conclusion of this was that for the specific modules tested, the quincha

provided some damping or confining effect, reducing deformation in the adobe. Pushover analysis

cannot capture any damping phenomenon. However, the model can be used to determine if the

quincha acts as a ‘ring-beam’ for the adobe, minimising deformation. To assess this, the model

was analysed with and without upper storeys and the behaviour of the adobe was compared. The

mass of the quincha was not included in the model without the upper storeys, but the roof and

floor load was applied directly to the adobe wall. Figure 8.16 and Figure 8.17 show the maximum

principal stress in the lower level after application of 0.3g acceleration in the y-direction with and

without the upper storeys. The stress in the adobe is similar, only slightly higher for the model

with the upper storeys due to the vertical load. However, the maximum principal strains shown in

Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19 for the model with and without the upper storeys respectively, are

much higher where the upper storey is not present. This indicates that the quincha does offer a

degree of confinement, reducing cracking and separation of the adobe wall assuming the quincha

sole plate is connected to the adobe wall.
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Figure 8.16: Maximum principal stress after
application of 0.3g in y-direction with upper
storeys but without second storey floor beams

Figure 8.17: Maximum principal stress after
application of 0.3g in y-direction without
upper storeys or floor beams

Figure 8.18: Maximum principal strain after
application of 0.3g in y-direction with upper
storeys but without second storey floor beams.
Upper storeys not shown for clarity.

Figure 8.19: Maximum principal strain after
application of 0.3g in y-direction without
upper storeys or floor beams

Figure 8.20 compares the in-plane and out-of-plane lateral drifts at the top of the adobe with and

without the presence of the quincha. Without the quincha present, the adobe wall deforms less

for the same lateral acceleration, particularly in-plane, due to the increased shear transferred from

the upper storeys This indicates that without considering the effect of damping, the presence of

quincha decreases the capacity of the adobe wall due to the additional shear forces transferred

from the quincha to the top of the adobe wall, likely negating the confining effect. For this reason,

the presence of quincha is not considered to be favourable compared to a single storey adobe

wall as has been suggested previously. To better understand the dynamic effects, a time-history

analysis would be required, but this is beyond the scope of the present research. However, the

additional storeys in quincha are considered to be more favourable than those of adobe since

their lighter weight transfers lower shear forces to the lower storey wall.
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Figure 8.20: Comparison of first storey interstorey drifts in-plane (top) and out-of-plane (bottom)
with and without quincha on upper storeys present

The second question is to consider whether the form of the quincha is adequate. It was observed

during the experimental tests discussed in Chapter 6 that the vertical posts lifted up and the

tenons pulled out of the mortices. Due to this observation, the connection between the posts and

sole plate was modelled using a nonlinear truss element. However, in Model B, uplift was only

measured for a small number of posts, all of which were located at the corners of the frame or

around openings. This supports the experimental data where only the posts at the end of the

panel lifted out of the mortices. In the second storey quincha, the self-weight of the adobe placed

within the citara struts provides some ballast to help prevent uplift of the posts, while at the same

time dissipating energy without failing. However, this assumption relies on the self-weight of the

adobe being transferred to the vertical posts via the citara struts. During tests in Chapter 6 it was
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observed that there was virtually no relative movement between the struts and the posts so this

assumption seems valid, at least up to the level of deformation tested. The citara struts provide

some vertical restraint to the posts in themselves assuming they are fixed to the sole plate rather

than to the posts and that the connection does not fail. In the first iteration of the analysis (see

Appendix D), tensile forces of up to 14kN arose in three of the in-plane citara struts in the internal

wall at an acceleration of 0.3g. This exceeded the calculated tensile capacity of the connection

between the struts and the frame of 1.4kN (see Appendix C) so they were omitted from the model.

This connection did not fail in the in-plane tests and such high forces were not observed in the

numerical models of one section of the wall presented in Chapter 7. However, the longer length

of the walls reduces the rocking effect and increases the shear, which will increase the forces in

the citara.

The Peruvian seismic code places a limitation on interstorey drift of 1%, which the second storey

quincha exceeds at an minimum acceleration of 0.25g and 0.27g in the x and y directions

respectively. However, during the in-plane tests on quincha walls presented in Chapter 6, the

second storey quincha remained relatively undamaged up to a lateral drift of 3% as shown in

Figure 8.21 so the drift proposed by the code appears to be too strict for this specific construction

type.

Figure 8.21: Comparison of in-plane drift of the quincha with the cycles from the test on the
historic quincha wall

Considering the out-of-plane behaviour, the maximum drifts measured on the prefabricated

quincha at 0.3g in the dynamic tests discussed in Chapter 5 performed by SENCICO (2006) and

Miranda et al. (2000) were 0.1% and 1.2% respectively. The drifts measured in the model for the

historic quincha are much greater due to there being less lateral bracing in the second storey

quincha. The maximum out-of-plane drift in the second storey quincha was 5.7% (260mm).
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Considering the p-delta effect at the second storey level and a vertical load from the third storey

and roof of 2.3kN per post, the moment is 0.59kNm in addition to the 0.48kNm caused by the

lateral load. This gives a total worst-case moment in the vertical post of 1.07kNm. Assuming the

post is cypress, based on the modulus of rupture obtained by testing, it has a flexural capacity of

8kNm so this is not expected to cause failure of the post. However, this could be sufficient to lead

to failure of the mortice and tenon connection at the base of the frame.

It has been established that the presence of the third storey quincha is not beneficial to the

structure. Therefore, to make a judgement on its robustness at local level, only the adequacy of

its form is assessed. On the third storey, a significant portion of the in-plane resistance is due to

the diagonal brace, which exceeded its elastic limit in a number of cases in the analysis. Out-of-

plane, the diagonal does not provide any significant bending resistance compared to the vertical

posts since its depth is less than one-third that of the posts. Therefore the capacity of the

connection between the diagonal and frame when the wall is loaded out-of-plane was not

assessed. In reality, the diagonal brace may provide some limited restraint against out-of-plane

bending of the intermediate posts at mid-height when the diagonal brace is located on the tension

side of the posts.

In the second and third storeys, the highest stresses in the infill occurred in the out-of-plane walls,

which is intuitive considering its much lower second moment of area. However, the mechanical

parameters of the infill were calibrated based on in-plane experimental tests as opposed to out-

of-plane and thus the stresses may not be realistic. The consequences of this with regards to

spalling of the mud and effect on the canes is discussed in Section 8.3.5.

Based on these factors, the quincha on the second storey is considered to have favourable

robustness, assuming that transversal walls are well connected. The level of influence is critical

(I=A). The level of confidence in this judgement is 60% because although the in-plane behaviour

is deemed adequate, there is still some concern about excessive out-of-plane deformations.

8.3.3.3 Floor and Roof Systems

In the preliminary diagnosis, the floor and roof systems were considered to be unfavourable with

an influence level of B. The effect of the diaphragm stiffness has been shown by a modal analysis

not to be highly influential to the global response. Therefore, although still considered

unfavourable, the influence of the floor systems is reduced to C (influential but not significant).

The level of confidence in the unfavourable judgement is still 60% as further analysis on the floor

system has not been performed. The joists still need to be well connected to the floors to provide

out-of-plane restraint, the influence of this falling under the interaction parameter discussed in the

following section. In addition to the lack of diaphragm stiffness, the high weight of the roof system

caused concern in the preliminary diagnosis. The flexibility of the quincha out-of-plane and

importance of p-delta effects mean that the excess roof load is judged to be influential (I=B) and

unfavourable with a confidence level of 80%.
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8.3.4 Interaction
The interaction between macroelements was the most influential parameter in the preliminary

diagnosis. In the following subsection, the interaction between each pair of macroelements is

checked in turn by comparing the outputs from the model at their interface with reference

capacities from codes, testing and literature. The capacity calculations for the timber connections

are provided for reference in Appendix C.

8.3.4.1 Base Course to Adobe Walls

The adobe and brick masonry interact at the base course in which only friction prevents sliding,

and around the openings. The preliminary diagnosis judged the interaction to be unfavourable,

but with a low confidence level due to lack of data on the shear transfer capacity between the two

materials. Failure of the bond between the two materials is evaluated by considering the Drucker-

Prager failure criterion at these interfaces in the model. The limiting values for cohesion, and

internal angle of friction were taken as 38kPa and 0.64 radians respectively, obtained from shear

compression tests on adobe-masonry triplets performed within the SRP (shown previously in

Table 8.1) (Torrealva and Vicente, 2014), while the tension cut-off was set at 30kPa.

Table 8.8 shows the percentage of elements failing at the horizontal and vertical interfaces

between the adobe wall and the base course. The interface between the masonry and adobe in

the model was smooth, whereas in reality there is some interlocking of blockwork. The strength

of this interaction would be higher in reality due to increased surface area by interlocking.

Table 8.8: Percentage of elements failing at interface between base course and adobe

Interface Direction of load % of elements failing at acceleration of 0.3g
Shear Tension

Horizontal
(at base course)

x 26 12

y 31 14

Vertical
(around openings)

x 7 2

y 18 19

The large proportion of failures at the interface of the base course results in an unfavourable

judgement for this interaction with an influence factor of B. However, the value for cohesion

obtained by testing adobe-brick-adobe triplets is relatively low compared to the values for stone-

adobe-brick triplets, which were found to have a cohesion value of 65.0kPa. Small variations in

the cohesion and tensile strength have a significant influence on the percentage of elements

failing as illustrated by an example sensitivity analysis in Figure 8.22 and Figure 8.23. Therefore,

despite the tests, due to the material variability, and the sensitivity of the results, the confidence

level in this judgement is low at 65%.
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Figure 8.22: Sensitivity analysis for % of elements
failing in shear at horizontal interface between adobe
and brick when acceleration applied in y-direction.

Figure 8.23: Sensitivity analysis for %
of elements failing in tension due to

variations in tensile strength

8.3.4.2 Adobe Walls to Second Storey Quincha

It was established in Chapter 4 that there is no evidence for any mechanical anchorage between

the adobe and quincha. Therefore, the force required to cause relative sliding between them is

evaluated assuming only a frictional relationship. Taking a coefficient of friction of 0.3, the force

required to cause sliding is between 3.9 and 5.7kN/m depending on the assumptions made to

determine the vertical loads. This was assessed in the model by checking the shear forces in the

elements connecting the sole plate of the quincha to the top face of the adobe wall. The mesh

size (and thus spacing between these elements) is 0.2m, so taking the higher value of 5.7kN/m

equates to 1.14kN per element. In Figure 8.25, the elements with a shear force greater than

1.14kN in magnitude are shaded. It is seen that the permissible shear force is only exceeded for

the in-plane walls due to the forces transferred from the in-plane walls above.
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Figure 8.24: Elements with shear force greater than 1.14kN in magnitude in the y-direction for
application of lateral acceleration of 0.3g

0.3g
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Figure 8.25: Elements with shear force greater than 1.14kN in magnitude in the x-direction for
application of lateral acceleration of 0.3g

The mean shear force at this interaction is plotted against the applied lateral acceleration in Figure

8.26. The vertical lines indicate the maximum and minimum theoretical capacities calculated. This

graph shows that the interaction between the quincha and the adobe in-plane is of concern

beyond a lateral acceleration of 0.25g.
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Figure 8.26: Mean shear force per m length of all in-plane elements at the interface between adobe
and quincha. Vertical lines indicate the maximum and minimum calculations for resistance.

In addition to the shear generated, there is also some uplift of the sole plate 13% and 12% of the

elements are in tension when the load is applied in the x and y directions respectively, with a

maximum tensile force of 3.0kN, which occurs at the corners. This indicates that in the absence

of mechanical anchorage between the quincha and adobe, the quincha may lift up, reducing the

beneficial effect of friction generated shear strength, and increasing its propensity to sliding. As a

result, assuming no mechanical anchorage the connection is considered unfavourable with a level

of confidence of 80% and an influence factor of A.

8.3.4.3 Adobe walls to second storey floor system

It has been established in Chapter 4 that there is no mechanical anchorage between the second

storey floor system and the adobe walls. However, a check may be performed regarding the

potential for bearing friction to sustain transfer force between the joist and the wall. The

commentary to NZSEE (2011) provides guidance on checking the interaction between floor

diaphragms and masonry walls. Although, it indicates that as a general rule it should be assumed

that the connection is ineffectual. According to NZSEE (2011) Section 12-1, when no mechanical

anchorage is present, the force required to cause unseating of diaphragm, Vn, shall be calculated

based on available friction as shown in Eqn (8.6):

Eqn (8.6)

Where: μf is the coefficient of friction between the diaphragm and the masonry, and N* is

evaluated based upon the tributary weight of the diaphragm and the reduced live load on the floor.

For purposes of performing this check, lower and upper bound effective coefficients of dynamic

friction of 0.15 and 0.45 respectively are recommended, noting that it is reasonable to assume a

value of 0.3. The maximum force required to unseat the beams and joists based on these

assumptions were calculated for HC and summarised in Table 8.9, with and without roof load

since the rafters are one-way-spanning. The values relating to the joists were very low, and so
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the connection was judged to be ineffectual. For this reason, the secondary joists were not

included in any of the models.

Table 8.9: Maximum load required to unseat second storey floor beams and joists

Unseating force (kN)

Primary Beams Secondary Joists

Max. (μ=0.45) & with roof load 1.3 0. 9

Min. (μ=0.15)& without roof load 0.3 0.2

(μ=0.3)& with roof load 0.9 0.6

(μ=0.3)& without roof load 0.6 0.4

Figure 8.27: Tensile force at interaction between the beam and the adobe wall

The interaction between the beams and adobe wall is considered in Figure 8.27, which shows the

relationship between the axial tensile force at this interface and the lateral acceleration (applied

parallel to beams). At an acceleration of 0.31g, the forces at this interface are between 4.7kN and

9.6kN. From Figure 8.27, it is estimated that some of the beams would be unseated at a lateral

acceleration of between 0.07g and 0.12g. Therefore, these connections are considered to be

inadequate. If the transversal joists were connected to the primary beams, it would create a

grillage, which would redistribute the forces, reducing the likelihood of individual beams

unseating. To increase the representativeness of the analysis, the connection between the beams

and walls should be modelled using nonlinear elements with a finite tensile strength. However,

this was not done due to difficulties in combining this with some moment transfer between the

beams and wall.

The influence of the beams on the response is evaluated by removing the beams from the model

and re-running it. The deformation after running this model is shown in Figure 8.28, while the

pushover curves are shown in Figure 8.31. In-plane, the effect is not significant, however, the

maximum out-of-plane drift in the quincha and adobe increases. The most significant effect is in
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the lower storey of adobe and masonry, which is evident from comparing the deformation at this

level in Figure 8.29 and Figure 8.30. When the second storey floor beams are removed, there is

no restraint at the top of the adobe walls, meaning that the wall without the opening, and larger

mass, undergoes a much higher displacement of 80mm. Where the beams are present, assuming

the connection is adequate the displacement is much lower at 30mm.

Figure 8.28: Displacement of model without second storey floor beams after application of 0.34g
acceleration in y-direction

Figure 8.29: Displacement at lower storey after
application of 0.34g acceleration in y-direction
without second storey floor beams. Max.
displacement = 0.08m

Figure 8.30: Displacement at lower storey after
application of 0.34g acceleration in y-direction
with second storey floor beams. Max.
displacement = 0.03m
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Figure 8.31: Interstorey drifts for acceleration applied in the y-direction in-plane (top) and out-of-
plane (bottom) for model without second storey floor beams
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Figure 8.32: Out-of-plane pushover curves for first storey with and without floor beams modelled

Figure 8.32 compares the pushover curves for both scenarios – with and without the diaphragm.

Previous experimental work on adobe out-of-plane, discussed in Chapter 5, found that the adobe

exceeded LS3 (buildings not collapsed but so severely damaged that they had to be demolished)

at a drift of 1.4%. The fact that wall AX1 reaches this drift at an acceleration of 0.3g, while the wall

with the diaphragm has a drift of 0.55% indicates that this connection is highly influential. It is

important to note that this analysis also assumes a good connection between the orthogonal

walls, which further limits the drift.

Wooden or metal pegs or keys, anchoring joists to the walls have been observed by the author in

historic casonas in Cusco, and are common in traditional buildings in many parts of the world

including Italy, Nepal, and India. Although it has not been observed in Lima, it is a traditional

strengthening technique that has been proven to work. In Cusco, a traditional form of anchorage

exists, in which a long wooden key is placed vertically on the outside of the wall and fixed to a tie

by nails or leather straps that passes through the wall. The pull-out capacity of one of these

traditional keys in an adobe wall was investigated by Torrealva and Vicente (2014). Pull-out tests

were performed on a walls of 0.26m, 0.54m, and 0.83m thickness, much thinner than those the

1m thick walls observed in Lima. A large tie beam and key were used of 180mm and 100mm

respectively in diameter, with the key 550mm in length with the intention of inducing failure in the

wall, rather than the key. Failure of the thickest wall, the most comparable to the walls in the

casonas was due to punching shear at a mean force of 50kN with a vertical load, and a force of

42kN without a vertical load. This indicates that the 1m thick wall would be capable of withstanding

the horizontal forces transferred to it if the beams were adequately tied into the adobe wall.

An alternative scenario in which the floor joists are connected to the quincha sole plate was

considered, also shown in Figure 8.32. This does not necessarily prevent the out-of-plane
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movement of the adobe wall since it has already been established that the connection between

the quincha sole plate and the adobe is ineffectual. Although the out-of-plane movement of the

adobe was reduced in the model, the shear stresses between the quincha and adobe increased,

exceeding the minimum sliding resistance of 3.9kN/m at 0.16g rather than 0.25g as shown in

Figure 8.33. Therefore, this would only improve behaviour if the sole plate of the quincha was

better connected to the adobe.

Figure 8.33: Comparison of shear force at interface between quincha and adobe when (a) the
floor joists are embedded in the adobe wall (blue) and (b) the floor joists are fastened to the sole
plate of the quincha (red).

Based on this analysis, the interaction is judged to be unfavourable with a level of confidence of

90% and an influence rating of A due to the probability of it leading to failure in one or more of the

out-of-plane adobe walls. However, if strengthening were to be implemented, tying the joists to

the wall via some form of anchorage such as a key would appear to be a suitable option as the

forces are not so substantial so as to induce failure in the adobe. A better connection to the

quincha sole plate would not be effective unless the interaction between the sole plate and the

adobe wall were significantly improved (through pins or pegs).

8.3.4.4 Quincha to Third Storey Floor System

As described in Chapter 4, the floor diaphragm at the third storey level consists of two layers of

joists spanning in the same direction, one set of joists forming the ceiling to the second storey,

and the other forming the floor of the third storey. However, for simplicity in the model, this was

modelled as a single element. The capacity of the nailed connections between the floor joists and

the quincha was calculated according to Eurocode 5 (1995-1-1, 2006) (see Appendix C),

obtaining a capacity of 4.55kN for the ceiling joists to the top plate of the second storey quincha,

and 0.94kN for the floor joists to the sole plate of the third storey quincha. Assuming both
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connections are present, this gives a total capacity of 5.49kN. If nails are not present, and the

tensile capacity relies on friction, the capacity it reduced to 0.27kN.

Figure 8.34: Forces at interaction between third storey floor diaphragm and quincha

The magnitude of the axial forces at the interaction between the horizontal elements and quincha

frame in the model are shown in Figure 8.34, in which the blue and red curves indicate joists in

compression and tension respectively. The capacity of this interaction considering the friction only

(0.27kN), lower joists nailed (4.55kN), and both lower and upper-level joists nailed (5.49kN) are

indicated on the graph. It is seen that provided the ceiling joists are nailed to the quincha frames,

no joists exceed their calculated capacity, even for the maximum lateral acceleration of 0.3g.

However, if these joists are not nailed, some of the joists may be unseated at a lateral acceleration

of 0.12g. Based on this analysis, there is considered to be a 50-50 chance of the interaction being

favourable or unfavourable because there is not enough evidence on whether the connection is

nailed or not. It is judged to have an influence factor of A due to severe consequences if the

interaction is unfavourable, including collapse of the third storey floor and extreme out-of-plane

deformation of the quincha on the upper two storeys.

8.3.4.5 Third Storey Quincha to Roof

Figure 8.35 displays the magnitude of the forces at the interaction between the quincha and the

roof joists when a lateral acceleration is applied parallel to the joists. This connection was

observed on site and an estimated capacity of 4.55kN calculated from equations in Eurocode 5.

Based on these assumptions, the interaction is deemed to be adequate provided that the wood

is in good condition with a level of confidence of 90% and influence factor of B.
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Figure 8.35: Forces at interaction between roof and top of third storey quincha

8.3.4.6 Interaction between Adjacent Quincha Panels

It was established in the preliminary assessment that the quincha panels are often connected

together by the sharing of a post at the end. At both the sole plate and the top plate, the orthogonal

members are joined together by a half-lap joint and the mortice is inserted through both members

(as shown in Figure 6.3). This connection is then wrapped in leather strapping. In the model, it

has been assumed that this connection cannot provide any moment transfer. In reality, it may

contribute some limited rotational resistance due to the laps of the joint pressing on each other.

This might reduce the out-of-plane bending of the orthogonal walls by a small amount before any

degradation occurrs but is not thought to be significant. For a lateral acceleration of 0.3g in either

direction, the worst tensile force in the connection is 5.3kN.

Within the framework of the SRP, Torrealva and Vicente (2014) performed monotonic tests on a

dowelled mortice and tenon connection representative of one found in Ica Cathedral. The

connection and force application is illustrated in Figure 8.36. The wood species was Quinilla

Colorada (Manilkara Bidendata), a hardwood commonly found in Peru with similar mechanical

properties to African Mahogany (known in Peru as Caoba Africana or Sapelli), which was used

for the connection in HC. The dowel in the connection tested was 43mm in diameter, which is

similar to the diameter of the tenons in HC. However, it was 227mm long and acting in double

shear, compared to a 100mm long tenon acting in single shear. The tests found that the

connection was able to withstand a force of 132kN without failure, indicating that despite the

geometrical differences, a connection in HC, acting in single shear, could reasonably withstand

forces greater than the 5.3kN imposed. As a result, the connection is judged to be favourable with

a level of confidence of 90% and an influence factor of A.
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Figure 8.36: Force application and geometry of test on dowelled mortice and tenon joint
(Torrealva and Vicente, 2014)

8.3.5 Fabric
The fabric parameter is based on the quality of the material, its appropriateness for its function,

and the construction quality. The fabric of the quincha, timber and masonry found in HC are

assessed based on the criteria laid out in Chapter 3. The quincha consists of the ensemble of

timber frame, bracing and infill, the latter of which is composed of canes and mud. The quincha

has been considered in detail in Chapters 6 and 7, showing that the system can withstand

considerable deformation without considerable degradation in strength. The connections within

the quincha have also been examined within the connections parameter. Therefore, the fabric

parameter is assessed on the adequacy of the geometry of the frame, the suitability of the timber

species, and the performance of the infill.

8.3.5.1 Quincha Infill

The infill is prevented from moving away from the posts out-of-plane by the horizontal canes that

pass through the posts and infill. The infill itself is very light and does not attract much load. As a

result, the out-of-plane shear forces between the infill and the frame are very low, typically less

than 0.7kN distributed over the height of the post for a 0.3g acceleration, which is small compared

with the flexural strength of the canes.

In the dynamic tests on contemporary prefabricated quincha panels discussed in Chapter 5,

spalling of the mud and plaster was observed, decreasing the stiffness of the panels. Furthermore,

this has been reported as occurring during the 1746 earthquake in Lima and has been claimed to

be a positive aspect in terms of dissipating energy. This did not occur to the same extent in the

in-plane tests on the historic quincha presented in Chapter 6. The tendency of the mud to detach

from the canes is a function of the cohesiveness of the mud material, the friction coefficient at the

mud-canes interface, and the method of applying the load. The cohesiveness of the mud is also

affected by the environment, such as the level of humidity and deterioration. It is likely that the

mud is more prone to detachment when the walls are loaded out-of-plane, particularly due to

cyclic bending in two directions as one face of the wall is put into alternating tension and

compression. In the models, the quincha walls were observed bending out-of-plane about the

vertical and horizontal axes, increasing the likelihood for the infill detaching. The tendency for this

dowel

Dimensions in cm.
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can be reduced by ensuring good quality mud and a good bond with the bamboo and adequate

protection from decay and deterioration.

8.3.5.2 Timber Species

Three timber species are present in HC; African mahogany (known as Sapelli), cypress, and

Douglas-Fir. According to the wood database (Meier, 2014), African mahogany and Douglas-Fir

are moderately durable, but susceptible to insect attack. Severe insect damage was observed in

the mahogany in the colonnades, and some deterioration due to moisture was observed in some

elements of the quincha frame. Cypress is rated as durable to very durable, making it a good

choice for the vertical posts. The mechanical characteristics of the woods are considered

adequate for their purpose. Therefore, due to the susceptibility of the mahogany to deterioration,

the timber fabric is considered unfavourable in the macroelements in which it is present with a

confidence level of 80%, while where the other woods are present it is considered favourable.

8.3.5.3 Adobe and Masonry

Detailed inspections of the adobe and brick masonry in HC showed both to be formed of regular

blocks with good sized mortar joints. Both materials are plastered with a 40-50mm thick layer of

lime-based plaster, providing protection from the environment. A typical brick measured

260x130x60mm and is laid in an English bond with horizontal and vertical mortar joints 25–30mm

thick. The adobe blocks are 400x200x80 with a mortar joint 20-25mm thick.

Analysis of the granulometry of the adobe and mortar blocks can give an indication of its

performance. Although clay particles act as a binder, improving cohesion, a soil with a high

proportion of clay particles smaller than 0.02mm will be highly porous and may have a lower

compressive strength. Higher percentages of sand can correlate with higher compressive

strengths up to a sand content of 10% by weight, after which the compressive strength is reduced

(Duarte et al., 2015). The presence of additives such as straw help improve the consistency and

durability of the adobes, and reduce shrinkage. However, the straw decreases the density of the

blocks and may reduce its compressive strength (Yetgin et al., 2008). Therefore, an ideal soil is

well-graded with a low percentage of straw.

There is some data available in literature on the composition of adobe blocks in Cusco

(Fernández, 2006). However, the author has not found similar data for casonas in Lima.

Therefore, within the SRP, small samples of adobe blocks and mortar were extracted from three

historic casonas in Lima (HC, Casa Welsch and Jr. Ancash) and their composition determined.

Data obtained from samples extracted from Ica Cathedral and Kuño Tambo church (near Cusco)

is included for reference. The granulometry curves from these tests are shown in Figure 8.37.

The adobe blocks are indicated by a solid line, while the mortar is represented by a dashed line.

Comparing these curves, it appears that the same soil composition was used in the mortar and

the blocks, improving the homogeneity of the fabric. All the adobe and mortar tested is classified

as clay with low plasticity (CL) according to the United Soil Classification System (USCS), with

the exception of the adobe from Ica cathedral which are classified as clay-silty sand (SC). The

data obtained by Fernández (2006) who extracted fourteen adobe blocks from a 17th-century
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casona in the historic centre of Cusco is shown in Figure 8.38. Only the gravel and sand content

was determined. The vast variability within blocks from the same building emphasises the need

for sensitivity analyses. In Figure 8.39, the upper and lower bounds of these curves are compared

with those tested by PUCP to compare the adobe extracted from buildings in different parts of the

country. In all cases, between 50 and 80% of the sample is formed of coarse material. The sample

size is small, and there is a relatively wide variation in the particle size distribution between blocks

in the same building, but the adobe from Cusco has a higher percentage of coarse material.

However, based on these observations, the fabric of the first storey walls is considered to be

favourable with an 80% degree of confidence and an influence factor of B.

Figure 8.37: Granulometry curves for adobe and mortar blocks (Data from Torrealva and Vicente
(2012))
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Figure 8.38: Granulometry curves for adobe blocks from Casa Lastarrea (Data from Fernández
(2006))

Figure 8.39: Comparison of upper and lower bounds of granulometry curves for adobe blocks
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8.3.6 Connections
The connections are assessed in the same way as the interactions: by comparing the forces

extracted from the model, with capacities obtained analytically, experimentally, or from literature.

As before, the capacity calculations are provided for reference in Appendix C.

8.3.6.1 Connection between Diagonal and Quincha Frame

The connection between the diagonal and frame was analysed in Chapters 6 and 7, and the

expected capacity of the connection in HC calculated to be 3.2kN according to EC5. Figure 8.40

displays the axial force in the in-plane braced connections when the load was applied in the y-

direction. From this graph, it is seen that half of the bracing members have exceeded the capacity

of this joint, two in tension and two in compression. This indicates that during an earthquake, the

diagonal connections would be expected to yield, as was observed during the experimental tests.

Once the diagonal is ineffectual, the in-plane stiffness of the frame reduces, but there is still

residual stiffness from the infill. The yielding of the connection may provide some energy

dissipation provided that it is a ductile failure mode. This connection is judged to be favourable

with a level of confidence of 80%. Its influence factor is B on the basis of the observation that

when it fails the infill still provides residual capacity.

Figure 8.40: Axial force in in-plane braced connection between diagonal and frame

8.3.6.2 Connection between Citara and Quincha Frame

The connection between the citara and frame has not been studied extensively. However, the

shear capacity has been calculated as 1.4kN with failure occurring due to yielding of the nails. In

the experimental tests, the connection was not observed to fail, but there was some rotation in

the tests performed in Peru. In the numerical model, high tensile forces were found in the citara

struts which exceeded the capacity of the connection. Therefore, the struts in tension were

removed from the model, leaving only those in compression. As has already been discussed, a

positive connection between the citara and frame will help prevent total uplift of the posts, which

is of particular importance in the corners and adjacent to openings. The connection is therefore
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considered to have a relatively high influence factor of B. In its present form the connection is

judged to be unfavourable with a low confidence level of 60%.

8.3.7 Summary of Detailed Diagnosis of Lima Casona
The detailed diagnosis of the Lima casona with regards to the interactions is summarised in Table

8.10 and in Table 8.11 with regards to the macroelements at local level.

Table 8.10: Detailed diagnosis of interaction between macroelements in Lima casona

ADOBE 2nd STOREY QUINCHA 3rd STOREY QUINCHA

BASE COURSE
-ve CL = 65% (-)

I = A

2nd STOREY
QUINCHA

-ve CL = 80% (-) -ve CL = 90% (-)

I = A I = B

2ND STOREY
FLOOR

-ve CL = 90% (-)
No interaction

I = A

3RD STOREY
FLOOR

-ve/+ve CL = 50% (+/-) -ve/+ve CL = 50% (-)

I = B I = A

ROOF
+ve CL = 90% (-)

I = B

Table 8.11: Detailed diagnosis of Lima casona at local level

ROBUSTNESS FABRIC CONNECTIONS

FOUNDATIONS
AND BASE
COURSE

+ve CL = 85% (+) +ve CL = 70% (+)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 3

FIRST STOREY
WALLS (ADOBE)

+ve CL = 80% (+) +ve CL = 80% (+)

I = A D = 2-3 I = B D = 3

UPPER STOREY
WALLS
(QUINCHA)

+ve CL = 60% (+) +ve CL = 80% (+) +ve CL=85% (+)

I = A D = 3 I = A D = 2 I = A

FLOOR SYSTEM
-ve CL = 60% (-) +ve CL = 70% (+) -ve CL = 85% (-)

I = C D = 2 I = C D = 2 I = B

ROOF SYSTEM
-ve CL = 80% (-) +ve CL = 65% (+) -ve CL = 60% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = D D = 2 I = D

The detailed diagnosis shows that the interaction is the most important aspect of the behaviour,

with the majority of the judgements being unfavourable with a relatively high level of confidence,

and with a high influence factor. The seismic performance of the quincha system relies on cage

behaviour, which requires all elements to be well tied together. However, the detailed inspection

and data collection did not obtain sufficient evidence of good connections between
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macroelements to confirm this, and therefore the level of confidence in the judgements on

interactions is low. The detailed inspection was limited by a number of factors. The first, and most

significant factor, was the variations and inconsistencies in the structure meaning that it was not

possible to investigate one part of the building in detail and extrapolate and restrictions on the

amount of historic fabric that could be removed limited the opening up to a small number of

locations. Some detailed inspections were performed by professionals unfamiliar with the extent

of detail required to assess the interactions and some critical parameters such as connection

details or presence of nails were not recorded. Finally, there were severe physical limitations in

accessing some of the interactions, (between the adobe and quincha, for instance) without

completely dismantling a portion of the structure. Due to the high influence of the quality of

interactions on the response, further investigation of this should be a priority as their nature

dictates whether the building has a favourable or unfavourable response. Therefore, in deciding

on a strategy for improving the behaviour of the building, the interaction is the most critical aspect

of the structure to consider.

Assuming poor interactions, suggestions for how the behaviour may be improved include;

x Improving the connection between the quincha and the adobe. This could be obtained by

building the adobe up around the base of the quincha to provide better embedment into

the adobe wall or inserting wooden pegs into the adobe vertically and fixing them to the

quincha sole plate.

x Improving the connection between the second storey floor diaphragm and the adobe

walls. Tying the joists to the adobe wall by means of anchors might be a suitable option.

x Improving the connection between the third storey floor diaphragm and the quincha by

ensuring that the joists are nailed, or perhaps fixed by a scarf joint into the sole plate of

the third storey quincha.

x Ensuring the connection between the citara struts and the vertical posts are adequate

and that the bottom connection is fixed to the sole plate rather than the base of the post.

8.4 Detailed Diagnosis of the Cusco Casona

8.4.1 Description of the Model
The global model of the Cusco casona was developed gradually using partial models to assess

the effect of various modelling approaches and identify issues with geometry or material

characteristics. The model was built on AutoCAD and imported into ASM, enabling accurate

representation of the complex geometry. A sensitivity analysis found the ideal mesh size to be

0.4m, with the exception of the arcades where a more refined mesh of 0.1m was required. This

ensured that there were two or three elements throughout the width of all the walls without

excessive computational demands. Since no foundation failures were observed, and the

foundations were assumed to be adequately deep, they were not included in the model and all

nodes at the base were restrained in translation. Nonlinear springs with a low tensile stiffness

were initially used at the base of the columns to allow them to uplift preventing unrealistic bending
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of the columns or tensile stresses being transmitted to the masonry above. However, these had

to be removed later as they substantially increased the computational time. The timber lintels are

modelled with brick elements and a linear elastic material model, since they are not considered

as structural elements. The elastic parameters for the lintels were obtained from literature.

The main objective of the chapter was to obtain a detailed diagnosis of CA, with a second

objective of obtaining a generalised knowledge of the behaviour of similar casonas in Cusco.

Based on the evidence obtained from the preliminary numerical models, the diagnosis of CA in

its present state is unfavourable due to the excessive thrust from the roof and high level of

deterioration. This judgement is backed up by onsite observations, since a large portion of the

building has collapse, while the remainder of it is supported by temporary propping. Therefore, in

order that the results can be generalised, the building is considered in a restored state, and the

floor-plan of the model based on the proposed refurbishment discussed in Chapter 4.

The analysis was performed under the assumptions of no diaphragm effect, walls fully connected,

and no horizontal roof thrust. However, the validity and effect of each of these assumptions are

assessed individually. The global model is displayed in Figure 8.41 indicating the presence of the

various materials. A modal analysis and a pushover analysis in two orthogonal directions was

performed with the aim of obtaining quantitative data on the robustness, interaction, connections

and fabric.

COLOUR KEY
RED=adobe
BLUE=rubble stone
GREEN=fired brick
PURPLE= timber (lintels)
PINK=stone

Figure 8.41: Global model of Cusco Casona

8.4.2 Robustness at Global Level
In the preliminary diagnosis, the robustness of the Cusco casona at global level was judged to be

unfavourable with a 60% confidence level. The main factors influencing this decision were its in-

plan irregularity and lack of constraint afforded by the diaphragms. A modal analysis was

performed to assess the effect of the in-plan irregularities on the global behaviour. The four modes
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with the highest participating modal mass are presented in Table 8.12 and their shapes displayed

in Figure 8.42.

Table 8.12: Summary of modes with highest participating modal mass

Mode no. Period (s) Participating modal mass (%)
x-dir. y-dir. Rz-dir.

12 0.33 0 8.1 8.21
17 0.28 3.0 12.35 12.2
26 0.23 10.4 1.1 0.9
32 0.21 7.3 1.7 2.0

Figure 8.42: Modal shapes for modes 12, 17, 26 and 32

The lack of restraint within the model causes a large number of local modes as the different

macroelements vibrate independently of each other. The first 11 modes are all local modes

affecting the arcades and unrestrained adobe walls due to their lack of connectivity, with the

modal shapes related to the length of inflections of the walls. Within the first 40 modes, there is

no single mode that has a very high participation mass, as most of the excitation occurs locally.

In most of the modes, the first storey is not excited due to the low elastic modulus and large spans

of the upper storey walls. The irregularity does cause some torsional effects. However, the

adverse effects are much less when the original floor plan is considered compared to the floor

plan in its present state, as seen in Figure 8.43, which shows the modal shapes for modes 6 and

7 with a participating modal mass percentage in the Rz direction of 11 and 22% respectively. A

significant torsional effect is observed in Mode 6, suggesting that reconstructing the rear portion

of the building could significantly improve its global behaviour by reducing the degree of

irregularity.

Mode 12 Mode 17

Mode 26 Mode 32
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Figure 8.43: Modal shapes for modes 6 & 7 for present state model

Since the diaphragms were found to have a poor interaction with the adobe, they were not

included in the global numerical model. However, to assess the effect of better tying between the

diaphragms and walls, a modal analysis was performed on two identical models with and without

horizontal ties. The ties were modelled as truss elements and located at roof level and second

storey floor level between the adobe and arcades. The aim was to assess whether the ties induce

a more global dynamic response in the structure as opposed to many local modes.

The periods for the first 60 modes of both models are shown in Figure 8.44. The presence of the

ties decreases the natural periods of the structure for the first modes. The difference is particularly

apparent in the modes relating to the out-of-plane movement of the arcades. Without the tie

beams present, the arcades move independently, while when tie beams are included, they move

with the adobe walls, increasing the stiffness. This is illustrated in Figure 8.45 to Figure 8.48. The

effect on the dynamic response of the other sectors is less significant and the lower period modes

are not significantly affected. However, the presence of ties will distribute the restraint across the

length of the walls, rather than the only restraint occurring at the intersections. Therefore, the

diaphragms are determined to have a high influence on the structure, but since their connection

to the wall is inadequate they are still not included in the global model.

Figure 8.44: First 60 modes for model without and without horizontal tie beams

Mode 6 Mode 7
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Figure 8.45: Mode 3 without restraint. Period = 0.5s.
Participating modal mass y-direction = 3.5%

Figure 8.46: Mode 1 with restraint.
Period = 0.5s. Participating modal
mass y-direction = 4.1%

Figure 8.47: Mode 12 without restraint. Period = 0.33s.
Participating modal mass y-direction = 8.2%

Figure 8.48: Mode 3 with restraint.
Period = 0.33s. Participating modal
mass y-direction = 8.3%

The in-plane and out-of-plane drifts of the model were checked by pushover analysis in which a

horizontal acceleration was applied to the model in the same manner as for the Lima casona. The

loading was applied in three steps, gravitational loading, followed by vertical loads relating to the

weight of the roof and floor systems (not modelled), followed by a lateral acceleration of 0.3g. The

response is very different in the two directions due to the orientation of the brick and stone arcades

so the results are presented separately; first in the x-direction, then in the y-direction. The notation

used to describe each wall is shown in Figure 8.49.
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Figure 8.49: Notation for each wall

When the acceleration is applied in the x-direction, parallel to the arcades, the highest

displacement is recorded at the top of the street-facing wall, which is unrestrained by internal

walls on the upper level as shown in Figure 8.50. The analysis stops running at a lateral

acceleration of 0.23g as it fails to converge due to high local stresses in the adobe and the

arcades.

Figure 8.50: Deformed shape after application of acceleration of 0.23g in x-direction
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Figure 8.51: In-plane pushover curve for
acceleration applied in x-direction

Figure 8.52: Out-of-plane pushover curve
for acceleration applied in x-direction

The pushover curve for selected in-plane walls is shown in Figure 8.51. The in-plane walls in

‘Sector A’ facing the street show the highest deformation, with a maximum drift of 0.12%. In

Chapter 5, it was established that the in-plane limitation for LS1 (no damage) for adobe is around

0.05%. From the pushover curves, it seems that this limit is realistic as the walls are just beginning

to exhibit a nonlinear response. The lower bound limits for LS2 and LS3 were estimated in

Chapter 5 as 0.1% and 0.25% respectively. Walls AX2 and AX3 have exceeded LS2 meaning

that they are extensively damaged but repairable. None of the walls in the model exceed the limit

for LS3 at an acceleration of 0.23g, assuming that orthogonal walls are well-connected.

The pushover curve for the out-of-plane walls is shown in Figure 8.52. The walls without lateral

restraint show significant out-of-plane bending. The limit for LS1 in Chapter 5 based on

experimental tests by Zegarra and Quiun (2003) was 0.12%. Wall AY2 has just begun to exhibit

nonlinear behaviour at this drift. The limit for LS3 of 1.4% appears to be too lenient as the walls,

particularly AY1, have experienced significant loss of stiffness by a drift of 0.5% and the walls in

the model appear to be stiffer and weaker than those tested.

When the acceleration is applied in the y-direction, the arcades are loaded out-of-plane and

undergo very high deformations, which prevents convergence at a lateral acceleration of 0.12g.

Therefore, the model was re-run in the y-direction with the arcades removed from the model to

assess the behaviour of the rest of the structure, assuming collapse of the arcades. However

beyond 0.18g, there was further material failure and the model could not sustain further

increments of lateral acceleration. At this point, Wall CX3 experienced an overall drift of 0.3%,

while the maximum drift is sector D was 0.16%. The model was re-run again with Wall CX3 and

Sector D removed. This enabled the model to run further up to 0.23g. This is listed in Appendix

D. The deformation in the model with the arcades present is shown in Figure 8.53, while the

deformation with the arcades removed and the acceleration of 0.18g applied is shown in Figure

8.54.

LS1 LS2 LS1 LS2
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Figure 8.53: Deformed shape after application
of acceleration of 0.12g in y-direction

Figure 8.54: Deformed shape after application of
acceleration of 0.18g in y-direction with arcades
removed

The in-plane pushover curve for the acceleration applied in the y-direction is shown in Figure

8.55. The flattening of the curve for some of the walls at an acceleration of 0.18g is due to the

lower stiffness of the model without the presence of Sector D and CX3. The maximum in-plane

drift is 0.12% in wall BY2 at an acceleration of 0.23g, which is between LS1 and LS2.

Figure 8.56 presents the pushover curves for the walls out-of-plane when the acceleration is

applied in the y-direction. The flexibility of the arcades out-of-plane, due to them being modelled

as unrestrained by the wall, is immediately apparent. In the adobe walls, the maximum out-of-

plane drift is 0.3% in Wall CX3, which has a free length of 13.2m. Where the spacing between

cross walls is smaller, the drifts are also much smaller, less than 0.15%, which is just over the

limit for LS1. The drift observed in the AX walls is low due to their shorter length.

Figure 8.55: In-plane pushover curve for acceleration applied in y-direction
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Figure 8.56: Out-of-plane pushover curve for acceleration applied in y-direction

From the analysis of these models, the limits for in-plane drift according to EC8, ASCE 41-13 and

NZSEE (2011) are not suitable for this particular structure. For the in-plane behaviour, the drifts

obtained experimentally by Blondet et al. (2005), indicated in Figure 8.56, appear to correspond

to the behaviour of these buildings. However, there is a need for more analysis and data to obtain

damage limit state drifts to compare the out-of-plane performance. Tolles et al. (2002) provided

slenderness limits for adobe walls based on their propensity for overturning, which have been

discussed in Chapter 5. However, these do not take into account the level of perpendicular

restraint to the wall. There are also geometrical limits for the overturning of solid masonry walls

available in literature (e.g. D'Ayala (2013)). A source for further research could be assessing the

suitability of these limits for adobe walls.

Any support that Wall CX3 may have once gained from an adjacent structure has not been

modelled, as the wall is currently partially collapsed, as is Sector D. The collapse of these portions

of the building may be due to inadequate intermediate restraint to the long wall, combined with

substantial deterioration. Based on this analysis, the judgement on robustness at local level of

CA is favourable assuming that the walls and importantly, the arcades, are well connected. The

level of connection that exists in reality is discussed in Section 8.4.4.3. These results increase the

confidence level to 75%.

8.4.3 Robustness at Local Level

8.4.3.1 Base Course

The preliminary diagnosis of robustness of the base course was positive with a level of confidence

of 85% and an influence factor of B. The additional research into the mechanical characteristics

of the base course confirms that its strength and stiffness is higher than that of the adobe and

provided it has a low percentage of mortar, it has a positive effect on the building. Figure 8.57

shows the maximum principal stresses in the base course for an acceleration of 0.23g. It is seen

LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4
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that there are some areas of high stress where cracking may occur at the base of the wall or at

corners. However, the stresses are not generally excessive. Therefore, the base course is still

considered to have a favourable robustness with a confidence level of 90% and an influence

factor of B.

Figure 8.57: Maximum principal stresses in the base course at acceleration of 0.23g

8.4.3.2 Adobe Wall

At a lateral acceleration of 0.23g, the drifts in the adobe walls are not excessive, suggesting that

in their original state, the thick adobe walls are sufficient to provide resistance. However, there is

an issue with local cracking in the detailing around openings and at material interfaces. The

models show strain concentrations at the interfaces between transversal walls, corresponding to

vertical cracking observed on site and reported in past earthquake surveys. There is also high

strain concentrations at the interface between the arcades and the adobe walls and around the

openings, as shown in Figure 8.58.

Figure 8.58: High maximum principal strains at interfaces and around openings

The maximum in-plane and out-of-plane interstorey drifts are shown in Table 8.13 correlated with

the expected damage level. Although the overall drifts are acceptable both in-plane and out-of-

plane, the drifts are concentrated in a single storey. In-plane, the drifts are much higher on the

lower storey due to the greater proportion of openings, while out-of-plane, the lack of restraint to

the upper walls concentrates the deformation at this level. In-plane the change in stiffness is such

that it constitutes a soft storey. In addition, based on interstorey drift, the expected level of damage
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would be extensive but repairable, but the most vulnerable walls would likely be close to

exceeding LS3. Therefore, the robustness of the adobe walls are considered unfavourable with a

confidence level of 80% and an influence factor of A.

Table 8.13: Maximum drift for 0.23g acceleration correlated with expected damage level

Maximum drift at 0.23g acceleration Expected level of damageLower storey Upper storey Overall

In-plane 0.23% 0.06% 0.12%

Extensively damaged but
repairable. Very close to LS3 on

lower storey
(LS2<demand<LS3)

Out-of-
plane 0.35% 0.74% 0.55%

Extensively damaged but
repairable. Very close to LS3 on

upper storey
(LS2<demand<LS3)

8.4.3.3 Roof System

The par y nudillo (collar beam) roof was judged in the preliminary diagnosis to have an

unfavourable robustness due to its substantial weight and the likelihood of it exerting excessive

lateral thrusts on the adobe walls. Although the real behaviour of the roof system is not well

understood, a full analysis of the system is not considered crucial, as its influence on the structure

is almost certainly negative. In order to recommend strengthening interventions, a detailed

assessment would be necessary but this is beyond the scope of this research. However, the

influence of the roof thrust on the adobe walls is worth investigating further here. This was

assessed assuming no tie beams to restrain the walls. The weight of the clay tiles and 100mm of

mud was estimated to be 2.3kN/m2 meaning vertical reactions including the self-weight of the roof

of 9kN, and a horizontal thrust of 27kN per truss, assuming trusses spaced at 1.2m centres. If it

is assumed that the nudillo (collar tie) contributes by reducing the lateral thrust by one third, the

total lateral thrust will be reduced to 15kN/m, 14% of the weight of the adobe wall.

The vertical and horizontal reactions from the roof were added to a partial model to assess the

effect on the adobe wall. A lateral acceleration was also applied and no tie beams were modelled.

The model stopped running at an acceleration of 0.06g due to material failure. The same results

were obtained when the lateral acceleration was applied in both x and y directions because the

effect of the acceleration was small compared to that of the roof thrust. The drift in the first storey

was 0.07%, while in the second storey it was 0.55%, giving an overall lateral drift of 0.28%. Figure

8.59 shows the maximum principal stresses in the model at the maximum acceleration. The level

of stresses in the adobe at the upper level is very high, with local increases due to application of

the load. The stresses are significantly higher than those obtained applying a lateral acceleration

of 0.23g and considering only the vertical component of the roof reaction. The walls surveyed in

the casona do not have significant leaning that could be attributed to a high thrust, although

substantial deformation in the roof has been observed in some of the roof pitches and cracking

has been observed.
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Figure 8.59: Maximum principal stresses with roof thrust and acceleration of 0.06g

This demonstrates that the adobe is not able to support the excessive thrusts and the roof system

is judged as unfavourable with an influence factor of A and 90% confidence. The roof could be

improved by ensuring that it is tied at its base and by reducing its weight.

8.4.3.4 Floors

In the preliminary diagnosis, the floors had an unfavourable robustness with an influence factor

of B and a level of confidence of 70%. The reason for this was a lack of diaphragm action and

irregular spacing, but they were judged to be adequate for vertical loads. The floors were not

included in the detailed model. Despite this, the walls did not show excessive out-of-plane drifts

in the first storey. The major consequence of the lack of diaphragm action is the already

highlighted localised dynamic behaviour of single walls, which make the building vulnerable to

partial collapse. Therefore the influence of the lack of connection is reduced and although the

floors are still considered unfavourable with a confidence level of 70%, the influence of this on the

global response is reduced to C. However, if the floor and its connection to the walls is such that

it can transfer out-of-plane forces, the forces transferred to orthogonal walls will be lower.

8.4.3.5 Arcades

The arcades were modelled without transversal connection to the adobe walls. In-plane, the stone

columns at the lower level are very slender, and provide little lateral resistance, yet they are

supporting a heavy brick and stone spandrel above. Figure 8.60 shows the maximum principal

stresses in the arcades when loaded in-plane. High tensile stresses are observed at the base of

the columns at both the upper and lower levels, which is expected to exceed the tensile capacity

of the masonry. This may induce rocking at the base of the arcades. In addition, the arch to the

left side of the image is opening, leading to cracking. Out-of-plane, the response of the arcades

is even less favourable as they require support from the adjacent walls to prevent overturning and

without restraint in the form of tie beams fail at an acceleration of 0.13g.
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Figure 8.60: Maximum principal stress in arcades after application of 0.23g in-plane

In the preliminary diagnosis, the arcades were considered to be favourable as they might exert a

shoring action to the adobe walls, but this is only valid if they are well connected. Therefore, the

model was analysed with tie beams connecting the arcades to the adobe. Beams were added to

the model between the arcades and the adobe walls at roof and second storey floor level. The

ties were modelled as 100mm diameter beam elements released in rotation with the elastic

properties of willow. The displacement in the model is shown in Figure 8.61 and compared with

the displacement without ties in Figure 8.62.

Figure 8.61: Displacement in y-direction at
acceleration of 0.17g (just prior to failure) with
ties

Figure 8.62: Displacement in y-direction at
acceleration of 0.12g (just prior to failure)
without ties

Figure 8.63 compares the pushover curves for the out-of-plane walls with and without the ties

between the arcades and the adobe walls. The presence of ties reduces the out-of-plane drift of

the arcades by a factor of 10 and enables the model to run further without stopping. The behaviour

of BX1 is unaffected as it is not tied to the arcades so acts independently. However, wall BX2 is

pushed over by the arcades, increasing its displacement. This is not the case for CX1, which is

being pulled by the arcades but deforms similarly in both cases, although this will be reversed if

the load were applied in the opposite direction. From these results it seems that with these

assumptions, the arcades are not stiff enough to act as a prop to the walls and so the walls are

supporting the arcades out-of-plane since the adobe walls behave similarly with the arcades

present. The arcades seem to have a solely architectural purpose, with no substantial effect on

the structural behaviour. Therefore, they are reassessed and considered to be neither favourable

nor unfavourable, with a confidence factor of 75% and an influence factor of D. However, to
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withstand an earthquake themselves, the arcades would need to be tied to the walls. The effect

of this is considered in 8.4.4.3.

Figure 8.63: Comparison of drifts for out-of-plane walls with and without presence of arcade ties

8.4.4 Interaction

8.4.4.1 Base Course to Adobe

The nature of the interface between the base course and the adobe is the one for which there

was the greatest level of uncertainty. The interaction is evaluated in the same way as for HC by

comparing the stresses at the interface with the DP yield criterion. The values of friction angle

and cohesion are taken from shear compression tests between adobe and stone to be 0.45

radians and 65kPa respectively. Adopting these values, around 17% of the elements fail for a

lateral acceleration of 0.18g in the y-direction and 9% for a lateral acceleration in the x-direction

of 0.23g. This is not conisdered to be excessive and so the interaction is judged as favourable

with a confidence level of 70% and influence factor of B.

8.4.4.2 Interaction between Transversal Adobe Walls

The interaction between transversal walls is crucial to prevent total out-of-plane collapse of the

walls. The model shows high concentrations of tensile stress at the interface between transversal

walls (see Figure 8.64), which correspond well with cracking observed at the corners of the

transversal walls (see Figure 8.65). Although some interlocking of adobe blocks is observed at

the intersections, the presence of cracks and discontinuities results in a negative judgement for

this interaction with a confidence level of 80% and an influence factor of A.
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Figure 8.64: Model after application of 0.23g acceleration showing high strains at the interfaces

1st Storey 2nd Storey
Figure 8.65: Site inspection of orthogonal interactions in adobe wall

8.4.4.3 Adobe and Arcades

The interaction between the adobe and the arcades is considered negative as there is no positive

connection between the arcades and walls by means of wooden ties. The effect of improving this

connection was investigated by adding tie beams to the model at roof level and second storey

floor level, as mentioned in Section 8.4.3.5. The maximum tensile and compressive forces in the
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ties are shown in Figure 8.66 and Figure 8.67 respectively. The maximum forces in the ties are

significantly lower than the maximum pull-out forces of anchored ties tested within the SRP.

Therefore, the interaction could possibly be improved by better anchorage.

Figure 8.66: Ties in tension Figure 8.67: Ties in compression

8.4.4.4 Walls and Diaphragms

Analysis of the model with and without the floor beams, presented in Section 8.4.2, confirmed the

high influence of good tying between the parallel adobe walls. However, it was not practical to

perform further testing or on site investigations on this interaction. As a result, the interaction

between the walls and floor and walls and roof remain unchanged from the preliminary diagnosis.

8.4.5 Fabric

8.4.5.1 Base Course

The base course consists of rubble stone walls of variable quality in different parts of the building.

In some areas there is a high percentage of mortar (mud or lime) with irregularly shaped stones

typically 300x150mm in surface area. The variability means that the base course is judged to

have unfavourable fabric with a confidence level of 80% and an influence of B.

8.4.5.2 Adobe and Brick Masonry

The adobe blocks in CA are extremely large; between 750 and 1000mm in length, 300-350mm

deep, and 150mm high. They are set in an English bond pattern with alternating courses of header

and stretcher and a mortar joint of 20-25mm. The pattern is regular and the wall is plastered with

a 20-30mm thick mud and straw plaster. However, there are some areas where a cement-based

render has been applied, which has increased the rate of deterioration of the adobe due to the

trapping of moisture. The condition of the adobe is variable throughout the structure and in some

places is severely deteriorated. Inside the street facing rooms of CA, the wall was saturated along

the whole height of the first floor, making the adobe extremely vulnerable. The granulometry of

the adobe in Cusco was discussed in Section 8.4.5.2 concluding that the mortar and blocks are

made from the same material, but the soil is highly variable even within the same building. The

adobe fabric is considered to be favourable with a confidence level of 80% and influence of B.
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The masonry in the arches and arcades is regular with good sized mortar joints, resulting in a

favourable judgement for fabric with a confidence level of 80%.

8.4.5.3 Timber Species

The timber used for the floors in CA is willow, while alder is present in the roof system. The wood

database (Meier, 2014) rates willow and alder non-durable to perishable, and susceptible to

insect attack. This is backed up with observations on site where the willow trunks were severely

deteriorated to the point of failure. Therefore, the fabric of the timber in the floors and roof is

judged to be unfavourable with a level of confidence of 90% and an influence factor of B.

8.4.6 Connections
In the Cusco casonas, the only timber connections are within the floor system and the roof system.

In the preliminary diagnosis, the judgement of both connection types was uncertain and the

connections within the floor system were judged not to be influential to the overall behaviour. As

a result, the connections within the floor system were not considered further. The connections

within the par y nudillo roof are considered to be influential but their performance is not known.

However, the testing or detailed modelling of this joint was not feasible within the time and

financial constraints of the project. As a result, the detailed assessment does not further the

understanding of these connections.

8.4.7 Summary of Detailed Diagnosis of Cusco Casona
The detailed diagnosis for the Cusco casona is shown in Table 8.14 and Table 8.15.

Table 8.14: Detailed diagnosis of interactions in Cusco casona

BASE COURSE ADOBE WALLS ARCADES

ADOBE
WALLS

+ve CL = 70% (+) -ve CL = 80% (-) -ve 70% (-)

I = B I = A A

FLOOR
SYSTEM

-ve CL = 65% (-)

I = A

ROOF
SYSTEM

+ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = A
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Table 8.15: Detailed diagnosis of Cusco casona at local level

ROBUSTNESS FABRIC CONNECTIONS
FOUNDATIONS
AND BASE
COURSE

+ve CL = 90% (+) -ve CL = 80% (-)

I = B D = 2 I = B D = 2-3

ADOBE
WALLS

-ve CL = 80% (-) +ve CL = 80% (+)

I = A D = 2 I = B D = 4-5

FLOOR
SYSTEM

-ve CL = 70% (-) +ve CL = 60% (+) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = C D = 4 I = C D = 4-5 I = D

ROOF SYSTEM
-ve CL = 90% (-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-) +ve/-ve CL = 50% (+/-)

I = A D = 3-4 I = B D = 3-5 I = B

ARCADES/
COLONNADES

-ve CL = 65% (-) +ve CL = 85% (+)

I = B D = 2 I = C D = 2

Like in HC, for CA, the interactions are the most influential aspect of the behaviour and are all

negative, with the exception of one. The fabric of the base course and robustness of the floor and

roof systems are also cause for concern, as well as the out-of-plane response of the arcades.

However, this is not believed to be the case for all casonas in Cusco. It has been observed that

other casonas have a less variable and better quality base course (see Figure 4.39) and more

recent casonas have a more regular floor system with cut beams (see Section 4.3.4.2). Ties have

also been identified in other casonas between the diaphragms and walls or arcades, and corner

keys have been observed. CA seems to be a particularly bad case possibly because it is a very

early example, has undergone substantial modifications over the years, and has suffered severe

deterioration and damage. However, the roof system is considered unfavourable with a high level

of confidence, and this is common to all historic casonas in Cusco.

Suggestions for improvement of the behaviour include;

x Addition of ties at the base of the roof to prevent thrust exerted on adobe walls.

x Insertion of corner keys at intersections between orthogonal adobe walls.

x Anchoring the arcades to the adobe walls and tying the adobe walls together at floor and

roof level to improve global response. The effect of this needs further research to ensure

it does not cause adverse secondary consequences.

x Addition of wall plates under floor beams to avoid concentrations of stresses leading to

vertical cracks.

8.5 Concluding Remarks
The variations between the two buildings present different issues with regards to the detailed

assessment and numerical modelling. The major issues with HC are due to the complex

interactions between the materials and accurately characterising the quincha. The major issue in

developing the model of CA is due to the complicated geometry, particularly in relation to the

arcades, columns and masonry arches. It is also complicated to consider the interaction between
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the brick masonry, stone work, adobe, and rubble stone base course. Limited information was

available for this building in relation to mechanical characteristics so the level of confidence is

relatively low. The analysis was performed using a commercially available software, with a user

friendly interface that is relatively low in cost. The reason for this was to replicate an approach

that might be more commonly taken in practice and to stay within budget restraints. However, this

approach had some limitations in that there were often convergence issues during nonlinear

analysis. The complex geometry of CA caused meshing difficulties leading to unrealistic local

failure of elements and numerical instability. This caused problems with the project timeline and

highlights the issues with using a relatively novel modelling approach that is not well tested.

In most cases the detailed diagnosis significantly increased the level of confidence in the

judgements. However, there were a few instances where additional information cast doubt on

what was previously believed and the level of confidence in the judgement decreased with

increased knowledge. This is highlighted in Figure 8.68, which compares the judgements for the

interaction parameter of the Lima casona where green represents a favourable judgement, red

an unfavourable judgement, and blue uncertain. Figure 8.69 shows the same chart for the Cusco

casona. For this case study, the additional investigation always resulted in a greater level of

confidence, but in one case it reversed what was previously a favourable judgement as on more

detailed inspections, cracks were identified between transversal adobe walls.

Figure 8.68: Comparison in judgements of interaction between preliminary and detailed
diagnosis for Lima casona
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Figure 8.69: Comparison in judgements of interaction between preliminary and detailed
diagnosis for Cusco casona

The next chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis, which considers the procedure, as well

as the assessment of both buildings. Recommendations for further work, and possible

improvements to the procedure are also provided.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS
_______________________________________________________

9.1 Research Contribution

This thesis sought to fulfil three main objectives; develop a seismic assessment procedure for

vernacular buildings suitable for application by professionals and based on performance criteria,

verify its suitability by applying it to Peruvian casonas, and improve the understanding of the

seismic response of quincha. The primary contributions of this research towards these

objectives are summarised below.

x Development of a novel seismic assessment procedure for historic vernacular buildings

Having found the existing procedures in seismic codes and literature to be inadequate for

historic vernacular buildings, a new approach has been proposed. The new procedure is

specifically designed for cultural heritage buildings, and focuses on principles of minimum

intervention, multidisciplinary decision-making, and consideration of the global and local

response. It makes use of qualitative and quantitative data, and takes into account the different

structural components of the building and how they work together to form the seismic force

resisting system. The suitability of this method has been successfully demonstrated by applying

it to two Peruvian case studies.

x Detailed seismic assessment of historic Peruvian casonas

This thesis contributes to the understanding of the structural form and seismic response of two

distinct forms of Peruvian casonas. In the case of the casonas in Lima, the detailed onsite

investigations have provided an insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the complex

structural system. The in-depth testing and modelling have given a good indication of the

seismic capacity of the building and areas where strengthening could be implemented. For the

Cusco casonas, with a more traditional form of construction, an understanding of the seismic

response has been obtained without the need for extensive testing, using nonlinear numerical

analysis and data available in literature. The different analysis and assessment tools used in

each case demonstrates the versatility of the procedure, showing that it can be applied to

buildings of varying levels of existing knowledge to achieve a robust diagnosis.
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x Improvement of understanding of the seismic behaviour of quincha and the numerical
modelling of infilled timber frames

Prior to this research, the seismic behaviour of quincha was not well understood. This study has

contributed to the understanding of the in-plane stiffness and capacity of quincha walls, as well

as the effect of variations in the wall geometry on the behaviour. The influence of the mud and

cane infill on the stiffness and capacity has been quantified by testing presented in Chapter 6,

which has aided the development of a numerical model of the quincha system, described in

Chapter 7. The method adopted for the modelling of the quincha walls can easily be applied to

other infilled timber construction systems with some minor modifications.

9.2 Summary of Findings

The following section details the main findings of the research. The primary conclusions on the

adequacy of the procedure are outlined first, followed by those on the seismic response of the

Lima and Cusco casonas respectively.

9.2.1 Procedure

x A new performance-based assessment tool for historic vernacular structures has been
established

The current procedures in seismic codes are not appropriate for historic vernacular structures

since they have little scope for qualitative assessment, do not consider local and global criteria,

and their requirements for data collection often conflict with conservation principles. A

performance-based assessment requires reliable performance targets, such as in-plane and

out-of-plane drift. However, the limits on drift provided by the codes for masonry or timber are

inappropriate for adobe or quincha walls and fail to correspond with experimental observations.

The new procedure successfully addresses these inadequacies and has shown to be a valid

alternative to the approaches in codes.

x To obtain a high level of confidence in the result, some intrusive onsite investigations
cannot be avoided

The procedure aimed to minimise the quantity and intrusiveness of onsite inspections and

destructive material tests, by focusing on sensitivity analyses, literature reviews, and

extrapolating findings from similar buildings. However, when little is known about the structural

system, as was the case in Lima, it is not possible to make a conclusive judgement on the

behaviour without visual inspections, which inevitably damage the historic fabric. Further

destructive investigations would also have led to a higher degree of confidence in the

assessment. For example, confirming the presence (or lack of) nails between the third storey

joists and the third storey quincha would have increased the level of confidence from ‘very low’

to ‘high’ or possibly ‘very high.’ A critical aspect to decide upon the extent and criticality of

opening up. The procedure iterative approach, whereby each piece of evidence is weighed in
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terms of improved confidence, allows the intrusiveness of the data collection to be controlled

and minimised.

x Onsite inspections should have involvement of a multidisciplinary team

At the beginning of the project, some inspections were performed by professionals unfamiliar

with the level of detail required and some critical details were omitted from the drawings,

necessitating further inspections by the author. The involvement of a multidisciplinary team from

the beginning of the process, and better communication between team members, could have

prevented this, saving time and money.

x Large-scale test campaigns can be a worthwhile investment

Large scale experimental campaigns, such as the tests on the quincha walls, are costly and

time consuming. However, the experimental tests on the quincha walls have proved to be

worthwhile in this instance. Without the data obtained from testing, limitations on drift for the

quincha would not have been defined, and there would be no way of determining the in-plane

stiffness of the system with any degree of certainty or accuracy. The contribution of the infill

would have been difficult to quantify without experimental work, since the review of tests on

other infilled timber frames in Chapter 5 showed its effect to be highly variable. Moreover, the

lack of pre-existing data on quincha, combined with the significant influence of quincha on the

seismic response and large number of buildings in Lima with quincha on their upper storeys

further justifies time and cost. The procedure enables the benefits of the testing to be quantified

by checking the increase in confidence in judgements from the preliminary to the detailed

diagnoses.

x Importance of small scale experimental tests & material testing

Although analytical techniques are often adequate, sometimes local tests, on connections for

example, are required to obtain reliable results. These tests are not frequently performed

outside of academia, and there was very little information previously available. For the mortice

and tenon connection, for example, the local tests increased the reliability of the analysis

considerably as the analytical techniques available were not proven for this type of joint. With

regards to the materials, it was found that a wider range of mechanical parameters was required

for the numerical modelling than is commonly tested. For example, while values for the

compressive strength of adobe are often found in literature, the elastic modulus, cohesion, and

friction angle are not frequently tested. However, these parameters are critical to determine the

capacity of adobe walls under lateral loads.

x The detailed assessment usually increased the level of confidence in the judgements, but
sometimes cast doubt on previous assumptions

Although in the vast majority of cases the detailed investigations and analysis improved the

level of confidence in the initial judgements, in a small number of cases, it actually reduced the

level of confidence because it proved a previous-held judgement to be wrong. This highlights
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the problems with subjective judgements on confidence, and emphasises the importance of in-

depth assessments and analysis. The involvement of an experienced assessment team across

different specialisms will likely decrease the probability of this changing as the initial

assumptions are more likely to be accurate.

x Oral expertise can be valuable throughout the assessment process to complement
published documentation and analysis

Although a number of renovations of casonas had been implemented prior to this research, the

vast majority of the work has not been made publically available. If drawings, photographs or

material tests from these studies had been more widely available, they may have decreased the

level of intrusiveness required of the present assessments or increased the level of confidence

in the decisions. Better practice of sharing knowledge through publications, particularly on the

state of the original structure could aid assessors working on similar structures in future. The

procedure places a large amount of emphasis on interaction between local practitioners and

stakeholders in the project throughout the assessment process, providing assessors with the

opportunity to compare the scientific findings from the analysis with the experience and

expertise of local practitioners.

x Comments on the order in which the four key parameters are assessed

In this research the assessment parameters of robustness, interaction, fabric and connections

were considered in that order, starting with an overview of the structure and then focusing in on

the details. Although this was ideal for presenting the structure to those unfamiliar with it, in

hindsight it may have been preferable to start at the detailed level with fabric and connections

and finish with the robustness. This is because the quality of the connections and fabric

influence the robustness of the macroelement or structure, meaning that at times during both

the preliminary and detailed diagnoses it was necessary to return to modify a previous

judgement. However, the cyclic nature of this procedure allows for this, enabling modifications

to be made during the continual exchange and discussion among partners.

9.2.2 Seismic Response of Lima Casona

Prior to the present study, there was very little published data on the seismic response of

casonas in Lima, and the small amount of information available was often subjective and

conflicting (Correo, 2014, Silva Nole, 2013). This thesis contributes to the understanding of the

seismic performance of the casonas and offers the following conclusions.

x Quincha has some positive features in terms of seismic performance provided it is well
restrained by the diaphragms and transversal walls.

Quincha has a number of positive features contributing to its seismic response. Its lightness

attracts low seismic forces, while the cracking and spalling of the mud and plaster increases

energy dissipation. The flexible walls, particularly those of the second storey, show minimal

damage, even for high levels of lateral drift. The ability of the long tenons to lift up of the
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mortices allowing the walls to rock is believed to be a positive aspect of the system as it

dissipates energy without failure. The blocks of adobe or masonry at the base of the second

storey quincha improves continuity by providing a band between the stiffer adobe wall and more

flexible canes. It also lowers the centre of mass, and has a ballasting effect to counteract the

uplift of the vertical posts, while dissipating energy. However, despite these positive aspects, it

is crucial to ensure that the walls and diaphragms are well connected and the in-plane drift does

not exceed around 3%.

x By far the most significant vulnerability is in the interactions between macroelements

The interactions between macroelements was found to be the most critical parameter. The

interactions are complex, difficult to inspect and quantify, and in most cases they were found to

be inadequate. However, their nature could be improved with sensitive and well-designed

interventions, which would significantly improve the global response. This may involve

improving the connection between diaphragms and walls, either by improving the joist-wall

connection or by the addition of horizontal ties. At first storey floor level, tying should be

between the adobe walls, rather than the quincha sole plate, since the latter option may

increase the propensity for sliding of the quincha over the adobe. The interface between the

base course and adobe may also be a plane of weakness but the results are highly sensitive to

values of cohesion and friction angle used in the analysis. Tests to obtain these values are

difficult to perform accurately due to disturbances while extracting the material.

x Effect of diaphragm stiffness, roof weight and in-plan irregularity

From a global perspective there are a number of important findings. The diaphragms in HC

have been identified as two layers of unconnected boards with a low shear stiffness. Although

the effect of stiffening the diaphragms was found to be modest, a good connection between

them and the walls is still critical. Furthermore, the orientation of the floor joists significantly

affects the out-of-plane response as they provide the only restraint to the walls. The force

experienced by the structure under earthquake loads could be reduced by reducing the weight

of the roof, also reducing p-delta effects. The in-plan irregularity of the building, combined with

lower in-plane stiffness of the perimeter walls due to openings onto the street, induce significant

torsion effects, which would increase further if the building was better connected together.

Therefore, this needs to be considered when designing any interventions.

x Variability of Lima casonas inhibits extrapolation of data

It is first important to note that that in this research, a detailed assessment has been performed

of one historic casona in Lima. Although effort has been made to enable the findings to be

extrapolated, the lack of standardisation and high level of variability, typical of vernacular

architecture, means that the conclusions cannot be assumed to apply to all casonas in Lima

without some further investigations. For example, the presence of the third storey and irregular

floor plan makes HC particularly vulnerable, but many casonas are rectangular in shape with
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two storeys. Therefore, although many of the findings can likely be generalised, specific results

should be verified on a case by case basis.

9.2.3 Seismic Response of Cusco Casonas

The seismic response of the Cusco casonas is more easily predicted since the building is less

complex and there are more reports in literature of damages to similar structural types (e.g.

Tolles et al. (1996)). This section summarises the expected seismic performance of the casonas

in Cusco, providing some suggestions for improvement.

x Interactions between macroelements are key to ensuring good behaviour

Similarly to the Lima casonas, positive interactions between the macroelements are critical to

ensure the building maintains its integrity during an earthquake. In Cusco, many of the

interactions could be improved by the addition of traditional retrofitting techniques such as ties,

corner keys, and wall plates, which have been used in the region for many years.

x Significant negative effect of roof thrust on adobe walls

Some report that the roof system found in the Andes, which was designed to be thatched, is not

sufficient to support the heavy clay tiles now used in Cusco (Gutiérrez et al., 1981), while others

suggest that if it is properly constructed, it is perfectly adequate (Carrillo Rosell, n.d.). In

practice, the author has observed the roof to be poorly constructed and the thrust is not

counteracted by ties, leading to excessive thrusts on the adobe walls. The addition of ties could

rectify this problem, but any strengthening of the roof system would require further analysis

beyond the scope of this work.

x The stone and brick arcades do not provide stability to the adobe wall

It was hypothesised during the preliminary assessment in Chapter 4 that the arcades may have

a buttressing effect on the internal adobe walls if they were well connected. However, in the

detailed assessment in Chapter 8 this was shown to not be the case. This may explain why

stone and brick arcades are rarely found in Lima where earthquakes are stronger and more

frequent. The stability of the arcades could be enhanced by improving their connection to the

adobe wall by the addition of ties as suggested in Chapter 8.

x Variability in the quality of the base course, and abrupt change in stiffness between it and
adobe wall, may cause localised failure.

The base course is considered favourable from a robustness point of view because it reduces

water infiltration to the adobe walls, lowers the centre of mass of the wall, and reduces the

slenderness of the adobe wall by reducing its height. The abrupt change in stiffness could lead

to rocking or sliding of the adobe wall, although the detailed assessment found this to occur in

only a small portion of the interface. That being said, the quality of the fabric in the base course

is extremely variable, which could cause local failures.
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9.3 Further Work

This research has identified some areas where further research is required. Suggestions for this

are outlined in the following section.

x Dissemination of findings and strengthening of casonas

A key area of further work required is to disseminate the findings on the seismic assessment of

the casonas beyond the academic community and to research appropriate strengthening

interventions with a view to implement them. In addition, the presentation of the procedure is in

the process of being reworked to form a set of guidelines, in a form more appropriate to

practitioners.

x Application of the procedure to other case studies

Within this thesis, the procedure has been applied to two distinct case studies, showing that it is

reasonably adaptable. However, it could reasonably be applied to other international contexts,

possibly widening its application to include other hazards such as flooding or hurricanes. Further

additions may include application to post-earthquake assessments.

x Inclusion of deterioration into the numerical models and assessment

Although the presence of deterioration has a significant negative impact on the behaviour,

detailed consideration of it was beyond the scope of this work. This could be a significant area

for further research, in which the most critical elements where deteriorated material should be

replaced could be identified.

x Further investigation into the dynamic characteristics of the casonas

The seismic assessment has primarily used nonlinear static analysis as a tool for checking the

response of the building. However, an area for further work may using dynamic analyses, such

as a series of non-linear time-history analyses using ground motion records obtained from

previous earthquakes, to assess the quincha. This may provide a better insight into its damping

effect to further the analysis presented in Section 8.3.3.2.

x Improvement of numerical model of quincha

The numerical model of quincha could be improved by the use of a damage material model,

available in ASM (2013) to enable the model to show more degradation in subsequent cycles.

The possibility of using an orthotropic material model could also be investigated, and the

adequacy of the model out-of-plane could be assessed.
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APPENDIX B: IMAGES OF DAMAGE TO CASONAS

_______________________________________________________

The following pages present a number of photographs of damage to adobe-quincha buildings

taken after the Pisco 2007 earthquake by Quiroz (2009). They are followed by images of damage

to historic casonas in Cusco after the 1950 and 1989 earthquakes by Elisofan (1950) and Aparicio

Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989) respectively. These images were used to identify

common failure mechanisms and better understand the vulnerabilities of the buildings and their

structural systems.

Figure B.1: Adobe-quincha Gran Hotel Pisco Playa
Photo: Quiroz (2009)
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Figure B.2: Colonial Hostal Pisco Photo: Quiroz (2009)

Figure B.3: Collapse of part of Casa de Castillo Photo: Quiroz (2009)
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Figure B.4: Adobe-quincha buildings in Pisco after the 2007 earthquake. Photo: Quiroz (2009)

Figure B.5: Rows of houses with shoring. Photo: Elisofan (1950)

Figure B.6: Damage to buildings in Cusco in 1950. Photo: Elisofan (1950)
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Figure B.7: Out-of-plane flexural cracks after Cusco 1950 earthquake. Photo: Elisofan (1950)

Figure B.8: Shoring to prevent out-of-plane collapse, Cusco, 1950. Photo: Elisofan (1950)

Vertical cracks due to

out-of-plane flexure
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Figure B.1: Shoring to prevent out-of-plane collapse of façades, Cusco, 1989
Photo: Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)

Figure B.2: Internal and external vertical cracking at the corners, and spalling of the plaster,
Cusco, 1989 Photo: Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)

Figure B.11: Total collapse of roof and/or upper storey, Cusco, 1989
Photo: Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)

Vertical crack Vertical crack
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Figure B.12: Total or partial collapse of adobe buildings, Cusco, 1989 (Very Serious Damage)
Photo: Aparicio Flores and Marmanillo Casapino (1989)
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APPENDIX C: TIMBER CONNECTION CAPACITIES

_______________________________________________________________________

The capacity of the timber connections is based on the method outlined in Section 8.2.2 of

Eurocode 5 based on Johansen yield theory. The assumptions, failure mode and calculated

capacity for each connection are outlined in the table below. t1 refers to the thickness of the wood

on the head side and t2 refers to the thickness of the wood on the point side. All values were

based on onsite observations.

Connection Assumptions Failure
mode

Capacity
(kN)

Diagonal connection: 3 nails

Laterally loaded nails in
single shear.

Length = 76mm
Dia. = 3.2mm

Head dia. = 5mm
Yield strength = 200N/mm2.

Density = 490kg/m3

t1 = 30mm
t2 = 60mm
No. nails = 3

2.15

3rd storey joists to 3rd storey
quincha sole plate Laterally loaded nails in

single shear.
Length = 100mm

Dia. = 4mm
Head dia. = 5mm

Yield strength = 200N/mm2.
Density = 490kg/m3

t1 = 70mm
t2 = 60mm
No. nails = 1

0.94
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3rd storey floor beams to 2rd

storey quincha cap plate
Laterally loaded nails in

single shear.
Length = 100mm
Dia. = 6.5mm

Head dia. = 10mm
Yield strength = 200N/mm2.

Density = 490kg/m3

t1 = 40mm
t2 = 60mm
No. nails = 2

4.55

Roof joists to 3rd storey quincha
cap plate Laterally loaded nails in

single shear.
Length = 100mm
Dia. = 6.5mm

Head dia. = 10mm
Yield strength = 200N/mm2.

Density = 490kg/m3

t1 = 40mm
t2 = 60mm
No. nails = 2

4.55

Citara brace connection

Laterally loaded nails in
single shear.

Length = 90mm
Dia. = 5mm

Head dia. = 8mm
Yield strength = 200N/mm2.

Density = 490kg/m3

t1 = 40mm
t2 = 50mm
No. nails = 2

1.4
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APPENDIX D: ITERATIONS OF GLOBAL MODELS

__________________________________________________________________________

The global numerical models were analysed by gradual application of a lateral acceleration until

the analysis stopped. A list of modifications made to the model for each iteration is provided

below. CA in the x-direction is not included as it was only analysed once.

HC: acceleration in y-direction

Iteration no. Part No. elements
replaced Reason Replaced with

1 2nd storey posts
13 (8 in-plane, 5
out-of-plane)

Base of posts in
tension

Nonlinear spring

1 3rd storey posts 6 (all in plane)
Base of posts in

tension
Nonlinear spring

1
Contact
elements

Around 10% of all
contact elements

Elements in tension
Removed & not

replaced

2 Infill
All in-plane
elements

Max. principal stress
greater than 0.05MPa

Von Mises with
isotropic hardening
material model

2 Citara struts 1 in-plane
Exceeding estimated
tensile capacity of
connection of 2kN

Removed & not
replaced

2
Diagonal
connection

5
Exceeding estimated
capacity of connection

Nonlinear spring

HC: acceleration in x-direction

Iteration no. Part No. elements
replaced Reason Replaced with

1 2nd storey posts
5 (4 in-plane, 1
out-of-plane)

Base of posts in
tension

Nonlinear spring

1 3rd storey posts 1
Base of posts in

tension
Nonlinear spring

2 Infill
All in-plane
elements

Max. principal stress
greater than 0.05MPa

Von Mises with
isotropic hardening
material model

2
Contact
elements

Around 15% of all
in-plane contact

elements
Elements in tension

Removed & not
replaced

2 Citara struts 9 in-plane
Exceeding estimated
tensile capacity of
connection of 2kN

Removed & not
replaced

2
Diagonal
connection

5
Exceeding estimated
capacity of connection

Nonlinear spring
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CA: acceleration in y-direction

Iteration no. Part No. elements
replaced Reason Replaced with

1 Arcades All removed
Failing at intersection

with adobe wall
Not replaced

2
Sector D and
wall CX3

All removed
Lack of convergence

in the model
Nonlinear spring
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